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Abstract
In recent years, Canadians have become increasingly aware of the dynamic and changnature
of fishery systems, which include not only the fish and their environment, but
ing
also people and their associated social and economic institutions and communities. As a result of the challenges created by our constantly changing fisheries, the Canadian Global
Change Program of the Royal Society of Canada formed an interdisciplinary Fisheries Panel
of nine people in 1996. The panel's mandate was to write an authoritative and comprehensive review of the implications of physical, biological, economic, and socio-political
changes for Canadian marine fisheries and to present options for how to deal with those
changes.
This report outlines a vision for future sustainable marine fisheries for Canada and reviews the state of Canadian marine fishery systems. It also examines the complexities and
major processes of change and variability in fishery systems, which lead to uncertainties and
create risks, i.e., biological risks for fish populations, economic risks for those in industry,
and social and economic risks for people in coastal communities who rely on renewable
aquatic resources. These risks have important implications not only for how management
agencies should operate, but also for how industry, fishermen, and coastal fishing-dependent
communities should plan and act. The last part of the report therefore emphasizes the features of an effective social response to the challenge of managing these risks: stewardship
and conservation, participation and cooperation, and compliance and accountability. We develop several guiding principles that, in the presence of change, uncertainty, and risks, can
help attain the overall goals of biologically productive aquatic systems, economically viable
fishing industries, and sustainable fishing-dependent communities. These principles include
(a) incorporating analysis of structural and dynamic complexities of fishery systems into decision-making; (b) incorporating explicit analysis of change, uncertainties, and risk into decision-making; (c) promoting and conserving biological, economic, and social diversity;
(d) collecting, analyzing and openly communicating data and information; (e) estimating
and documenting the social and ecological consequences of decisions and actions; and
05 clearly defining roles, rights, and responsibilities of all fishery participants to align their
interests with the overall objectives of sustainability. Finally, we identify several strategies
that can be used by management agencies, industry, fishermen, and coastal fishingdependent communities to follow these principles. These strategies include implementing
(a) a precautionary approach, (b) risk-assessment and risk-management procedures, (c) ecosystem-based management and promoting diversity, (d) measures to ensure adequate collection and communication of information, (e) institutional reform and promoting compliance,
and (f) informed social decisions through appropriate pricing, accounting, reporting, and
charging. The benefits and drawbacks of these different strategies are assessed and examples are provided of their application in fishery systems.
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Résumé
Ces dernières années, les Canadiens ont de plus en plus pris conscience de la nature
dynamique et changeante des systèmes halieutiques, qui n'englobent pas uniquement les
poissons et leur environnement, mais aussi des gens, des communautés et les institutions
économiques et sociales qui y sont associées. Comme l'évolution constante de nos pêches
pose de difficiles défis, le Programme canadien des changements à l'échelle du globe de la
Société royale du Canada a constitué en 1996 un comité pluridisciplinaire des pêches
composé de neuf personnes. Celui-ci a reçu pour mandat de préparer une analyse exhaustive
et faisant autorité des répercussions des changements physiques, biologiques, économiques
et sociopolitiques qui touchent les pêches en mer du Canada et de décrire les options qui
permettent d'y faire face.
Ce rapport présente une vision de ce qui peut rendre les pêches en mer durables au
Canada. Nous passons tout d'abord en revue l'état des systèmes halieutiques marins
canadiens. Nous examinons ensuite les complexités et les principaux mécanismes de
changement et de variabilité de ces systèmes, des mécanismes qui engendrent des
incertitudes et des risques — des risques biologiques pour les populations de poissons, des
risques économiques pour les membres de l'industrie et des risques économiques et sociaux
pour les habitants des collectivités côtières qui dépendent des ressources aquatiques
renouvelables. Ces risques ont des conséquences importantes non seulement pour le
fonctionnement des agences de gestion, mais aussi en ce qui concerne la manière dont
l'industrie, les pêcheurs et les collectivités côtières qui dépendent de la pêche devraient
planifier leurs activités et conduire celles-ci. La dernière partie du rapport fait donc ressortir
les caractéristiques d'une réaction sociale efficace au défi que pose la gestion de ces
risques : saine intendance environnementale et conservation, participation et coopération,
obligation de rendre des comptes et respect de la réglementation. Nous formulons plusieurs
principes directeurs qui, dans des situations marquées par des changements, de l'incertitude
et des risques, peuvent contribuer à la réalisation des objectifs d'ensemble de productivité
biologique des systèmes aquatiques, de viabilité économique des industries de la pêche et de
durabilité des communautés qui dépendent de la pêche. Ces principes sont les suivants :
(a) intégration dans le processus décisionnel d'une analyse de la complexité structurelle et
dynamique des systèmes halieutiques; (b) intégration dans ce processus d'une analyse
explicite des changements, des incertitudes et des risques; (c) promotion et conservation de
la diversité biologique, économique et sociale; (d) collecte, analyse et libre diffusion des
données et des informations; (e) estimation et documentation des conséquences écologiques
et sociales des décisions et des actes; et (f) définition claire des rôles, des droits et des
responsabilités de tous ceux qui oeuvrent dans le domaine de la pêche afin d'aligner leurs
intérêts sur l'objectif d'ensemble de durabilité. Enfin, nous présentons plusieurs stratégies
grâce auxquelles les agences de gestion, l'industrie, les pêcheurs et les communautés
côtières qui dépendent de la pêche peuvent mettre ces principes en pratique. Ces stratégies
consistent en : (a) une approche prudente, (b) des mécanismes d'évaluation et de gestion des
risques, (c) une gestion écosystémique et la promotion de la diversité, (d) des mesures
garantissant une collecte et une diffusion adéquates de l'information; (e) une réforme
institutionnelle et la promotion du respect de la réglementation; et (f) des mesures visant à
ce que les décisions sociales soient éclairées par des mécanismes appropriés d'établissement
des prix, de comptabilisation, de préparation de rapports et d'attribution des coûts. Les
avantages et les inconvénients de ces stratégies sont évaluaté également en fournissant des
exemples de leur mise en oeuvre dans des systèmes halieutiques.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
In recent years, Canadians have heard much about the predicament of their marine fisheries. There have been biological problems such as large decreases in abundance (e.g., the
Northern cod on the east coast) and various economic and social issues raised by reduced
profitability or the allocation of fish among different user groups. Harvesting pressure has
grown because of the increased human population, greater scale of economic and industrial
activity, and more sophisticated fishing technology. Growing human settlements and activity
in coastal areas have led to direct loss of habitat that is important for spawning or rearing of
fish. In addition, there is now increased concern about the effects of changes in the environment, such as those caused by global climatic changes. It thus appears that serious challenges face not just fish, but also people, including fishermen, plant workers, marketers,
scientists, and managers. Furthermore, it is possible that our intervention through fishing
has created lasting changes. The consequences of such changes are only partly known, but
they likely affect fish, other aquatic species, the ocean ecosystem, and ultimately those who
depend on fish.
Canadians are concerned about these warning signals because we value fisheries in
many ways. Fisheries have been a source of economic wealth to those who work at sea and
in fisheries-related industries and those who live in fishing-dependent communities. Furthermore, the heritage of many Canadians is strongly linked to the ocean. There is indeed a cultural and social imperative that gives value to the ocean, the fish, and other organisms in
it — witness the growth of eco-tourism and the developing awareness of marine mammals.
Canadians also increasingly recognize their stewardship role in protecting marine resources
for present and future generations.
Although challenging, the present situation does provide us with opportunities. The recent well-publicized difficulties concerning groundfish on the Atlantic coast and salmon on
the Pacific coast have brought fisheries issues to the forefront of public debate in Canada.
The growing awareness and public discussion provide us with an opportunity to chart new
directions in fisheries policy. This focus on fisheries problems must also be placed in the
context of the recent summits on the environment and global change, where there has been
widespread public recognition of the need for a collective response.

Approach
It was in this context that the Canadian Global Change Program of the Royal Society
of Canada formed a Fisheries Panel of nine people. The panel met at intervals between January 1996 and January 1998 to write this report. The terms of reference for the panel were
to write an authoritative and comprehensive review of the implications of physical, biological, economic, and socio-political changes for Canadian marine fisheries and to present options for how to deal with those changes. This focus on change, rather than on fisheries
management per se, arose from the increasing awareness of the dynamic, not static, nature
of fisheries systems. Here, we use the term "fisheries system" to include fish in their environment, as well as the associated humans and their social and economic structures.
Furthermore, we are now mindful that natural and social systems are complex in a
fashion that may fundamentally limit our knowledge of them and our ability to make forecasts of their behavior. Structural complexity has important implications for Canadian fisheries. For instance, change and variability are common to most complex systems in the
natural world. Variability implies some fluctuations around a fixed state. Change, which
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gradual or abrupt, refers to movement from one state or condition to another. Variability might refer to the year-to-year changes in catch or abundance, while change could be
an increased dominance in a marine community of a previously minor fish species. Of
course, both change and variability can occur together and they are not limited to fish populations or the ocean. Economic and social structures also exhibit change and variability, either in response to the underlying natural system or as a result of their own dynamics.
Our lcnowledge of fishery systems, which is limited to just a few components of their
structure, is dwarfed by our ignorance of their overall functioning. One fundamental outcome of change and variability in complex systems is uncertainty, which we discuss in detail in this report. Such uncertainty has important implications for scientists (who must
provide analyses), for managers (who must develop policies and plans), for fishermen and
industry (who must decide on investment strategies), and for communities (which must survive in and adapt to these changing conditions). In the absence of certainty, the best decision in any particular situation is not easy to identify, partly because risks are difficult to
estimate. In the face of these problems, we must be careful not to become paralyzed by our
incomplete knowledge. For one thing, our understanding of the natural world is advancing
rapidly. Furthermore, very complicated behavior can be driven by relatively few key components of any system and we may well be able to understand components of fishery systems
without having to understand all the details.
While the panel focused on Canadian fisheries, it placed them in a broad global context
for comparison and drew upon experience in fisheries elsewhere. Given our mandate and
the goals — to address the implications of physical, biological, economic, and sociopolitical changes for Canadian marine fisheries — the panel required an interdisciplinary approach. Its members therefore came from diverse disciplines, including anthropology, economics, fisheries biology, oceanography, and public policy analysis. Such an integrated
interdisciplinary analysis of fishery systems is surprisingly rare.
In the context of the many changes that face fishery systems, our work focused on how
to attain three goals: a biologically productive aquatic system, economically viable fishing
industries, and sustainable fishing-dependent communities. For brevity, we refer to these as
the biological, economic, and social components of sustainability. To achieve our goals, the
panel drew upon current research in the natural and social sciences, as well as research into
appropriate social and institutional responses to uncertainty and risks.
may be

Results
The report begins with an overview of the recent history and current state of Canadian
marine fisheries from the perspective of the natural and social sciences (Chapter 2). We
show that the current state of many Canadian marine fisheries is not unusual compared to
other fisheries in the world. These other fisheries have had similar problems and Canadians
can learn from their experience.
We then examine mechanisms of change and variability in the physical, biological,
economic, and social components of fishery systems (Chapter 3). We first describe variability in the biological components and present evidence that variability in the physical environment can create variability in marine fish populations. To help the reader understand
these processes, we provide some background information on fish in the marine environment, focusing on cod and salmon.
We then explore how variability and change in social and economic processes and the
evolution of human institutions influence fishery systems. We examine basic problems of
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overinvestment in harvesting capacity and underinvestment in conservation and habitat protection. One key element of the present situation is that we have the ability to catch and process far more fish than can be sustainably harvested. Overcapacity is associated with large
investments in fishing and processing by people who exert pressure on managers to take
risks that are unacceptable to sustainability of the resource. Overcapacity has developed
over the past several decades as a result of a number of different factors, including a growing human population and demand for food, developing technology, and social policy that
has supported fisheries through government subsidization.
Underlying the overall orientation of this report is the idea that the scale and nature of
human interventions must be brought within the capacity of the natural system to accommodate them. In particular, this means that the stress imposed by human activity on marine
ecosystems through harvesting must be brought within acceptable limits of the vulnerability
of those systems. The current situation of overcapacity is in the long-term interest of no one,
carrying as it does the chance of irreversible declines in fish populations, economic collapse, and social collapse for fishing-dependent communities. Why does this situation persist in spite of the growing recognition of many of the symptoms and consequences of the
problems? In part it is because of lack of certainty about what to do next. Uncertainty and
unavoidable limits to our understanding of fishery systems arise from the complex dynamics
of the ecosystem, their changing nature, and the web of incentives and stimuli influencing
individual behavioral responses of fishermen.
Thus, three major challenges to sustainability are complexity, change, and uncertainty,
which in turn create risks i.e., biological risks for fish populations and economic risks for
those in the industry who rely on productive aquatic systems. Chapter 4 elaborates on
sources of uncertainty and risks. It sets the stage for later discussions of their implications,
not only for actions of management agencies, but also for actions of industry, fishermen,
and coastal fishing-dependent communities. The last part of the report therefore emphasizes
the features of an effective social response to the challenge of managing these risks: stewardship and conservation, participation and cooperation, and compliance and accountability.
By taking different disciplinary perspectives, we develop new insights into Canadian
and global fisheries and derive some fundamental guiding principles (Chapter 5). When followed, these principles can help attain the overall goals of a biologically productive aquatic
system, economically viable fishing industries, and sustainable fishing-dependent communities. These principles touch on the following issues. All people involved in making decisions in fishery systems (including managers in harvesting and processing companies, as
well as government managers) should incorporate into decision making the complexities,
uncertainties, and risks inherent in fisheries. Furthermore, actions should be taken that promote biological diversity in aquatic systems and diversity of employment opportunities in
human coastal communities. In addition, information on physical, biological, economic, and
social components of fisheries should be collected, analyzed, and communicated more
broadly. This will help meet another principle, to more fully estimate and take into account
the social and ecological consequences of decisions and actions. For instance, we need to
include in evaluations of proposed actions the effects of by-catch and discarding, as well as
the non-market value of healthy aquatic systems. A further principle is that people must
clearly understand their roles, rights, and attendant social and environmental
responsibilities. Within the changing and uncertain world that we describe, the commitment
to sustainable use may demand constraints on the exercise of rights. Although such constraints have been recognized in the past, social and economic forces have usually overwhelmed the principle of sustainability.
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In Chapter 6, we suggest a range of strategies that can be implemented by individuals,
communities, industry, and governments in order to follow these guiding principles. These
strategies will help attain productive, long-term sustainable harvests of Canadian fish stocks,
and the associated economic and social benefits for industry, fishing communities, and governments. We assess the benefits and drawbacks of these different strategies and provide examples where they have been applied. We emphasize the importance of institutional design
and reform to reorient the structures within which there will be widely participatory policy
formation and cooperative implementation. We consider various means to attain the goals of
biological, economic, and social sustainability. For instance, how should incentives be set
up so that individual behavior is aligned with the larger goal of sustainability? We have to
"get the incentives clear, and get them right." Should the incentives be created through direct governmental regulation, economic instruments, community quotas, self-governing institutions at regional or community level, or other mechanisms? We review some of these
options without trying to be prescriptive. Whatever the decision (and there may be no single
solution), the need is clear for administratively feasible, compliance-friendly fisheries management. Our collective and individual goals in exploiting fisheries systems must somehow
be brought into line with the global requirements for sustainability.
Other strategies that we propose include taking precautionary and integrated, ecosystem-based approaches. In addition, we need to carefully estimate the various types of risks
(biological, economic, and social) associated with planned actions and use those estimates
to make better decisions in all components of fisheries. Those components include not just
government regulations, but also investing and harvesting decisions by fishermen, fishery
unions, processors, and local communities. In the end, behavior on shore and at sea must
change in order to promote sustainable marine ecosystems and sustainable fisheries. We
must fully accept our responsibility of stewardship for the oceans' resources.
However, we must not be fooled into believing that putting in place a few new policies
or adding some new institutions will solve our problems. Fundamental change is required.
For example, it is also essential that we begin to implement the notion of "full-cost pricing,"
so that so-called "side effects" are accounted for before action is taken and not just noted as
regrettable outcomes afterwards. Furthermore, we need effective processes and forums in
which to hear, interpret, and debate all the available advice and information on fisheries,
which is essential to the success of any policy development or implementation. Political action must then develop around the consensus built out of such an open process. Our report is
part of the information sharing process, an attempt by a small group to integrate available
natural and social science analyses of fisheries.
We explore some strategies for possible institutional design, a subject that quite clearly
is one of implementation. It might be argued that this is beyond the expertise of the panel,
however, it is abundantly clear that problems in fisheries extend from the biological through
the natural environment to the social and institutional. Our integrated and interdisciplinary
analysis compels us to follow our arguments about a need for social change with arguments
about a need for institutional change.
Chapter 7 summarizes the report and indicates the extent to which the strategies described in Chapter 6 are currently being implemented in Canadian marine fisheries. It therefore points out steps that all Canadians involved in fisheries will need to take in the future.

Outlook
This report outlines a vision for future sustainable fisheries in Canada founded upon
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the fundamental conviction that biological, economic, and social sustainability are crucial to
ensure continued ecosystem integrity, which is the central and overriding objective. Obviously, without fish there cannot be generation of fishing-dependent wealth and without that
human communities dependent on fishing cannot be viable. Ecosystem integrity therefore
serves to integrate the three components of sustainability. Whether one is concerned about
the health of marine ecosystems for their own sake or concerned only about the long-term
welfare of people relying on the social and economic benefits derived from those ecosystems, the task is the same. It is to maintain fully functioning ecosystems that are able to
cope with natural variability, change of all types, and human intervention. Diversity in both
the natural and social systems is crucial in determining the capacity to respond to change. In
our analysis of ecosystems, we explicitly include humans because we are quite obviously
part of ecosystems and have a measurably growing impact.
This report is intended primarily for those with a direct involvement in fisheries but
should also be useful to anyone interested in learning about fisheries issues. Because this report integrates information from each of several disciplines, some readers may find that they
are already very familiar with some sections of Chapters 2 and 3. We hope, however, that
other parts of the report will be informative and we therefore encourage readers to work
through the entire document, passing lightly over sections with which they are familiar, and
concentrating on the remainder of the report.
There are necessarily many aspects of fisheries that are not addressed here. First, the
panel's terms of reference were to explore the effects on fisheries of processes of change.
Thus, some direct impacts of humans on the environment, such as the influence of carbon
dioxide emissions on climatic change, receive little attention, although we do address the
effect of climatic change on fisheries. Second, our focus is on capture fisheries, not
aquaculture. We recognize, however, the significance of growing supplies of farmed fish on
world markets as an important global force leading to the need for adaptation in Canadian
fisheries and communities.
Finally, this report does not aim to correct all the ills of Canadian marine fisheries. Instead, the goal is to describe the origins of some ongoing changes and their implications for
fisheries. The report might, therefore, offer some guidance for all those involved in fisheries: commercial harvesters, sports anglers, plant workers, scientists, unions, managers, and
people living in coastal communities. Many fisheries are in a bleak, but perhaps not yet catastrophic, state. From our analysis, we conclude that acceptance and application of our fundamental principles and their associated strategies of implementation should improve the
present situation. The following chapters attempt to make that case.

Chapter 2. Marine Fisheries: Canada in the Global
Context
Introduction
The first step in our exploration of Canadian marine fisheries is to examine their state
and recent history, placing Canadian marine fisheries in a global context. Our goal here is
not to present a simple status report but to discuss and explain what we understand about
the fisheries and why they are in their observed state. This introductoly analysis is essential
to appreciate the arguments that follow in Chapters 3 and 4 where we analyze the nature of
change and the measurable degrees of uncertainty and risk that are common to all fishery
systems.
In this chapter we consider all aspects of fisheries: social, economic, and scientific. We
begin with a brief review of basic fish biology, describing typical life histories of the major
species harvested in Canadian waters. The focus is on salmon on the west coast fishery and
cod on the east coast fishery because they are prime examples of species with significant
ecological and socio-economic value. These two species also demonstrate two different life
histories of fish and illustrate the adaptation of different species to their aquatic environments. Summaries of the current status of major Canadian fish stocks reveal that the contemporary nature of the Canadian fishery system is neither unique nor unexpected from a
global perspective. The reasons for the generally depressed status of many stocks in Canada
and throughout the world are then explored through an examination of fishing practices.
This leads to an overview of the changing economic, socio-political, and management aspects of the Canadian fishery.
What are marine fishery resources?
Marine fishery resources are loosely defined as a collection of populations of wild animal species (and in a few cases, plants such as kelp) in the ocean that are renewable and
subject to human exploitation. The animals most frequently harvested fall into two major
categories: (1) fish, which are classified as vertebrates, and (2) shellfish (e.g., scallops),
crustaceans (e.g., lobsters, prawns, or shrimp), and cephalopods (e.g., octopus, squid)
known as invertebrates. Natural variability in the environment influences these cold-blooded
organisms. Thus, even in the absence of human intervention through fishing, marine organisms would be affected by the short time scale (weather) and long time scale (climate) variability in the ocean. Life histories of these organisms (how and where they grow and
mature) have developed in response to the environmental conditions.

Basic fisheries biology
Benthic marine animals (e.g., lobster, crab, geoduck, and scallop) spend most or all of
their adult lives on the bottom. Demersal species (e.g., cod and sole) spend most of theirs
near or on the bottom. Pelagic species (e.g., salmon, herring, and capelin) spend most of
their adult lives within the upper 100 m of the ocean. Many, if not most, of these species are
very fertile. A single mature female can produce hundreds, thousands, and in some species
millions, of eggs each year. The mortality of eggs, larvae, and juveniles must be extremely
high, given that on average each spawning female needs only two eggs to hatch, grow, and
survive to become adults to maintain the size of a population through replacement of the
parents. Otherwise, the abundance of fish populations would explode. The fact that they
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normally do not suggests that high fecundity is a life history strategy used by most fish and
shellfish species to increase the probability that some offspring will survive in the face of
harsh environmental conditions.

If, on average, the number of offspring growing and surviving to a fishable size (i.e.,
the "recruits" to the fishery) is greater than two, then the population will increase in abundance over time; if less than two, then the population will decrease. The change from one
year to the next in abundance of recruits is termed recruitment variation. In addition to the
many and sometimes extreme effects of fishing, natural variation in recruitment causes natural variation in the number of fish in a population. Natural variations in growth cause variation in the size and weight of fish at a given age. For any given population, the stock
biomass is the number of individuals at a given age, multiplied by their weight at that age,
summed across all ages. The effects of fishing can be as great or greater than natural variation in determining the number of fish in a population and its biomass. Fishing removes individuals from the population or stock that would normally grow and spawn to provide
future recruits. In extreme cases, the more fish that are removed, the more difficult it can
become for the stock to remain self-sustainable.
Box 2.1. Density Dependence and the Abundance of Fish Populations
In'mOst fish species thé population Of- spaWriers is iisually'described in terms of spawning stock biomass (estimated in metric tonnes). In salmôn species, if is referred to as escapea large
ment (estimated in numbers of spawning, fishi),;=Ferriale ,spawnerS,L,each„produce
, ,
number of eggs. Larger females usually produce more eggs than smaller. females. Egg's that
' survive hatch,into larvae (fry) and ,some,of those,:surviye to ,bec,orne juveniles and then Ltdult
recruits (usually described as the riuMber'of fish surviving tà a given 'age or size where they
.are vulnerable 'to fishing gear). Survival= rates are, affected, bY natural' processes and by fishing. There are two types of natural processe'a lobely referred to as either densityindependent or density-dependent. Density-independent processes are those in which the proportion of fish surviving is not affected by fish 'density (i.e., abundance' or bitimass in a given
area) but rather by some factor, such as fluctuating water temperature or salinity, that operates independently Of fish densit. -- In C9ntrast, density-dependenroceSSes are those in
which the density of fish affects the proportion of fish that survive. For example, in Pacific
Salmon it has been frequently obserVed that the 'survival vite Of juveniles befOre they venture
to sea decreases as their abundance in freshwater increases. This results from many individuals comPeting for limited food or Other limiting - resources. In 'Many fish species, body sizè at
a given age also decreases with an increased density of fish, again mostly due to Competition
for food. Reduced temperature also can limit growth and thus, have the same effecf,:,Such:decreases in size or weight of each fish at age leads to a tradeoff between the number of fish
and the -total biomass that is potentially ,harvestable (see Box- , 2.2),;Density-dependent anyvival and (or) growth exist in a wide range of stocks and speCies.

Fish and the marine environment
The weather and climate of the atmosphere influence how and where humans live; similarly fish in the ocean are influenced by the properties of the water (temperature, salinity,
currents, depth, light level, turbulence, etc.) in which they live. Animals in the oceans have
evolved different strategies to survive in their habitat: continental shelf or deep ocean, coral
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reef or arctic seabed. These animals have evolved over tens of thousands of years in response to the ever-changing environmental conditions that were experienced by the ancestors of the fish that we catch today. We are gradually expanding our knowledge of fish in
the marine environment, although our present understanding of the various interactions
within and among the different species and their environment is still rather limited. Nonetheless we have begun to develop some ability to forecast the consequences of change, be it
natural or man-made (anthropogenic).
The three coasts of Canada (Atlantic, Arctic, and Pacific) exhibit very different environmental conditions and have different marine fishery resources. Invertebrate species represent important fisheries on the Atlantic and Pacific coasts (e.g., lobster, crab, scallop, and
shrimp in the Atlantic and crab, sea urchins, and geoduck [pronounced gooy-duckl in the
Pacific). On the Atlantic coast, with its wide and shallow continental shelves, major fisheries rely on species that have evolved to exploit the shallow water environment and live near
the bottom. Such demersal fish are called groundfish, with cod being a well-lcnown example. There are nonetheless also important pelagic fish on the Atlantic coast that include, for
example, herring and capelin. On the Pacific coast the continental shelf is less extensive
than on the Atlantic and so demersal species make up a relatively small proportion of the
fish community, which is dominated by pelagic or quasi-pelagic species (e.g., herring,
salmon, Pacific hake, and rockfish). Here the different species of Pacific salmon predominate. Unlike the fish species covered in this report that spend their entire lives in the ocean,
salmon spawn in freshwater. Their offspring migrate to the open ocean as juveniles (fry or
smolts, depending on the species) and return as adults to their native river to spawn and
complete their life cycle. The prevalence of pelagic species on the Pacific coast relative to
the Atlantic may be due to the intense transport and cycling of food and energy through
zooplankton in the pelagic environment rather than the settling of food to the benthos where
it supplies bottom-feeding fishes and invertebrates.
Cod in the Atlantic

In the Northwest Atlantic there are three species of cod: Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua),
and Greenland cod (Gadus ogac). The east coast cod fishery
is focused on Atlantic cod, which are found throughout the North Atlantic from Georges
Bank to northern Labrador in the western Atlantic, Greenland, and Iceland; the Barents Sea,
Norway, and the Irish and North seas; and the Baltic (Fig. 2.1). These stocks are genetically
different (e.g., Pogson et al. 1995) although there are observations that indicate some fish do
occasionally migrate across the Atlantic (Templeman 1979; Taggart et al. 1995).
Cod are relatively long lived (20+ years in some places) and can grow to a metre or
more in length and weigh as much as 50 kg. As adults they spend most of their time near
the bottom feeding on shrimp and other benthic organisms and forage fish such as capelin
and herring. In the Newfoundland region (at least until recently), the majority of adults
spawn in late winter and spring on banks and along the edge of the shelf at depths up to
300 m (Hutchings et al. 1993; Rose 1993). Each mature female releases hundreds of thousands and even millions of eggs, which are then fertilized; only a very small proportion
(e.g., a few 10 000ths of a percent) will survive to become spawning adults. The eggs, about
a millimetre in diameter, rise to the surface layers of the ocean and hatch into larvae after
several days or weeks, depending upon the water temperature.
By autumn, a few months after hatching, the larvae have grown to become pelagic juveniles several centimetres in length and they begin to settle to the bottom to begin their
demersal life. The settled juveniles do not join the spawning adults in their migrations for

Arctic cod (Boreogadus saida),
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Fig. 2.1. Map showing the distribution of cod in the North Atlantic and the average annual
reported landings (thousands of tonnes) during the 1965-1990 period for (a) Georges Bank,
Gulf of Maine, Bay of Fundy, Scotian Shelf, Gulf of St. Lawrence, and southern Newfoundland, (b) the Grand Bank, Flemish Cap, and NE Newfoundland Shelf, (c) West and East
Greenland, (d) Faroe Islands, (e) the North Sea, Kattegat, and Skagerrat, (f) Icelands and the
NE Arctic, and (g) the Baltic and other regions. Landings data are derived from Garrod and
Schumacher (1994).
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several years (Dalley and Anderson 1997; Taggart et al. 1994). The age at which a cod is
ready to spawn depends upon its size, which is a function of its growth rate, which is, in
turn, a function of the temperature the cod experiences while growing (Brander 1994, 1995).
Cod in the Newfoundland and Gulf of St. Lawrence regions are some of the slowest growing cod in the world because of the cold waters found there. They take several years longer
to reach spawning age than do cod that live on Georges Bank or in the Celtic Sea (Fig. 2.2).
This simply means that the reproductive capacity and potential population growth rate for
cod in these cold regions are much lower than cod elsewhere and thus they cannot be fished
sustainably at rates as high as elsewhere (see Hutchings et al. 1997).
Cod in some regions (e.g., the Labrador Shelf when they were there and the Barents
Sea) exhibit extensive seasonal migrations, yet in others they show little migration at all. On
the Newfoundland Shelf, the majority of adult northern cod migrated inshore from the shelf
break in the spring and in the late fall migrated back (Colbourne et al. 1997; Taggart 1997).
There are so few northern cod left now that we cannot tell what has become of this migration pattern. Barents Sea cod show a similar offshore—inshore migration pattern except they
spawn inshore as opposed to offshore.
On the Atlantic coast, seasonal cycles primarily determine oceanic conditions such as
temperature and salinity. Circulation is somewhat seasonally dependent but the general patterns do not change much from summer to winter (Fig. 2.3). Winter cooling causes the surface waters to mix downward, sometimes all the way to the bottom, and in many locations
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Fig. 2.2. The different lengths (cm) that age-4 cod achieve in different stocks in the North

Atlantic. Cod living at colder temperatures (°C) take longer to grow to a given size than do
cod at warmer temperatures. Data are derived from Brander (1995).
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(e.g., off Labrador and in the Gulf of St. Lawrence) this leads to the formation of sea-ice.
The southward transport of the ice by the currents and subsequent melting in early spring is
a determining factor for surface water properties over much of the region. Deep waters are
influenced by these processes as well as by exchanges across the shelf with the deep ocean.
The time of spawning of cod and their migration is generally related to the seasonal
cycles in oceanic conditions (Myers et al. 1993a). Cod spawn so their eggs and larvae will
be able to mature and feed in favorable spring/summer conditions when temperatures are increasing and food is available. The spawning cycle has evolved so that, on average, the
chances for success are maximized for normal environmental conditions.
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Fig. 2.3. Surface circulation in the Northwest Atlantic. The thickness of the lines is a rough
indication of the strength of the currents.
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Salmon in the Pacific

There are six major species of salmon in the northeast Pacific: sockeye (Oncorhynchus
nerka), pink (Oncorhynchus gorbuscha), chum (Oncorhynchus keta), chinook
(Oncorhynchus tshawytscha), coho (Oncorhynchus kisutch), and steelhead (Oncorhynchus
mykis). These species are anadromous (except for kokanee, the land-locked version of
sockeye); that is, they spawn in freshwater, but at some life stage they migrate to the ocean,
where most of their growth occurs (Fig. 2.4). Once mature, Pacific salmon return to their
natal stream to spawn on gravel beds and then they die. This life history has resulted in the
development of many genetically and reproductively isolated populations, often refeiTed to
as stocks, within each species.
There is a variety of life histories in different Pacific salmon species (Groot and
Margolis 1991). Although all species require freshwater for spawning and early development, they differ in the time spent growing in freshwater. Pink and chum salmon migrate
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Fig. 2.4. Map of the Northwest Pacific showing the location of some key rivers.
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downstream to the ocean within a few weeks of emerging from river beds as fry. Chinook,
sockeye, and coho normally spend one or more years in freshwater before migrating as
smolts to the ocean. The amount of time spent in the ocean also varies considerably, ranging
from 1.5 years for most pink and coho salmon to as long as 2-4 years for chum, sockeye,
and chinook. When the salmon return to their natal streams they are between 2 and 7 years
old, depending on the stock. The spawning migrations can cover distances as large as
3000 km for some stocks and may take Canadian salmon across Alaskan, or continental US
boundaries, and into international waters. The wide variability of life history strategies in
Pacific salmon has resulted from the unique adaptations of various stocks that allow them to
take advantage of a diversity of freshwater and marine environments.
Salmon gain most of their size and weight while in the ocean. They feed along the British Columbia (BC) coast and in the Gulf of Alaska on various invertebrates (e.g., zooplankton and squid) and sometimes on small fish. Mortality rates for salmon cohorts (groups born
in the same year) are moderately high in the ocean. For BC salmon the average proportion
of wild fish that migrates seaward and then returns as adults toward their natal streams is
typically less than 10% for sockeye and coho salmon and less than 3% for the other species
(Bradford 1995). While these values reflect the average survival rates in the ocean, they are
quite variable from year to year, as are the survival rates of the juvenile salmon leaving their
rivers. Such variations are in part due to interannual variation in size at the time of seaward
migration and in part due to variations in the physical and biological conditions that the
salmon encounter in the ocean.
Seasonality plays a different role on the west coast, both in the physical environment
and in its influence on the fish. The dominant effect of the seasonal cycle is the spring and
autumn reversal of the prevailing winds and the consequent changes in current patterns and
the alteration of the upwelling and downwelling cycle along the west coast of Vancouver Island and in Hecate Strait (Fig. 2.5). Wind-driven upwelling of deep, nutrient-rich water in
summer gives rise to plankton blooms. This atmospherically driven seasonality in surface
water properties and plankton production is qualitatively different from the classical model
of warm stratified surface waters preceded and followed by plankton blooms in the spring
and autumn. Non-salmonid fishes have adapted to this cycle by spawning before the
upwelling begins and in places where the loss of progeny from the continental shelf (also a
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2.5.

Surface circulation in the summer and winter for the Northeast Pacific.
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consequence of upwelling) is reduced. They have also adapted by timing their migrations
along the shelf to those periods of maximum upwelling and therefore maximum plankton
production. Juvenile salmon migrations during the late spring and early summer are a good
example of adaptation.
Interactions and connections
In addition to the life history differences outlined above, there are other fundamental
differences in how these two different species, cod and salmon, interact with their
environment. As eggs and fry, salmon begin their lives in rivers or streams and lakes. Cod
are completely marine and begin life as eggs and then yolk-sac larvae in the near-surface
waters of the continental shelf where they are transported by ocean currents and may find
themselves in environments that either enhance or reduce their growth and survival. Another
fundamental difference is that cod larvae eat zooplankton while as adults they eat other fish
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Fig. 2.6. Time series of survey-based assessment (1980 and 1992) estimates of age-4 northe rn cod
recruits (solid line, open symbols) and modeled estimates of age-4 recruitment (dashed line, solid
symbols) based on variation in the summer surface salinity off St. John's. After Myers et al.
(1993 b).
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and benthic invertebrates. Salmon feed on invertebrates throughout their lives, although as
adults some also eat fish.
In spite of the obvious connections between fish and their environment, attempts to
quantitatively link environmental variation with variation in recruitment have, in general,
met with limited success. For cod, there are hints of relationships with temperature
(deYoung and Rose 1993) and some evidence that salinity may be important (Fig. 2.6). For
salmon, success in establishing the influence of the environment on survival rate at sea has
been equally limited. However, the coastal return migration route for sockeye salmon from
southern British Columbia has been shown to be affected by sea surface temperature at the
time of return (Mysak 1986).
The oceanography of the Pacific, Arctic, and Atlantic oceans is, of course, connected to
the rest of the world and the strength and extent of global connections is critical to global
change studies. In the Pacific the dominant large-scale feature of interest is ENSO, the El
Nhlo—Southern Oscillation phenomenon (Philander 1990). At the beginning of an ENSO
event, the effects of which can last for several years, easterly winds in the equatorial Pacific
weaken. This leads to the formation of a large pool of warm water along the equator the size
of North America, or greater, that may be several degrees warmer than is normal. This
warm water pool contains a tremendous amount of energy, both because of the size of the
temperature anomaly, roughly 5°C in 1997, and the large heat capacity of water. Its global
impact is exerted through direct heating of the atmosphere by the ocean and the consequent
dynamical response of the atmosphere, so-called atmospheric tele-connections. ENSO is the
primary source of year-to-year and decade-to-decade variability in the North Pacific
(Fig. 2.7) influencing both the atmosphere and the ocean. Its effects are also felt much farther afield, indeed, there is evidence that ENSO influences the frequency of occurrence of
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Long-term series of annual anomalies of the mean surface temperature measured at
Amphitrite Point on the west coast of Vancouver Island. The large triangles at top indicate strong
ENSO events; the smaller triangles indicate weak ENSO events. Warm anomaly peaks are clearly
associated with the strong ENSO events.

Fig. 2.7.
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Atlantic hurricanes.
In the Atlantic most of the interannual atmospheric variation is associated with the
North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), which has been correlated with observed oceanographic
variations (Dickson and Brander 1993). Atmospheric circulation over the North Atlantic is
typically dominated by a low pressure centre near Iceland and a high pressure centre near
the Azores. Thus, a measure of the NAO is the pressure difference between these two locations. When positive, the pressure difference generates increased winds from the northwest
that bring cold arctic air southward and this leads to negative temperature anomalies (colder
than normal) in the northwestern Atlantic. The highly positive NAO index in the early
1990s is associated with the colder than normal conditions observed in the Northwestern Atlantic (Fig. 2.8). In general, these colder than normal periods in the western Atlantic are associated with warmer than normal periods in the eastern Atlantic.

Fish stocks and their status
Estimates of the number of individual fish in a population or stock and the size and age
distributions of those individuals are all essential for assessing its state, or health, in terms
of numbers and total biomass. There are other less direct measures that can be made, but
number, age, and size (meaning length or weight at a given age) are the fundamental measures. The number and size at age of individuals and their respective rates of change can be
used to estimate not only how much biomass exists in a population, but also how well a
population can sustain itself through reproduction in the face of fishing pressure and pressure arising from natural or man-made environmental changes. Size plays a key role because fish size, more than age, is the primary determinate of maturation and fecundity. In
general, populations are more likely to be at risk of serious depletion when they drop below
some level of abundance. If the decline in number is paired with a decline in the size or
mean age of individuals, then it becomes even more difficult for the population to persist.
However, estimates of numbers and size and age are exactly that — estimates — measures
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Fig. 2.8. (a) North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) index, (b) winter ice cover, (c) average water temperature off St. John's, and (d) average salinity off St. John's for the past four decades.
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that have uncertainty associated with them and for fish populations there is generally a high
degree of uncertainty.

. , Box 2.2. SO. tainable Harvests,,

;!
,
;

;
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,
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As notedin Box 2.1, .growth.and surviyal rates in fish populations are often density dependent in a way that tends to 'compensate somewhat for, cnanges in,abunciance. For instance,
reduCed abundance of spawners often' inereasea snrvial ratea -arià grOwth ratea (creating
laiger feniales that pi-educe more eggs,:therbby 'tending ià'inniettaé abundanee). This compensation 1creatés the potential to harvest fish populations sustainably if the!harvest rates !,are sufficientiy controlled. For instance, in so,ckeye s,almo,n, the nttmber of adults (recruita) that is
harvestable annually is a Combination, of two factOrs, the number Of spawners and the
al 'rate of their eggs that will eventuàIlybécme recruits. If' the ProPOrtional'atuYiValviv rate
is ;derisity.41ependent in a Way, that survival raté decreases :with:the:increased abundance of ,!
spawners (see Box 2.1 and,Fig.,2.9a), then ; this,produces a dome7ahaped ;relation,ship, ,petween
the number of recruits and number of spawners (Fig. 2.9b). Thus, sorOe intermediate number
of ,spawners will generate the greatest sustainable yield'(i.é:, nuMber Of rééruits inexcess of
the number of spawners required to .replace the apawning p6Pil1ation''..througli'tline). The
number of spawners that gives ris e to the: "maximum stistainable yield" is one example of a
"target escapement" that management agencies sometimes aim to achieve (seç Box -2.9).
However, note in Fig. 2.9b that many di fferent levela of annual harvests Or yields are'stistainable over the long term. A:m6derate leVeFàf süstainable harveSt, less than the maxiihuin,
possible ,if the spawning population is',held at a level above the one that wotild give use to!, ;
the maximum sustainable ,yield. This situation,might le d;esirable in casesi where there are
management objectives such as avoiding' severe stock dePletiOn Élite io untisually ; low 'survival rates. Also note that this exarriple- of aüstà'inable.YieldS' fOr'à sOekey'è antinOn population:
has a direct analogy with other species ; oflish; whereby sustainable harvests are defined in
terms of harvest of "surplus production," or the excess of the annual,increase„in biornass:Oue „ ;
.
to reproduction and to body growth) over the annual decrease (due to natural mortality).
More details are given in Chapter 3.
Sustainable harvest strategiea are in aorrié caSes based ori"yie1d!per recruit" analyses.!:'
These analyses are designed to estimate the total biomass ; at each age„of a:!given cohort, or
(a group of fish that were born in a certain year; Fig. 2.10), , Marine fis h! species year-cls
such as groundfish and herring' are often managed using aconstatit haiYest rate pOiicy9 (see'
Box 2.3); Then the management goal is tO take soine target proportion Of the fish, or of the'
fishable biomass, at an intermediate size and ,age, , neither, too ,young,:when there are many„.
small fish, nor too old, when there are too few large fiah. This procedure attempts to avoid
what fisheries managers refer to as "growth overfishing," which is where a stock is fished toà
intenaively to perMit manY fish to reach a iàrge body size arid hence'where the bioma'ss aYaie;
able is reduced from what it could be-if more fish;Were allowed to grow larger. before being
!
harvested. However, many analyses of fisheries around the world (starting with,. Cushing
1973 and ending most recently with Hutchings and Myers 1994) have shown that teo muchfocus on the yield per recruit approach has led to the implicit, and often incoriect,' 1assiimp:
tion that "recruitment overfishing" as defined 'above could' not-Occur. Nevertheleas, in some
stocks where the stock biomass was reduced too far, recruitment overfishing did occur and severely reduced stock biomass, even when the yield per recruit approach was being followed.
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Fig. 2.9. (a) A typical relationship for Pacific salmon between the number of adult recruits produced per spawner and abundance of spawners, illustrating the effect of density-dependent survival
rate on reduced reproductive success at high spawner abundance. (b) Total number of adult recruits produced by a given spawning population, as a result of the relationship in part (a). The
dashed "replacement" line indicates the number of recruits required to just replace the spawning
population. Different sustainable yields (c) are calculated by the vertical difference between the recruitment curve in (b) and the "replacement" line, thereby indicating the excess of recruits above
the number of spawners required to replace the population.
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Typical fate of a cohort of marine fish (i.e., individuals that were all born in the same
year). (a) Number of fish surviving in the cohort at each age, (b) the body size (kg) of each of
those surviving fish at each age, and (c) the total biomass of the entire cohort at each age (equal
to the number still surviving multiplied by their body size at that age).
Fig. 2.10.
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Assessing the status of fish stocks
In order to estimate the state or health (lengths, weights, condition, sex ratios, age distributions, number of new recruits, etc.) of a fish stock, one must monitor the stock by taking a variety of measurements, analyzing the data, and drawing inferences from the results,
a process called "stock assessment." The many ways of achieving this are dependent on the
nature of the species assessed and on the cost of getting the measurements. However, in order to apply almost any method, many assumptions must be made. The most important is
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that the geographic distribution or range of the stock is known and that the stock is resident
in that area at the time it is assessed — simply defined as "availability." If one assumes that
the fish are fully available to be assessed when in fact they are not (say, for example, it is
not known that some of the population has migrated away), then the assessment will be
wrong. This problem is obviously more important for migratory species (cod, salmon, herring, etc.) than it is for more sedentary species (e.g., crab).
How then should one assess a fish stock? The simplest and least expensive method is
to use the catch or landings data from fishing vessels. However, catch or landings data on
their own can be misleading in drawing conclusions about the state of a stock. To use such
data several criteria must be met. The first is that the fishing effort applied must either be
constant or known. However, effort is rarely constant and is difficult to measure primarily
because of the expanding and diverse technology used in fisheries. Consider the catch resulting from the effort of six fishermen in one boat using the same gear and same methods
from year to year. If the catch goes up or down from year to year, then it is reasonable to
conclude that the size of the population is going up, or down, in the same relative manner.
The availability assumption outlined above must also be met to reach this conclusion. However, if the fishermen learn more about where and when to find the fish from year to year
and they use increasingly sophisticated technology (a faster boat, an improved echosounder, satellite navigation, etc.) to seek out and catch the fish more efficiently from year
to year, then it is entirely possible for catch rates (fish caught per boat per day) to increase
from year to year while the actual number of fish in the stock is declining. Thus, without a
correction for the "real" increase in effort provided by learning and new technology, the
wrong conclusion easily can be reached that the stock is increasing. It is possible to make a
correction for one boat, however, it is more difficult to do so from year to year for a fleet of
large and small vessels using a wide array of old and new technology and for fishermen
with a range of skill and experience levels.
A second, and equally important criterion needed for using catch data is that all catches
and landings are reported accurately (what, how much, when, and where caught), including
those fish that may be discarded or "dumped" at sea. Even fish of the right species are
dumped at sea if they are of the wrong size in a market sense (a process known as highgrading). Harvest fisheries in Canada and throughout the world are frequently regulated in a
manner that provides incentives for misreporting landings and discarding. Numerous fisheries are also size-limited and so most, if not all, of the small fish that would recruit to the future fishery and would provide future spawning potential, are killed in the process of being
caught and are discarded because they cannot be legally landed. If unreported, these fish
cannot be assessed as having been removed from the stock, thereby leading to overestimates
of the remaining fish.
It is clear from the above that if the criteria related to fishing effort and the reporting of
catch are not met, then it becomes possible to maintain very high catch rates over some period or even increasing catch rates, independently of the stock abundance, even if it is declining. It is because of these various aspects of the harvest fishery that using catch data
alone to infer the status of a stock can be dangerously misleading and, at best, uncertain.

An alternative method to assess year-to-year variations in fish abundance and (or) biomass is to survey or "sample" the population in a manner that is similar to a human population sampling survey (e.g., a political poll). The survey techniques vary from fishery to
fishery and for different species. In a typical groundfish survey, like that employed for cod,
fishing effort in the form of a research vessel (RV) survey is kept constant from year to year
by using the same vessel and fishing gear and sampling in a manner that permits coverage
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of the entire geographic distribution normally expected for the stock. It is analogous to the
"effort applied by six fishermen in one boat using the same gear and the same methods from
year to year" considered above. Of course, using the RV survey successfully also assumes
that the entire population (or at least the same proportion from year to year) is available in
the region when it is being assessed. In general, the entire region is divided into a number of
blocks or "strata" which reflect various fish habitats (e.g., depth) and then samples are taken
(i.e., fished) systematically but at randomly chosen locations within each of these strata.
More samples and more strata should provide a better estimate, however, at greater cost.
The "sample" catch, which is assumed to be representative of the entire population, is then
counted and individual fish are examined for length, weight, sex, maturity, age, etc. The
survey results are then used to estimate the stock status, as well as the degree of uncertainty
in the inferences drawn. The most frequently used estimates of the state of a stock are its total biomass (total weight in tonnes), the spawning biomass (total weight of fish large enough
to spawn), or the biomass of certain age or size-classes. Advanced echo-sounder technology
can also be used in a similar manner, though with different and more complex uncertainties,
to arrive at similar estimates.
The RV survey approach, when used in concert with commercial catch data, is often
used to "reconstruct" the abundance and age distribution of the fish population as it existed
through time using methods known as cohort analysis, or virtual or sequential population
analysis (VPA or SPA). Such analyses depend of course on reliable input data and the
poorer the data, the worse the reconstruction. Furthermore, the more recent in time the estimate, the more uncertain it is. Forecasts of abundance into the future are particulafly uncertain. In general, however, this method is far more reliable than using catch statistics alone.
The assessment of salmon is somewhat different and unique, in terms of typical marine
stock assessments. It is based in part on estimating, through the use of counting fences, sonar, or tag-and-recapture studies, etc., the number of reproductive adults when they return to
their native rivers to spawn. This is most frequently achieved through estimating "escapement" — the number of spawning salmon that escape the fishery to reach the spawning
grounds each year. When the escapement is added to the number of fish from the population
that did not "escape" and were caught and landed, then the total number of recruits for that
year's "run" can be estimated. This kind of assessment also requires certain critical assumptions regarding the fishery-independent estimates (such as those derived from tag-andrecapture methods) that are analogous to the RV survey, as well as assumptions regarding
the amount of commercial catch and its composition of different stocks. As in groundfish
assessments, these assumptions are not always met and, thus, lead to uncertainty in the estimates of salmon stock status.
Descriptions of the general state of the major Canadian fish stocks, presented below,
are to a large extent based on the different techniques described above.
The fisheries of Atlantic Canada

"The fish production systems of Atlantic Canada are in a state of crisis, in the social,
political, economic, and biological senses" (Kerr and Ryder 1997, p. 1190). The state of the
"crisis" from a biological perspective is that well over half of the major groundfish species
and stocks in Atlantic Canada can be classified as unhealthy. This is consistent with the
Food and Agriculture Organization (1995a) summary that states most of the important
groundfish species throughout the NW Atlantic (Canada and the USA) are considered either
fully exploited or overexploited. This includes species such as cod, redfish, pollock, and
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menhaden. Hake, haddock, and most flatfishes are considered fully exploited or depleted.
Pelagic species such as capelin and herring are considered recovering and only mackerel
was considered underexploited. All crustaceans (crab, lobster, shrimp, and prawn) are considered fully exploited, along with the major shellfish species (scallops and clams). The
FAO points to ongoing high-grading and discarding as major obstacles that continue to distort estimates of total removals and therefore the population estimates. Stocks of demersal
species in the northeast USA are also in a poor state, and even though the groundfish index
in 1992 was at it lowest for the last 30 years, fishing effort has been increasing. Species diversity is changing and species replacement may have occurred as inferred through apparent
increases in the abundance of elasmobranchs (sharks and rays). Although many of the
groundfish species on Georges Bank are exploited by both the USA and Canada, there is no
formal cooperation in management. On the positive side, Georges Bank herring, which have
been commercially extinct (i.e., so low in abundance that it is not economical to harvest
them) since the late 1960s, are now showing signs of recovery.
A focus on Atlantic cod

There are more than 17 recognized cod stocks in the North Atlantic. Subsequent to a
highly productive period of the 1950s and 1960s, virtually all of them have suffered a protracted decline in abundance. During this same period there has been an Atlantic-wide increase in fishing pressure (Garrod and Schumacher 1994; Daan 1994). On average about
70% of an Atlantic cod year-class is being harvested annually (Daan 1994). Although comparisons of catch trends (while acknowledging the uncertainties associated with catch data)
in some stocks provide some evidence of climactic effects, overexploitation remains the
simplest and most difficult-to-refute explanation of recent stock declines. This is clearly illustrated in Fig. 2.11 where increasing fishing mortalities (F), an index of the removal rate
Fig. 2.11. Time series of the variation relative to the average in exploitable biomass (solid line,

open symbols) and in the fishing mortality (dashed line, solid symbols) in northern cod during the
period 1963-1984. Data are derived from Garrod and Schumacher (1994).
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from the population due to fishing, are associated with decreasing population size estimates.
Environmental variations have the potential to influence cod production in the North Atlantic (Garrod and Schumacher 1994). However, analysis of North Atlantic recruitment data
(Myers et al. 1995) reveals no large-scale pattern of synchrony, perhaps suggesting that
there is no common environmental factor regulating recruitment across the entire Atlantic.
Fishing Atlantic cod has changed the age and size structure of populations to younger and
smaller fish, on average, making the populations less productive and more vulnerable to unfavorable environmental conditions (details in Chapter 3). Daan (1994) points to a variety of
physical processes among different regions and stocks that are differentially important to
growth and survival of cod eggs and larvae (e.g., variation in retention on Georges Bank,
variation in circulation and transport in the North Sea, and variation in the exchange of oxygen laden water masses into the Baltic). Thus, climatic change or year-to-year environmental variation may influence different stocks in widely different ways.
Box 2.3. Risks AssOciated with Eindrolimenia' 1 Clianges
, Under normal environmentalconclitions, the number of fish produced per tonne of
spawning biomass (or per thousand spawners, for instance) would be at some level for a
given spawning biomass. Howeveri-if some environmental change occurs that is "unfavorable," then the number of fish that survive to,a given age is diminished alông With recruitment and the numbér of fish harvésted May have to be ?educed to:avoicl over'eXploiting"' the

population.

,

Cod in Canada

A recent examination of the Georges Bank and Gulf of Maine cod stocks (Serchuk et
al. 1994) shows that record high fishing mortalities during the late 1980s and early 1990s
resulted in marked reductions in the biomass of these stocks to record low levels. The cod
on Georges Bank that are fished by Canadians are the fastest growing of all Canadian cod
(see Fig. 2.2). Generally increasing fishing mortality rates in the last decade have been associated with decreasing trends in population size, length at age, and age at maturity. Female
cod that used to mature at lengths of 50-55 cm and at an age of 2-3 years in the 1970s matured at lengths of 30-40 cm and at ages of 1-2 years in the late 1980s (Serchuk et al.
1994). Relative to older larger cod, small young cod produce fewer eggs, fewer of them are
successfully fertilized, and their hatching success is lower (Trippel 1998). In 1996 and 1997,
the Georges Bank cod stock was the only one of two cod stocks in Canada (the other being
the western Scotian Shelf stock) subject to fishing, though at unprecedented low levels
(DFO 1996a, Groundfish Management Plan).
According to Frank et al. (1994), the eastern Scotian Shelf cod stock biomass estimates
are at near record low levels (Fig. 2.12) and the most recent recruitment estimates are the
lowest on record (Fanning et al. 1996). This is a result in part of high fishing mortalities that
have been well-above target levels (Frank et al. 1994). The environment has been shown to
play an important role here. For example, freshwater discharge from the Gulf of St. Lawrence is thought to influence the recruitment dynamics of cod on the eastern Scotian Shelf
(Frank et al. 1994) and recent analyses indicate that temperature and seal predation may be
contributing to reduced recruitment (Fanning et al. 1996) in an already depressed stock.
However, contemporary analyses suggest that the size of the spawning stock is currently
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Fig. 2.12. The time series of standardized biomass estimates for 5 major cod stocks in eastern
Canada: 2J3KL northern cod, 3N0 southem Grand Bank cod, 3Pn-4RS northern Gulf of St. Lawrence cod, 4T southern Gulf of St. Lawrence cod, and 4VsW eastern Scotian Shelf cod. The data
are derived from Davis et al. (1996), Fanning et al. (1996), Fréchet et al. (1994), Shelton et al.
(1996), and Sinclair et al. (1996).
2J3KL : Northern Cod —*-3N0 : Southern Grand Bank
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more important to future recruitment than are environmental factors such as freshwater outflow. There is additional evidence of altered reproduction patterns that are consistent with
the loss of spawning components within the stock.
Cod in the Gulf of St. Lawrence are some of the slowest growing cod in the entire Atlantic (see Fig. 2.2) and size at age and recruitment in recent years have been below normal
for this stock. Estimates of the stock biomass have been declining since the mid-1980s
(Fig. 2.12) under relatively high fishing rates until 1993, and recruitment failure appears to
be an important contributor to recent declines (Chouinard and Frechet 1994). Recruitment
has been unable to compensate for removals by fishing and natural mortality. Although recent years are typified by lower than normal water temperatures and greater ice coverage in
winter, there is no strong correlation between these environmental measures and the survival
or recruitment indices.
The Newfoundland cod stocks, historically representing the most abundant of all cod
fisheries in the NW Atlantic, have been closed over most of the Newfoundland and Labrador shelves since 1992 due to stock collapses (Hutchings and Myers 1994). Northern cod
(the 2J3KL stock complex) and southern Grand Bank cod (3N 0 ) spawner population estimates decreased to record minima in 1993 (Fig. 2.12) and have remained low since then.
Limited fishing began in 3Ps, on the south coast of Newfoundland, with a quota of 10 000 t
for cod (not northern cod) in 1997. There is also growing pressure to reopen fisheries, in
spite of evidence that goundfish stocks remain in a depressed state over much of the shelf.
The decrease in abundance of northern cod was also associated with a collapse in the
size and age structure of the stock (Taggart et al. 1994). Recruitment in northern cod relies
heavily on spawner population size — the only NW Atlantic cod stock to show such a clear
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relationship (Hutchings and Myers 1994). Lengths at maturity have been generally declining
since the early 1980s, a trend that is most pronounced in northerly regions (Morgan et al.
1994). The fishing mortalities on northern cod began to increase after 1980 and accelerated
after 1987 to exceedingly high levels, particularly in the older large fish (Shelton and Morgan 1993). The combined effect of fishing mortality on the spawning population and the reduction in the length and age distributions of the stock had a direct effect on the amount of
recruitment required to replace the spawner stock; i.e., from 1983 onward the stock was unable to sustain itself under the fishing pressure applied (Taggart et al. 1994). There has been
much discussion of the role of seals, however to date, there is little evidence that seals
played a significant role in the decline of the cod. Discussion is presently focused on the
Box 2.4. The Northe rn, Cod, litsltery
•
•
Development of the:northern cd fishery over the ,past few centuries illustrates the ef'feCis
'
fishing technology on fishery' Systems. Hutchings 'and Myers (1995) note that animal
harvests of northe rn cod remained at ,a low;;.and:felatiVely stable:level of tinder:100,000 tonnes
for tvici centuries from
. the early 1,500s through' to the
1700s . A series of technological adVances in the wiiY of :itianeriVeMble'dèrieS'and'inultit-hOOked'lineÀrawis'intire : 1 190s, side- ,
hauled otter trawls iii the 1890s, and , •vatious otherliawlitig:methods tien ;followed . , These,
changes, along with increaSes in the numbers of those fishing, helped to produCe annual
catches that varied ardurid:200000 tennés vei'''a Period 'birOnghlY-156yearS thibugh to the: > ,
mid-1900s (reaçhing 300 000 tonnes in the 1880s and 1910s). Based on the longevity of that
fishery and despite improved efficiency (greater effoit), eaCh 61' thèse early harvesting strategies appear to have been süstain'able;:althotigh there is evidenée ofprobleins imtheinir1-1800S
,

(Cadigan 1995).
—
Around—.1954, stern-liauted'ottertraWlers, notablY.the ver'y large faeiciry:'ffeeier trawlersç
were introdirced .to the northern cod ;fishery. This slgnificant,increase in:effort,iséonsidered,
the single Most important event in the five-hundred-year history' of the northern cod fiShery"
(Hutchings and 'Myer's' 1995) and led to dramatic inéreasés''fit aniluareatches., indeed; thIs
might ,be viewed; as ategime shift intechnology; a, sudden change,in gear compositionof the
in turn led to à rapid and'imperfectly controlled inèrease in efficiency. The hiStoi- fletwhic
iCally :unprecedented Spike' in catchésis clear; (Hutchine.and Myeis 1995) .,,ieported cntche's
reached a high of 810 000 .,tonnes in 1968, makin& northern çod, for a time, among die biggest fisheries' in the ;world. Under such fishing, the Stock Couiél not:sustain itself and it under:;,
went its first collapse, in the early 1970s ;
This first "crisis' led to, the establishment of a fishing quota system in 1974 and the
MecluSive econornic'z' One' (EEZ) 1977. It as UPtirnistically thought that the'
Canadian fishery within the EEZ could manage a recovery and that the, total catçh coidd,he
increased to 450000 tonnes by the end of the 1980s. Thi:ough the 1980s, however, a number
of wàMing signs, began to appear: declining' weights nnd tefigtid at age, fewel:Cildei
changes in maturity, etc. Although the adopted fishing target leyels(referred to as F0.1 levels)
and scientific recommendations suggested a réduction in the 1989 quota to ' 47%
(125 000 tonnes) of what.it was in 1988 (266 000 tonnes), the management decision Was a
reduction to only 88% (235 000 tonnes) of the '1988 quota (Shelton and Atkinson 1994). In
fact, the quotas set in each of 1989, 1996, and 1991 were nearty twice tfiat clèternü'ned 'ti.)), thé
F0.1 target (1.9, 1.6, and 1.9:fold higher each year respeetively) (Shelton and Atkinson 1994).
•

It is clear in hindsight that the actions taken were insufficient to halt the decline in the stock
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et at 1997), and by the early:1990s it was recognized that the stock was iriserious . trouble. In
July 1992' the northern cod stock was closed to fishing and several. other stocks werè subsequently • clOsed. By, 1998' the stock stilt >shé;Wedr'no ,Signifiearitàignà" Of recovery and the prOgnosis ,for the , future ,remains bleak:
What is the ultimate cause of .the collapse, and what could have been,done to avoid it?
'There haS been much discussion about the :relative' iMPOrtàdee Of . 'oVerfishing and ériviihn=,
Mental 'conditions,(e.g.,' ,.anoinalously.›,cold„water
,
. Masses :thé region , (de,Young and Rose
1993; Hutchings and Myers 1994)). Overfishing of cod began in the 1950s and, with the exception of à short respite during the late 10 0 S and early1980S, it ebniiitued'np until the ffshing closure in 1992. There is indirect, evidenee,, of stable':
sustainableYeatclies. , for
over a, century long before the 1950s during which period'other extreme environmental events •
occiiired,''and'Yet there Wer'd rio Sighs Of a> major collapsd'of cdd like thesé"obserVed recently.
It would,appear that given a suffiçient Stock,size,. particularly >spawning stock(i.é.',..the capae.‘' ,
to reproduce and sustain itself), northern cod .are well-adapted to withstand the vagaries' of ity
natural eriviroirmerital fluctuations.
„Overfishing Was the,priinarycause of the collapse of,northern,,Cod,(HutchingS , and,Myers
1994; Taggart et al. 1994; Myers,et, al. 1995; Hutchings.1996) althou gh other' factors riaày, have
played a r'olé in the trajeCtorY'<of the c011aPie. The cei'liatie' maS, very Well ' have been aYoicied
through reduce,c1 fishing .effort in the late 1980s and early 1990à-:when the warning 'signS, began
to appear (Alverson 1987; Harris 1990), but uncertainty played 4 role here as well. Thus the re- ,
sponSe Of goveinniént tO'varibus reports, sàentific findine, and observations from'fishermen
have all been the àlbjeqt.of ›much debate
a cleat. ,reflection:;Of the uncertainty.
,
In the end it will likely be shown that technological' develop,nnents W,ere not alone, in
steering the deVelOinnent and the 'eôllaPS e of the nerilierri?eo—ct'fishety,' itOr • Were' scientific Uricertainties, recognized or not . The fishery, ,wasa typicat ,fishery system. Economic factors,
consumer demand, size of markets, access to markets, capitaliiation of the fleets and Processing Plants altplayed à role, as did 'socie-political factors: The riOrthe'rn eOcl Stock complex undonbtedly varies with environmental çonditions'and,,is likely ,affected by huffian:impà<cts on
the environment. HoweVer, it has, been argued,persnasiyely (Çadigan 1995; Hutchings and
Myers 1995 and referenCes th'erehl) that change in the<teelinologjeal capabilities of the'fishery'
was a major determinant:of the dynamic changes:seen in the fishery; and'its ultimate collap e.
Furthermore, the response, or lack,thereOf, to changes in teChno1ogy reflected:<fundaniental attitudes toWardeXplOitatiOn and management Of 'fiShery systems that contributed .greatlYie'the collapse (Charles 1995).,,,:.,

possible role that predation, primarily by seals, may be playing in limiting the recovery of
the northern cod which has shown few positive signs since the imposition of the moratorium

in 1992.
The fisheries of Pacific Canada
Relative to the Atlantic, particularly the NW Atlantic, Pacific stocks are in seemingly
better shape, at least in general, for groundfish, pelagic species, and salmon (FAO 1995a).
In the NE Pacific (Alaska and the West coast of Canada), the FAO as of 1992 considered all
Pacific salmon, Pacific halibut, and Alaska pollock fully exploited, ocean perch depleted,
and Pacific cod, hake, sablefish, and most flatfishes moderately exploited. Landings
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Table 2.0. A qualitative summary of the status of the 12 major groundfish stocks in Pacific Canada as inferred from the Pacific Stock Assessment and Review Committee.
Status
S tecies or s ecies !roue
Average to high
Dogfish
Average to high
Sole (rock, English, Dover)
Lingcod — offshore

»

Average

Pacific hake

Average

Sablefish

Average

Pacific cod

Low to average

Walleye pollock

Low to average

Rockfish (inshore)

Low to average

Rockfish (shelf slope)

Low to average

Rockfish (shelf)

Low to average

Lingcod — Strait of Georgia

Very low

Petrale sole

Very low

reported by the USA accounted for close to 90% of all landings from the NE Pacific in
1992. Of the 12 major Canadian groundfish stocks in the Pacific (Table 2.0), seven are considered to be have low to average abundance. Two are at very low levels and only 5 stocks
(42%) are considered to be in average to better-than-average condition.
Increased US landings have occuned for sockeye and pink salmon but declines have
occurred for landings of other species. Major threats to salmon stocks continue to be high
harvest rates and anthropogenic degradation of spawning and nursery habitats. Recent disagreements between Canada and the USA over the allocation of catches continue to plague
several salmon stocks. Groundfish catches have been generally declining following the increases experienced from the mid-1970s to the mid-1980s. None are considered critical with
the exception of pollock in the central Bering Sea, which have experienced severe multinational overexploitation. Pelagic stocks (e.g., BC herring and Atka mackerel) show no
clear trends.
A focus on Pacific salmon
Catches of BC stocks of Pacific salmon show several important features. Total tonnage
of catch has remained relatively constant over the last 4 decades (1950s to 1980s) with a
slight tendency to increase until 1994 (Fig. 2.13). Catches have remained generally low for
chinook and coho and generally high and variable for sockeye and chum salmon, but pink
catches have dropped dramatically since 1991. Chinook and coho catches have been
trending downward over the last 20 years, in part reflecting losses of various stocks. In contrast, sockeye salmon catches have tended to increase over that period. However, as pointed
out earlier in this chapter, assessing the status of a stock on the basis of catch alone can be
uncertain or misleading. If the status of Pacific salmon stocks is assessed on the basis of
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Fig. 2.13. Time trends in commercial landings (metric tonnes) of the five major Pacific salmon
species. 1994 data are preliminary. Data from Canada Dept. of Fisheries and Oceans.
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abundance rather than catches, then their status is not as favourable as that implied by
Fig. 2.13, especially when we consider the losses of particular stocks that contribute to overall biological diversity.
Slaney et al. (1996) identified 9663 stocks of anadromous salmon and trout in British
Columbia and the Yukon, many of which are relatively small populations of a few thousand
fish or less. While 46% of the total stocks were categorized as unthreatened, more alarmingly, 43% of the stocks (4172) have an unknown status because of lack of data. Some
(1.5%) of the stocks are extinct and 6.5% of them are at high risk of extinction. The Strait
of Georgia, Johnstone Strait, and Southwest Vancouver Island regions have a higher proportion (14-17%) of high-risk stocks than most other regions. These average figures do not indicate other important features, for example, that a higher proportion of coho stocks is
threatened than sockeye salmon, or that 16% of steelhead stocks are of special concern because they are regularly intercepted in net fisheries targeted on other species (such as the
more lucrative sockeye salmon) (Slaney et al. 1996).
Although few data series exist for total abundance of wild chinook salmon, the abundance of spawning chinook salmon from the lower Strait of Georgia (excluding Fraser River
stocks but including wild stocks and hatchery fish that stray and spawn in streams) has declined steadily (Fig. 2.14). Declines are more severe in mainland streams than in Vancouver
Island streams. Although tho catch of chinook salmon in the Strait of Georgia sport and troll
fisheries was maintained at relatively high levels until the early 1980s, it subsequently experienced a monotonic decline to near record low levels by 1990.
Despite the incompleteness of the data, a similar situation is seen for wild Fraser River
coho salmon (DFO 1996c). An index of abundance of this group of 187 stocks (escapement
plus catch by commercial fisheries in Area 29 and Native in-river fisheries) has declined noticeably since the 1970s and dropped sharply in the early 1990s (Fig. 2.15). Note that this
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Number ofspawners (thousands )

Fig. 2.14. Time series of escapement for chinook salmon in the lower Strait of Georgia area,
including fish produced by hatcheries but excluding Fraser River stocks. Escapement estimates
from 155 streams as determined by DFO visual spawner estimates. Adapted from Levy (1996).
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index of abundance does not include the substantial catch by commercial troll and sport
fisheries in the Strait of Georgia and west coast of Vancouver Island. Catches of these
stocks have also declined dramatically in the 1990s. Spawning escapements also decreased
in the early 1990s to less than 40 000 fish and these declines have continued up to the present (1998) (Fig. 2.15).
Therefore, while the current status of these chinook and coho populations is difficult to
assess because reliable escapement data are limited to only a few wild stocks, it is apparent
that these populations have experienced significant declines since the 1970s. During the
same period, the proportion of the total escapement of chinook and coho that represents
hatchery-reared salmon has grown significantly. The same general pattern of declining escapement is seen for coho salmon in northern BC on the Skeena River where recent escapement indices are one-third the level that they were in the 1960s. This decline has been
generally paralleled by a decline in catches.
An important feature of Canadian Pacific salmon is that the average body size at a
given age has been decreasing for many years (McKinnel 1995), leading to decreased economic value per fish and reduced reproductive potential. Reasons for this change are discussed in Chapter 3.
Arctic Canada fisheries

The Canadian Arctic sustains three competing fisheries: domestic, sport, and
commercial. Each of these operates in freshwater and marine systems (see summary in
Crawford 1989). The domestic fishery refers to the aboriginal subsistence fishery (personal
and family consumption) that is unlicensed and unregulated. Fishing policies generally recognize that the domestic fishery takes precedence over the commercial or sport fishery.
Crawford (1989) considers that possibly the "most significant unresolved aspect" of
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Fig. 2.15. Time series of total abundance and escapement of spawners for coho salmon in the
Strait of Georgia region. Estimated river spawning escapements and terminal commercial and
Native net catches for Fraser River. Data include wild and enhanced river spawners only
(i.e., hatchery broodstock and hatchery surplus excluded). Data from DFO (1996c).
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northern Canadian fisheries is the paucity of catch or landings estimates from the domestic
fishery. Landings in this fishery may be decreasing due to global change (changing economy and increased interaction with southern regions), although this possibility remains uncertain (few or none data). The arctic sport fishery involves residents and non-residents and
though effort has increased in recent years "the potential for growth of the sport fisheries is
real and likely to be realized" (Crawford 1989, p. 16). The arctic commercial fishery is
mainly an export fishery of anadromous species, primarily Arctic char on the west coast of
Hudson Bay and in Cambridge Bay. The freshwater fishery is primarily whitefish in Great
Slave Lake and in the Mackenzie Delta region where char is anadromous but fished in
freshwater. Commercial catches in the Northwest Territories in 1989 were approximately
50% of their 1950 maximum and in 1989 represented 3% of the total Canadian commercial
fishery — a considerable proportion when viewed as a source of income in a relatively lowpopulation region with a large subsistence culture.
The arctic marine fishery is primarily a commercial/exploratory and domestic fishery
and is concentrated in the eastern Hudson Strait and Baffin Island regions. Turbot (Greenland cod) landings in the eastern Northwest Territories increased dramatically during the period 1988-1993 (DFO 1995a). Most of the -135 arctic marine species (McAllister et al.
1985) are generally unexploited relative to freshwater species, although that appears to depend on local communities and tradition. The contribution of marine fish to the domestic
harvest is generally unknown and many marine species (e.g., fourhorn sculpin, Pacific herring) are represented in the by-catch of the Arctic char fishery. In contrast, northern shrimp
support a large commercial fishery, especially in the Davis Strait. Striped pink shrimp is
landed as bycatch and a fishery is being developed and managed by the Northern Shrimp
Advisory Committee (NSAC).
Marine invertebrate fisheries

There has been a generally steady increase in landings of crustaceans and molluscs in
Canada from 1961 to 1993 (Fig. 2.16). The major species are American sea scallop, queen
(snow) crab, shrimp (northern and pink), American lobster, and soft shell clam. Lobster
landings almost tripled through the 1980s (Fig. 2.17) and reached a maximum in 1990
(46 433 tonnes). This increase is attributed to increased effort and better technology as well
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Fig. 2.16. Time series of reported landings (catch) by weight from the Canadian invertebrate fishery in terms of total catch, crustaceans (lobster, shrimp etc.), molluscs (scallops, mussels, etc.),
and cephalopods (squid and octopus). The data are derived from FAO (1995a).
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as increased lobster biomass on the fishing grounds that resulted from environmental variation that favored recruitment (Savard 1994). Cephalopod (squid) landings peaked in the late
1970s. Sea scallop and Iceland scallop landings vary among fishing areas and among years
and abundance appears to fluctuate significantly with variations in recruitment. Scallops are
subject to occasional mass mortalities (e.g., in 1993, 50% died along the lower north shore
of Quebec; Giguere and Frechette 1994). Northern shrimp landings in Canada in 1993 were
the highest of the preceding five years (FAO ) and there has been a steady increase in landings since 1970 for the entire Atlantic northwest region (Stamatopoulos 1993).
Although total inevertebrate landings on Canada's west coast increased fairly steadily
throughout the 1980s (Fig. 2.18), this has not been true for the three primary invertebrates
which are geoduck, sea urchin, and crab. The geoduck clam fishery in British Columbia has
increased dramatically in value since the late 1980s, despite consistent reductions in the total allowable catch; in 1995 the landed value exceeded $42 million. Most of the product is
exported live to Asian markets, principally Hong Kong and mainland China. Prices paid to
harvesters have jumped from about $2.70/kg in 1990 to about $20/kg in 1995. The annual
harvest of sea urchin roe is almost as valuable as the geoduck yield in BC with crab being
very close in value. Most of the sea urchin roe is exported to Japan.
Throughout most of its range in the NW Atlantic, catches of the American lobster
reached historical maxima in the late 1980s and early 1990s and are thought to reflect increased recruitment in the face of high exploitation rates (Drinkwater et al. 1996). Furthermore, the changes in catch do not appear to be associated with changes in St. Lawrence
river runoff as has been previously reported (Sutcliffe 1973). Lobster landings in Atlantic
Canada reflect this widespread pattern, which has been paralleled by an increased value of
the fishery (Fig. 2.17). Lobster fishing effort data are very limited and thus the landings pattern is a very uncertain reflection of the state of the lobster stocks. Drinkwater et al. (1996)
acknowledge this important fact and point out that effort (numbers of traps hauled, advanced technology, and fishing further afield) has increased in recent years over most of the
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time series of lobster landings (as a histogram in tonnes) and value (as a line in
millions of dollars) for the the Scotia Fundy region of Atlantic Canada. The data are derived
from DFO (1993), DFO (1996e), and FRCC (1995).
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region and that "increased catch rates may be due to the use of more efficient and larger
traps and better navigational gear." However, other aspects of the fishery and monitoring
data (e.g., research surveys) suggest that the increases in catch do reflect increases in abundance. Nevertheless, the landings data as illustrated in Fig. 2.17 provide no uncertainty estimates and the basic assumptions for drawing conclusions about the ability of catch data to
reflect stock size have not been fully met. Thus, maintaining current catch rates at contemporary levels may be highly risk prone.
Fig. 2.18.

Landings of invertebrates in tonnes in British Columbia, 1981 1993.
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Box 2.5. Aquaculture and Maricultut.e
The term aquaculture is used to refer to both freshwater and saltwater farming of plants
and animals, whereas mariculture refers only to saltwater farming. Canada has moved slowly
in its development of aquaculture industries, partly because of the low per capita fish consumption rate in Canada relative to many other countries, harsh climate, and, until recently,
relatively high production from the capture fisheries (Boghen 1995). However, aquaculture in
Canada is changing dramatically. Between 1984 and 1992 production in Canada increased
300% relative to 27% in the USA. (Overall, Canada increased its share of North American
production from 2% to 19% over that period (FAO 1995b). Atlantic Canada has seen a sharp
increase in volume and value of aquaculture products from 1986 to 1993 (Boghen 1995). The
majority of eastern Canadian aquaculture is mariculture', 87% in 1987 through mariculture
and 13% through freshwater aquaculture (rainbow and brook trout, primarily in Quebec).
From a taxonomic and regional perspective, aquaculture on the Pacific coast of Canada is
dominated by salmon (mostly Atlantic and chinook salmon) and some marine molluscs
(mainly oyster). In 1993 this region accounted for 54% of the total Canadian aquaculture production (DFO 1995b). Central Canada (including Quebec, Ontario, Prairies) accounted for the
remaining 9.6% of the total in 1993 and was comprised primarily of rainbow and brook trout
and negligible amounts of shellfish and Arctic char (DFO 1995b). In 1993 Atlantic Canada
(NB, NS, PEI, NF) aquaculture was dominated by the production of Atlantic salmon, blue
mussels, European and American oysters, and negligible amounts of scallops and cod, and
accounted for 36.4 % of the total Canadian aquaculture harvest (DFO 1995b). In comparison,
the global aquaculture harvest increased steadily from 1984 such that in 1992 more than 14%
of all fisheries harvest by weight came from aquaculture (FAO 1995b). In 1984 this proportion was only 8.3%. The most important aquacultural countries or regions are China, India,
and Indonesia. During 1992, Asia was responsible for 84% of the global aquaculture production, while North America accounted for just —3.2% of the total. It is expected that the global
demand for fishery-based products will increase at a faster rate than their availability. Thus, it
may be "a serious mistake to propose aquaculture as a panacea for the world's future food
shortages" (Boghen 1989, p. 5). One aspect of this dilemnia is that fish are now being caught
to feed other fish, i.e., instead of directly consuming all the fish that are caught, we are reprocessing them into food for more marketable fish or,"value-added" products. Total aquaculture
harvest in 1994, a record 25.5 x 10 6 tonnes of finfish, shellfish, and acinatic plants, was valued
at US $39.83 billion. Freshwater culture accounted for 63% of the harvested weight relative to
29% from mariculture and 8% from brackish water. However, the latter represented 22% of the
value and resulted primarily from the culture of —863 000 tonnes of shiimp species.

The world harvest fisheries based on catch statistics

According to the Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO 1995a) the world harvest
of fish and shellfish in 1994 from the capture and aquaculture fisheries, marine and freshwater (Fig. 2.19) reached a record level of 109.6 x 106 tonnes (see also Garcia and Newton
1994). The quantity used for human consumption amounted to —68% and the remaining
32% was used to produce byproducts (greatest proportion to date used for such purposes).
The recent rise in catch is primarily due to increased catches of anchoveta off Peru and
walleye pollock in the North Pacific. Catch does not necessarily reflect the total abundance
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Fig. 2.19. Time series of the world total fish catch (millions of metric tonnes) in terms of
demersal and pelagic marine species, crustaceans, molluscs, and cephalopods, and freshwater
and diadramous species. The data are from FAO (1998).
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of the species being harvested. However, there is absolutely no question that the world harvesting capacity is enormous, and therefore in general, constant or declining harvests from
wild fisheries are most easily, though not necessarily, explained by fishing having met or
exceeded the renewable capacity of the wild fish being harvested. The face of the world fisheries is changing — harvest rates of most wild species have either reached or exceeded their
sustainable maxima or are declining, while harvests from aquacultural practices are steadily
increasing. Thus, the overall state of the Canadian fishery is not unique in a global context.

The commercial value of fisheries
The fishing industries in Atlantic and Pacific Canada are export oriented and yet their
products represent only a very small percentage of the total world fish market. The Canadian industries therefore have no control over total global harvests and they are subject to
periodic economic crises. They also suffer from chronic overcapacity. In detail, each of features these can be elaborated as follows.
• They are export oriented. More than 80% of the industry output in value is sold outside of Canada. The industries are "price takers" in that they exercise little or no
market power. The prices they receive for their products are determined by supply
and demand forces in international markets.
• They have no control over total harvests. The harvests are subject to natural fluctuations in availability and catchability, as well as to shifts in the policies of regulatory agencies in other countries.
• They are subject to periodic economic crises related to natural fluctuations in fish
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resources and the compounding nature of chronic excess capacity. The Atlantic
Canada groundfish fisheries experienced two major crises (1973-1974 and 1981—
1982) within the twenty-year period immediately preceding the current crisis.
Each of these crises was severe enough to require substantial financial and social
assistance from the federal government. The west coast fishing industry is currently experiencing economic difficulties arising from the state of the salmon
fishery and, as on the east coast, such economic crises are not new. In 1982 Canada's Pacific fi sheries were "at a crisis point" and "following two depressed
years, the economic circumstances of the commercial fishery are exceptionally
bleak" (Canada 1982b).
• The Atlantic and Pacific coasts suffer from chronic overcapacity (i.e., fishing
power) which, despite several commissioned reports, the regulatory agencies have
found frustratingly difficult to resolve. In British Columbia, an elaborate limited
entry/buyback scheme was introduced in 1969 to address the massive overcapacity problem in the salmon fleet. By 1995-1996, the number of vessels in the fleet
had been reduced by 45% (Fig. 2.20). The success is illusory because the number
of seiners, the most powerful fishing vessels, actually increased over the same period (Fig. 2.20). Furthermore, the fleet is much more technologically advanced
and more efficient than it was 25 years ago. In 1995, recognizing that serious
overcapacity remained, it was recommended that the fleet capacity should be reduced by 25-33%, over a 10-year period (Canada 1995a). This led to the introduction of the highly controversial "Mifflin Plan." In Atlantic Canada, one of the
major themes of the Kirby Report (Canada 1982a) was chronic excess capacity in
both the harvesting and processing sectors of the groundfish industry. There
clearly has been a reduction in capacity on the east coast, with plants closed and
ships soId, but there remains concern that overcapacity remains relative to the potential of any future sustainable fisheries (Cashin Report 1993; Schrank 1996).
Fig. 2.20. The number of Pacific salmon fishing vessels by gear sector at various times during the
1966-1996 period. The data are derived from Fraser (1977), Gislason (1996), and PSA (1997).
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Box 2.6. A Perspective op, Fisheries:EcotiOmicsCapture fisheries in Canada and elsewhere, have proVen to be extremely difficult to
manage èffeetively in'éConorn'«ic terms. ÉConoinis' is now Wewfishéry ,resources as a foi-M of '
"naturarcapital — natural iesources capable ofyieldinga strearn of economic return to so. ciety throtigh dine' (Clark 1990; Clark ancli-Mimro1994):, FiShery re'surces' and offier natural
'
resources, such as capital, differ fiorn "conventional" or human,made capital in that the initial e« ndowment of the aSset is':received dirnetly frdm nature. HOwever; just às-it is'Possible to
invest or disinvest in conventional capital, it is possible to invest or disinvest in natural capital that exists in the forrn of fishery rnsournèS. Refràinin froM' ha' rveSting or eneging in activities tha t conserve or enhance the fishery resource are acts of resource investment.
. Conversely, harvesting:in excèss ofsome cle'Sired Sustainable yield or destroying habitat serve .
to deplete the resource and are acts of resoti rce disinvestment.
The economic motivation, for natural resouree inveStment; is essentially; the same as'it is

for investment in conventional' capital. Such an investment requires a current sacrifice, e.g.,
reduced harvesting. Having made the sacrifice (the inyestrnent); the.expecte,d-rettiin is an hicreased resdurce "capital" or stock and it is hoped-that the enhanced stock will yield a greater
or more stable stream of economic returil in the future. 'Since the return froin the 'investment
is to be enjoyed only in the future, it necesSarily means that the resource investment, as with
. other forms of investment, must be considered with a idegreé;çf ufieértainty, 'sometimes:extreme'. Unfortunate' ly, most individuals' and societies give less weight to future returns than they
do to present returns and they do so for a variety of.reasons. Tha,t is to Say, they discount future
returns and the greater the rate of discount the lesS will be the incentive to invest in any form
of capital. Indeed, if the rate of discount is sufficiently high, there may.not be any incentive to
' mainiain the exiSting stock of capital and disinvestment (i.e., stock depletion) will occur. The
entire process reflects the first of sev,eral powerful_but adverse ; feedbaçk systems.
With this in mind, consider the basic economics of capture fisheries. The key reason
given by economists for the poor economic performance frequently observed in capture fisheries is the existence of ill-defined rights (property rights, access rights, management rights,
etc.) to the fishery (Gordon 1954). Although coastal states, such as Canada, may çlaim such
rights to fishery resources witiiin their Exclusive ÉconOmic Zones (EEZs), they have in the
past found it difficult and costly to vest the right s. in the resource to the fishermen on either
an individual or collective basis (Gordon 1954; Munro and Scott 1985). The fact that f'ish.are
mobile and not readily observable prior to capture explains some of the difficulty. Nonetheless, because fishery rights are ill-defined, sometimes called the "co' mmon pool " problem,
the economic incentives for the participants are perverse, i.e., away from , what is right or
good for the sustainability of the resource. It is this Perverse' economic incentive system,
rather than "greed" per se, that lies at the heart of the economic problems plaguing so many
capture fisheries. There are two major conSequences.

The first arises from the fact that without clearly defined rights individual fishermen
have an incentive to discount future returns from the fishery resource'. Consequently, there is
no incentive to invest in the resource and to protect the future retu rn s. If, in such a system,
some, but not all, fishermen attempt to invest through reducing their harvest, their actions
serve to increase the harvest of their competitors. Thus, instead of having an incentive to
invest in the resource, fishernien have an incentive to actively disinveSt. Disinvesunent leads
to chronic overexploitation of the resource, i.e., excessive depletion of the "natural" capital
from society's point of view. Overexploitation of the resource is all but inevitable in
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"open access" fisheriesiwhere,'the;'prolierty'rightS'areill-definècl and regtilations are either
absent or difficult to enforce. The Multitude of regulations employed in Canadian fisheries

are deSigned; lin part, tothinit overexploitation.;'ObViOuslYithe regulâtions do not always
„ sueceed.

•

The second inajor'bonsequence of the perverse incentive syStem iâ excess fleet '(and„
likely processing) capacity. If,regulatoryn autliorities ,attempt to guard against oyercxploitation
by plaéing year-to-year iimits on the allowable harvest and little more, then the limited harvest will become the "common pcinoi» ComPentition.lamong the fisherinen, for shares,.of,the
limited yet valuable harvest create's incentive for increased investment andihus 'exces's caPae1 ity' when the resotirce béeornéS More litiiited;ii.è.;,the hariesting power OÊ, thelfleét will ex, ceed by a significant margin that which is required,to take the allowable harvest, even when
allowing for harvest fluctuations through time. It beeonzeS entirely rational for an individual
fisherman to„ invest int additional harvesting >capacity (ves. sels or technology), even though
such an investment leads to zero additional total harvest': This whole Process reflects a sec-

ond poWerful but 'adverse feedback'system.
Overcapacity develops for many reaSons, one Of them associated with a concept called
"ratchéting"(Caddy and 'Gullanct 1983).'buring goOd ecOnornic tinies. there is an incentive to
expand harvesting capacity because there is an inunediate economic return. As the capacity
inéreas' es, thereby Often-leading to increaSeS in catches, the fishing resoMce develops status
and profile and therefore value. When the .declineoccurs, n asit ineyitabIy does, government
regulations tend to support the fishery, therebY, mitigating' the negative effects of the decline.
After the retùrn of the fish, the cycle begins 'again and the harveSting capacity that remains
more or lesS nunchanged continues to increase again. This process re fl ects a third powerful but
adverse feedback System.
The emergence of excess capacity results in economic waste and serves to undennine
the economic viability'of fishemy syStems. Ftirthermàre, the more that'fishing industries stiffer

from excess capacity, the more , vulnerable they becOme tol adyerse resource shocks n and to adverse shocks arising from the economy (e.g., rising cos' ts and falling' pric'es).' Adverse sOeiopolitical shocks inevitably follow: Excessiveicapacity also 'exacerbates the monitoring, con :trol, and regulatory problems of the resource managers. It can be argued that when resource
managers are compendà td set harYest iiinitsMiderT'Coridition'Of uridertn'inty, the presence of
a large chronically underutilized capacity will leaçl to pressure being placed o ni. the resource
managers to set excessively liberal limits (Dupont 199 6 ). This refleets a'iOurth adverse feedback system.

Economics of the west coast fisheries
The capture fisheries of British Columbia have been, until very recently, economically
dominated by salmon (Fig. 2.21). The crisis of the early 1980s was followed by years of
generally increasing value of salmon harvests, with a maximum being reached in 1988. Indeed, the value of salmon landings (Fig. 2.21) in real terms was —40% greater than it was
five years earlier. The volume of salmon harvests began to decline in the mid-1980s, but the
decline was, for a time, masked by the rising value. Since 1988, the decline in harvest value
has been precipitous. The rapid decline in landed value was not due to declining landings
alone because the value per tonne (in real terms) of salmon harvests in 1995 was 40% of
what it had been in 1988. The unit value is a function of shifts in prices and shifts in species
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Fig. 2.21.
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composition (e.g., price of chinook salmon can be six-fold greater than that of pink salmon).
In summary, total dollar value of landings in British Columbia fisheries increased steadily
from the crisis years of the early 1980s until the value of the salmon harvest peaked in 1988
(Fig. 2.21). While the total value has decreased in most years since then, the value of invertebrate fisheries on the west coast has increased.
Economics of the east coast fisheries

The collapse of the groundfish fishery in Atlantic Canada, with northe rn cod providing
the most spectacular example, has been of overwhelming economic importance. Groundfish
harvests in 1995 were only 11% of what they had been in 1982 (Fig. 2.22). Although the
groundfish fisheries have been severely affected economically by the resource collapse
(Gordon and Munro 1996), there has not been a precipitous decline in the total dollar value
of all landings in Atlantic Canada (Fig. 2.23). This is because of the growing value of shellfish and crab (Fig. 2.23). Traditionally, one used to think of the fish harvests in Atlantic
Canada as being dominated by groundfish in value, as well as in volume. While groundfish
did indeed account for almost one-half of the landed value in 1981 (Gordon and Munro
1996), their value was in fact only marginally ahead of that for shellfish and crab. A comparable examination in 1995 shows the value of shellfish clearly dominating, a situation that is
very similar to that seen for the west coast of Canada.
While there have been fluctuations in the landed value of harvests in Atlantic Canada
from 1981 to 1995 in real terms, overall there appears to have been a gradual upward trend
(Fig. 2.23). Indeed, in 1995 the landed value (in real terms) was roughly two-thirds greater
than it had been in the early 1980s, in spite of the groundfish collapse. Of the shellfish harvests, crab show the most striking increase in recent years. Between 1990 and 1995, the
landed value of crab (adjusted for inflation) increased by 750% and again, the increase was
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Fig. 2.22. Atlantic fisheries catch trends.
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due to a combination of increased landings and rising unit value (in real terms). The question remains, of course, whether the shellfish harvests, crab in particular, are sustainable at
these levels.
One aspect of the Atlantic fisheries, which may well have served to exacerbate the
overcapacity problem, is the extensive federal and provincial subsidy programs, e.g., funding for corporate processors, boat-building loans, and unemployment insurance (a program
which in late 1996 underwent substantive changes). While subsidies are used on the Pacific
coast, they are not of the same magnitude as those in Atlantic Canada. It is difficult to separate subsidies from gove rn ment expenditures for resource management purposes (which
some have argued constitute an indirect subsidy to the industry). However, over the decade
of the early 1980s to the early 1990s, total federal and provincial government financial outlay on Atlantic fisheries was conservatively estimated to be in the order of $8 billion, half of
which was accounted for by unemployment insurance. The outlay of $8 billion was equal to
the gross value of landed harvests in Atlantic Canada over this period (Schrank 1996),
which might approximate half of the total value after processing.
Economics of global fisheries

The chronic economic difficulties experienced by Canada's Atlantic and Pacific fishing
industries are not unique to Canada. Capture fishery resources throughout the world have
proven to be extremely difficult to manage effectively in economic terms. This is a reflection of the "tragedy of the commons" or the common pool problem that afflicts these fisheries (see Box 2.6).
The United Nations Third Conference on the Law of the Sea 1973-1982 attempted to
mitigate the "tragedy of the commons" through the establishment of 200 mile Exclusive
Economic Zones for coastal states like Canada and Extended Fisheries Jurisdiction (EFJ).
EFJ transformed large amounts of fishery resources from international common property to
coastal state property. The results of EFJ worldwide have, to date, been disappointing. First,
there remains ample evidence of continued overexploitation of the resources. Using FAO estimates, Garcia and Newton (1994) report that almost 70% of the world fishery resources
are either fully exploited, overexploited, depleted (i.e., commercially extinct), or are recovering from past depletion. Garcia and Newton (1994) note that, given the state of present resource management in the world, the fully exploited resources are primed to become
overfished or depleted resources. If anything, the global statistics underestimate the degree
of overexploitation in world capture fisheries. Garcia and Newton (1994) further estimate
that 30% of the existing worldwide fleet capacity constitutes excess capacity and that the
excess capacity problem has been exacerbated by the widespread subsidization by governments of the fishing industry. The overall economic performance of world fishing industries
based on capture fisheries has been dismal. The FAO estimated that the 1992 total landed
value of world harvests of marine fish to be US $70 billion. FAO further estimated that fleet
operating costs alone exceeded the landed value by US $22 billion. If one includes capital
costs, the losses amount to US $54 billion (FAO 1995a). Losses of this magnitude imply
substantial subsidization of fishery activities on a worldwide basis.

The socio-political diversity of Canadian fisheries
The participants in any fishery system have agendas that reflect a diversity of knowledge, opinion, interests, and objectives. The socio-political characteristics of these participants and their geographic distribution have implications for how management problems are
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addressed and how policy options are conceived and implemented. Generally, the participants vary according to the following non-exclusive criteria: regional representation, ownership or non-ownership of resources and processing, the degree of capitalization, dependence
on capital supply, and political power and influence, vis-à-vis the regulatory agencies. The most
significant direct participants include: aboriginal fishermen, a variety of commercial fishermen,
processing companies, shoreworkers, recreational fishermen, the federal and provincial gove rn
(NG0s), and fish-dependent communities.
-ments,ogvralniztos
Commercial fishermen

In 1991 there were more than 37 000 full-time commercial fishermen in Canada
(Cashin 1993). If the number of part-time fishermen who earn a significant portion of their
income from fishing were included the total would approximately double. Small-scale inshore fishermen in the Atlantic provinces (NF, NS, NB, PEI, PQ) tend to be self-employed
owner—operators who earned between $17 000 and $26 000 in 1990 (Cashin 1993). This
amount is greater than that for fishermen wage earners and 17-25% less than the average
Atlantic Canada wage earners in all employment sectors.
On both coasts the majority of commercial fishing units has been, and still may be,
small-scale and owner-operated. However, the relative number of the larger and more capitalized fishing vessels has been increasing, as has their allocation. As the capacity, capital
cost, and technological sophistication of the larger vessels increased over the last 30 years,
they became either more indebted to major fish processing companies or partially or wholly
owned by them. In BC, for example, the larger seine vessels (usually over 75 ft; 1 ft =
30.48 cm) have more than doubled as a proportion of the salmon fleet from —6% in the
1960s to —14% in 1996, (mostly at the expense of the small boats in the troll fishery) while
small gillnetters have remained a relatively constant proportion at —58% (Fraser 1977;
Gislason 1996; PSA 1997). This trend may continue in response to ongoing fleet reduction
policies.
In Maritime Canada the total number of fishing vessels has remained surprisingly constant at around 11 000 over the 1971-1991 period (Cashin 1993). Over this period the small
vessels (generally less than 50 ft) consistently comprised 89-95% of the total while
midsized vessels (45-75 ft) comprised 3-4%, and large vessels (>100 ft) fell from 1.4% in
1971 to 1% in 1991 (Cashin 1993).
In contrast to the Maritimes, the number of vessels in Newfoundland almost doubled
from 9650 in 1971 to 15 335 in 1991 although a maximum of 17 135 vessels were recorded
in 1981 (Cashin 1993). However, consistent with the other Atlantic provinces, the proportional distribution among vessel size-classes remained remarkably constant at 91-93% for
small vessels (<35 ft), 7-9% for midsized vessels (35-99 ft), and 0.5-0.7% for large vessels
(>100 ft). The growth in inshore (small) vessel licenses was largely attributable to shell fisheries (e.g., lobster and crab) when groundfish licenses were lost to the midshore (midsize)
sector (Davis 1991).
In Newfoundland, vessels classified as "offshore" landed about 50% of the groundfish
and some 40% of the shellfish in 1991. However, part of the fleet classified as "inshore" is
in reality also represented by the more capitalized "matcher" fleet which exploits both inshore and offshore waters. This may, in part, explain why the highly capitalized large-vessel
(>100 ft) offshore fleets on the Atlantic coast have decreased in absolute numbers since the
1980s because they have been effectively replaced by the midshore, midsized "matcher"
fleet. The growth in licenses and investment in midsized but offshore "matcher" vessels was
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accompanied by increased allocations to these sectors (Haedrich 1995; Pinkerton 1987; Davis 1991). However, it appears that companies with offshore quota successfully prolonged
the Temporary Vessel Replacement Policy (TVRP) by contracting the matcher fleet to catch
the offshore quota that could not be caught by the shrinking large-vessel offshore fleet.
Thus, inshore and offshore quota categories and small-, mid-, and large-vessel categories no
longer seem capable of reflecting the complex dynamics of the various fleet sectors to secure quota.
Processing companies
In 1991 there were over 1000 fish processing plants in Atlantic Canada and 212 plants
in BC and there have been reductions in number since then. Nevertheless, during the eightyear period between 1983 and 1991, the number of registered fishing plants in Atlantic Canada almost doubled from —670 to —1063 (Cashin 1993). Both the Atlantic and Pacific fisheries are dominated by major multinational companies which are the principle buyers,
processors, and marketers of most, if not all, species. There are two major companies on the
east coast and two on the west coast. Although there are also many small-scale processing
plants, they tend to operate on the margin and occupy market niches left open by the major
corporations. It is interesting to note that over the ten year period, from 1981 to 1992, when
fish catches on the east coast declined substantially, the number of fish plants there actually
increased (Fig. 2.24).
To ensure ready access to markets, fishermen normally establish a functional relationship with processors. The processor is motivated to regularize this relationship in order to
guarantee supply. A processor may even avoid price competition if a fisherman is indebted
Fig. 2.24. The number of DFO registered fish processing plants in Atlantic Canada during the
period 1981-1991. The data are derived from Cashin (1993).
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to the processor because the debt can include an obligation to deliver all the catch to the
debtor, regardless of better prices offered elsewhere. On the west coast, this form of vertical
integration, or "non-price competition," is supplemented by a controlled market for raw
salmon and heiTing roe.
The trend toward increased investment in more efficient vessels in some fisheries is associated with an apparent increase in corporate ownership and (or) corporate mortgage holding in the fleet sector. It is difficult to assess this change because of the predominance of
private "handshake" transactions. On the west coast as much as 58% of the semer fleet is
estimated as being owned by, or indebted to, processing companies. On the east coast, there
is increased corporate involvement in the offshore and matcher sectors (Davis 1991). Thus,
the Canadian fisheries are becoming characterized by an increasing dependence of fishermen on processors. Further, it appears that a relatively small number of fishermen own a
large number of multiple licenses in multiple fisheries and these have been gained by the
trafficking of limited entry permits and Individual Transferable Quotas (ITQs).
Major fish processing companies are organized into associations on each coast and nationally in the Fisheries Council of Canada, which has a major influence on policymakers.
Fishermen have unions and associations on both coasts perhaps with less influence because
no single body represents the majority of fishermen. The variety of associations and unions
reflects the diversity of the participants. The Canadian Council of Professional Fish Harvesters has become more important in recent years as a national body.

Bàx 2.7. Social Structures and Fisliedes Sysiems
—
Fisheries manageMent' has histm:ically pldned éthphàsisi eajiacity arid'eaphalizSiion'ris
drivers in the development:of a fishery. Thusovercapit,alization or the deyelopment, of excess capacity can be driving forces in the creation 6f fisheries ProbleMs. The tendency' to
overcapitalize is nbt randonily diStribUtecl thorieoin a fiShini flet butin snme'C'ases carilpe
concentrated in thé larger vessel andcorporate.sectors., Small-boat fleets, partigularly pn,the
east ,coast, clearly exhibit overcapacity in any particular fishery, but this overcapacity can ,be
vieWed as an adapiive Strategy that rJétnift the`Pperators' to engage' in Multi-Species' fiSheriés.
Can this'overcapacity be constrained by a combination Of a lone-term orientation ,toward, and
understanding of, adjacent Marine territories by informal 'conimunity regulation and by effective regulation and oversight?. The answer is neither clear nbr ea'Sy.
Pinkerton (1989) shows that small-scale, owner-operators (relative to corporate large.
scale operators) tend to view fishing as: (1) a multi-genérational occupation in which knowl:
and ownershi' are transferred within families and comMunities; (2) a local oredg,skil
place-oriented activity ,that ,is dependent on the health of local résources, habitats, and ecosystem with which there is historical familiarity; and (â) an occupation which combines aspects of commercial and artisanal 'activity. In:, addition; small fiShing' vessels are used for
multiple fisheries and for non-fishing activities. Community-oriented 'yalues and events frequently take precedence over purely economic (i.e., fishing) activities. On thé west coast;
these tendencies are particularly' salient in the -30% of the ComMercial fleet that is aboriginally-owned and operated.
In many preindustrial and small-scale modern fisheries,' the local communities managed
stocks sustainably (Schlager and Ostrom 1993). Self-management at the local level is as dependent on rules and responsibilities as is governmental management, but they differ in the
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process by which the responsibilities are recognized, by which rules are made, the consequent
legitimacy of the rules, and their enforceability. The willingness and ability of individuals in
fishing corrununities to invest in the establishment, monitoring, and enforCement of local fishing rules creates a form of "social capital" (Ostrom 1990). Social capital may be thought of as
the achievements made by a social group whose value can be used to resolve ongoing management problems and conflicts. It can include agreement on rules for sustainable management, conflict resolution mechanisms, agreement on membership, and agreement on what
constitutes valid information on the status of the resource. More importantly, social capital
enables a social group to create new values -- a group within which sufficient 'trust (new capital) can be used to accomplish much more.
Economic activity within a social group is not independent of social interactions within
the group. Societies function according to norms, values, and rules that bind them and at the
same time shape their economic choices, Reliable predictions about human behavior are unlikely to be formed simply from an examination of the so-called rational choices of individuals functioning as if they had no history, no culture, and no social reference group whose
support and approval are valued. Management systems that view social capital and social institutions as valuable resoutves are more likely to succeed than those that do not. When
small-scale fishing societies or 'postindustrial committees of local fishermen develop the ability to reach agreement at a community level on the who, what, when, and how of fishing, they
usually inhibit overcapitalization and avoid gear and allocation conflicts (Pinkerton 1989;
Schlager and Ostrom 1993).

Shoreworkers
In 1993 on the west coast, there were more than 6000 shoreworkers employed among
198 fish processing plants in 1993 (provincial estimates). These numbers represent a near
three-fold increase over the average of 2400 (Guppy 1987) from the previous decade. This
situation contrasts sharply with the east coast where shorework and fishing employment
were reduced by about 40 000 between 1991 and 1995, mostly in response to declines and
closures in the groundfish fishery. The North American Free Trade Agreement softened
Canada's requirement that Canadian landings be processed in Canadian plants. In addition,
major Canadian processors have moved some operations to the US (e.g., BC Packers and
the Canadian Fishing Company's major cannery in Ketchikan, Alaska). Nonetheless,
shoreworkers in fish processing plants constitute the major labor force in many fishdependent communities, particularly on the east coast, where fish plants are more widely
distributed. On the west coast, the major processors and employers have concentrated their
operations in Vancouver and Prince Rupert. Only in Prince Rupert do shoreworkers constitute a major portion of the local work force.

Sport fishermen
The growth of sport fishing in the last 10 years is an important trend on both coasts, although it is more prominent on the west coast. Sport fishing lands less than 10% of BC's
salmon but it is beginning to challenge the commercial fishery for greater access to several
species, particularly chinook and coho salmon.
The sport fishery has two constituents who perceive their interests and allegiances
quite differently. The environmentally and locally oriented group involves local associations
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who wish to improve regulations for conservation and habitat restoration. They often work
co-operatively with other sectors on the local level to help develop selective commercial
and sport fishing strategies as well as to restore habitat or stocks. The Steelhead Society of
BC is seen by some as the more militant group. The other constituent is a more "industrial"
sport fishery represented by charter boat operators, large-scale commercially guided luxury
lodge operators. This constituent tends to favor large-scale hatcheries for stock preservation
and has at times resisted gove rn ment monitoring. The sport fishery in BC has encountered
fierce opposition to expansion from aboriginal and non-aboriginal coastal communities
alike, as well as from the commercial harvest fishery. For example, the Haida Nation and
local commercial fishermen of the Queen Charlotte Islands have blocked access to fishing
lodges and have attempted to establish local hiring rules and local "finnage" fees in exchange
for sport access to traditional fishing areas, commercial species, and limited anchorages.
In contrast, Quebec's growing freshwater sportfish local management programs, comprising Zones d'Exploitation Controllees (ZECs) — operated and funded by sport clubs and
overseen by government — have received broad support and appear to contribute to sustainable management. Areas managed by ZECs generally show healthier stocks than elsewhere.
ZECs have successfully integrated local rural fishermen with more distant urban members
from Montreal and Quebec City in joint efforts to improve stock management through involvement in harvest plans, monitoring, and stocks assessments, etc.
Aboriginal fishermen

All three coasts of Canada have experienced increased claims for access to fish resources and for management by aboriginal groups who are not participants in the traditional
commercial fisheries. In the Arctic, innovative co-management agreements have been established between the Inuit and the federal government. There most fishery resources are now
managed jointly, through such mechanisms as the Nunavut Wildlife Management Board.
The Micmacs of the Gaspe Peninsula and the Montagnais of the Quebec North Shore have
also reached access and management-sharing agreements with government. On the west
coast, several aboriginal pilot programs for sales and management partnerships are now 5–
10 years old. The Canadian Supreme Court decision on Sparrow (Regina v. Sparrow, Supreme Court of Canada, May 31, 1990) placed a responsibility on the federal government to
consult closely with the First Nations involved in the fisheries. This duty includes ensuring
that First Nation rights of access, as protected under section 35 of the Constitution Act, and
as interpreted under Sparrow, are not circumvented by other users before the salmon reach
their river of origin. A strict interpretation of this judgment would mean that salmon must
now be managed from the river mouth outward rather than inward, a next to impossible feat
given the migration and traditional harvesting patterns. Although the First Nations have a
strict interpretation of the law on their side, they have often found that their goals are more
effectively achieved through collaboration with their non-aboriginal neighbours and the traditional commercial fishery, which on the west coast includes –20% aboriginal participants.
First Nations political power and influence are increasing but much negotiation remains as
treaty and land claim processes slowly move forward (PSA 1997).
The Department of Fisheries and Oceans
The primary policy-maker and regulatory agency in the marine fisheries in Canada is
the federal Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) whose mandate is provided through
the Fisheries Act and the soon-to-be Oceans Act. Under the Fisheries Act the department
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has the responsibility of regulating all marine fisheries, administering licenses, conducting
research, collecting and analyzing data, protecting habitat (a function shared with the provinces), negotiating international agreements, and managing many aspects of the oceans'
health. There were over 6000 DFO staff in the 1980s but this has been reduced to about
4000 through budget reductions. These fiscal imperatives have also led the department to
explore means of recovering costs from fishermen.
The provinces
While fishermen are licensed by the federal government, the provinces license fish
plants and are most affected by the employment levels in them. The diverging interests of
federal and provincial regulators can lead to a situation such as the one depicted in Fig. 2.24
where the number of plants on the east coast was increasing while the landings were
decreasing. The collapse of the Atlantic cod stocks displaced roughly 40 000 fishermen and
shoreworkers from the fishery by 1995. This situation clearly points to the need for federalprovincial regulatory coordination.
In the Atlantic provinces and Quebec, provincial departments of fisheries play a minor
regulatory role relative to that of DFO. This may be changing, however, with the federal
downsizing of DFO and with the provinces growing increasingly aware that they are directly influenced by federal management and fleet downsizing policies. The provinces therefore attempt to pressure DFO into viewing fish management policies in the broader context
of other federal and provincial policies on employment, health and welfare, Indian Affairs,
regional economic development, and even national jurisdiction. This has become apparent
on the west coast where the provincial government actively opposed DFO's fleet reduction
strategy and procured a Memorandum of Understanding with DFO to work toward sharing
responsibilities in fish management — including community-based management options.
British Columbia and other provinces have recently created separate fisheries depa rt ments
or ministries and are beginning to play a greater role in fisheries management.
Non-Government Organizations (NG0s)

In recent years a number of NGOs have entered the policy arena, sometimes signaling
global fisheries concerns. Environmental groups such as Greenpeace, the Sierra Club, the
Canadian Environmental Defense Fund and the Canadian Oceans Caucus, and networks of
fishermen such as the North Atlantic Small Harvesters Association and the International
Collective in Support of Fishworkers are examples. Sometimes NGOs demonstrate the increasing role of local and regional networks such as the Coastal Communities Network on
the west and east coasts and Women's Fishnet on the east coast. Such groups are pressing
for marine protected areas, selective fishing practices, protection of biodiversity, ecolabelling, and equitable distribution of access and benefits. Recently, Unilever and the
World Wildlife Fund launched the Marine Stewardship Council to develop global standards
for sustainable management. NGOs frequently raise funds, supply negotiation tools and media contacts, and work with communities and fishery organizations on projects that are intended to improve management and ecosystem health. Increasingly they are included in
policy forums and local boards.
Fishing-dependent communities

The geographic location of communities is viewed as significant by human ecologists
because the communities are close to, or part of, important habitats, nursery areas, spawning
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grounds, or traditional fishing areas. Hence, there is potential for communities to monitor
ecosystem linkages, stock productivity, and fishing activities. In addition, the opportunity
for communities to decide on habitat development for non-fish usage (marinas, hydroelectric, log-booming, irrigation, etc.) means that they can play a key role. It matters whether
the community has an economic interest in the fisheries, because it will likely influence decisions. In other words, it is not only the communities that are often dependent on the resource, but the resources also depend on the human communities.
As a percentage of provincial population, non-urban fishing communities may not
seem very significant, outside of their predominance in Newfoundland, because for each of
BC, PQ, NB, PEI, and NS, they comprise less than 25%, some as low as 5%, of the total
population. However, the communities are widely dispersed along the coastline and thus offer opportunities for involvement in year-round monitoring and other management activities
already explored by aboriginal groups. Most of these communities have a high level of fishing dependence because there are few alternative occupations and those they do have in
other resource sectors are usually shrinking. It has been argued that their survival as communities depends on the sustainable management of locally accessible fisheries that are critical to the local or regional economy.
BC has a history of regional inequalities in fishing access, along classic metropolis vs.
hinterland geographic lines. Processing plants have become more centralized into two urban
centres and it might be considered surprising that remote coastal communities have retained
licenses as well as they have. The decline of salmon licenses in representative rural areas of
the BC coast is roughly comparable to the decline of licenses in the two metropolitan areas.
This suggests that fishing in rural areas has held its own relative to urban areas. However, if
it is noted that 68% of the large-vessel fleet is located in urban areas, it is possible that rural
areas will be far more affected by fleet reduction policies than will urban areas. Implementation of "license stacking" onto fewer boats has been predicted to reduce the large-boat
fleet by about 50% and the small-boat fleet by as much as 80% (PSA 1997). Recent allocation debates among small- and large-gear sectors reveal that changes in the size of each sector can become the basis for arguing greater allocation to the sector least reduced as
opposed to ensuring that each remaining fishing unit within the small gear sectors becomes
more viable. Regional inequalities are thus induced by fleet reduction policies.
Income support and subsidies in Atlantic fisheries

Fishing in most parts of Canada has two very important attributes: it takes place in relatively isolated rural areas and it is an intrinsically seasonal activity. These points combined
imply that most fishermen and processors will not work at fishing year-round and will be
lacking alternative employment possibilities during the off-season. A special form of Unemployment Insurance (so called "Fishermen's UI," now renamed as Employment Insurance)
was established to accommodate the nature of this industry. Unlike regular U.I., which is intended to provide support in the case of an unexpected period of unemployment in a
worker's career, Fishermen's U.I. is meant to provide a means to cope with the regular annual ups and downs of the fishery and is used by independent fishermen while regular U.I.
is used by those paid wages, in processing plants or on offshore trawlers.
The U.I. benefits received by fishermen and fish processing workers are significant.
According to the Task Force on Incomes and Adjustment in the Atlantic Fishery (Cashin
1993; Table 22-1), such benefits provided 30% of the average total family income of "fishing families" in Atlantic Canada for 1990. This varied greatly between provinces, from just
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in Nova Scotia to 43% in Newfoundland. For "processing families," there was an
average of 27.5%, with a low of 15% in Nova Scotia and a high of 41% in Quebec. (As a
comparison, on average U.I. provided 6% of total income for non-fishing families in Atlantic Canada.)
Fishermen's U.I. has a number of effects. By supplementing income from fishing, it enables fishermen (and processing workers) to stay when otherwise they would not. This is a
long-term impact — on the negative side, capacity is maintained in an overcapitalized industry, while on the positive side, social stability is enhanced by permitting people to stay in
coastal communities. At the same time, by reducing the reliance on fishing to obtain a certain target income (perhaps that needed to provide basic living necessities), U.I. has the beneficial effect of reducing the immediate pressure on the resource. Indeed, given the
government's record of setting excessive quotas and an inability to control overfishing, perhaps in the absence of U.I., fishermen would have harvested even more intensively.
Fishermen's U.I. has been the subject of much discussion. In the end, perhaps the definitive statement on the subject came from the above-mentioned Task Force on Incomes
and Adjustment in the Atlantic Fishery (Cashin 1993, p.76), which concluded that while
changes were needed to update the system, "We believe that the fundamental concept of
Fishermen's UI to provide income support during seasonal interruptions of work is sound."
We return to this topic in Chapter 3 and again later in the report.
Also much talked about in recent years is The Atlantic Groundfish Strategy ("TAGS")
program of income support and retraining for those affected by the collapse of the Atlantic
groundfish stocks. This multibillion dollar program has been criticized by some for (a) an
excessive emphasis on income support, (b) maintaining hope for people who (it is said)
should be leaving the fishery, and (c) for retraining individuals for jobs that do not exist locally, while failing to deal with the fundamental issue of regional job creation. Whatever
one feels about this program, it certainly provides a vivid indication of the costs involved in
failing to allow for change, uncertainties, and risk in fishery systems, a central theme of this
report.
Finally, it is important to note that U.I. benefits and TAGS payments are made to support individual Canadians. On the other hand, considerable government funds have been devoted to supporting boat building subsidies (particularly since the 200-mile limit was
declared in 1977) and the restructuring of offshore fishing companies in the early 1980s
(which cost governments somewhere between $100-200 million, according to Parsons
(1993)). Both of these subsidies helped to create the excess physical capacity that is apparent in many fisheries today.
over 20%

Box 2.8. A Perspective on Fisheries Institutions
Institutions are organizational arrangements by which people manage themselves. The
"market' is an institution, as are fishernien's associations, co-operatives, and municipal governments. This section focuses on how fisheries are affected by the choice and the development of institutions, whether within the fishery or external to it, and whether at the local,
pro3iincial, or federal level. Perhaps the most critical aspects of an institutional perspective
are as follows. (1) Multiple objectives are common in fisheries systems. The objectives need
to be reflected in the choice of institution and the type of management. The objectives must
be understood at all levels (fishermen through to the regulatory bodies). Attempts to manage
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fisheries sykenis'in the absence of 'Clear and explicit objectives are bound to be-les. s than suc:.
cessfnl. (2), Fishery systems are multidimensional; there is a corresponding need for a coin' prehensive and "integrated"' view'that incorporates the ecological, economic, and social
components of the fishery as„well ,as the interactions that exist ,within the broader human and
natuial environment. IP be succeistul, fis'herY":'Maaagentent must help guide this complex
'system (including its natural and human dynatnies and feedbacks) toward achieving the multiple objectives. If any of thé institutional' comPonents of the fishery and its environment are
ignored in the deVelopinent ofpolicy, important interconnections among them,may be missed,
resulting in failed management.
Getting the,institution."righris crucial for:successful management. If the institution is
well,structured, has wide-spread support', has a fair and just code of conduct, then there is a
' greater potential for success.-Recent institutional arrangements for the conservation of 'Atlantic groundfish stocks have failed. Some new institutions have been formed as a result (e.g.,
the Fisheries Resource Conservation Connell fiarméd in 13 tcniadvise-the4governinent on
conservation). A focus on institutions is common to the social sciences, instiintional econom' ics, socici-ecomniric and ecological econômicsUHowever, it is rerativelyuncornmon'iin traditional fisheries economics.
Incentive structures (e.g.; fishing , rights)'"and social interactions 'atiiong: ,,fisherY.' participants vary among institutions. There is a role for institutions to focus both on individual incentives and on group' dynainics how'PeoplO interact in a fishery. dri thééether liand;:i the
creation of appropriate ,individual incentives (whether market based or sbcially based) can be
a Major challenge for dthér institutions, such aS'those charged with developing and enforcing
regulations.
Thus, a key to an institutional perspective is understanding how institutions de.
velop incentives and how participants react tô :Mena:
. The .institutional structures of Canadian ; fisheries highlight the limits to management;
there rernains a belief that more can be cOntrolled than is possible given the complexities and
uncertainties found in fishery systems. ,Only when functional and effective institutional arrangements (along with manageable, enforceable regulations) have been identified can the
corresponding financial, administrative, and Organizational ; çapabilities be maintained.
This institutional perspective implies an "integrated approach" to addressing policy concorps. It also implies that the,"right" institutions may, be 'Ones that are not l'estricted to the
fishery alone. Most coastal fisheries face a trio of problenrs; overexploited resources, overcapitalized fleets and , à lack ,of non-fishing alternatives poliçy fregriently ignored
the latter problem. This is particularly obvious in efforts to address oVercapadity by i‘èmoving '
"excess" 'fishermen without solving the prâblem of where the "excess":may find employment.
Such measures tend to merely redirect pressure onto' °flier fishery resources' , the iame re' source through illegal channels, or:onto the greater sbciety' that ianeither direçtly involvéd in
nor dependent on the fishery.

Marine fisheries management in Canada
In the face of long and short term problems, difficult decisions must continually be
made in managing the fisheries. With growing recognition that open-access marine resources must be stringently rationed and regulated to prevent overexploitation, that major
stocks are declining, and that there is increasing evidence for the possibility of species
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extinction. The achievement of sustainability, however defined, has become "the" topic of
debate for fisheries management. Evaluated against the sustainability objective, existing
management schemes appear to have serious limitations.
Management of harvesting activities in Canada has taken place in a complicated, often
overly centralized institutional setting characterized by incentive structures encouraging
overinvestment in harvesting capacity, overexploitation of current stocks, and underinvestment in the health and size of future stocks. Practical questions of information flow,
organizational structure, enforcement possibilities, and incentives for compliance must be
addressed. We must achieve realistic and justified determinations of optimal harvest levels
that include estimates of uncertainty.
In Canada, management decisions occur within a federal system in which the responsibility for ocean resources rests with the federal government. In particular, responsibility for
the conservation and health of fish stocks rests with the Minister of Fisheries and Oceans,
acting normally on the advice from officials of that Department and from arm's-length advisory bodies as requested. The provinces regulate shore-based operations such as fish processing plants and settlement patterns and coastal land use.
The Canadian marine fishery developed differently in dif ferent regions of Canada. The
associated management systems, which also developed differently among regions (Gough
1993), are detailed in Parsons and Lear (1993) and in Parsons (1993). Historically the DFO
management evolved from a primarily command and control system responsible for the research, assessment, allocation, licensing, regulation, and enforcement aspects of the fishery.
A fundamental element of fisheries management is the process of establishing and implementing regulations to maintain fish abundance at or above conservation targets. The
regulations vary from setting quotas, Total Allowable Catches (TACs), and effort restrictions (e.g., minimum mesh sizes, maximum vessel sizes, season limits), through to regulations related to fish habitat manipulations (e.g., setting minimum water flow in salmon
rivers). Despite the fact that the Fisheries Act contains apparently very strong powers to regulate industrial discharges or habitat destruction directly deleterious to fish, application of
these provisions has generated considerable federal—provincial controversy, particularly on
the west coast. However, there are rulings (e.g., Regina v. Sparrow 1991) that conservation
responsibilities are the over-riding priority. Thus the goal of sustainability is legally entrenched in fisheries management in Canada. Indeed, the federal Department of Fisheries
and Oceans has embraced and affirmed that goal in its own mission and operational mandates (see DFO 1994, 1995c, 1996d, 1997b). Recent debate on both the east and the west
coasts has centered around the question of how far action may be from intent. The goals of
conservation and sustainability are not particularly new. Indeed the key question is how to
achieve these goals when social and economic goals, both long- and short-term, are seen to
be at odds with the conservation goals.
Prior to 1993, scientific advice for Atlantic Canada fish stocks was provided by the Canadian Atlantic Fisheries Scientific Advisory Committee (CAFSAC) and its various subcommittees primarily composed of DFO biologists and research scientists (Hutchings et al.
1997; Doubleday et al. 1997). Subcommittee reports that summarized stock status and scientific advice were examined in committee and were not publicly available. The CAFSAC
Steering Committee then prepared Advisory Documents summarizing the scientific information for the Atlantic Groundfish Advisory Committee (AGAC), consisting of industry and
government (federal and provincial) representatives. This body provided recommendations
to senior DFO management and ultimately the Minister. How final management decisions
are made at the ministerial level is unclear.
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As with many aspects of the Canadian marine fishery, the management system and decision-making processes have been recently undergoing significant change, primarily
through the dissolution of CAFSAC in Atlantic Canada and through changes in the nature
and diversity of advisory councils (e.g., the FRCC) and consultative committees, and briefing invitations to various user groups representing different sectors of the fishery. The proposed revised Fisheries Act (Bill C-62) may permit legally binding agreements or
partnerships with other agencies or organizations (DFO 1996b). For example, on the west
coast a number of partnerships have been developed with groups such as the Underwater
Harvesters Association for the management of the geoduck fishery.
On the west coast, the division of responsibilities has now been clarified following federal—provincial negotiation under the 1996 Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between
Canada and British Columbia on Fisheries Issues (July 15, 1996). Responsibility for management of harvesting and habitat protection will be shared in various ways with the provincial government in British Columbia. The Canada—British Columbia Agreement on the
Management of Pacific Salmon Fishery Issues (Department of Fisheries and Oceans 1997c)
mandates creation of a Canada—BC Council of Fisheries Ministers, to meet twice per year,
as well as formation of a federal—provincial Fisheries Renewal Advisory Board and a
federal—provincial Pacific Fisheries Resource Conservation Council, all largely as recommended in the 1982 Royal Commission report (Pearse 1982) and again in the Fryer Report
(1996). Development of a new Habitat Protection and Fisheries Enforcement Agreement is
also envisaged, presumably to be linked with BC's newly introduced Fish Protection Act
(1997).
In principle, and in general, there appears to be widespread scientific, public, judicial,
and operational governmental agreement on a precautionary and risk-averse approach to the
management of fisheries in the face of uncertainty. All participants have agreed, in principle, with the importance of maintaining harvests within sustainable levels. However, such
rhetorical agreements acquire meaning only when founded upon concrete definitions of responsibility and operational action. Such definitive action presents a mighty challenge when
the participants are faced with conflict over the interpretation of evidence reflecting the state
of the resource and when faced with conflict over the policies to be adopted in regulating
access and effort. It is here that apparent agreements often fall apart because the existing
structures and institutional arrangements provide neither adequate consensus around decisions, nor adequate and explicit reflection of the uncertainties associated with decisions.
Two of the key problems in the present management arrangements can then be identified as a focus on harvest rather than on ecosystem health and a focus on present profit
rather than on future stocks and future economic returns. There exist highly overcapitalized
industrial fisheries, high geographic mobility of industrial fleets, global mobility of investment capital, and excessive community dependence on stocks for which adequate definitions of use or management rights do not exist. Each of these factors encourage a "race for
the fish" and a built-in bias towards accepting the risks of overexploitation rather than accepting the current costs of possibly excessive caution with a view to future reward. Thus
the system contains a structural bias against precaution and it encourages an excessive risk
for resource collapse and possibly species extinction. Regulatory decisions intended to control harvesting pressures have a similar "built in" bias, for perfectly understandable organizational reasons (see Walters 1995; Munro and Neher 1997; Doern and Conway 1994), and
that is the key point to be appreciated in describing or assessing the present state of the
management system. The biases inherent in current structures are not signals of malevolence. They are the consequences of failures in development of a conservation ethic and in
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information flow and incentive systems, which lead to a situation in which rational individual action in the short-term overwhelms any view to a longer term cooperative outcome in
which all can be better off. A simple example helps clarify this point. The price and interest
rate signals provided by financial markets do not accurately convey community attitudes toward the risks of commercial extinction, or worse, species extinction. The social discount
rates appropriate to continuing communities are normally dramatically lower than those of
individual private owners or corporations operating on global capital markets. The decisions
made by the managers of industrial fleets in weighing investment options on a global scale,
when the goal is a maximum return to the owners of corporate shares, do not reflect the
preferences of the local community residents who are among the public owners of the resource itself.

Box 2.9. Fisheries Management Goals and Biological Reference Points
A managerrient program can only be evaluated in the context of its specific objective,
the goals necessary to reach the objective, and the tasks undertaken to meet the goals. Management "reference points" provide concrete statements of the objeCtive (Caddy and Mahon
1993). One example is target escapements for salmon spawners. A given target escapement is
intended to produce a particular sustainable yield. In other ,cases, several distinct biological
and economic reference points have been used and they are often based, at least in part, on
"yield per recruit" analysis. For instance, there is Fiax the harvest rate (or fishing mortality rate-related to the proportion of fish harvested) that results in the maximum biomass yield
per recruit. A more conservative reference point frequently employed in Canadian fisheries
management as a "target" reference point toward which management aims is the fishing mortality rate at which the rate of change in yield as a function of fishing mortality is 10% that of
the rate of change of yield at very low, fishing mortality rates. This reference point is designated "Foi " (Gulland and Boerema 1973). The Foi strategy is an arbitrary choice, but it is
used because it is a more conservative harvest rate than Fma„, which is associated with a
higher probabiliti of stock depletion due to unforeseen factors such as environmental changes
or increased harvesting efficiency per boat.
Other examples of reference points include limits on levels of exploitation that we do
not wish to exceed, such as the fishing mortality rate that results in a reduction in spawning
biomass per recruit to a specified percentage of the unfished population. For instance, F20%
would correspond to the fishing mortality rate at which the estimated spawning biomass per
recruit was 20% of that at the unfished level. Such "limiting" reference points are typically
used to reflect conditions that are to be avoided; many different reference points are used
(Maguire and Mace 1993).
Limiting and target reference points have been routinely used in the management of Canadian marine fisheries since the inception of extended jurisdiction. For example, F0.1 has
been employed as a target reference point in management of groundfish resources in eastern
Canada (Rivard and Maguire 1993; Maguire and Mace 1993) and western Canada (Leaman
1993), although for many fisheries the "F0.1 " target level was never achieved (see Box 2.4 for
a prime example). Management of herring populations in western Canada is keyed to a target
fraction (20%) of the preseason stock biomass estimate but is also subject to a minimum biomass constraint or cuto ff level.
"

,
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Conclusions
Many fisheries are now in trouble on both the east and west coasts of Canada and there
is evidence that worldwide landings have leveled off with little likelihood of any further increase. Aquaculture is growing in importance but wild fisheries are still much more important and even with significant increases in growth aquaculture is unlikely to replace the wild
fisheries. No simple solution to the fisheries problems lies in sight although we are gaining
greater insight into the problems. The natural and social sciences offer differing perspectives
on our present situation on questions of overcapacity, management, habitat protection, and
environmental fluctuations. With our present knowledge what should we expect in the future
in the face of inevitable change? In the following chapters of this report we discuss in some
specific detail the processes of change and their related uncertainties from the climatological, environmental, biological, sociological, or economic perspectives as they pertain to Canadian fisheries. We also examine the risks created by these uncertainties and develop
principles and strategies for responding to them.

Chapter 3. The Nature of Change
Introduction
The challenge for fishery managers, the fishing industry, fishermen, and coastal communities is to maintain marine ecosystems with biologically sustainable fish populations
that produce substantial ongoing economic and social benefits. These goals are especially
difficult to achieve in the presence of the numerous types of change that inevitably occur in
fishery systems. This chapter reviews changes and places them in a broad context by first
considering how fish change abundance varies. The chapter also reviews specific examples
of how fishery systems are affected by changes in the physical and biological environment,
economic processes, and socio-political factors.
To begin, consider the components of change in abundance of a fish stock (usually
measured by total biomass of the stock). Variation in stock biomass from one year to the
next results from a combination of gains and losses (Fig. 3.1). Gains arise from growth in
body size of fish that survive during that year and from reproduction (recruitment of offspring into the population). Losses occur from those fish that die from natural causes and
those that are harvested.
Human economic and social benefits mainly derive from the harvesting component of
Fig. 3.1. As described in Chapter 2, Box 2.2 Sustainable Harvests, because of the biological
responses of fish populations, it is usually possible to harvest some biomass annually. However, to obtain a fish stock that is sustainable in the long-term, the combined losses from
natural mortality and harvesting must not repeatedly exceed the gains from growth and recruitment, otherwise the stock biomass will decrease toward zero. The task of adjusting harvest levels to meet this condition might be relatively straightforward if (a) all components
Fig. 3.1. Components of change from year to year in biomass of a fish stock, illustrating those
components that tend to increase biomass (upward arrows) and those that tend to decrease it

(downward arrows).
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of Fig. 3.1 were known with certainty; (b) these components were either constant over time
and space or, if variable, then at least accurately predictable in a timely manner; and (c) harvests were perfectly controllable. However, none of the above conditions is true. All components of change in fish stock biomass are variable and uncertain. They are not constant over
either time or space, nor are they accurately predictable. As well, it is not possible to take
exactly some specified harvest due to the uncertain dynamics of a fishing fleet.
One reason for this lack of certainty, predictability, and control is change — change in
all components of fishery systems. These systems are dynamic because the fish and the humans involved are affected by constantly varying physical, economic, socio-political, and
biological processes. For instance, changing physical oceanographic conditions can drive
variability in growth and survival rates of fish, as can the abundance of fish. In addition,
socio-political and economic processes cause variability in prices, changes in costs of fishing, increased harvesting capacity, changes in spatial distribution of fishing vessels, and increased technological sophistication of fishing gear. These sources of change also have
complex feedback linkages with one another (Fig. 3.2), which further add to uncertainty,
unpredictability, and lack of control. An economic "balance sheet" for fishermen would be
composed of components analogous to those in Fig. 3.1, with gains related to the value of
fish caught and losses related to costs of investments in fishing gear or costs of monitoring.
Fig. 3.2. First-order, or direct, interactions among major physical, biological, economic, and sociopolitical components of fisheries systems, focusing on their effects on changes in fish stock abundance and amount harvested. Differently shaped boxes indicate different types of components: economic (non-boldface rounded-corner boxes), biological (boldface boxes), socio-political
(parallelograms), and physical (ellipses).
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As we show below, these components are as changeable and unpredictable as the biological
ones.
Because of these sources of change, a constant annual amount of biological and economic yield is not likely to exist. Instead, year-to-year variability and more persistent
changes are the norm and those involved in fisheries, either as resource users or resource
managers, must expect this. The challenge is to adjust appropriately the factors that are under human control (e.g., harvesting and habitat disturbance, which influence recruitment) in
order to ensure that losses in fish biomass from harvesting and natural mortality do not repeatedly exceed the gains due to growth and reproduction.
To understand how to meet this goal, this chapter describes both natural and humancaused mechanisms of change and emphasizes how they create uncertainties. Chapter 4 then
discusses how these uncertainties create risks for fish stocks and for people who depend on
them. These ideas will provide the foundation for principles (in Chapter 5) and feasible
strategies (Chapter 6) for achieving sustainable fisheries in the presence of unavoidable
variability and uncertainty. These principles and strategies should be followed by the fishing
industry, fishing-dependent communities, fisheries management agencies, and society in
general
We first describe the variability and change in some of the biological components
shown in Fig. 3.1. We then discuss physical environmental processes, followed by economic, socio-political, and biological processes. Readers should keep in mind that, while the
discussion here is necessarily structured sequentially, complex interactions occur among
these different types of processes (Fig. 3.2). For this reason, biological processes are described
in two sections because, in order to properly interpret data on them, we need to examine them
in the broader context of other factors that have changed at the same time, such as sizeselective harvest rate, productivity of food for fish due to oceanographic variation, etc.

Biological variability and change

—

a brief overview

To put the rest of this chapter in context, we examine the variability and change that
has occurred in the three biological components of fish population dynamics shown in
Fig. 3.1: mortality rate, growth rate (in biomass per fish), and reproductive rate. These components significantly affect the magnitude of sustainable harvests by humans, so two important questions are, how variable are these components and how persistent have changes
been?
Survival rate of fish between the egg stage and recruitment to a specified age is typically highly variable across time within a stock. In Pacific salmon, for instance, many biological and environmental processes affect survival rate. A cohort of eggs and the resulting
juveniles are influenced by predation, competition for food, and density-independent processes such as freshwater flow rates and upwelling caused by winds. Variation in these factors produces a wide range of recruits per spawner from year to year, as is illustrated in
Fig. 3.3 by four frequency distributions typical of B.C. salmon stocks from data series over
40 years long. Another feature of the recruits per spawner estimate is that such data tend to
be autocorrelated, with lengthy periods having above- or below-average recruits per
spawner (Walters 1987). Such autocorrelated patterns often suggest hypotheses about environmental mechanisms causing changes (Mann and Lazier 1996).
In the case of herring, flatfish, and other such species where eggs hatch in the ocean as
extremely small larvae, survival rate is also affected by factors such as ocean currents that
can displace larvae to inhospitable habitats (Sinclair 1988). In such marine fish species, it is
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Frequency distributions of recruits per spawner for four Fraser River, British Columbia
sockeye salmon stocks over brood years (year of spawning) 1949-1990.

Fig. 3.3.
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common to see a wide range of variation in recruitment-to some age (Fig. 3.4).
Although growth rate of fish body size tends to have less variation than survival rate, it
is an important source of change for several reasons. First, the price per kilogram tends to
be higher for large fish (e.g., Fig. 3.5 for lobster) due to there being less waste per tonne
during processing. Second, a given number of small fish will obviously produce lower total
tonnage than large fish. Fig. 3.6 shows that not only is the average body length of 4-yearold Fraser River adult sockeye salmon variable from year to year, but the average size has
decreased about 5% over the entire period, with most of the decrease occurring since the
early 1980s. Thus, Fig. 3.6 shows both variability and change — year-to-year variability in
body size has been superimposed over a longer term, more persistent downward trend in
mean size. Other studies (e.g., Ishida et al. 1993; Bigler et al. 1996) also show a significant
decrease through time in body size of North Pacific salmon, although most of the data in
those papers were not age-specific body size and hence were potentially confounded with
changes in age at maturity (and the resulting vulnerability to fishing).
In addition, body size is important because larger females tend to produce disproportionately more eggs than small females. Hence, if a population of long-lived fish becomes
on average younger and smaller due to fishing, the total reproductive output from the population could be reduced substantially (unless age at maturity decreased sufficiently to
compensate, or egg size and survival rate increased enough to compensate). This decreased
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Frequency distribution of year-classes of recruitment for 9 different marine fish stocks.
The X axis (recruitment interval) indicates how large the annual recruitment was relative to the
mean recruitment for each stock (after Hennemuth et al. 1980). Units are in terms of the stock's
mean standardized recruitment divided by 5 (i.e., a recruitment interval of 5 equals the mean recruitment; a value of 10 on that X axis is twice the mean recruitment). For instance, for Norwegian spring spawning herring (bottom), one year (at the recruitment interval of 10) had a
recruitment twice the long-term mean recruitment.
Fig. 3.4.
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Fig. 3.5. New England wholesale lobster prices for different grades (size-classes) for the period
1987-1990 (after Pringle and Burke 1993).
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Fig. 3.6. Average standardized residuals in body length of 4-year-old Fraser River sockeye salmon,
averaged across 21 stocks. Data for each stock were standardized to their respective mean sizes
before being combined into the index shown.
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reproductive output would reduce the ability of the population to cope with adverse environmental conditions. Such a change in the size structure toward younger, smaller fish probably
contributed to the recent collapse of cod in Atlantic Canada (Hutchings and Myers 1994).
This chapter attempts to describe the interactions of these biological processes, as well
as physical oceanographic, economic, and socio-political processes, in order to understand
the nature of variability and change in fishery systems.

Physical environmental processes that affect fishery systems
Physical environmental processes affect fish through various mechanisms. Processes in
the atmosphere and the ocean occur over time scales ranging from short (daily or less) to
long (hundreds to thousands of years, as with climate change). This report focuses on four
time scales. (1) Long-term processes — changes that occur with a very long time scale, or
that persist for many decades or centuries (e.g., ice ages, anthropogenically caused global
climate change). (2) Regime shifts or decadal-scale processes — changes of the ocean environment that occur over, or persist for, periods up to a few decades. When the changes appear abruptly, they are sometimes referred to as regime shifts. Such regimes may persist for
one to two decades and may involve ocean currents, temperature, ocean productivity, and
other environmental variables. The shift in the North Pacific that occurred in the mid-1970s
(discussed later) is an example of a decadal-scale process. (3) Interannual processes —
changes that last from a few years to a decade; included in this category are quasi-periodic
events (those that occur at irregular frequencies) such as the El Nino-Southern Oscillation
(ENSO) and the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO). (4) Short-term processes — changes that
occur over periods ranging from daily, e.g., tidal, to seasonal, and annual, e.g., changes in
wind-driven upwelling (which brings nutrient-rich water up to the surface) and downwelling
(which pushes surface waters down).
The distinction among these time scales is somewhat arbitrary and many environmental
processes cover more than one scale. Interestingly, the economic, socio-political, and biological processes that follow later in this chapter also create changes at various time scales
and for discussion purposes they may also fit usefully into these general categories. Furthermore, these widely different sources of change create uncertainties at these time scales,
which help to identify general principles for dealing with them.
1. Long-term physical processes
Change in the natural system can be caused by long-term trends in climate and the marine environment caused by human activity and those resulting from natural fluctuations.
However, it is usually difficult to distinguish between these causes when examining their effects in the marine environment and in fish populations. This is partly because, by definition, long-term physical processes change slowly or persist in some state over long periods
(e.g., centuries) and few such long records exist for the ocean environment. Most scientific
environmental measurements were started in the last century in the northern hemisphere,
although time series can be extended further back in time using proxy records such as the
isotopic ratio of elements found in glacial ice cores to estimate the air temperature for the
past 900 000 years (Fig. 3.7). This record shows that variability and change in global
temperature is quite common. We are presently in a relatively warm period, quite unusual in
the climate record. Temperatures over the past ten thousand years have been warmer than at
any time in the previous ninety thousand years. Figure 3.7 also shows that the range of
temperature variability increases as one goes back in time covering several degrees Celsius.
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Fig. 3.7. Temperature over the past 900 000 years as derived from ice cores. Note the different
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The connection between these atmospheric changes and the ocean is very strong. At these
long time-scales, it is the slow response of the ocean that controls the climate system because of the ocean's great heat capacity. Just a few metres of water have the same heat capacity as the total atmosphere above it. At these long time scales, it is the large, basin-scale
currents that are important. The exchange of heat with surface waters and the consequent
formation of deep water result in the flushing of deep water to the surface. The time to mix
the whole ocean is hundreds of years.
The possibility of a role of human influence on long-term climate change is often discussed and is the subject of intense debate. Since the late 19th century, carbon dioxide levels have increased by almost 25% with forecasts that by some time in the next century they
will have doubled from their pre-industrial levels. The effects of other increasing industrial
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greenhouse gases, such as methane and nitrogen dioxide, must also be considered. The recent review of climate change by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC
1996) concluded that, through the increased production of greenhouse gases, humans had
contributed significantly to the recent observed warming (Fig. 3.8). The model predictions
for the coming century suggest that sea level will continue to rise, perhaps by as much as
another metre, and that global mean temperature will rise by between 1 and 3.5°C. The
maximum temperature changes are projected to take place over land in the northern part of
the northern hemisphere, i.e., Canada and Russia. The projected climatic changes are expected to lead to changes in sea surface temperature, sea-ice distributions, surface winds,
and ocean currents. There is as yet little consensus on the details of the oceanic response,
but there is growing acceptance of a human-induced change, and it is expected that oceanic
warming will be greatest at higher latitudes in the North Atlantic and Pacific (IPCC 1996).
The northwestern North Atlantic is expected, however, to remain cool for the next few decades. Such changes could lead to distributional shifts in species that are sensitive to temperature, such as cod and salmon.
Most scientists now accept that global warming will occur — debates mainly concern
how, when, and where, not "if." Over the next few years and decades, this uncertainty of the
effect of greenhouse gases will decrease as our models and understanding of the climate
system improve and the climate record is lengthened and broadened. The levels of carbon
dioxide and other greenhouse gases will continue to increase for the next several decades;
changes in human behavior and consequent reductions in emissions of the gases will not be
Fig. 3.8. Combined land, air, and sea-surface temperature anomalies (1861-1989) relative to the
1961-1990 mean for the entire globe.
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reflected for some time.
Early studies of global warming due to greenhouse gases, going back to the midnineteenth century, assumed that climate changes would be fairly gradual. Recently, improved analysis of ice cores and sophisticated coupled ocean—atmosphere models have suggested that sudden changes in the cooling of polar surface waters, downward movement of
surface waters, and the formation of deep water may quickly and dramatically change climate over a few decades (Dansgaard et al. 1993; Manabe and Stouffer 1995). One useful
conceptual model of the ocean considers the deep water movement as a large conveyor-belt
system (Broecker et al. 1985) in which cold deep waters move from the northern North Atlantic regions to the Antarctic and then around the global ocean while warming and rising to
the surface, thus providing a return flow to the regions where cooling and sinking occur.
When first developed (Stommel 1957), this model was thought to imply slow and steady
changes, but newer results suggest that even at the basin scale, this ocean system may
change over as little as a decade. Significantly, after such an abrupt change occurs, the new
condition may persist for a long period, potentially leading not only to significant biological
changes, but also major economic and social changes if mechanisms for humans to adapt
quickly are not in place.
Another long-term process that is potentially relevant to Canadian marine fisheries is
atmospheric ozone, which is being depleted primarily due to the releases of humanproduced chlorofluorocarbons (Solomon 1990). Changes in the concentration of ozone have
direct effects on the levels of UV-B radiation at the earth's surface. A growing body of literature shows that this radiation detrimentally affects the physiology and growth of a range of
marine organisms (Voytek 1990), including phytoplankton, the primary producers in the
ocean, but also secondary producers like zooplankton. Organisms at higher trophic levels
can also be harmed. For example, Malloy et al. (1997) show that eggs of Antarctic icefish
exposed to ozone-induced UV-B radiation exhibit DNA damage identical to that observed in
micro-organisms. The ecosystem effects of this increase in UV-B radiation are as yet unknown.
2. Regime shifts in physical processes — decadal-scale variability
Over the past thirty years detailed measurements have been obtained of many biological and physical systems in the ocean. These time series have revealed that decadal-scale
change is a fundamental characteristic of oceans and that all ocean ecosystems have complex biological and physical interactions on these time scales. Changes in the physical environment can influence biological components independently. For instance, fish growth,
primary production, and interactions among other biological components occur at the various spatial and temporal scales of the physical environment. This means that a single stable
ocean ecosystem, about which some small perturbations occur, probably only exists in a few
isolated circumstances. We should expect a myriad of possible states and changes.
In the North Pacific, for example, a relatively abrupt change was observed in the
strength of the North Pacific Index, a measure of atmospheric and oceanographic conditions
in the Gulf of Alaska. This index had at least two shifts over the last 100 years; one
occuned in the mid-1970s (Trenberth and Hurrell 1995; Fig. 3.9). This was associated with
changes in wind speed, patterns in ocean currents and upwelling, and other oceanographic
processes, which in turn' apparently had large effects on salmon stocks in the North Pacific
(Hare and Francis 1995; Peterman et al. 1998).
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Fig. 3.9. Time series of the North Pacific Index (NPI), which is the mean North Pacific sea level

pressures averaged over 30°N to 65°N and 160°E to 140W) for November through March beginning in 1925. Data were smoothed with a low-pass filter (slowly curving line) (after Trenberth and
Hurrell 1995).
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Sea surface temperature in the North Atlantic shows clear shifts in some areas over the
past decades with cool periods (1910 — late 1920s, 1970 — late 1980s) and warm ones
(1940-1960). There is also a strong correlation between air temperature and sea surface
temperature, supporting the use of air temperature as an index of sea surface temperature.
These observed changes can be related to observations elsewhere on the globe (Fig. 3.8) and
locally within the North Atlantic (Fig. 2.8). However, changes in the northwest Atlantic are
not always synchronous with changes elsewhere in the Atlantic. For example, temperature
increases in the northwest Atlantic are correlated with decreases in temperature across the
basin in the northeast Atlantic (Dickson and Brander 1993).
3. Interannual physical processes and environmental events

Long-term and decadal-scale changes are not the only time scales of change. Significant environmental variability also occurs between annual and decadal time scales. In the
North Pacific, much of this interannual time scale variability is associated with El Nino —
Southern Oscillation (ENSO) events, in which warm waters move along the equator to the
eastern Pacific and subsequently northwards up the west coast of North America. Although
there is much that we do not know, it appears that the observed ENSO-related variability in
the equatorial Pacific leads to direct but lagged effects throughout the Pacific, including effects on fish populations that are described later. The environmental effects of ENSO are
considered so important that the United States has deployed a permanent oceanographic array of instruments along the equatorial Pacific to provide data for monitoring and forecasting ENSO events.
Interannual variability also exists in the North Atlantic, much of it being associated
with the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) (Dickson and Brander 1993). This oscillation
involves air pressure differences from near the equator to the northern Atlantic. A strong
pressure difference leads to greater-than-average northwesterly winds and cooling conditions in the northwest Atlantic, whereas a weaker pressure difference results in reduced
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northwesterlies and warming conditions there. Recent oceanographic studies of water
masses have led to the suggestion that ocean currents of the North Atlantic may act as the
"spring" to determine the periodicity of the NAO "clock" (McCartney et al. 1997).

4. Short-term physical events

The effect of short-term physical environmental changes on fishable biomass depends
upon the life stage of the fish affected and the space—time scales of the change. In general,
the shorter the time scale, the smaller the spatial scale, but there are exceptions. Winddriven turbulent effects, for example, have very small spatial and short temporal scales
(centimetres and seconds) but cover an area associated with the larger scales of wind patterns. Thus, seasonal or annual changes in winds at the ocean basin scale can influence
large-scale oceanic mixing, and changes in wind forcing associated with climate change or a
regime shift can lead to changes in short-time scale ocean events.
How these short-term changes in the physical environment influence fish is still a topic
of active research (Bakun 1997). The greatest effect is most likely for fish larvae, since the
larvae are small and therefore more susceptible to changes in the ocean environment, food
supply, and predation. Recent oceanographic studies in the Atlantic (US GLOBEC program
on Georges Bank — Wiebe and Beardsley 1996) and in the Pacific (FOCI in Shelikov
Strait — Kendall et al. 1996) have shown how the currents can influence the survival and
success of larvae of different species. These studies show that with intensive effort we can
now begin to understand some of the links between the physical environment and fish
growth and survival.
Over the past few decades, harmful algal blooms, sometimes called "red tides," have
increased in frequency, severity, and duration (Anderson 1989; Smayda 1990). While in the
past such blooms were isolated to a few regions, they are now widespread. In many cases,
the blooms extend over large geographic areas and are composed of more than one toxic
species. They can cause human death from paralytic shellfish poisoning. They also have an
economic impact due to costs arising from closures of shellfish fisheries, mortalities of wild
and farmed fish, and monitoring programs for the toxins. The causes of the observed increased occurrences of blooms are unknown, but it is believed that human-influenced degradation of water quality in the coastal zone is an important factor.
We generally understand short-term events better than long-term ones because we have
more observations of the former. Thus, tidal processes and changes in light level in the
ocean are quite well-understood. Light level is primarily affected by latitude, but it can
change very quickly since it also depends upon cloud cover. Thus, weather can influence
light levels, which can subsequently control timing of the spring production of plankton (a
primary source of food for many fish larvae) and thereby influence fish productivity (Mann
and Lazier 1996). At the seasonal time scale, changes in the production and melting of seaice on the Labrador coast determine the surface salinity and thus determine the stratification
of local marine waters. This has the potential to change food production for fish larvae during the spring and summer. Such changes in the seasonal and daily cycles can be quite
abrupt. Specific examples of the biological effects of short-term physical processes and their
hypothesized mechanisms are discussed in a later section.
In short, these physical oceanographic processes that are driven by climate and weather
create variation at several temporal and spatial scales. This temporal variation affects fish
populations and thereby creates uncertainties about their future productivity and harvest.
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Economic processes that affect fishery systems
Within the complex array of economic, social, and political institutions, a wide variety
of economic processes directly influence the human and natural components of fishery systems. These include fluctuations in prices, changes in demand, globalization of markets, development of new technologies in the fishing industry, and the dynamics of capital
investment. Collectively, these processes lead to uncertainty for fishermen, industry, communities, and management agencies.
1. Variations in price
The economic sustainability of fisheries can obviously be affected by variations in
prices paid to harvesters and processors. Prices for fish often fluctuate widely over time,
based on both their availability (e.g., whether stocks are abundant or whether the fishing
season is open or closed in a particular area) and on the availability of substitutes (e.g.,
other fish species or other foods). Such changes can occur over a few days, over the course
of a fishing season, or from one year to the next. For example, wholesale prices for lobster
sold in the New England market dropped by about 45% over one month in 1989 (Fig. 3.5;
Pringle and Burke 1993).
The effect of these fluctuations on economic viability of fishing operations is thus similar to the effect of short-term environmental fluctuations on the survival rate of fish; both
types of fluctuations can be absorbed as long as the period of unfavorable conditions does
not persist too long. In the case of the fishing industry, the definition of "too long" depends
on the specific situation and alternative sources of fish and revenue.
In addition, variability in prices can influence the behavior of vessel owners because
their choices about going fishing depend in part on prevailing prices, particularly at the start
of a season. For instance, higher prices will lead more vessels to go fishing than might normally be expected, all else being equal. Conversely, lower prices may result in lower participation rates. Thus, fluctuating prices can lead to inaccurate forecasts of total fishing effort
during a given fishery opening, which can lead to management decisions that increase the
probability of undesirable harvest rates. Extreme increases in prices may require managers
to impose severe restrictions to prevent overharvesting. For example, high prices for B.C.
herring roe in 1979 induced many purse seine vessels with high catching power to try to
participate in the fishery. However, with the openings already as short as 15 minutes per
year in some areas (only enough time for one set of the nets), managers were forced to severely restrict the number of vessels allowed to fish to reduce the probability of
overharvesting.
Not only do changes in prices of fish affect decisions about the proportion of fish harvesting capacity that is utilized within a year, but they also influence decisions about creating new harvesting capacity. For example, the relatively high prices for some species in
recent decades has provided a strong incentive for new boat-building and improvement in
fish-finding and harvesting technology, aided by gove rn ment subsidies. The correlation between fish prices and boat-building is certainly imprecise, since the latter depends on other
factors, notably fish abundance. Nevertheless, the connection was strong in the late 1980s
for groundfish vessels under 100 feet in length in the Scotia-Fundy management region of
Atlantic Canada. The rate of vessel construction within that fleet rose over the period 1984—
1988 in conjunction with an increase in the average dockside price per pound for groundfish
(cod, haddock, and pollock).
Another issue related to prices is the tendency for commercial harvesting to occur most
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heavily first on the most valuable and (or) most accessible species, then when those have
been depleted, to shift onto the next most valuable and (or) accessible species. This occurred, for instance in global whale fisheries, which first targeted mainly large and valuable
blue whales, then shifted onto less-valuable species — first fin whales, then sei whales, then
even smaller minke whales (Clark and Lamberson 1982).
Uncertainty about prices and their effects tends of course to be particularly great in
new and emerging fisheries where experience is limited or non-existent.
2. Changes in demand

Short-term price fluctuations are driven by many factors, notably the availability of the
product and its substitutes. In the longer term, however, the fundamental matter from an
economic perspective is that of demand — the relationship between the quantity of a product desired by consumers and the product's price. Demand usually tends to vary over longer
time scales than the price level, responding to the ever-growing human population, changes
in the spatial scale of the market (i.e., who has access to the product), shifting consumer
preferences, or changes in average income levels.
However, shifts in demand can also occur rapidly, in the form of jumps ("regime
shifts" in our temporal categories). For example, a rapid increase in demand for fish was
driven in part by publicity over the idea that eating fish was healthier than eating red meat.
This new regime was sustained over a substantial period, although there was some decrease
in North America following publicity over possible contamination of fish from pollution.
Such changes in consumer behavior can create economic uncertainties for industry and management and constrain their ability to make good long-term plans and decisions.
3. Globalization of markets

Throughout the economy, globalization of markets has been extremely important. Markets for many goods, as well as for currency and other financial instruments, have changed
from being local, to national, and then international. Trade has increased dramatically on a
global scale. Globalization of the financial system over the past several decades (and a
corresponding widespread adoption of flexible exchange rates) has increased variability and
uncertainty in exchange rates. It has also increased the extent of currency speculation.
While many fisheries in Canada have been based on international trade for centuries,
the above interrelated changes have had major impacts on fisheries in recent years.
(a) The geographical attachments among consumers, producers, and processors of raw
fish product have diminished greatly. A remarkable example of this cornes from the recent
collapse of the northern cod stock off Newfoundland; while a major event in Atlantic Canada, the collapse had little impact internationally on the fish market. This is because, especially since the late 1970s, a worldwide market emerged for "whitefish," which includes not
only Atlantic cod but also North Sea haddock, Alaskan pollock (landings of which increased
greatly as northern cod decreased), and many other species. There is now great
substitutability among the various whitefish species, so that with the loss of any one contributor to the supply of whitefish (such as northern cod), wholesalers and retailers merely
switch to another source of whitefish. This is very different from past fish stock collapses;
fisheries on such stocks tended to serve specific markets, which were thus strongly affected
by the collapse. Indeed, globalization of markets and substitutability among species imply
that if and when the northern cod stock recovers to produce substantial annual catches, it
will be a challenge to recover the "market niche" the stock used to have internationally.
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(b) The attachment between Canadian fish processing companies and Canadian fish resources has also diminished. For example, integrated processors in Atlantic Canada, such as
National Sea Products and Fishery Products International, which were formerly reliant on
local fish stocks, have reorganized to process fish imported from anywhere in the world.
This reorganization and a greater concentration on product distribution, have made these
companies essentially independent of the local supply of fish. This decoupling between local supply and the output of fish processors may make processors more vulnerable to worldwide economic and environmental trends, but it also may make them less vulnerable to local
fluctuations in abundance and thereby reduce their incentive to conserve the local resource.
This expectation is based on observations elsewhere that long-term reliance on a fish resource, as found more with local fishermen and small-scale processors, provides a major incentive for proper stewardship of the resource (Berkes and Folke 1994; Pinkerton and
Weinstein 1995).
(c) The increasing variability in exchange rates, given an export-based fishery, induces
fluctuations in foreign demand for locally caught fish (as the fish becomes alternately more
expensive or less expensive to buy in other countries). This increases the uncertainty in
(i) financial returns to be obtained from any given harvest, (ii) the returns from a given investment in harvesting capacity or processing plants, and (iii) the benefits arising from "investing" in the natural capital — the healthy fish stock — to generate future revenue. In
turn, this uncertainty may affect the behavior of fishermen and in particular the level of fishing effort chosen (especially if there are alternatives to fishing available). Notably, it can be
anticipated that such uncertainty may induce fishermen and investors in such a fishery to take
a shorter time horizon, leading to adoption of riskier and shorter-term harvesting practices.
Some impacts of globalization on fisheries are unclear due to simultaneously induced
changes. For example, if globalization makes fishery systems more sensitive to external
economic conditions, so that industry and managers are less able to accurately forecast
prices and thereby control fishing effort, decision-making at the local or regional scale may
be hampered. Alternatively, if fish prices happen to be more stable at the international level,
globalization could reduce variability in fishermen's incomes.
Economic globalization can also interact with environmental factors to further complicate the balance of uncertainty and risk. For example, the lobster fishery along the Atlantic
coast of Canada and the U.S. is relatively concentrated geographically and produces a
unique product (i.e., Atlantic lobster is viewed as different from other shellfish, unlike the
"whitefish" situation). Thus, the supply of lobster has a relatively large influence over international prices. If a widespread environmental change occurs over much of the lobster's
geographical range, affecting abundance and harvests, this may tend to affect price. Indeed,
if lobster harvests decline, so that less lobster is available on international markets, this will
tend to increase the price (other things being equal), thus helping to stabilize incomes of
fishermen and reduce risks.
Pacific salmon also exemplify the interaction between economic and environmental
factors. As will be discussed later in this chapter, an apparent environmentally driven increase in productivity of food for salmon in the Gulf of Alaska in recent decades led to a
large increase in abundance and catch of Alaskan salmon. This, in conjunction with the entry of Russian salmon into world markets (Pinkerton 1994) and a greater availability of
salmon from aquaculture facilities, caused a large decrease in price per kilogram of salmon.
The impact of this price decline might have been lessened through more innovative
marketing. For instance, efforts to increase salmon markets (e.g., by the Alaska Seafood
Marketing Council) could have focused less on the traditional salmon canning industry and
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more on absorbing the increased salmon abundance through development of new products
and markets for them.
4. Technological development
Advances in fishing technology that led to greater efficiency in harvesting have long
been a source of change in fisheries. This includes both gradual change that occurred over
decades or centuries and occasional "regime shifts" in which major new fishing technologies were adopted widely and rapidly. Improved fishing technology often led to higher
annual harvests, at least initially, and an increased probability of stock collapse if the greater
harvesting capacity was not properly controlled.
Development of the northern cod fishery over the past few centuries illustrates the
effects of technology on harvests (see Box 2.4 on northern cod). Hutchings and Myers
(1994) documented that annual catches roughly doubled during the 19th century to about
200 000 tonnes per year after introduction of several technological advances in fishing
methods. Then, in the mid-1950s, more efficient stern-hauled otter trawlers led to an even
more dramatic increase in annual catches. While most of the catch prior to the mid-1970s
was by foreign fleets, Canadian technology and catches quickly caught up. This rapid
change in gear composition of the fleet might be viewed as a regime shift in technology to a
higher level of harvesting efficiency. Unfortunately, in the 1970s, the stock collapsed, rebuilt somewhat in the early 1980s, but then collapsed again in the early 1990s.
Of course, environmental conditions and other economic factors such as consumer demand, size of markets, access to markets, and capitalization of the fleets undoubtedly played
a role in affecting the northern cod stock (Box 2.4 on northern cod). However, it has been
argued persuasively (Cadigan et al. 1993; Hutchings and Myers 1994 and references
therein) that change in the technological capability and consequent increase in harvesting
capacity of the fleet was a major factor in depletion of northern cod in the late 1980s and
early 1990s.
Technological equipment such as electronic locating instruments appear to be improving at an increasing rate, possibly exhibiting a positive feedback response as new technologies build on previous advances. This increasing rate of change is of particular concern
because in general, technological advances have tended to obscure the effects of fishing activities on fish populations. This can be highly destabilizing because it can permit harvesters
to maintain high catch rates even as fish population abundance declines. For instance, in pelagic schooling species such as herring and sardines, the increased efficiency of vessels in
finding schools, along with the ability to harvest large portions of them per unit time, means
that as fish abundance decreases, the proportion of fish caught per unit effort and in total increases. This has created a situation where a fish stock can be depleted rapidly, yet the perception based on catch per unit effort might be that the fish stock is still at a healthy
abundance. When technological advances occur at an increasing rate, as they appear to be
doing, this situation is exacerbated and, if not adjusted for by management regulations, creates
risks to both fish populations and to those dependent on those fish.
Another example of masking a decrease in fish abundance may be the adoption of the
"turbo trawl" by otter trawlers in the Gulf of St. Lawrence in the late 1980s, which produced a major increase in the amount of fish that could be caught by a vessel per hour. It
appears that this change (albeit hard to measure) was not fully taken into account by fishery
managers, thus creating an illusion that biomasses of some fish stocks were stable or
increasing when in fact they were decreasing. The results were overestimates of biomass
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levels, which in turn led to quotas and catches that were larger than the stocks could withstand (Harris 1990).
Despite a global trend toward increasing technological sophistication, such change has
not uniformly affected all harvesters. For example, this trend has had relatively little impact
on subsistence fisheries (such as Native food fisheries), which often continue to use traditional technologies for local food production.
5. Capitalization

In Canada, as in many nations, we have been conditioned to believe that economic
growth, through ever increasing investment and ever increasing output, must be positive,
even if it is neither sustainable nor in keeping with society's objectives. This belief occurs at
an international level, with each nation attempting to increase its output and to outcompete
others. It also occurs at a local level; for example, large chains of pharmacies, with access to
capital, expand their outlets to such an extent that they force smaller stores out of business
within a given community.
It is not surprising then, that this process is also found in capture fisheries, where the
tendency is to increase catching and processing capacity through time until it exceeds that
needed to harvest at sustainable levels. This may occur with the blessing or even stimulation
of government (e.g., excessive subsidies for boat building and fish processing equipment) or
due to a lack of appropriate control by government. In either case, fishermen have an economic incentive to invest in more powerful vessels and better gear, so as to catch a greater
share of the available limited harvest (see Box 2.6 Fisheries Economics). A common further
incentive for this overinvestment and implicit reallocation of catches over time has been the
practice of the government management agency of allocating amounts of fish quota among
sectors of a fishery and among vessels (e.g., into ITQs) based on their historical share of the
catch. Although this may seem a reasonable way to allocate ITQs, it encourages investment
in boats and fishing strategies to increase an individual boat's share of the catch prior to the
initial allocation of ITQs, even if stocks are declining.
As noted in Chapter 2, Caddy and Gulland (1983) described the tendency for harvesting capacity to increase through time as a "ratchet effect," taking only small and temporary
downturns during times when fishing is poor. Those downturns in capacity are usually
smaller than the subsequent increases when capital is invested in more fishing-related gear,
thus generating the long-term tendency to increase.
Another key point in the context of this report is that when the tendency to increase
capitalization through time is taken too far, and it usually is, it has several negative effects:
wasted capital, an increased vulnerability of the fishing industry to external economic factors such as price reductions or biological factors that reduce fish abundance, and an increased conservation risk. The risk arises if, for example, political pressure to utilize the
capacity outweighs concern about reductions in spawning stock biomass. Typically, broad,
long-term policy measures are needed to reverse the capitalization process, while in the
shorter term, tactical measures are needed in-season by management agencies to control an
overcapitalized fleet, for example through effort controls such as limits on types of gear,
days fishing, or length of season.
While excess capacity is common in many fisheries, it is not a simple matter to
measure its extent. For example, many fisheries are seasonal, so that boats and plants may
naturally lie idle at some times of the year, while other fisheries rely on stocks that fluctuate
widely. The optimal capacity in either of these situations involves a balance of risks: the
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"downside" risk of suffering idle capacity in years with low fish abundance (or giving in to
demands to use that capacity) versus the "upside" risk of having too little capacity to take
advantage of available harvests in good abundance years (Charles 1983). In general, we
should expect some idle capacity in bad years and some shortage of capacity in the best
years. The exact balance will depend, for example, on our ability to properly manage the
fleet and in particular to refrain from using too much capacity in bad years. In any case, it is
important to develop proper measures of overcapacity, together with a better understanding
of the process of capitalization and its impacts.

Socio-political processes that affect fishery systems
Humans involved in fisheries can also be affected greatly by changes in socio-political
factors, which can indirectly influence the sustainability of fishery systems. Profound effects
have resulted from changes in the last few decades in how the federal government management agency (most recently the Canada Department of Fisheries and Oceans, DFO) has conceptualized the main policy objectives of management and government's proper role in
attaining these objectives. Such changes in the prevailing fisheries management paradigm
have led to changes in the distribution of access rights and catch allocations, changes in the
definition of subsidies, changes in specialization of fishermen into fewer fisheries, and, on
the west coast, changes in the location of fishing licenses and services to less rural settings.
Which management paradigm was preeminent at any particular time determined the priority
accorded to conservation and risk aversion. Additional changes resulted from the increasing
scale of human interactions with the environment. All these changes have also increased the
uncertainty about future conditions for fishermen, fishing communities, and the industry as
a whole.
1. Changing management paradigms

What have government managers viewed as the chief purpose of management? In any
given historical period, there has usually been a reigning paradigm or world view shaping
government's vision of the major problems to be addressed, the critical task of fisheries
management, and what the underlying purpose of management should be. As new problems
and new issues made their way onto the national agenda and as new approaches emerged,
competing paradigms gained dominance, or in some cases co-existed in a subdominant position alongside an old or dominant paradigm. This section describes the rise, fall, and interplay of management paradigms from the 1950s through the 1990s. These changes in
paradigms have occurred over the decadal scale, or in some cases, longer periods. These
paradigms are named below by their chief policy instruments and they fall roughly into the
following periods.
(a) Modemization/development: 1950s to early 1970s
Substantial federal and provincial subsidies for vessel construction and technological
development, especially focused on capital-intensive vessels owned by processors, were
intended to enhance the competitive access of Canada to offshore stocks exploited by
distant-water fleets. Early quantitative analyses of fish population dynamics (e.g., Ricker
1954; Beverton and Holt 1957) lent support to development of management philosophies
such as maximum sustainable yield, maximum yield per recruit, and maximum economic
yield. Quite apart from those analyses, serious depletion was not seen as a potential problem
for most fish stocks and governments played the role of developer by targeting specific
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sectors for receiving subsidies. Processors came to influence fisheries development policies,
while fishermen influenced welfare and unemployment policies (MacDonald 1984; Barrett
1984). Although specific practices such as vessel subsidies tapered off in the 1980s and
1990s, the general attitudes surrounding these practices have been slow to change.
(b) Privatization: late 1960s to present
Both before and after Canada gained control of its 200-mile Extended Economic Zone
of oceans off its shores in 1977, the modernization paradigm was mitigated by some recognition that overfishing had occurred and that new technologies were not accompanied by
enough scientific knowledge to overcome problems in by-catch and multispecies management. However, the main concern of government policymakers and the industry was to
reduce fishing costs and to make fishing and processing operations viable in the long-term,
without cyclical government bail-outs. Economists first recommended a limited entry vessel
licensing system, begun on the west coast in 1969 and extended gradually to the east coast
beginning in the mid-1970s. Licenses deemed surplus were bought back or eventually retired by government; most existing fishermen were "grandfathered in," receiving their licenses gratis, but were then able to sell them as a commodity. Licenses sold in this way thus
became a limited form of private property. Despite creating fewer vessels, these programs
resulted in overall greater fishing power because of increased capitalization (financial
investment) by vessel owners. Therefore, gove rn ment regulation shifted attention to output
controls (ITQs: Individual Transferable Quotas). These were first applied fully in 1982
through Enterprise Allocations (EAs) to corporate owners of the east coast offshore trawler
fleets and through ITQs for the Bay of Fundy herring purse seine fishery. ITQs and EAs
were assumed to create automatic rationalization (reducing overcapacity), although this has
not always been the case. In 1996, the FRCC (Atlantic Canada's Fisheries Resource Conservation Council) began discussing the use of more extensive effort controls as a supplement
to quota management (including ITQ systems).
In some cases, DFO granted ITQs as part of rationalization. For instance, DFO attempted to streamline east coast processing by creating two east coast super-companies.
These companies replaced many smaller fish plants and received fishing ITQs, called "Enterprise Allocations" for their associated vessels (MacDonald 1984; DFO 1976). ITQs are
now implemented in offshore and midshore groundfish, crab, shrimp, lobster, herring, and
scallop fleets on the east coast, and for halibut, sablefish, and groundfish on the west coast,
among others.
But once established, private property rights in fish (ITQs) were considered to be antithetical to detailed regulatory approaches. Guaranteed ownership was assumed to create private incentives to operate efficiently and to harvest sustainably so that government could
remove itself from traditional regulatory activity in favor of decentralized management by
shareholders in quota-holding companies (McClurg 1997). Because this paradigm envisioned quota owners as paying for government management services, it gained popularity in
an era of fiscal restraint when DFO had to recover costs from the industry. DFO's Assistant
Deputy Minister, an economist, referred to fishermen who pay for management services as
"business clients" (Standing Committee on Fisheries, Feb. 4, 1997). The logical extension
of this paradigm would be a substantial reduction in the public policy role played by DFO.
Fishermen would be clients paying for all government services and holding the management
rights, including the right to do stock assessment and contest the setting of the total allowable catch (as they do in New Zealand). Management decisions would be made almost entirely by private owners of quotas, who hire services and exchange rights through the
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market, ideally achieving maximum efficiency (at least as nanowly conceived in terms of
return to capital investment). The Pacific halibut fishery, widely considered the most successful Canadian ITQ fishery, is discussed in Chapter 6.
(c) Broad-spectrum micro-management: mid-1970s to present

Fisheries minister Romeo LeBlanc decentralized the structure of fisheries management
decision-making in the mid-1970s by creating area managers and delegating some decisions
to them. LeBlanc thought that the better organized major processors were overly influential
in management decisions, so he also made funding available to strengthen fishermen's organizations and encouraged the development of co-management arrangements between DFO
and fishermen's organizations (DFO 1976; LeBlanc 1978 as cited in MacDonald 1984;
Kearney 1984). DFO decision-making centralized again in the mid-1980s and detailed, areaspecific management has been abandoned in many areas, but interest in it jointly by DFO
and local NGOs has increased. Initiatives on both coasts have emerged, sometimes with and
sometimes without sponsorship and support from DFO. The major thrust of such "comanagement" is to craft locally appropriate regulations with considerable input from local
fishermen and to use the greater legitimacy of such regulations to pull local associations of
fishermen and fishing communities into agreements with government to participate in implementation of regulations. Fishing-dependent communities that become involved may, under appropriate conditions, develop into resource stewards who pelform a broad spectrum of
management functions (e.g., habitat protection). Thus, co-management also gained popularity partially because it too is seen as a solution to DFO's fiscal crisis (because considerable
costs are assumed by local NG0s) and also to crises in the legitimacy of DFO regulations
and policies, when widespread public outcry periodically questioned these as nonaccountable to regions, communities, or local stock health. Superficially, co-management resembles privatization, in that regulation is decentralized and costs are shared. However, comanagement bodies are generally opposed to regulation by the market and to the alienation
of access rights from owner—operators in local areas. The 1996-1997 debate over the revised
Fisheries Act, Bill C-62, sought to clarify whether the proposed "partnerships" between industry and DFO mean privatization, co-management, or both. A locally initiated and DFOsupported co-management experiment in the Scotia-Fundy region is discussed in Chapter 6.
(d) Conservation/protection: post-1992 on the east coast, post-1994 on the
west coast
Although conservation concerns were briefly acted upon after unexpected periods of
low fish abundance in the 1970s and 1980s, they had minimal effects on practice. It was not
until the 1992 collapse of the east coast cod and the 1994 west coast "missing salmon" situation that managers and the public became sufficiently alarmed and placed the concept of
risk averse management rather precariously on the agenda (Fraser River Sockeye Public Review Board 1995). On the west coast, for example, the specter of the Newfoundland cod
failure underlay broad public concern for conservation, reflected after 1994 in repeated media and public document statements that Pacific salmon were at risk, and increased calls for
a Pacific Conservation Council. This body was conceived as an independent public watchdog acting "for the fish." In May 1996 DFO convened a major workshop on the west coast
to discuss with a broad array of interest groups how it might fund a Conservation Council
and deal with the rising cost of consulting stakeholders. The workshop reflected changing
perceptions of which interest groups were concerned; it included not only an array of
environmental groups, but a broad spectrum of other NGOs and community-based groups
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working on conservation issues. This spectrum of interest groups was also reflected in the
province's May 1997 Fisheries Renewal workshop and in a series of university-sponsored
public forums during 1995-1997 on fisheries conservation and management issues.
While it has some influence, this conservation paradigm is ambiguously articulated and
is not necessarily entrenched in practice. An example of the practice is an expansion of effort into "underexploited" species, notably crab and lumpfish, following the collapse of the
northern cod in Atlantic Canada. This shift in effort took place in the absence of sufficient
studies or awareness of the true status of these stocks. Landings for crab and lumpfish increased dramatically and there are now serious concerns about their status.
2. The changing concept of subsidies

Related to the above paradigm shifts, there has been a changing concept of what constitutes a subsidy, under what conditions it is desirable, and under what conditions government should recover management costs. This concept is of central importance because
subsidies have always been one of the chief instruments of Canada in achieving policy objectives. Stated most simply, government policy has changed radically from large and targeted subsidies to near zero or small targeted subsidies. This shift, which has occurred since
about 1989, has fundamentally altered the economics of Canadian fisheries by increasing direct costs to industry.
DFO has increased cost recovery from fishermen by increasing license fees and by requiring that fishermen pay for the cost of many management activities previously performed
by DFO. For example, DFO has implemented dockside monitoring of catches in many fisheries. This is done by private companies and the service is paid for by fishermen. Dockside
monitoring has also enabled DFO to reduce the number of fishery officers, eliminate their
overtime pay, and lay off data entry operators. Cost recovery is still relatively new and raises
other public policy issues, e.g., (a) are recovered costs distributed equitably?; (b) to what extent do they cover public rather than private benefits?; and (c) how much are these recovered
costs integrated into an accounting of cost-saving measures applied within DFO? These accountability issues are addressed in Chapter 6, but are important to note here as an illustration
of the profound shift in DFO's role as funder of all regulatory activity and subsidizer of many
changes it considered desirable. This changing role shifts significant costs to industry, creating
yet another source of uncertainty for fishermen, along with the associated risks.
3. Specialization

The changing distribution of access rights and allocation described in Chapter 2, as
well as the application of new paradigms discussed above, has created a more specialized
and capitalized fleet that is more vulnerable to economic downturns, particularly on the west
coast. These changes in socio-political policies create increased risks for fish stocks through
increased incentives for behaviors by the industry and fishermen that do not favor conservation of fish stocks.
(a) Increased capitalization and debt
Measures adopted to rationalize the fleet, whether by controlling inputs (effort) or by
controlling outputs (catch), have resulted in significantly increased debt loads for the majority of remaining fishermen. Limited entry systems capitalized the increased value of the license into the boat, encouraged creative boat construction to increase hold and harvesting
capacity, and fueled speculation in licenses and vessels. ITQs capitalized expectations about
future benefits into the value of the quota, so that costs of quotas skyrocketed as soon as
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they were sold by the first generation that had been "grandfathered in" as quota holders.
Currently ITQs in Canada sell for two to six times the annual landed value of the catch and
approximately half of the quotas in Pacific halibut and sablefish have been transferred
(IPHC 1997). The lease, as opposed to outright purchase, of halibut quotas typically costs a
leasor two-thirds of the landed value of the catch. In other words, significant profits are
being extracted by parties other than the current fishermen and costs to fishermen are high.
Increased debts tend to lead fishermen to fish harder and to take greater risks with their own
safety at sea and with conservation regulations (Cove 1973; Langdon 1982), leading to
greater risks for the fish population. This is particularly problematic for fish stocks where
the abundance and allowable catch are highly variable due to natural environmental variation. In such cases, there will inevitably be fishermen whose economic viability will be put
at risk, unless the capitalized value of the quotas realistically reflects that variability of fish
stocks. This can occur only if concentration of quotas in a few hands is not allowed.
(b) Decreased flexibility and adaptability

As more and more fisheries are brought under limited entry systems, more and more license privileges are removed from vessels that once held them. For example, an "A" license
in the B.C. salmon fl eet used to include the halibut bycatch and a "C" license covered almost all species except salmon. In a poor season for one species, a fisherman could depend
more on other species. However, due to changes in licensing, especially on the west coast,
this flexibility has been reduced for the majority of fishermen, who usually now specialize
in relatively few fisheries.
The trend to decreased flexibility has varied both spatially and temporally on the west
coast. It has particularly affected rural communities on the north coast and the west coast of
Vancouver Island, which lost licenses in many cases because they were unaware that new licensing programs were underway and that their privileges would be revoked if they did not
land a specific amount of a certain species in particular qualifying years. Entire communities that once depended on particular species have lost their access to them with the introduction of limited entry for salmon in 1969 and for halibut in 1979. For instance, halibut
licenses are almost entirely absent from Tsimshian, Nisga'a, Haida, Heiltsuk (Bella Bella),
Nuxalk (Bella Coola), and Nuu-chah-nulth First Nations communities.
Single-gear area licensing as introduced in the Pacific salmon fishery in 1997 is a fleet
rationalization and concentration instrument rather than a mechanism to tie fishermen to
areas. For example, combination gillnet—troll vessels were required to specialize in one gear
(e.g., gillnet) and buy out another licensee (e.g., troller) if they wished to continue fishing
both gears to obtain a longer or more flexible season in one area. Thus, a fisherman who
wanted to fish only one area would have reduced ability to adapt to differing gear opportunities in that area unless he doubled his investment by buying another license ($80 000—
$150 000 in 1996-1997). This policy would be beneficial to DFO because it makes more
predictable the amount of fishing power that shows up at openings in particular fishing areas, which might permit DFO to meet conservation goals more effectively. However, this
policy is disadvantageous for most fishermen in the short run, who can no longer easily
"spread the risk" across space and time by simply fishing over a larger space and for a longer time. Trollers who wish to spread risks by fishing in more than one area but who cannot
afford to buy a second license have advocated a "gray zone" at the north end of Vancouver
Island, which could be used when less abundant stocks are expected in a particular area and
year. Such risk-spreading strategies are important for fishermen, because many fish stocks
are highly variable in space and time.
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In summary, increased debt and loss of flexibility have negative implications for conservation. As well, fleet rationalization measures have serious implications for the economic
vulnerability of individual fishermen and communities.
4. Increasing scale and degree of human interactions with the
environment

Over centuries, and particularly in recent decades, increases in the human population,
amplification of technology, and overall economic activity have increased the impact of humans on natural ecosystems. Fu rt hermore, these changes appear to be occurring at an accelerating rate. As a result, human activities have both global and local effects. On a global
level, increases in population and in technology have increased exploitation rates on fish
populations to the point where total harvest from wild fish stocks may be nearing a peak
(Chapter 2). This intense exploitation threatens the long-term viability and stability of continued harvests because fully exploited or overexploited stocks are more susceptible to even
small changes in fishing effort or environmental conditions. On the local level, as fishing
capacity and technological capabilities increase, natural refuges for fish are being lost;
places where few, if any, fishermen ventured previously are now within reach. For example,
this lack of a biological refuge is an issue in the Canadian Atlantic lobster fishery, where
many fishermen have expressed concern that collectively they are leaving nowhere for the
stocks to escape harvesting pressure. The elimination of refuges and other natural mechanisms that limit fishing mortality on a fish population also reduces the ability of such stocks
to withstand unfavorable environmental conditions.
The effects of increasing human activities on fisheries are particularly acute in coastal
areas. Indeed, management of fisheries is no longer effective in isolation from other coastal
activities. Coastal industries produce increasing levels of pollution, con fl icts between commercial fishermen and recreational users of the oceans, conflicts (or even mutual support)
between tourism interests and fishing activities, forestty—fishery conflicts, and so on. For instance, coastal aquaculture may have impacts on local fisheries in terms of (a) the health of
wild stocks (e.g., B.C. salmon) due to the spread of diseases or competition with fish that
have escaped from aquaculture facilities, (b) the area of the ocean available for fishing activity (e.g., for Nova Scotia lobster), and (c) the price paid for wild fish (e.g., in the worldwide market for salmon). Furthermore, salmon hatcheries and other fishery enhancement
facilities can influence the relative abundance of different stocks that are harvested simultaneously in commercial fisheries, often leading to overharvesting the less productive wild
stocks.
To address the conflicting coastal uses, there has been an increasing move toward "integrated coastal zone management," with the overall goal of balancing among multiple uses
of the coastal zone, in order to meet multiple objectives (economic, social, and cultural, as
well as ecological). Recent Canadian efforts toward integrated coastal zone management
include the Georgia Basin Initiative and the Growth Strategies Amendment Act in British
Columbia, Coastal 2000 in Nova Scotia, and the Atlantic Coastal Action Program on the Atlantic coast.
5. Urbanization

Direct effects of increasing human population and urbanization on fish habitat are discussed in a later section. Changes in less direct effects of urbanization also exist. For example, in British Columbia, ownership of a significant proportion of larger fishing boats has
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shifted away from coastal fishing communities toward major urban centres (see Chapter 2).
This affects the sustainability of smaller coastal communities (particularly where a fishery
serves as an "engine" for the local economy), because (a) such communities have less
control over the boats that harvest local resources and (b) the employment and secondary
income (e.g., money spent on fuel and maintenance) generated from operating the fishing
fleet is lost from the community. Furthermore, there could be threats to ecological
sustainability if the incentives that local residents and communities have to maintain a sustainable harvest (incentives that can be traced to local dependence on the resource) are less
intense among people living a greater distance from those resources. The removal of licenses from hinterland rural communities can also decrease incentives to protect fish habitat
from other uses that would be profitable to the local economy.

Effects of biological processes and their interaction with other
processes of change
In this section, we provide examples of how changes in the economic, socio-political,
physical, and biological processes described above can affect the key biological characteristics
of fishery systems: the growth rate, survival rate, and reproductive rate of fish, their spatial
distribution and vulnerability to fishing, and the biological structure of aquatic communities.
We document mechanisms that explain observed changes in these components.
1. Effects of economic and socio-political processes

Effects of fishing on structure of fish populations
Economic and socio-political processes shape the efficiency, magnitude, or spatial scale
fishing
through changes in prices, technological improvements, and incentives. These
of
processes thus affect the biological sustainability of fishery systems because they increase
the scale and intensity of many effects of fishing, thereby altering either the harvest component in Fig. 3.1 or the recruitment component indirectly.
For instance, fishing changes the age structure and reproductive output of fish populations by (a) increasing the total mortality rate, which decreases the average lifespan of fish,
and (b) often by removing older individuals from the population (Fig. 3.10). When kept
within reasonable limits, the additional mortality caused by fishing is not necessarily harmful because fish populations often have density-dependent mechanisms that result in increased survival, growth, and reproductive rates per individual fish as abundance decreases
over some limited range (see Box 2.1). However, the change in the size—age structure of fish
populations caused by fishing also affects their total reproductive output. For instance, selective removal of large fish by fishing gear can disproportionately affect the productivity of
fish populations because larger, older fish generally produce the most eggs (and probably
the most offspring that survive), both per female and per unit biomass of females (Trippel
1995).
This effect of fishing on narrowing the age distribution has serious implications for future biomass yields, particularly for slow-growing and long-lived marine fish species. Various rockfish (Sebastes) species on the Pacific coast, for instance, live 80-140 years and do
not mature until an age of 10 or more years (Archibald et al. 1983; Leaman and Beamish
1984). Such long-lived fishes by definition have low natural mortality rates and tend to
grow in body size relatively slowly (Pauly 1980). Reproductive output by these fishes tends
to be spread out over a female's entire lifetime. The effect of these "risk-spreading" or "bet-
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3.10. Frequency distributions of Pacific ocean perch (Sebastes alutus) of different ages from
an unexploited stock (top panel) and a heavily exploited stock (bottom panel) off southwest Vancouver Island sampled in 1979 (after Leaman and Beamish 1984).
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history strategies is to maximize the probability that some of a female's
offspring will survive in variable environmental conditions. However, fishing undermines the
risk-spreading value of long reproductive life by reducing the number of spawning episodes
per female and the probability of successful reproduction by any given female. Thus, when
fishing is moderately intense and adverse environmental conditions persist, individual females
in such populations have a lower probability of reproducing successfully compared to conditions where lifespans are longer. The result is that the fishable biomass of a long-lived fish
population that is even moderately harvested is much more likely to decrease in poor environmental conditions than lightly fished stocks (exact definitions of "moderately" and "poor" will depend
on the particular species, its density-dependent responses, and its environment).
Furthermore, the higher the harvest rate, the more change there is in a stock's age
structure and the worse this effect gets. Also, the longer that intensive fishing occurs, the
higher the risks because it results in a longer period during which a stock has to successfully
reproduce with an unusually narrow age distribution of spawners. One compensating response that many fish stocks show to reduction in abundance is a lower age at maturity due
to increased growth rate of individuals that remain in the population. However, this does not
generally completely offset the rapid reduction in abundance caused by harvesting.
In many species of marine fishes, size-selective fishing also frequently increases the
mortality rate of younger, smaller fish because, although they may be thrown back into the
hedging" life
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sea (discarded) due to being too small, their mortality rate is higher than fish that were not
initially caught.
Size-selective fishing also has the potential to change the genetic structure of the population over the long term, thereby potentially affecting intrinsic growth rates and age at maturity schedules (e.g., Policansky 1993; Smith et al. 1991).

Effects of fishing on structure of aquatic communities
Not only does fishing change the structure of fish populations, but it also has the potential to alter the structure and functioning of aquatic communities (Gislason 1994), sometimes irreversibly. It is difficult to find unequivocal evidence of this effect, but the weight of
current evidence suggests that, by adding more mortality to some species than others, fishing can shift the species composition of marine communities (e.g., Wainwright et al. 1993).
This shift occurs either through changing the magnitude of predator—prey interactions or
through fishing being an added "competitor" for aquatic resources (Hilden 1997). An example of changing predator interactions occurred in the North Sea where depletion of fisheating herring and mackerel stocks due to fishing was associated with an increase in the
catch (and possibly abundance) of smaller prey species such as sandlance (Hempel 1978,
cited in Parsons 1992).
As well, there is substantial evidence for the effects of fishing on community structure
on the Georges Bank in the Gulf of Maine (Grosslein et al. 1980; Sissenwine 1986;
Sissenwine and Cohen 1991; Fogarty and Murawski 1998). This groundfish community was
once dominated by cod and haddock, which are commercially valuable species. However,
selective fishing for these two species severely reduced their abundance and the community
is now dominated by small elasmobranchs, which are less valuable commercially. It is possible that this change may persist because interactions among juvenile haddock and
elasmobranchs may reduce the recovery rate of haddock stocks even if fishing for haddock
is eliminated.
The community structure in the Beiing Sea ecosystem also changed over the past 30 years.
The abundance of herring, whales, fur seals, sea lions, and most crab species decreased,
while abundance (not just catch) of pollock has greatly increased (NRC 1996). The United
States National Research Council Committee on the Bering Sea Ecosystem (NRC 1996)
concluded that the observed increase in abundance of pollock resulted from a regime shift in
the physical environment, combined with intense harvesting of various species that either
competed with, or fed on, juvenile pollock, such as whales, yellowfin sole, Pacific Ocean
perch, and sablefish.

Effects on habitat
Economic and socio-political processes can also affect fish through changes in habitat.
This is a particular concern in B.C. for Pacific salmon, where individual streams support
distinct stocks and where activities such as urbanization and logging affect streams through
burial or siltation (e.g., Magnuson et al. 1995). Increased economic development and urbanization of coastal areas may reduce survival rates of certain fishes by compromising spawning, feeding, or rearing habitat. Increased concentrations of pollutants in coastal waters from
urban development may reduce survival rates of fish (e.g., effect of wood preservatives on
salmon smolts — Kruzynski and Birtwell 1994; also see Griswold 1997).
Fishing can also have an indirect effect on the structure of the biological community by
changing the habitat. This was demonstrated by a 5-year, large-scale experiment off the
coast of northwestern Australia, which showed that intensive trawl fishing had shifted the
groundfish species composition to less commercially desirable species by removing the
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large benthos (sponges and other large invertebrates) that made up the preferred habitat of
the more desirable fish species (Sainsbury et al. 1997). Experiments in other habitats are underway but as yet have not produced such clear conclusions (e.g., Prena et al. 1996; Morgan
et al. 1997).
2. Effects of physical environmental processes

Physical environmental processes also affect fish populations. Even in the absence of
commercial harvesting, the abundance of some fish populations can be quite variable over
either short or long periods (Beverton 1993). For example, the abundance of Pacific sardine
and anchovy off the coast of California has been estimated over the last 1700 years using
counts of fish scales in sediment cores taken from the ocean floor (Baumgartner et al. 1992;
Fig. 3.11). While these data only provide an index of abundance over a relatively small spatial scale, they suggest that abundance of both species has been highly variable. Most of
these data predate intensive commercial fisheries, hence they suggest that physical or biological processes alone can potentially cause significant fluctuations in abundance of fishes.
The next few sections provide examples of how physical environmental processes affect key biological processes in fishery systems at four time scales.
Long-term changes in physical processes
A long-term change in climate and related changes in the speed and direction of winds,
currents, and vertical mixing of the ocean can potentially affect growth and survival rates of
fish (Ware and Thomson 1991; Brodeur and Ware 1992). For instance, wind-induced
upwelling affects abundance of zooplankton, which are the primary food source for many
fish species in coastal upwelling zones (Bakun 1990). However, the effect of increased
plankton availability on fishable biomass of commercial fish species is not known definitively because of the difficulty in sorting out confounding effects in historical data and identifying relationships between changes in productivity and biomass at several successive
levels in the food chain. Thus, and most importantly from the perspective of this report,
while past changes in ocean climate on a decadal scale and through NAO and ENSO events
have resulted in changes in distribution, survival rates, and growth rates of fish, there is at
present no clear basis to forecast what future climate change will do to these variables
(IPCC 1996). Because of the differences among regions of the oceans in responding to
climate change, the IPCC (1996) report concludes that there will not likely be major
changes in total global biomass of fish stocks. However, there may be some effect on
regional spatial distribution of fish populations, which may in turn affect the relative abundance and species composition of fish communities in some areas. In this context, Frank et
al. (1990) speculated that long-terni climatic change would lead to a general warming and
freshening of coastal Atlantic waters and predicted northward shifts in spatial distribution of
some groundfish stocks, changes in migratory behavior of some pelagic fish species, and a
trend towards replacement of groundfish communities with pelagic fish communities. These
changes would have significant implications for those human communities that rely on local
groundfish stocks. However, the uncertainty in the prediction of such future changes is large.
Finally, long-term changes in temperature and currents could also affect commercially
valuable species. For instance, because of their different thermal tolerances, the inshore distribution and subsequent inshore catches of Atlantic cod and Atlantic mackerel can be influenced by the shoreward advection of warmer surface waters (Rose and Leggett 1988;
Castonguay et al. 1991). Although the distribution and short-term movements of cod in the
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Fig. 3.11. Estimated biomass of Pacific sardine (top) and northe rn anchovy (bottom) off the coast
of California. Estimates were derived by regression from scale counts in sediment cores and go
back about 1700 years from the present (after Baumgartner et al. 1992).
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North Atlantic are influenced by temperature, we do not yet know what the response will be
on a very long time scale, although there has been some speculation (Frank et al. 1988).
Regime shifts or decadal-scale changes in physical processes

Regime shifts in physical oceanographic conditions in the North Pacific likely affect
fish populations through the distribution and abundance of their food supply (Beamish and
Boullion 1993; Francis and Hare 1994; Brodeur and Ware 1992, 1995). Chelton (1984) and
Pearcy (1992) hypothesized one mechanism that could cause such changes: shifts in oceanographic currents could divert zooplankton-rich waters away from southern regions of the
northeast Pacific (southern B.C., Washington, and Oregon) and towards northern regions
(northern B.C. and Alaska). Brodeur and Ware (1992) hypothesized another mechanism, in
which altered ocean currents brought nutrient-rich water to the surface in the Gulf of Alaska
gyre, leading to increased productivity. These hypotheses are consistent with the observed
large increase in zooplankton biomass in the Gulf of Alaska between the late 1950s and late
1980s (Brodeur and Ware 1992). It is unknown whether this change is associated with climate change or natural variability of the North Pacific.
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Unfortunately, there is no direct evidence relating short-term changes in survival rates
of fish to changes in food supply because extensive data on marine food supply over space
and time are scarce. However, there is indirect evidence. There have been large increases in
recruitment and catch of groundfish (Hollowed and Wooster 1995) and catch of Pacific
salmon (Beamish and Bouillon 1993; Francis and Hare 1994) since the most recent environmental shift in the northeastern Pacific in the mid-1970s (Fig. 3.12). This suggests indirectly
that survival rates may have changed over the same period as the observed increased in zooplankton abundance noted by Brodeur and Ware (1992), or that spawner abundance has increased, or both. More direct measures of fish survival rates also show this pattern — an
index of survival rate of Alaskan sockeye salmon stocks, when corrected for the influence
of spawner abundance, showed large increase after the mid-1970s (Adkison et al. 1996;
Peterman et al. 1998). Only a few sockeye stocks in B.C. showed any significant change
and Washington and Oregon salmon stocks have experienced the opposite of Alaskan
sockeye — reduced survival — leading to the closures to harvesting in the mid-1990s.
While there may also have been some changes in survival rates in freshwater habitats, these
geographic patterns in survival rates are consistent with the various hypotheses concerning
the effects of climatic processes on the distribution of zooplankton-rich waters. The postmid-1970s pattern of unusually high production by Alaskan sockeye appears to have persisted as long as, if not longer than, any previous such period (Francis and Hare 1994). If
previous mechanisms still apply, there is a high probability that there may be a shift back to
the less productive regime in the near future. For those few British Columbia stocks (e.g.,
Skeena River sockeye) that appear to have become more productive since the mid-1970s,
this change may reduce their survival rate in the ocean and hence the harvest that can be expected from them. For Alaskan sockeye stocks, there is likely to be a larger decrease in productivity and harvests, perhaps offset somewhat in economic terms by increases in price
per kilogram of salmon.
Helle and Hoffman (1995) showed reductions in age-specific body size of Alaskan and
Washington stocks of chum salmon from 1975 to 1992 and concluded that changes in
oceanographic conditions in the Pacific during this period may have been partially responsible for the observed decline in body size. However, in both regions, evidence for environmental effects alone was not conclusive because the large increase in wild Alaskan salmon
abundance and in salmon released (over 2 billion per year) from North American, Russian,
and Japanese enhancement facilities during this same period could have reduced growth
rates through competition for food (Rogers and Ruggerone 1993). Clearly there is a
potential for interaction between the environmental processes that drive productivity of food
for important harvested species and the change in abundance of the fish, whether due to
artificial enhancement or natural processes.
Another example of decadal-scale changes in environment and fish comes from the
range and abundance of West Greenland cod, which show a remarkable correspondence
with local temperature (Brander 1995). Large increases occurred in the 1920s and 1950s
(Fig. 3.13). Weight at a given age also changed in synchrony with temperature, as is observed for cod elsewhere in the North Atlantic. The correlation between cod catches and
temperature holds up until the 1970s. There is an established connection between Iceland
cod and Greenland (Schopka 1994), which is part of the explanation for the observed increases of cod in West Greenland; however, overfishing probably also played a role in the
declines. Up until the collapse of the northern cod, there appeared to be a strong relationship
between salinity on the Newfoundland shelf and recruitment. No clear model exists for the
effect of temperature on abundance of northern cod, although there may be an effect on
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Fig. 3.12. History of catches (millions of fish, dashed line), intervention model fit (thin solid line),
and estimated interventions (thick solid line) for western Alaska sockeye salmon catches (after
Francis and Hare 1994).
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distribution (deYoung and Rose 1993, but see Hutchings 1996 for an opposing view).
Changes in oceanographic conditions can also affect the structure of fish communities
by changing the competitive balance and relative abundance of different species. This
process may explain the observed variability in relative abundance of California sardine and
northern anchovy (Fig. 3.11). Pacific sardine changed abundance dramatically every
60 years or so, whereas the northern anchovy changed roughly every 100 years.
Interannual physical events

Survival rate of fish is also affected by interannual (between-year) changes in the ocean
environment. In many long-lived marine groundfish species, recruitment can vary by as
much as a factor of 10-1000 between successive years, even though spawning stock biomass changes much less than that over a one-year period. Therefore, such large variations in
recruitment must be due mostly to large between-year variations in egg production and (or)
in the survival rate of offspring. Egg production per unit biomass does not vary nearly as
much as recruitment, leading to the conclusion that variation in survival rate of eggs is
mainly responsible for the observed variability in recruitment. This variation is particularly
important for species where recruits constitute a significant portion of the spawning and
fishable biomass (e.g., short-lived pelagic schooling species such as herring and northern
anchovy and some Pacific salmon species such as sockeye, pink, and chum).
Important evidence of the effect on fish of physical oceanographic changes cornes from
the extreme events associated with the El Nino-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and the North
Atlantic Oscillation (NAO). There are numerous reports of anomalously high or low recruitment or stock biomass during ENSO years for species ranging from liming to groundfish
and salmon on the Pacific coast (e.g., Wooster and Fluharty 1985). ENSO events result in
northward movements of warm water along the west coast of North America. These warmer
waters are relatively low in nutrients and zooplankton abundance (Wooster and Fluharty
1985; Mullin 1995), but are rich in species such as Pacific hake and Pacific mackerel, which
are predators of commercially important fish stocks off the coast of B.C. This suggests that
reductions in survival rates could be caused by decreased food abundance during ENSO
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Fig. 3.13. Cod

catches and ocean temperature at West Greenland. Temperature data are running

5-year means of surface values up to 1972 (from Smed 1980) and running 5-year means from
Fylla Bank (Buch et al. 1994). Local catches are shown for the period from 1912 to 1937 because

they reacted more to local changes in abundance. The local catch is scaled to the international
catch from ICNAF Division 1 in West Greenland by a factor of 20.
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years and (or) by increased predation. For example, Ware (1991) found that recruitment of
Pacific herring is strongly reduced by predation by Pacific hake. These observations provide
some evidence for ENSO-induced reductions in survival rate and recruitment, but it is often
difficult to distinguish between ENSO-induced fluctuations and those caused by other normal aspects of fish population dynamics (reviewed by Mysak 1986).
In addition, interannual physical events can affect fish growth rate. For instance, in the
Atlantic, connections have been made between variability in the North Atlantic Oscillation
and abundance of zooplankton (Taylor 1995) and between NAO and growth and distribution
of cod (Brander 1994; deYoung and Rose 1993). In the Pacific, ENSO events have reduced
growth rates of several species of fish (VenTresca et al. 1995; Ware 1991) and there is
generally a decrease in body size of fish at a given age if fish encounter ENSO events early
in their marine life history. For instance, adult Fraser River, B.C. pink salmon, which only
mature as 2-year-olds, were unusually small in the year-class that entered the ocean during
the spring of 1958, even after accounting for density-dependent effects on growth (Peterman
1987). This is possibly because coastal waters in southern B.C. in 1958 were low in zooplankton due to the northward intrusion of warm, zooplankton-poor water from the 1957—
1958 ENSO event. Many other papers report smaller-than-average body size of fish at a
given age as a result of the 1982-1983 ENSO event (e.g., IPSFC 1984; Pearcy 1992), but
those observed reductions in body size at age are not necessarily attributable to the ENSO
because they could be at least partly due to increased fish abundance.
Productivity of regional sardine stocks along the Spanish coast appears to be related to
wind forcing and there has been some speculation about the possible changes that could occur at longer time scales (Bakun 1997). Upwelling along the coast of Spain, driven by winds
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measured near Cape Finisterre, show an increasing trend from 1950 to 1980 (Dickson et al.
1988). Surprisingly, increased upwelling in spring, which should lead to increased plankton
production during the spawning season, is negatively associated with sardine catches in that
region. In other upwelling areas of the world, the correlation is generally positive, showing
that the same physical process can produce very different biological responses depending
upon the specific linkage between the life history of the organism and the oceanic environment. This difference may be explained by the observation that too strong upwelling may
carry sardine eggs and larvae offshore away from high concentrations of food, whereas too
weak upwelling may produce little food for sardines (Cury and Roy 1989).
Finally, spatial patterns of migration of fish can be affected by oceanographic conditions. Figure 3.14 shows that in the latest time period compared to pre-1970s, a larger portion of adult sockeye salmon stocks migrated on their way to the Fraser River in B.C.
around the northern end of Vancouver Island through Johnstone Strait. Mysak (1986) reviewed evidence indicating that the proportion of fish migrating via the northern route was
associated with water temperature (reflecting ocean current patterns). The migration route
is particularly significant because when these fish come through Johnstone Strait, they are
harvested mainly by commercial vessels in Canada, whereas if they migrate around the
southern end of Vancouver Island, a larger portion of these stocks is caught by American
fishermen.
Vulnerability (catchability) of fish can also be affected by ocean temperature and currents. For instance, in 1972, the Peruvian anchoveta stock became concentrated near the
coast due to an ENSO event (Pauly and Tsukayama 1987). High concentrations of
anchoveta resulted in unusually high catch per unit effort (CPUE) and managers prolonged
fishing openings despite warnings that the stock was extremely vulnerable to
overharvesting. While such increased availability appeared to exist, it did not reflect actual
stock abundance. The stock abundance declined precipitously and stayed relatively low for
many years before beginning a strong recovery.
This collapse of the Peruvian anchoveta has been debated extensively. Some scientists
argue that the stock would have collapsed anyway due to changing environmental conditions, even without fishing. Others argue that fishing greatly increased the probability of a
collapse and made it collapse sooner than it would have without fishing. Still other scientists suggest that the stock collapsed due to the combination of unfavorable environmental
conditions and the effects of fishing on age structure (and the resulting reduced reproductive
potential). Regardless of the outcome of this debate, it is clear from our review that both environmental factors and effects of fishing must be taken into account when evaluating strategies to maintain productive fisheries.
ENSO and NAO events constitute only one extreme type of interannual variation and
they only occur every few years. Correlations between observed environmental changes and
components of fishable biomass also provide information, but it is limited. Such correlational,
as opposed to experimental, studies can suggest possible mechanisms, but provide little conclusive evidence that these mechanisms actually occur (Walters and Collie 1988).
In spite of these limitations, there is evidence for some relationships between
interannual environmental variations and biological processes. One example is the effect
of upwelling on survival of juvenile coho salmon off Oregon (Pearcy 1992). These juveniles tend to congregate in nearshore "upwelling zones" during their first months in the
ocean and historically, their between-year variation in survival rate was positively correlated with the strength of upwelling. However, this relationship broke down recently for
unknown reasons.
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Fig. 3.14. Percentage of adult sockeye salmon that migrated through the northern (Johnstone
Strait) migration route on their way toward the Fraser River, B.C. and other southern spawning
grounds during 1953-1994. The figure from Mysak (1986) for years 1953-1984 was updated with
unpublished data from Skip McKinnell (DFO, Pacific Biological Station, Nanaimo, B.C., personal
communication, 1997).
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Comparisons of the interannual variability in recruitment of several nearby or overlapping stocks and species also strongly suggest that oceanographic processes affect fish. Results from several studies (e.g., Thompson and Page 1989; Hollowed and Wooster 1992;
Peterman et al. 1998a) show positive correlation in recruitment (or its components) among
several stocks. For instance, Hollowed and Wooster (1992) found patterns of covariation in
strong and weak annual recruitments among many groundfish species in the North Pacific
(Fig. 3.15). Peterman et al. (1998a) also showed that survival rates of sockeye salmon to
adult age tend to be positively correlated within a group of sixteen Fraser River, British Columbia sockeye salmon stocks and within nine Alaskan sockeye stocks from Bristol Bay, but
not between sockeye stocks from those two regions, even though they overlap for most of
their marine life in the Gulf of Alaska. In contrast, there are strong positive correlations in
body size of 4-year-old adult sockeye salmon both within and between those regions (Pyper
et al. 1999). These correlations suggest that interannual variation in growth rate is affected
by environmental conditions common to the covarying stocks, but that variation in survival
rate mainly arises in regions of the ocean where sockeye salmon from Alaska and B.C. are
uniquely distributed, i.e., near their coasts. Myers et al. (1995) similarly concluded from the
spatial scale of correlations in recruitment for cod and haddock that regional-scale environmental conditions affected recruitment, rather than conditions common across the entire
North Atlantic.
While such regional patterns in survival rate or annual recruitment may be related to
oceanographic processes, they may also be partly due to density-dependent factors encoun-
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Fig. 3.15. Summary of the percentage of northeast Pacific groundfish stocks that had extreme
year-classes. Years are placed above or below the bars when 50% or more of the stocks were
extreme (after Hollowed and Wooster 1992).
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tered simultaneously by different fish stocks. For example, several authors have documented
density-dependent growth rates in Pacific salmon (Peterman 1984; Rogers and Ruggerone
1993; McKinnell 1995), which led to reduced body size at a given age as abundance of
competitors increased. These density-dependent processes can also act in concert with environmental effects to produce observed changes in body size. For example, ocean temperatures affect the oceanic distribution of Pacific salmon (Welch et al. 1995), which may
produce changes in the density of fish in the open ocean and therefore may affect body sizes
due to density-dependent growth rates.
Short-term changes in physical processes

Environmental factors that change over short periods can also potentially produce large
interannual variation in abundance of recruits of some fish species (Bradford and Cabana
1996; Rothschild 1986). The effects of short-term physical processes on fish depend on the
species' life history and on the spatial and temporal dynamics of the ocean. Atlantic cod
eggs, for example, after release at the bottom, rise to the surface and within a few days develop into larvae. These larvae are then subject to the currents and temperatures at the
surface. Scientists believe that cod have adapted to this environment and spawn in locations
that maximize chances of success for the larvae. But this is only true on average. For any
given year, month, or day, a storm could occur and generate currents that would carry the
larvae far from their prefened location (Sinclair 1988). Also, the smallest scale mixing process, turbulent movement, is important in bringing the larvae into contact with their prey
(Rothschild and Osborn 1988). Both of these physical effects are in fl uenced by wind. Thus,
while average conditions may be beneficial for larvae, a series of events such as storms, or
perhaps even a single storm, can lead to the loss of a group of larvae (Lasker 1976;
Peterman and Bradford 1987). The collection of such events in a single year could then be
responsible for recruitment failure.
Single pollution events such as oil or other chemical spills could also be considered under short-term physical changes, although there may be long-term biological effects as well.
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Common characteristics of processes of change
Previous sections have emphasized the multi-faceted economic, socio-political, physical, and biological changes that affect fishery systems. These changes produce serious challenges to creating sustainable fisheries because the resulting variability and uncertainty add
to the complexity of the total fish—human system. Thus, attempts by management agencies
to develop appropriate regulations, as well as by industry and communities to develop appropriate investment plans, must take this variability and uncertainty into account (see
Chapters 5 and 6 for how to do so).
One further useful step, then, is to discuss some simple, but important, common characteristics of these processes of change: spatial heterogeneity, temporal variability, difficulty
in detecting the changes, and their potential irreversibility (at least in the short term).
1. Spatial heterogeneity

We have seen that factors that affect fisheries have various geographical extents, have
various geographical extents. For instance, on the smallest scale, increased frequency of
high local winds in one year can reduce feeding success and survival rate of a year-class of
juvenile fish through dissipation of concentrations of their food in surface waters. In some
cases, this may reduce the abundance and future catch of fish. On a larger, regional scale,
shifts in management regulations can alter the movement of vessels among fishing areas or
species. Regional weather and ocean conditions can affect ocean currents. For instance, the
regional atmospheric and oceanographic changes that occurred in the North Pacific in the
mid-1970s led to an apparent increase in the productivity of Alaskan sockeye salmon stocks,
expanding fishing opportunities for harvesters in that area, but decreasing them off the
coasts of Washington and Oregon. On the largest scale (global), shifts in prices and technology, climatic change, and globalization of markets create further uncertainty for users and
management agencies. Thus, recognizing the spatial scale at which a particular process of
change occurs improves our understanding of its effects and may help suggest ways to either influence it or compensate for its effects.
2. Temporal variability

We have also seen that processes a ffecting sustainability of fisheries can be quite variable on several time scales. For instance, it appears that fisheries existing in environments
subject to wide variations in productivity (on any time scale) may have to be severely
restricted, or even closed occasionally. Such limitations may be necessary for lengthy periods in the case of environments that undergo "regime shifts" in productivity. While proper
timing of such closures would help ensure the persistence of the fish stocks in question, closures could be disastrous for fishermen and coastal communities, at least in the short term.
However, the alternative, of not closing fisheries when productivity becomes extremely
poor, will certainly be disastrous over the long term because without fish stocks, there will
be no economic or social benefits from fishing. The strong possibility of such lengthy closures means that adequate risk-spreading economic and social structures must be developed
to permit the fishing industry and fishing-dependent communities to be resilient to changes
on the space and time scales of the fish. In other words, ways need to be found to enable
these people to spread the risks across time, space, resources, and other dimensions. Such
risk-spreading strategies are commonly used by managers of financial investment portfolios
and animal populations to persist in highly variable and unpredictable systems, quite analo-
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gous to aquatic ecosystems. These ideas are elaborated in later chapters.

A key related observation is that some problems in fisheries are created by differences
in the human and biological time scales of variation. For instance, consider the interaction
between the duration of major regime shifts in the environment that affect productivity and
the duration of capital investments (and their payback) in new vessels, equipment, or processing capacity. As described previously, unusually productive environmental regimes typically persist for about 10-15 years and then revert to less productive regimes. However, this
time scale of environmental variation may tend to make the process of paying back loans
(which tend to be even longer term) out of phase with the productivity of the resource, with
serious consequences for fish stocks, fishermen, and their communities. For instance, by the
time that improved productivity of some stock due to a regime shift has been detected and
acted upon by managers and industry, a highly capitalized fleet may face within a short period a stock with greatly reduced natural productivity, quite apart from the effects of fishing.
This asynchrony of time-varying physical, biological, social, and economic processes may
be at the heart of many problems that face Canadian and other fisheries. Another related issue is that in some cases, the fishing industry is seeking multiyear fishing plans, with some
minimum level of harvest. But clearly, in the context of the changes and variations discussed in this report, this is not a reasonable expectation if sustainable stocks are desired.
Flexibility has to exist to prevent overharvest when environmental conditions become unfavorable.
But in natural systems, processes do not exist on all possible spatial and temporal
scales of change; they are generally correlated — short time-scale processes usually occur at
small spatial scales, whereas long-term processes usually occur at large spatial scales (Steele
1985). For example, small-scale weather events can change in a few days while changes in
climate usually take decades or centuries. However, there are very important exceptions to
this general rule. Some economic processes that are global, such as fluctuations in prices or
exchange rates, can also change in a few days or months. Similarly, large-scale oceanic mixing processes can potentially change relatively quickly (in less than a decade, Manabe and
Stouffer 1995). These exceptions that lead to rapid changes have significant implications for
fisheries management agencies, the industry, and fishing-dependent communities. Therefore,
managers, industry, and coastal communities should anticipate and plan for possible rapid
changes in global processes. For instance, it is inappropriate for the fishing industry to make
long-term investment decisions based on the average amount of fish caught over the last
five years because the productivity of fish can change rapidly and by large amounts.

3. Irreversibility
Changes in factors that affect fisheries can result in irreversible changes in the biology
of fish. For example, extended periods of poor oceanographic conditions or excessive
harvests may reduce the abundance of a fish stock to a point where it is unable to recover,
even if oceanographic conditions improve or if fishing is eliminated. Similarly, changes in
the species composition of fish communities caused by climate change or selective harvesting can also be irreversible. Therefore, managers and users of fisheries should not assume
that the abundance and harvest of a depleted stock of fish will return to its previous state
even if the cause of the decline is eliminated. Management and investment plans should
consider the possibility that such changes in fish stocks may be permanent. Even if these
changes are only for several decades (as shown by the sardine scale data in Fig. 3.11), this
downturn may be too long for industry to withstand.
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Many other processes discussed in this chapter are irreversible, at least in the short
term, and participants in fisheries should consider this possibility. This is particularly true
for global processes such as the integration of world markets or liberalization of trade. However, local changes in administrative arrangements or organizational structures appear to be
more reversible (although their past effects on resources may not be). For example, responsibility for managing inshore fisheries in the South Pacific island of Fiji has recently
reverted from a centralized management agency to local management authorities. Other processes, including most physical and biological processes and changes in consumer demand,
vary between years, frequently reversing direction but not in a controllable or predictable
manner.
4. Hard to detect

Changes in factors that affect fisheries are often difficult to identify because of natural
variability and our inability to measure fishery systems perfectly. Detectability of changes is
also made more difficult when the spatial or temporal scales of the change do not correspond to the spatial and temporal scales of sampling programs. For instance, long-term
trends in average global temperatures have been obscured by large between-year variations
in annual temperatures (IPCC 1996). This between-year variation also obscures relationships between temperature and biological processes such as growth rates, precluding a clear
understanding of the potential consequences of long-term trends in temperatures. Economic
and social changes, such as changes in technology, markets, or the socio-economic structures of coastal communities are also variable over space and time, making them difficult to
detect until after large changes have occurred.
This difficulty in detection of changes creates problems for managers and users of fish.
When changes in technology leading to increased harvesting capacity are not noticed or
acted on by management agencies, catches in the short term may be higher than anticipated.
Conversely, a change in ocean conditions may increase productivity of fish. If this increase
in productivity is not detected, catches of fish may be smaller than they could have been if
the change in productivity was noticed and incorporated into management plans. In either
case, the inability to detect many processes of change can result in incorrect management or
investment decisions and can prevent the sustainable harvest of fish stocks.

Conclusions
This chapter has demonstrated that a main characteristic of Canadian marine fishery
systems is that they are dynamic, not static, because many biological, physical, economic,
and socio-political processes undergo changes. Some of these changes occur rapidly and
lead to large year-to-year variability, whereas others occur slowly or persist for long periods
in new conditions. Some processes of variability and change interact. For example, the reduction in mean size of fish populations resulting from fishing tends to make stocks more
vulnerable to unfavorable environmental conditions. These pervasive sources of variability
and change in fishery systems create uncertainties not only about future conditions, but also
about interpretations of past events. The next chapter discusses the implications of these
uncertainties.

Chapter 4. Uncertainty and Risk
Introduction
Our knowledge of the physical, biological, economic, and socio-political components
of fisheries is limited, partly due to their complexity and partly to the change and variability
over time inherent in such systems (Chapter 3). The resulting uncertainty is pervasive, has
always been present, and has direct implications for management of living marine resources
and for the response to change by human institutions and coastal communities. Uncertainty
in any component of fisheries systems can potentially affect other components through the
complex linkages described in Chapter 3 (Fig. 3.2). For example, uncertainty about the potential effects of climate change on winds, currents, and water temperature or survival rates
of fish stocks necessarily results in uncertainty in forecasted trends in abundance of fish
populations and hence in appropriate harvest levels. These uncertainties also affect investment or other economic decisions. Uncertainty in how harvesters will respond to management measures adopted in response to a changing environment can lead to ineffective
regulations that may fail to achieve the desired objectives, resulting in adverse impacts on
fish resources and the human communities dependent on them.
Chapter 3 discussed how various sources of change and variability in economic, sociopolitical, biological, and physical processes interact to create uncertainties. These changes
can be thought of as causing natural, inherent variability (stochasticity) in fishery systems.
In this chapter, we first discuss two other fundamental sources of uncertainty: structural uncertainty and measurement error. Structural uncertainty refers to the lack of knowledge
about how processes in fishery systems work; for instance, this uncertainty reduces the ability to forecast responses of fishermen to regulations. Measurement error includes limits to
the empirical information available for fishery systems, as well as the precision and accuracy with which economic, biological, social, and physical components are measured. Here
we use "measurement" in the most general sense of gathering data and estimating quantities.
In fishery systems, this is done in most cases through sampling programs that collect data at
specified times and places. For logistical and economic reasons, the number of such samples
is limited but the statistical design of sampling programs attempts to ensure that the samples
reflect the full system. "Precision" refers to the repeatability of successive estimates of a
specific measurement quantity; the more similar each successive value is, the more precise
the estimate is (note that a "quantity" may also change for other reasons). A fundamentally
different aspect of measurement, "accuracy," refers to how close an estimate is to the "true"
value. A method of estimating the annual mortality rate of fish due to fishing, for example,
may be relatively precise if many estimates by the same method on the same population
come close to the same value, but the mean estimated mortality rate may be biased low (underestimated) if, for example, sampling did not take into account the fish discarded at sea.
Variability due to intrinsic stochasticity is unavoidable, although we may be able to uncover some causes of this type of uncertainty. Uncertainty due to inaccurate measurements
or sampling variability can, in principle, be reduced to some extent by improvements in
technology, statistical design, or increases in sampling effort. Similarly, we can expect advancement in our understanding of the structure and dynamics of the system with increased
study and accrual of information, leading to a reduction in structural uncertainty.
Regardless of their sources, these uncertainties translate directly into risks in resource
management (see Box 4.1). After discussing this topic, we then go on to describe possible
approaches to risk assessment (estimating their probability and magnitude) and risk
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management (how to make decisions in the presence of uncertainties and risk). Recognizing

and coping with uncertainty requires a different way of viewing fishery systems from the
traditional approach. In particular, our perspective must change from one based on point
predictions of the effects of environmental variability, management actions, or institutional
change to forecasts described in terms of probabilities of different possible outcomes. This
requires a change in the way in which scientific advice is formulated and conveyed. We will
see that scientific advice in support of fishery management is increasingly being cast in a
probabilistic framework and that proper use and interpretation of information on uncertainties and risks requires participatory decision making by everyone involved in fisheries.

Box 4.1. What is Risk?
People generally define risk intuitively as the chance (or probability) of "some bad
aSSOSSOFS frequently define it by taking into account both
the probabilities of diffèrent events occurring (good or bad) and the associated magnitudes of
the effects. Such IlleatilliCS of risk are important because, for instance, they indicate for dec,isibiymakCiS that even though there might be only a 10% chance of causing a fi sh population
to'go extinct with a given management regulation, the magnitude of that loss might make that
,regulation unacceptable. Thus, estimates of risk must take into account both components
the probabilities and consequences of events.

eyent happening." However, risk

Sources of uncertainty
Uncertainty arises at several points in the dynamics of fishery systems (ellipses in
Fig. 4.1, which we discuss below). In our conception, a "fishery system" includes physical,
biological, economic, and social components, all of which change through time (Chapter 3).
However, our observations do not perfectly reflect the "natural system" because data are
collected by sampling a subset of variables and data are subject to natural variability and
measurement error (Fig. 4.1). We also commonly collect data on numbers of fishing licenses, sizes of boats, and tonnage, as well as numbers of fish of given ages in the catch.
Methods of analysis attempt to synthesize such data into estimates of variables and parameters that describe some measure (e.g., abundance of spawning stock or number of fishing
vessels of a certain size) or processes of change (survival and growth rate of fish). However,
errors in estimating such quantities are inherent in any method of estimation. Furthermore,
our models (whether conceptual or quantitative) are always uncertain about the structure of
the system (e.g., the mechanisms causing prices to change or the fish stock-recruitment relationship). This structural uncertainty can thus lead indirectly to incorrect choices by decision makers in industry and management agencies.
Analyses of data and models produce information that feeds into the decision-making
process, where management objectives are taken into account and where another source of
uncertainty occurs due to inclusion of difficult-to-quantify tradeoffs. The translation of the
regulatory policy into specific tactical regulations is usually imperfect and may not achieve
the desired goal. Furthermore, due to uncertain human behavior, the outcome of such specific tactical regulations is not clearly predictable because of the uncertainties of noncompliance and implementation error on the fishing grounds.
An additional source of uncertainty in fishery systems is the prospect of environmental,
ecological, economic, social, and political change. In particular, our understanding of the
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Fig. 4.1. Generalized scheme for flow of information in a fishery system, along with sources of
uncertainty (shown as ellipses).
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factors structuring these systems depends on observations of past behavior in response to
changes in their various components. Because the past may no longer offer a reliable guide
to future responses in the presence of environmental or other forms of change, an increase
in uncertainty must be anticipated and effectively integrated into the decision-making process.
We discuss these sources of uncertainty for each of the major components of fishery
systems: physical, biological, and human. The main purpose of this discussion is to identify
the nature and extent of uncertainties and to make it clear that problems in fisheries do not
solely arise from one source of uncertainty. Furthermore, this examination of sources of uncertainty helps identify some principles for dealing effectively with them, which will be described in Chapter 5.

Physical components

Measurement error
There is always some uncertainty associated with any oceanic measurement. However,
for most physical measurements, such errors are small relative to the measured value. Water
properties at a specific location can, in general, be measured with great precision and accuracy. Thus, temperature, for example, can be measured very precisely and accurately to
±0.001°C, while density can be measured to 0.001 kg/m3 . Other oceanographic parameters,
such as those related to currents, cannot be measured as accurately or precisely.
However, a single accurate measurement of temperature does not tell us much about
the ocean outside of some relatively small radius. It is therefore quite common to have
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insufficient data to adequately map out water properties over large spatial scales, such as
tens or hundreds of kilometres. It is often necessary to interpolate between measurements
spread out in space. However, water properties are so heterogeneous that a map of these
properties can be quite inaccurate, even though the individual point measurements are quite
good. Therefore, the ocean is unlike the atmosphere, where wind, temperature, and pressure
measurements made at a single point are often representative of air masses spread over hundreds of kilometres.
Structural uncertainty
In making predictions of the physical ocean, uncertainty also arises because of the
character of our physical models. These models are usually initialized with data that are relevant for a limited period (days to weeks). The models drift away from their initialization
because they cannot adequately represent the small-scale non-linear processes that control
circulation and water properties. Nonetheless, oceanic models have improved greatly in the
past ten years and are increasingly useful in application to biological problems (Kendall et
al. 1996). Over very short time scales (minutes to hours), we may have reasonable precision
and accuracy over very large spatial scales. For longer time scales, the spatial envelope of a
given level of precision may shrink considerably. The "conveyor-belt system" of ocean circulation discussed in Chapter 3 is a good example of the uncertainty that arises over longer
time scales due to the structural complexity of oceanographic processes and their resulting
dynamics. Our modelling capability is most uncertain at small spatial scales and long time
scales. Failure to adequately represent non-linear processes, friction, and mixing is behind
both the temporal and spatial scale limitations (Kowalik and Murty 1993; Lynch and Davies
1995).
Nonetheless, the major physical oceanographic processes are well enough described by
existing models that they are reasonably successful at forecasting the qualitative character of
the ocean, as averaged over larger space and shorter time scales (Mann and Lazier 1996).
For instance, on the west coast of Canada, partially successful forecasts have been made
several months in advance of when a general region-wide condition of unusually warm water will prevail as a result of an El Nino-Southern Oscillation event. This is important for
fish because such warm waters are usually relatively poor in food for Canadian pelagic fish
and rich in predators of those fish, leading to reductions in survival rates.
Biological components

Measurement error
Our uncertainty is greater for almost all biological quantities than for physical variables
such as temperature and salinity. We can be quite confident about the accuracy of specific
measurements made about individual fish (e.g., length and weight), but accuracy and precision are typically poorer for estimates of abundance or survival rates for populations of fish
in the ocean. The resulting uncertainty results from the greater difficulty inherent in making
biological measurements. Direct sampling using nets is usually necessary, with resulting
limitations in resolution, potential biases associated with technique, and inefficiencies of effort due to high costs (very few measurements can be made). Further complicating the sampling and increasing the uncertainty is the well-known patchiness of marine organisms. An
estimate of fish abundance in a small region is almost impossible to extrapolate without additional corroborative information.
As noted in Chapter 2, estimates of population abundance of exploited marine species
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are typically derived using methods such as sequential population analysis on age-structured
catch data or by fishery-independent monitoring programs. Abundance estimates for the
most recent years of such analyses are more uncertain. In many instances, research vessel
survey indices are used to calibrate the sequential population analysis. Sampling error in the
research vessel survey index therefore translates into imprecise total population estimates
derived by sequential population analysis. Measurement mors on fish abundances are thus
typically large. It is common for the confidence intervals on abundance' measurements of
this type to range from one half to double the mean estimated abundance (Sissenwine et al.
1983). Such imprecision means that it can be difficult to identify in a timely manner either
increasing or decreasing trends in abundance over time, let alone to identify causes of observed trends.
Nevertheless, for many major fish stocks, management agencies have found an appropriate balance between costs of sampling and numbers of samples. It is commonplace to
find sampling programs that are both extensive (spatially) and intensive (numbers of samples, as well as frequency of sampling within fishing seasons). An example of the latter is
the weekly or even daily update of estimates of abundance and composition of harvests in
mixed-stock salmon fisheries on the Pacific coast (Woodey 1987). As a result of this process and despite the sources of imprecision and bias described above, estimates of abundance have been sufficiently good to allow within-season adjustment of harvesting
regulations to permit meeting spawning abundance targets. In some cases, these procedures
have been able to rebuild abundances, e.g., the Horsefly River sockeye salmon stock on the
Fraser River, B.C. Furthermore, for marine fish populations, we can generally forecast reasonably well their mean behavior and trends, at least over the short term. These mean, qualitative trends require changes in management strategies for changing productivity in ways
that harder-to-forecast, shorter term, random fluctuations will not.
Structural uncertainty
Uncertainty in biological measurements contributes to limitations on our knowledge of
the structure of biological processes in the ocean. For biological systems there exists nothing comparable to the well-accepted dynamical equations of physical oceanography. For instance, there is often considerable uncertainty about the shape of relationships between
variables such as spawner abundance and reproductive success and about the existence, or
relative importance, of links between environmental measures and fish survival rate. Indeed
the characteristically high variability in recruitment has led some scientists to conclude (erroneously) that there is no relationship between adult population size and resulting recruitment (for a recent example, see Gilbert 1997). Clearly such a stance will very likely lead to
risk-prone harvesting policies (such as the reduction of spawning stocks to extremely low
levels). Aside from the problems of natural variability, short data series, and measurement
error, another reason for the uncertain structure of models of fish populations is that biological systems are characterized by lags, non-linearities, age structure, and threshold phenomena, as well as considerable variation among individual fish within a population, let alone
an aquatic community. This structural complexity creates complex dynamic behavior, where
several different future levels of abundance are possible. Furthermore, information on
interspecific interactions (predator—prey and competitive interactions) and the relationship
between organisms and their environment (habitat) can also be difficult and expensive to
obtain, making it hard to properly parameterize relationships in biological models.
The diversity of marine biological systems also adds to this structural and dynamic
complexity. For instance, in coastal upwelling zones, species such as sardines and anchovies
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perform similar functional roles in terms of energy flow in the communities and may
compensate to some extent for changes in abundance of the other species. Thus, disturbances that reduce abundance of one species may have less effect on the overall functioning
of the community than might be expected. In this case the biological diversity of a community can lead to unexpected responses and can enhance the community's resilience to disturbance. In stark contrast to this, there are other species that perform such a dominant role,
that if their abundance is changed due to natural or human causes, they can greatly affect
the biological structure of their communities. Sea otters are one example; they eat sea urchins, which in turn eat kelp, amidst which some pelagic fishes spawn or live year-round.
Reductions in abundance of sea otters can lead to unexpected, counterintuitive changes (increase in sea urchins and destruction of kelp beds) (Estes et al. 1978). A similar major effect
of sea urchins was found on the Atlantic coast (Johnson and Mann 1988) when a disease
caused their rapid decrease in abundance, while kelp beds, which they had previously
grazed down, recovered. Thus, while evidence is accumulating that biological diversity may
enhance a community's persistence (Naeem et al. 1994), such diversity also creates considerable uncertainty on the part of scientists and managers about the structure of communities,
as well as their dynamics.
Nevertheless, there are numerous useful models of fish populations and communities
that serve as forecasting tools and these are continually being refined and used effectively in
management of fisheries (Ricker 1975; Gulland 1983; Hilbom and Walters 1992). For marine fishes, they can provide reasonably good short-term forecasts (the next 1 to 3 years) of
population dynamics and responses to management regulations. However, longer-term forecasts are not as reliable.
A more insidious form of structural uncertainty in recruitment processes can be identified in cases where there are "multiple stable states" for abundances. Peterman (1977) and
Steele and Henderson (1984) showed that recruitment dynamics characterized by
depensatory processes (high mortality rate at low abundance due to predation) can lead to
sudden changes in abundance. Such changes create serious consequences for both the resource and for the human communities dependent on it. If the depensatory character of the
recruitment dynamics is unrecognized, depressing the adult population below some threshold level will result in a sudden collapse in recruitment with little or no warning. Even if the
depensatory nature of the system is recognized, there may be considerable uncertainty about
the position of the lower threshold level, thus creating extra risk.
Systematic errors that arise because of misspecification of key parameters or because
of incomplete model structures (e.g., ignoring predation effects) also have critical effects on
forecasts. Multispecies extensions of sequential population analysis have been implemented
in intensively studied regions such as the North Sea and it has been found that the mortality
rates attributable to predation are typically higher than the natural mortality rates employed
in most single-species analyses for the younger age-classes. In such cases, single-species
analyses produce an underestimate of the abundance of these age groups. In general, specification of the natural mortality rate of exploited marine species is difficult because undisturbed populations subject only to natural sources of loss are now uncommon and direct
measurement is difficult or impossible. As a result, most analyses use a constant natural
mortality rate and repeat calculations for different assumed rates. However, the choice of the
natural mortality rate used in analytical methods such as sequential population analysis has
a dramatic impact on the estimates of total population size and fishing mortality (Lapointe
et al. 1989); populations can be overestimated if the estimated natural mortality rate is too
high.
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In a broader ecosystem context, changes in fundamental production characteristics (role
of various species in the community) will necessarily affect the sustainable levels of
exploitation for a fishery system as a whole (Chapter 3). Further, to the extent that environmental change induces fundamental structural changes in marine ecosystems (e.g., through
changes in species distribution patterns, species composition, food web structure, or in energetic pathways), current understanding of population, community, and ecosystem processes
may be insufficient to predict future response patterns.
Human systems: the economic and socio-political components
Measurement error
Issues related to measurement en -or are also important factors within economic and
socio-political subsystems of fisheries. Morgenstern (1963, p. 7) notes that "...at least all
sources of error that occur in the natural sciences also occur in the social sciences ... the
statistical problems of the social sciences cannot possibly be less serious than those of the
natural sciences. Indeed, the situation is far more serious ..." For instance, it may be difficult to extrapolate observed behaviors across entire groups of fishermen, government decision makers, or shoreworkers based on a few samples. Furthermore, interview coverage will
be limited by the funds available to conduct, analyze, and interpret information on prices
and costs, thereby reducing precision of the estimates for these basic economic variables. In
addition, biases may occur because harvesters and others involved in fishery systems may
misreport catch data inadvertently or purposely. They may also be unwilling to provide information on important economic measures. In general, administrative data gathered for
management purposes are not appropriately organized to serve as observations for purposes
of research aimed at understanding the relationships underlying social and economic systems.
Measurement error comes from two sources, one where some variable is not measured
at all and the other where the variable is measured but in some imprecise or biased manner.
Relative to the biological and physical components of fisheries, many fewer measures of
economic and especially socio-political components tend to be made. For instance, there is
currently a lack of data on several key variables that are important for evaluating what social and economic effects proposed regulations will have. We lack sufficient data on where
license holders live, what strategies multiple license holders use (e.g., emphasizing fishing
on salmon as opposed to herring), and how the predominant "share system" between vessels
owners and crew is shifting in response to new policies. In addition, we lack data on fishing
effort and harvests that do not pass through the "official" market.
In other cases, certain data are collected but are not sufficiently analyzed to provide
clear indications of effects of new management regulations. Examples include the views of
fishermen on how much owner—operators should be favored in granting licenses over other
types of owners, the frequency of different categories of multiple license holders, and levels
and types of debt held by fishermen. When such data are collected, they suffer from relatively large measurement error due to small sample sizes and the diversity of human behaviors over space, time, and individuals. Similarly, although management policies can greatly
affect the economic viability and social stability of coastal communities, it is difficult to
estimate how dependent communities are on fishing. Employment statistics by occupation
do not accurately reflect the diversity and seasonality of occupations and thus are prone to
error. The complete lack of certain kinds of economic and social data, combined with limitations on other data, also makes it very difficult to measure accurately the complex and
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multifaceted impacts of humans on the ecological system. Intangible assets such as social or
cultural capital, as well as more tangible but still priceless natural capital are widely
recognized to be crucial attributes of the ecosystem we study; however, no data are systematically collected on them and even in the case of natural capital, monitoring efforts are sporadic at best. Full assessment of the environmental risks arising from contemplated action is
therefore rarely possible (see also Box 4.2 below).
Structural uncertainty in social and economic systems
Structural uncertainty affects efforts to model economic and social components of fishery systems. For example, the shape of the production function (e.g., relating the eventual
harvest to fishing effort and other inputs) or the demand curve (relating demand to price)
cannot be known with accuracy. In many instances, economic models are integrated with biological submodels and the economic outputs are subject to all of the uncertainties in the
underlying biological structure.
Lack of any empirical foundation from which to anticipate the behavioral response of
individuals or groups to unanticipated events or to policy interventions is a particularly unfortunate feature of much of fisheries policy analysis. It not only generates the same sorts of
irreducible uncertainty as arises from the complexity of natural systems, but leads as well to
reliance on predictions from highly simplified theories of individual behavior. For instance,
disagreements among economists about the incentives that drive the behavior of humans involved in fisheries (e.g., Pearse and Wilen 1979; Copes 1997) will persist undiminished until the question can be clarified to some extent through empirical testing.
A major source of structural uncertainty lies in the fact that, while there have been excellent "one time" studies of the socio-political structure and dynamics of Canadian fisheries (e.g., Marchak et al. 1987), they tend not to be incorporated into regular decision-making
processes. Hence, processes that link the socio-political components of fishery systems to
other components are not normally taken explicitly into account. More generally, Lindblom
and Cohen (1979) underline the extent to which all knowledge and science are embedded in
a complex social and political order about which research and analysis can never speak authoritatively. Wynne (1992) argues for recognition of ignorance and indeterminacy in human
systems as generating new kinds of inevitable uncertainty, not simply broader bands of imprecision that might be narrowed through further research.

Responses to uncertainty
As noted, uncertainty creates risks. It is instructive to examine the three general ways
in which people respond to the presence of uncertainty. The first is to ignore uncertainties.
This involves decision makers (be they government managers, scientists, members of fishing industry, or individual fishermen) taking the best estimates of all parameters and state
variables, assuming that they are correct, and acting accordingly. This tactic reflects the
common approach where scientists are pushed to give a single answer, rather than a range of
possible answers, which would more appropriately reflect the inherent uncertainty. This tactic also reflects situations where decision makers do not consider the scientific information,
either because it is lacking or because it is not well-understood.
A second approach is to take uncertainties into account qualitatively. This approach
manifests itself in four different ways. (a) Use uncertainty as a reason to maintain the status
quo and not to deal with the concern at hand. For instance, argue against the reduction of
emissions of greenhouse gases in the face of uncertainty about climate change. (b) Use uncertainty to justify a strong response to the concern at hand by applying the precautionary
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principle. For example, don't allow any dumping of wastes in the North Sea. (c) Use uncertainty to justify a moderate response to the concern at hand, i.e., take a guarded or
precautionary approach. For instance, allow harvesting but use some arbitrarily set safety
margin, for example, 25-50% reduction in harvesting quotas on groundfish in B.C. (d) Use
uncertainty to justify optimism, i.e., adopt an aggressive approach to intervention in natural
systems. For instance, select the upper bound on an estimate of stock abundance when
choosing a catch quota.
A third approach is to take uncertainties into account quantitatively through formal
methods such as risk assessment or decision analysis. These methods often involve assigning a probability to each potential state of nature (and its consequences) and then using
these probabilities as "weightings" on the possible outcomes to calculate the average, "expected" result, as well as various other measures of outcome relevant to risks. Risk assessments and decision analyses can be carried out taking into account whatever management
objective and whatever degree of risk aversion managers desire.
None of the above analytical approaches is the best option in all situations and some
are not appropriate in any situation. In particular, it should be noted that these methods of
formal decision analysis may not be appropriate in cases where there is considerable uncertainty that cannot be quantified or even categorized and where risks are large. This is because decision analysis requires the analyst to specify a range of hypothesized values of
parameters or range of relationships, which are then weighted in some way, usually based
on field data. However, these methods have considerable potential for use in fishery systems; in contemporary fisheries management, efforts are being made to structure decisionmaking processes to deal more explicitly and effectively with uncertainty and risk. Therefore, in the next sections we explore briefly the ways in which lack of knowledge about natural and human systems might result in errors created or transmitted through management
processes.
For convenience, we organize the discussion below around a decision cycle which begins with risk assessment (identification, characterization, and analysis of risks and consequences, with some assessment and evaluation of consequences and tradeoffs among them)
and then move on to risk management (identification and appraisal of possible actions and
selection of a preferred action from among them) and finally to implementation of the preferred action and monitoring of the results.
In particular it is important to note that in human systems and certainly in fisheries
management, action is usually taken in an organizational context, implemented through the
concerted efforts of many individuals. These individuals may be part of a single agency or
organization with well-established executive authority; more likely they will be spread over
many organizations, contract agencies, co-management groups, corporate enterprises, vessel
crews, and individual actors. In any case, unlike physical or biological systems, these entities pursue their own purposes and implementation of decisions can only be accomplished
through a chain of action which enlists the cooperation of all the individuals involved from
executive agencies out to vessels on the sea.
Risk assessment: appraising the effect of uncertainty

Risk perceptions
When scientific evidence and decision analysis are mobilized in support of a group decision, it is necessary to recognize that data, uncertainties, and risks will be differently perceived and interpreted by different individuals (Fischhoff et al. 1978; Kahneman and
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Tversky 1979). Typically, public perceptions of risk tend to differ from expert rankings or
estimates of risks calculated from data (Slovic 1987). Thus, some interactive process of reconciliation and synthesis of beliefs and perceptions may be necessary, with decision analysis
perhaps employed to make clear the implications of alternative views (Lindblom and Cohen
1979; Raiffa 1982). Further, this interactive process must take into account, in effect, uncertainties surrounding the realization of decisions themselves. For example, although the information emerging from decision analysis may lead to development of consensus around a
desired harvest level in a fisheries management setting, that harvest level is something no
individual or group can directly control. Thus, uncertainty must be addressed not only analytically but also procedurally, through interactive processes which seek a synthesis of disparate views and beliefs about the nature and state of the system, reconciliation of
perceptions of uncertainties and risks which may not correspond to statistical evidence, and
consensus around the appropriate responses to risks, given differing distributions of costs
and benefits associated with each possible outcome. In other words, risk assessment is not
just a "technical" matter of making calculations, but is very much a process involving human interactions. It is inextricably linked to judgments about appropriate responses or in
other words to risk management, the subject of a later section.
Valuation problems
Ideally, before some activity such as harvesting of fish or disturbance of habitat is pursued, the various ramifications of the activity should be fully evaluated to account for a
wide range of potential effects. For example, the cost of a hydroelectric dam should in principle include not only the cost of materials and labor for construction and operation, but
also, for example, some measure of the impacts on salmon stocks, as well as the ecological
effects of fl ooding habitat, and changes in the carbon budget as new areas are flooded and
decompose, giving off carbon dioxide. Unfortunately, both conceptual and logistical
problems make it difficult if not impossible to measure such impacts. Resource economists
have developed methods for estimating the non-market value of such environmental effects
in order to permit decision makers to incorporate at least some of them more fully into decisions, but the attempts are controversial (see Box 4.2).

Box 4.2. Valuing Environmental Risks
As Knetsch (1993) observes, "These are interesting times for resource and environmental valuation ... While the enthusiasm for valuations has perhaps never been stronger, the evidence that we may indeed be getting misleading answers to the wrong question is pervasive."
On one hand, the demand for valuation estimates has grown, particularly in the U.S.,
not just in project appraisal and policy analysis, but from litigation and negotiation to establish compensation for environmental harm. As one response, in the aftermath of the Exxon
Valdez accident, Congress assigned responsibility for development of a method for assessment of environmental costs to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, which
developed its "Blue Ribbon Panel Guidelines" (NOAA 1992) which now serve vvidely as a
handbook for practitioners. More generally, researchers such as Costanza et al. (1997) insist
on the necessity of valuing ecological services in an ever more comprehensive fashion,
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seeking estimates of the value of ecological systems comparable in scope to economic indicators such as gross domestic product.'
On the other hand, a variety of critics point to emp'irical evidence of serious limitations
to such efforts. Two key concerns are cited, beyond the perennial difficulties associated with
the discounting of future benefits Or costs, whether environmental or otherwise. The first is
the apparent systematic disparity between valuations of gains or losses, signaled by consistent discrePancieS between estimates of Willingness to pay (WTP) for potential gains and
willingness to accept compensation (WTA) for potential losses. The second concern is growing evidence that the overwhelmingly most pdpular method for assigning monetary values,
the contingent valuation method (CVM), yields estimates which are unlikely to be the measures of economic values they are intended to be (Knetsch 1993).
Faced with this dilemma, some observers suggest procedural alternatives. Blore (1996)
suggests that "Contingent valuation may be valuable to decision makers not because it gives
good answers to questions about the valuation of the environment, but because it has merits
as a process within a policy-making framework." These merits include forcing policy-makers
and the public to be iniaginative about options in a Context which builds in the problems of
risk and concepts of subjective risk. Gregory et al. (1996) suggest processes that "offer promise of yielding information superior to the valuation numbers provided by more traditional
methods." One would be to focus on the concerns of a small group of people selected to be
representative of the key interests potentially affected by a proPosed action; a second would
rely on a small group of people convened as a "values jury"; the third centers on the derivation of a "damage schedule" providing scaled rankings of the relative importance (rather than
impossible-to-measure absolute values) of various environmental harms.
As Pimm (1997) notes, however, there are also many critics (e.g., Sagoff 1997) of the
whole enterprise of environmental valuation who believe' that it presses policy formation toward a misguided consequential approach based on calculation in a situation where only an
ethical and rules-based approach can offer a legitimate fottndation for decision. With or without explicit valuation efforts, this literature again underlines the facts that decisions about environmental harm or the value of ecological services 'cannot be considered technical matters
or confined to expert judgment and that there is considerable uncertainty'about consequences
of actions.

Specification errors in policy formation
Measurement errors and structural uncertainties or broader indeterminacy in social and
economic systems may lead to a variety of errors in policy making, generally referred to as

"specification errors." For instance, an incorrect understanding of the social structure in a
fishery (based on the structural uncertainties described above) may lead to management
measures that produce catch allocations or changes in resource access that are contrary to
societal objectives. An example might be the measures to achieve reduction of fleets and
fishing effort on Canada's west and east coasts, which, apparently unintentionally, have led
to a reallocation of quota and fishing rights away from smaller communities toward corporate and (or) urban interests. It may be argued that this result is unlikely to achieve the balance of objectives desired by Canadian society.
Measurement errors may result in an inability to achieve exactly target levels of yield or
exploitation. For example, consider catch quotas, which are often set based on a preseason
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forecast of abundance. To the extent that the estimated preseason abundance differs from actual abundance, the quota will be misspecified with respect to the management objective. The
higher the uncertainty in the estimated abundance, the higher the probability that the management objective will not be met. Rosenberg and Brault (1993) show that this problem is particularly severe when the error in estimation is linked to the abundance of the stock. In other
situations, errors in estimation of catch will result in errors in forecasting and hence in implementation.
Implementation error in fishery management systems
In addition to the uncertainties described above with respect to the social and economic
components of fishery systems, we can also identify uncertainties and consequent "implementation errors" associated with implementing management programs or with the human
response to regulatory controls (Rosenberg and Restrepo 1994).
In conventional regulatory approaches to management, such implementation errors may
be due to a lack of understanding on the part of managers of the behavior of fishermen and
a consequent failure to incorporate an allowance for such behavior in designing management measures. This can be reflected in many ways. Managers in a salmon fishery may incorrectly predict the "behavioral response" of fishermen to a fishery opening in a particular
location, possibly leading to under- or over-harvesting. Changes in policy or in management
systems may produce uncertain responses by fishermen, including the possibility of resistance among harvesters (non-compliance with regulations). This may appear through illegal
activity of various sorts, including misreporting of catches and other fishery-based information, resulting in a failure to see policy objectives fulfilled, and a general degradation of the
information base used to make management decisions in the future. For example, Kearney
(1984) reported large underreporting of catch by holders of seine quotas in the Bay of
Fundy herring fishery. Similarly, in New England, the imposition of catch quotas designed
to promote stock recovery in the initial years following the implementation of extended jurisdiction was extremely unpopular among harvesters. Widespread civil disobedience, misreporting of catches (both species identity and location caught), and cheating were
documented (Peterson and Smith 1982).
In addition to errors produced in the immediate fishery management process, implementation errors can be expected at a system-wide level. This is due to the fact that implementation involves an extraordinarily long chain of action through legislation (possibly),
regulatory initiative, administrative measures, out into related agencies and field offices,
into remote regions, and finally into the conduct of individuals exercising their own individual discretion in making personal decisions from moment to moment on fishing vessels
(Calista 1994; Dobell 1998). It is hardly surprising that a policy goal formulated in a central
agency may be reinterpreted many times in the light of varying and changing circumstances
at different points in the system. The development of fishery policy involves high stakes,
possibly risking the irreversible loss of an irreplaceable component of a common human
heritage, productive fish stocks. It also involves the livelihood of the many individuals involved, who must be expected to pursue their own objectives and their own interpretation of
responsible behavior, not the abstract instruction of some distant office. We have discussed
various quantitative methods to assess risks and balance these contending interests in support of policy formulation. However, the procedures by which decisions are made, are also
crucial, as discussed below.
The need to achieve the commitment of all those involved in the implementation process has only recently been fully recognized in theory. It leads to emphasis on institutional
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design in addition to policy formation. In particular, it strongly suggests that fishermen
should be directly involved in the development of management strategies at an early stage.
It further indicates the need for well-defined rights and incentive structures designed to foster stewardship and conservation of the resource among user groups. This emphasis on the
importance of participatory mechanisms to build consensus and commitment and on the design of institutions to assure that the structure of incentive systems promotes, rather than
works against, individual compliance with agreed regulations and plans, provides the focus
and foundation for our later discussion of principles and strategies for sustainable fisheries.
It is important to emphasize the need for unforced voluntary commitment of individuals if policy intentions are to be realized in the uncertain, variable, and changing setting
which we have identified as the fundamental characteristic of fisheries systems. Beyond
concerns for the clarity of mandates and policies, the effectiveness of sanctions, or the accuracy of forecasts, there is the central importance of the perceived legitimacy of the process
by which policies and regulations are developed. If harvest levels are not perceived as legitimately derived or if government-set quotas are not considered appropriate by fishermen,
then full compliance with rules and realization of target catches is unlikely. So also is
achievement of a resilient, self-regulating system in which action can be adapted to new information on a continuing basis to achieve agreed upon objectives in changing circumstances.
Compensation mechanisms for individual risks
Within the framework of human institutions are many provisions that alter the magnitude of the consequences facing individuals in risky situations. In the face of pervasive uncertainty about both the underlying fish stocks and the external competitive setting, it is
difficult for individual participants in the system to separate short-term fluctuations from
longer-term trends, whether in catches, markets, or in economic outlook generally. Their decisions whether to increase or decrease their investment and their involvement (financial,
personal, or social) in fishing activities will depend on their assessment of uncertain future
outcomes. This assessment includes consideration of the consequences, or "payoffs," to
them individually associated with these outcomes. Their decisions also ought to take full account of the compensation mechanisms (private or social insurance, subsidies, other compensation payments) and transfer programs (Employment Insurance, special assistance for
mobility or retraining, etc.) that in some cases are contingent on the outcomes.
The design of such compensation programs is critical, at times involving fundamentally
unresolvable balancing acts. If short-term downturns or even collapse in stocks are signals
of enduring change, then labor and capital of all kinds (financial, physical, human, and social) should presumably be moved out of harvesting, processing, and other associated activities. There is no sense sustaining such labor and capital "on the sidelines" while waiting in
vain for recovery of fish stocks. However, this brings up the difficult-to-estimate value of
losses caused by people having to abandon their home or way of life. On the other hand, if
these observed developments are merely short-term fluctuations, then social provisions to
pool the risks and share the burden of temporary adverse contingencies should be justifiable
and compensation or transfer mechanisms help those affected to bridge the bad times. (Of
course, there may still be a debate about whether government support is required or whether
such "bridging" mechanisms should be paid for through a self-insurance fund that is paid
into by future beneficiaries during periods when economic revenues are large, as is commonly done in agriculture.)
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On the positive side, the presence of such compensation mechanisms has the effect of
cushioning the negative economic consequences of downturns and thus reducing risks (both
perceived and real) for corporations and individuals. This has the very important implication
of reducing the pressure for immediate harvests, since fishermen and plant workers are not
forced to obtain all their income from such harvests. If fish stocks are low, so that harvests
are poor, there may be greater use of compensation mechanisms and less threat of
overharvesting. However, on the negative side, compensation payments to firms may have
the effect of encouraging a "ratcheting up" (increasing harvesting capacity more in good
times than decreasing in bad times) of investment and harvesting capacity over many years,
even in the face of reduced catches and evidence of long-term stock declines (Caddy and
Gulland 1983). The likely prospect of compensation to firms and fishermen if things go
wrong may also work against appropriate precaution in their individual decisions. In the
case of labor, compensation programs to smooth over interruptions have a mixed result. By
deterring movement of people out of a fishery, they tend to maintain pressure by fishermen
on managers to harvest a declining or still depleted resource, with consequent increased biological risks of severe stock depletion. However, they also maintain a "critical mass" of people in coastal communities (by reducing out-migration). Finally, while compensation
mechanisms have a mixed impact on the various aspects of sustainability in fisheries, it is
certainly true that an adequate social support network, together with methods for pooling
risks and sharing costs, are essential to allow for adjustment of humans to changing circumstances in fisheries and in coastal communities. The various advantages and disadvantages
of compensation programs should thus be considered very seriously in terms of their impact
on biological, economic, and social risks.
Determining the balance between "smoothing" out fluctuations in economic gains and
encouraging change is a matter for judgment, not easily made and always highly contentious. Also, one must take into account the potential irreversibility of actions, not only for
the resource but also for resource-dependent communities in which the whole network of
community connections, personal networks, and social capital cannot be easily recreated
elsewhere (Ommer 1994; OECD 1981).
The debates on this issue of compensation programs and social support mechanisms are
too extensive to elaborate further here. But it is important to remember that however compensation payments and transfer programs are viewed, their presence has significant implications for the effectiveness of policy initiatives, the likelihood that policy intentions will be
faithfully implemented, and the appropriateness of future pressure placed on fish stocks.
Risk management: decision-making in the presence of risks

We have seen that uncertainty is pervasive in fishery systems. Gaps in knowledge of
the component systems or uncertainties in understanding their structures and their states
may be translated into errors in policy formation and in implementation, as just described.
How can we constructively deal with uncertainty and the attendant risks? This is the socalled risk-management step, as opposed to the risk assessment or risk analysis step (where
estimates of risks are made based on the uncertainties and their consequences). Here, we argue that to manage risks sensibly, we require some explicit framework to determine the implications of uncertainty in fishery systems and to guide management decisions.
Experience in dealing with risks explicitly has been gained by those making business
decisions, such as industry investing in new processing plants and by stock assessment
biologists who work with decision makers, among others. There is a growing literature on
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methods to represent uncertainties in environmental, biological, and even some economic
components (e.g., Helton and Burmaster 1996; Punt and Hilborn 1997; National Academy
of Sciences 1998). However, in most cases, there is an unfortunate lack of documentation
with regard to how risks have been dealt with in practical fishery situations. In the case of
gove rn ment management agencies, scientists pass on information about uncertainties to decision makers to varying degrees and then the decision makers use that information in some
way to make tradeoffs and evaluate options. Because of the lack of documentation, we can
report little on what has been done in fisheries risk management, except for some cases of
estimating stock abundance and evaluating management options. This lack of "transparency" of the process is one reason why there is a debate among some scientists about what
information is used by decision makers, how seriously uncertainties are acknowledged, and
how fisheries management could be improved (Stephenson and Lane 1995; Hutchings et al.
1997; Doubleday et al. 1997).
This section addresses the challenge of developing an appropriate response to uncertainties, leading to recommended management measures and harvest strategies. It then
considers uncertainties associated with implementing those recommended strategies and institutional arrangements and other measures designed to assure compliance with the implied
restrictions on individual action.
Fish stock assessment, uncertainties, and implications for management
Ferson and Ginzberg (1997) argue that the two principal sources of uncertainty (inherent variability and incomplete knowledge) must be treated in fundamentally different ways.
In instances where we can describe the inherent chance of obtaining a particular result,
probabilistic methods can be applied. These are the methods mainly used in stock assessment to account for uncertainties and risk when evaluating management options. In other
cases, where incomplete knowledge forces people to make various assumptions or choices
of inputs to the analysis, we may only be able to delimit the outcomes by using the extremes
in a sensitivity analysis.
Applications of formal risk assessment and decision analysis, which by definition include probabilistic approaches, are becoming increasingly common in evaluations of fish
stock abundance and management options (e.g., Walters 1981; Brown and Patil 1986;
Linder et al. 1987; Bergh and Butterworth 1987; Fogarty et al. 1992, 1997; Francis 1992;
Restrepo et al. 1992; Rosenberg and Restrepo 1994; Hilborn and Peterman 1996; Huppert
1996; Kirkwood and Smith 1996; Punt and Hilborn 1997). The symposium volumes edited
by Shepherd (1991) and Smith et al. (1993) contain excellent overviews of the applications
of risk analyses to problems in fishery management. Many expressions of risk are possible
depending on the choice of fishery management objectives. To provide a sense of the types
of risk analyses that have been conducted in fisheries, we provide several examples below.
These vignettes illustrate both the types of uncertainty and kinds of results that are possible.
A common problem in fisheries management is to estimate the tradeoff between harvest now and future risk for each of several management options. Restrepo et al. (1992) examined this type of problem for the northern cod off Newfoundland based on data up until
1990 and estimated that, for example, a total allowable catch of 210 thousand tonnes would
imply about a 15% chance of exceeding the target fishing mortality rate — which happened
to be the rate in the previous year (Fig. 4.2). They also estimated that an increase in total allowable catch to 220 thousand tonnes would result in a probability of 40% of exceeding the
target fishing mortality. Thus, in this case, a relatively small increase in TAC (total allowable catch) from 210 to 220 thousand tonnes resulted in almost a tripling of the probability
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Fig. 4.2. Cumulative probability (S-shaped curve) that the status quo fishing mortality rate target

will be exceeded under different total allowable catch (TAC) levels, and the foregone yield (curve
shown with its 95% confidence interval indicated by dashed lines) if a given TAC is used
(reprinted from Restrepo et al. 1992).
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of exceeding the target fishing mortality. Such a presentation allows managers to make a direct evaluation of the tradeoff between this particular type of risk and harvest. Of course,
this specific analysis says nothing about the probability of resource collapse for different
harvest rates, but such analyses have been done for other stocks.
Another challenge is to describe the uncertainty in estimates of fish stock abundance in
any year, given the numerous sources of uncertainty. It is possible to do this for sequential
population analysis (SPA), the most common method used to reconstruct past abundances of
fish stocks. In such analyses, the SPA is repeated a large number of times to specify the
probability of obtaining a particular estimate of population size or fishing mortality. Figure 4.3 shows a population trajectory (for abundance of age-5-and-above swordfish in the
Northwest Atlantic) with 95% confidence intervals.
In the absence of full information on fish stock dynamics, many fisheries scientists and
managers who wish to account for uncertainties and risks have suggested that a safety margin or adjustment be used to reduce harvest rates from some base case by an amount such as
20%, 30%, or even 50%. However, given all of the uncertainties in fish stock dynamics, it is
not clear whether such arbitrary amounts are sufficient to protect a stock from overharvest,
or too large (potential sustainable yield could be foregone in the latter case). Frederick and
Peterman (1995) examined the implications of various uncertainties and found that the optimal adjustment varied with the life history characteristics of the population and the type of
harvest policy (fixed escapement or fixed harvest rate). For example, for Atlantic menhaden,
a pelagic schooling species, the optimal harvest rate became increasingly conservative as
uncertainty in the stock abundance estimates increased (Fig. 4.4). Specifically, the optimal
uncertainty adjustment was a 20% reduction in harvest rate if the stock abundance estimate
was quite uncertain (coefficient of variation of 0.5), which generated a harvest 15% larger
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Fig. 4.3. Trajectory of estimated population abundance for age

5-year-old and above swordfish in
the Northwest Atlantic; 95% confidence intervals shown surrounding best estimates (Restrepo et

al. 1992).
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than if no adjustment for uncertainty had been made. However, this result applied only to
Atlantic menhaden; the optimal adjustment is stock-specific. Frederick and Peterman (1995)
concluded that uncertainty adjustments should be estimated for each individual species or
stock and that managers should not use blanket prescriptions about conservative harvest levels to account for uncertainty because such arbitrary levels could be suboptimal. These adjustments to management regulations to reflect uncertainty are a method for developing
precautionary "reference points" (see Box 4.3), which are becoming increasingly common
in the management of fishery systems (Smith et al. 1993).
Another challenge facing fishery managers is that for a given stock and year, the limiting fishing mortality rate (one that they do not want to exceed) is uncertain, as is the probability of not exceeding it with given regulations. Fogarty et al. (1997) examined this type of
situation for Georges Bank cod by simulating the effect of measurement error in population
estimates and variability in recruitment on the estimated limiting fishing mortality rate.
They then incorporated the variability in harvest rates and population size estimates derived
from sequential population analysis to determine whether the estimated fishing mortality
rates in a particular year (1993) exceeded the limiting level, given the uncertainty in each.
Figure 4.5 illustrates the estimated probability distributions of fishing mortality rate in 1993
(F93) and the distribution of estimated limiting fishing mortality rates (Frep). Although not
all sources of uncertainty were accounted for in this analysis, it is clear that the 1993 level
of fishing mortality had a high probability of substantially exceeding the limiting level for
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Box 4.3. Reference Points
A reference point is an estimated value derived through an'agreed upon scientific procedure, which corresponds to a state of the resource and of the fishery and which Can be used
as a guide for fisheries management. The two key categories of reference points are limit reference points (LRP) and target reference points (TRP). Both reference points are expressed in
terms of values of variables such as spawning stock biomass, harvest rate, or other measures.
Limit reference points are conditions that are, dangerous and should not be approached
closely, let alone exceeded. In contrast, 'target reference points represent reasonable goals or
objectives for management that have significantly less risk than LRPs (Caddy and Mahon
1995; Smith et al. 1993). These referenCe points can be considered precautionary to the extent that they are designed to maintain productive fish stocks in the face of the various pressures, uncertainties, and risks that characterize fisheries.
These concepts of reference points have been incoiporated into Annex II of the 1995
UN Agreement on Conservation and Management of Straddling Fish Stocks and Highly Migratory Fish Stocks (UN 1995).
Precautionary reference points should be stock-specific to account, among other things,"for
the reproductive capacity, the resilience of each stock, and the characteristics of fisheries exploiting the stock, as well as other sources of mortality and major sources of uncertainty" (UN 1995).
"Management strategies shall seek to maintain or restore populations of harvested
stocks, and where necessary, associated or dependent species, at levels consistent with previously agreed upon precautionary reference points. Such reference points shall be used to trigger preagreed [upon] conservation and management action. Management strategies shall
include measures which can be implemented when precautionary reference points are approached" (UN 1995).
For instance, some harvest rate that would generate a low abundance of a fish stock
may be recognized as too risky because of the high probability of reduced recruitment, so
this harvest rate would be a limit reference point, i.e., one to avoid. Fishery management
strategies should ,ensure that the probability of crossing limit reference points is very low. If
at some time, a stock has an unacceptable chance of crossing a limit reference point (e.g.,
harvest rate too high), conservation and management action should be initiated immediately
to facilitate recovery of the stoCk. Even better wciuld be a region associated with each LRP
such that if current estimated conditions enter that region, preagreed upon actions would be
taken immediately to avoid approaching the LRp any closer (Caddy and,Mahon 1995).
In contrast, one plausible target reference point, or management goal, would be a lower
harvest rate that would keep the stock at a moderately high abundance but would reduce the
average yield in return for a lower risk.'Fishery management strategies should ensure that
target reference points are not exceeded on average. The poorer the data, the farther a target
reference point should be from the limit reference point.
,

this stock. This means that the fishery was not likely to meet the objective that the limiting
fishing mortality rate, Frep, was designed to meet.
The examples considered above deal with the issue of uncertainty in measurements
concerning the status of fishery resources and the probability that management targets will
be met. Relatively few researchers (e.g., Rosenberg and Brault 1993) have dealt with the
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Fig. 4.4. Expected present economic value of cumulative catches of Atlantic menhaden for various
uncertainty adjustments to the deterministic harvest rate (the rate that would be applied if only
point estimates were used to choose management actions, thus ignoring uncertainties). The six
curves represent results for different uncertainties, or coefficients of variation (CV), in annual estimates of the stock abundance. Solid circles on each curve indicate the optimal uncertainty adjustment (i.e., the one that maximizes the expected present value of catch) for each CV. Each
uncertainty adjustment reflects an increase or decrease from the deterministic harvest rate (D) of
72%; e.g., applying an uncertainty adjustment of —20% resulted in an exploitation rate of 52%.
Adapted from Frederick and Peterman (1995).
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implementation error described earlier in this chapter, where the actual harvest rate achieved
differs from the target level due to various factors in the dynamics of harvesters. Such
analyses are a useful addition to the information on which decisions are based because they
quantify the potential risks associated with deviation from desired harvest rates.
As discussed above, we often have large uncertainties about the structure of the underlying dynamic processes in fish populations and the human communities dependent on
them. In fact, measurement error and natural variability in stock-recruitment data may be so
great that several qualitatively different shapes of stock-recruitment curves may explain the
data equally well, yet the different curves can make a substantial difference in recommended harvesting policies. To deal with such situations where there are qualitatively different states of nature possible in components of fishery systems, a formal decision analysis
can be used (Clemen 1996). This is where various hypotheses or parameter values (i.e.,
"states of the system") are specified, their probabilities are estimated, and the consequences
of these alternative states are explored. In the case noted above, there might be "structural
uncertainty" about the form of the stock-recruitment curve that underlies some stock's dynamics. Alternative forms could be considered explicitly in a decision analysis to determine
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Fig. 4.5. Probability distributions of the estimated "instantaneous" fishing mortality rate for 1993
(F93) and the limiting levels of fishing mortality (Frep) for Georges Bank cod (Fogarty et al.
1997). On the X-axis, a fishing mortality rate, F, of 0.5 results in a 39% harvest rate and F = 1
results in a 63% harvest rate.
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which management strategy would be optimal, given that uncertainty. Descriptions of this
general approach in a fisheries context have been provided (Walters 1981; Rothschild and
Heimbuch 1983; FAO 1995c; Punt and Hilborn 1997; Peterman et al. 1998b; Charles 1998).
Decision-making by industry in the presence of uncertainty
An example of the ramifications of uncertainty for industrial decision making is illustrated by the Western Australian rock lobster fishery system. The abundance of the post-larvae
settling inshore (related to the strength of ocean currents, Phillips et al. 1994a) has been successfully related to the catch of recruiting lobsters 3-4 years later. Forecasts of the catch based
on post-larval settlement indices have been used to guide investment decisions in the fishery
and to anticipate changes in regulations that might be necessary to protect the stock (Phillips
et al. 1994b). Uncertainty about how climate change might affect the relationship between
major current systems and transport of lobster larvae in this case could lead to a breakdown in
the prediction system used to monitor and manage this valuable fishery.
Social decisions and fisheries management policies in the presence of risks
Previous sections have outlined the many sources of unce rt ainty in fisheries systems
and have sketched some quantitative methods that have been developed to take into account
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this uncertainty. These methods help to clarify considerably the choices to be made on
harvest levels and fishing strategies. But these methods yield only clarification of tradeoffs
and choices, not final answers. While they enable data subject to errors and uncertainties to
be systematically analyzed in order to arrive at more summary information with estimated
degrees of confidence, no technical method can replace human judgment in making decisions. Interpretations of the underlying information can be processed, through the methods
mentioned above, to examine the implications of different harvest levels or management
policies in terms of cuiTent yields and probabilities of future reduction or collapse in stocks.
The inevitable balancing of risks — of estimated current benefits (in landed value, jobs, incomes, and other social benefits) against potential future benefits and declines in stocks
(not estimable precisely) — is not a scientific or analytical question, but calls for personal
or political judgment. Resolution of this balancing act is illuminated by better scientific
evidence, but ultimately requires a process of reconciling the perceptions and preferences
of the numerous stakeholders, each with independent and often conflicting interests in the
possible outcomes.
While we talk about uncertainty and risk in both the scientific and the institutional aspects of resource management, structural uncertainty poses particular challenges. There may
be indeterminacy in some components of fisheries, making it impossible to aspire to any
substantial understanding of their state and dynamics. In these situations, causal chains are
not easily identifiable and predicting the consequences of actions is not meaningful. We face
situations in which we do not know the probabilities or odds to attach to key variables and
parameters and we may not know even what relationships are critical or what questions
should be asked (Wynne 1992; Gell-Mann 1994; Charles 1998). In such situations, only
broadly participatory collective decisions are likely to prove acceptable to the variety of participants or "stakeholders" involved.
Moreover, in a group setting, where the scientific evidence and decision analysis
must be mobilized in support of a group decision, it is necessary to recognize that data
will be differently interpreted and uncertainties and risks differently perceived by different
individuals, as was noted above in the discussion of risk perceptions. In this case, some
interactive process of reconciliation and synthesis of beliefs and perceptions was suggested. This is a process faced regularly by such fisheries institutions as the Fisheries Resource Conservation Council in Atlantic Canada. In such instances, decision analysis may
perhaps be employed to make clear the implications of alternative group decisions
(Maguire and Boiney 1994).
So, while it may be convenient for expository purposes to think of risk management
first in terms of analytical methods of risk assessment for supporting decisions in the presence of uncertainty, in fact (and even in principle) no such easy separation is possible. There
is an iterative process whereby the judgments and perspectives of multiple stakeholders concerning the estimated risks are brought into the analysis (Jasanoff 1992; Wynne 1992;
Norgaard 1994). As well, the political judgments about management options are inextricably linked to those perspectives.
Thus, it is impossible to take the uncertainty in scientific estimates of the state of the
stock and the system fully into account in risk-management processes without reference to
the wide range of differing perceptions of risks and conflicting interests around the uncertain outcomes. Institutional provision for broad consultation around conservation decisions
is therefore necessary and these should be addressed in light of the particular policy choices
to be considered against the uncertain evidence. Such an approach has been called "civic
science" by the International Joint Commission (IJC 1995) (see Box 4.4).
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. Box 4.4. What is "Civic Science"?
"If a scientific consensus cannot be achieved and a political decision must still be made,
'democratic tradition requires that a range of views be expressed by experts and the public so
the decision to act may be based on societal values and ethics, rather than expert calculation
The challenge of incorporating societal values within the two realms of uncertainty, scientific understanding and policy formulation, lies at the heart of the concept of civic science. ,
This is the public domain where facts are interpreted and societal questions emerge as part of
a great iterative process systematized by government and educational institutions ... The
,strength of civic science emerges when there is doubt -, since it derives from all of the sciences, 'including social sciences and ethics, the humanities and the varied experiences of
.members of the community ... Such concepts as the precautionary principle and reverse onus
1-ià.ve arisen from communities recognizing responsibility for future generations when thé
consequences of actions are perceived as potentially catastrophic These strong principles Of
. science
. are beyond the scope of the scientific risk assessmeni process. They imply a
need for broader consultation for the decision-making or risk-management phase of policy
making" (TJC 1995).

Analysis of risk and uncertainty must therefore be extended in three directions. First, it
is essential to push the modelling and analysis of risk assessment and management forward
to a much greater understanding of the distributional consequences of alternative
management decisions (both among organizations and between current as well as future
generations of people) and thus deal better with "equity." Second, the structure and operation of fishery management must be modified to reduce risks, by making management more
robust to uncertainties, and less sensitive to likely sources of errors (Charles 1998). Third, it
is necessary to ensure that participatory processes are also applied to data acquisition and
interpretation. Thus, we need greater use of more comprehensive decision support systems,
as well as greater appeal to participatory decision support processes; for example, see the
work of de Leon 1992, Norgaard 1994, and Jasanof 1992.
In considering the limitations of current decision-making procedures and the possibilities for more participatory approaches, the growing literature on extended processes of
multistakeholder consultation, consensus-building, and shared decisions becomes relevant.
This emphasizes the importance of sustained discussion to build a common appreciation of
the circumstances and shared perspectives on risks (if not shared priorities on outcomes or
consequences) not only among those involved in the current commercial, recreational, and
aboriginal fisheries, but potential participants in emerging and developing fisheries. Such
discussions will also increase mutual understanding of the competing demands for other
species (expressed perhaps as requirements to protect biodiversity), and the competing uses
of habitat by humans for settlement or other purposes. Recent experience in British Columbia suggests that commitment to a sustained and demanding undertaking might be necessary
to make such processes fruitful in the management of fisheries systems. One example of interest in this respect is the work of the Clayoquot Sound Scientific Panel, which operated on
the basis of consensus in extended discussions which included full participation of NuuChah-Nulth native elders as sources of traditional ecological knowledge.
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Conclusions
We have shown in Chapters 3 and 4 that maintenance of productive fisheries and the
related social and economic benefits require extensive data; however, uncertainties pervade
all components of fisheries. Uncertainties arise from several sources, ranging from those in
the natural and human environment, to the inherent variability and complexity of fishery
systems, imperfect information about their structure, errors in data that we gather about
them, and errors in implementation of policy and incomplete compliance with regulations.
These uncertainties create risks to fish populations and for people who depend on them.
Thus, decisions by managers, processors, fishermen, and members of coastal fishingdependent communities could lead to reduced productivity of fish populations, reduced economic and social benefits, or both. This is particularly true because human interventions in
many Canadian fisheries have attained a scale where irreversible consequences can result.
Therefore, all participants in fisheries need guidelines or principles to follow in order
to avoid the detrimental effects of uncertainties and risks. The next chapter provides such
principles.

Chapter 5. Principles for Sustainable Fishery
Systems
Participants in Canadian fisheries face the daunting task of coping with extremely complex and changing systems about which we have only partial knowledge — leading us to
make management decisions fraught with risk and uncertainty. One central message of this
report is the necessity of a precautionary approach for dealing with these conditions. A second key message is that we ignore at our peril the interconnectedness of the systems we
manage; we must orient our management decisions toward an ecosystem approach. Finally,
our management objectives must include not only the central and overriding objective of
maintaining ecosystem integrity, but also the secondary objectives of social and economic
well-being. To achieve these objectives, we outline six principles that should serve to guide
decision making for participants in fisheries. These principles are, in a sense, "rules of conduct" for the many activities in fisheries, from harvesting and processing, to management
and policy development, and they greatly extend the principles of Olver et al. (1995).

Principles for sustainable fishery systems
The six principles are as follows. (1) Incorporate into decision-making an analysis of
structural and dynamic complexities of fisheries systems. (2) Incorporate into decision making an analysis of change, uncertainty, and risk in all fishery activities. (3) Promote and conserve biological, economic, and social diversity. (4) Collect, analyze, and openly
communicate data and information. (5) Estimate, document, and incorporate into decisionmaking the social and ecological consequences of decisions and actions. (6) Clearly define
roles, rights, and responsibilities of all fishery participants to align their interests with overall objectives of sustainability.
These principles are arranged starting with those focused on inherent aspects of fishery
systems and ending with those concerned with the human decision-making process. The first
two principles deal with the most fundamental inherent characteristics of fisheries — their
complexity and their uncertainty — and the need for all aspects of fishery operations, management, and policy to take these realities into account. The next two principles, on enhancing diversity and ensuring adequate information flow, deal with crucial tools to cope with
complexity, uncertainty, and risk. Finally, as prerequisites for decision making by fishermen,
industry, and managers in complex and uncertain fisheries, the full social and ecological costs
of decisions must be considered in advance and institutions and management arrangements
must ensure that the roles played by all participants are clearly defined, along with their respective rights and responsibilities, to align private interests with overall objectives.
For each of these principles, a full description is given below, together with an explanation of the importance of the principle and examples of what has gone wrong in fisheries
when the principle was not followed. In Chapter 6, a set of strategies for implementing sustainable fisheries will be presented, with examples of experiences in applying the principles.

Principle 1. Incorporate into decision-making an analysis of
structural and dynamic complexities of fisheries systems
Canadian fisheries and fisheries in general are undeniably complex. Harvests are taken
from age-structured stocks of multiple interacting species, living within ecological systems,
subject to natural environmental variability. A spectrum of fishermen are involved, including
full-timers and part-timers, and various types of fishing gear (e.g., hook-and-line, gillnets,
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trawlers), both small-scale (usually inshore) and large-scale (industrial, typically offshore).
Beyond the harvesting sector, fishery systems also involve processors, shoreworkers, distributors, marketing channels, consumers, government regulators, and support structures.
There are more than 1200 fishing communities in Canada, in which socio-cultural factors
(such as occupational structure of the communities) interact with differing economic and
ecological opportunities. Fishery management agencies attempt to influence the direction of
these systems in order to achieve a complex balancing of multiple objectives.

Principle 1. Incorporate into decision-making an analysis of structural and dynamic comPlexities olPshéries systétnk Given théif complex.nature, fisheries.must.,Ounderstood unI
. managed as systems. If any releyunt factor in,fishery systems is ignored, important intercon-

-

.

nectiOns May beltlissed, resulting' in undesirable ouMomes. To achieve sustainable fisheries,
all participants in them must take,into account a wide range of interactions: atnong the multiple • objectives, 'among the ecolOgical, economic, and social. coinponents Of the fisheries,
aniorig species in the ecosystem, (e.g.,, pretlator-prey ,effects,, food chain considerations),
aiming fishermen and fish stocks (viewing fishermen as having speCifie impacts on the ecomake to fishsystem), arnongifisherinen.and managers (inf,terms of the„responses ,Tisliernien
,.
ery regulations), and among fisheries and their socio-economic and natural environ n ent.

Justification

Simple recognition of complexity, while a crucial first step, is not adequate to properly
respond to the structural and dynamic character of complexity. It is necessary to incorporate
analysis of structural and dynamic complexity into the decision making process, at all levels
of fishery systems. Chapters 2 and 3 discussed the range of structural and dynamic complexities of fishery systems. The implications of these complexities are presented in Chapter
4. Although modern theory on "chaos" and "complexity" suggests that it may be impossible
to fully understand and predict the behavior of fisheries, there is nevertheless a clear need
for analysis of complexity and for accounting for it in fishery decision making. The interdisciplinary approach taken here illustrates the need for an integrated approach to research and
information acquisition, to better talce into account the structure and dynamics of the system
and the many interactions among its components. Given our lack of control and understanding, fishery management should be designed for robustness, to be reasonably successful
even in the presence of complexity.
We collect very little information about fishery systems, especially in comparison to
the scale of the problem. In assessing fish biomass, for example, we survey only a small
percentage of the fish that we directly harvest. In sampling the physical ocean, much attention is paid to the continental shelves of the northern hemisphere but even today, after a century of effort, many parts of the ocean are rarely sampled. We must therefore keep in mind
that we normally undersample fisheries. Furthermore, the economic and social systems receive scant attention and the attention is not coordinated when they do. Thus, the problem is
both complex and enormous. It is unlikely that we will ever have adequate information to
provide a detailed description of an entire fisheries problem. Nonetheless knowledge of this
complexity is important.
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Accounting for these considerations is necessary, given this undersampling, and may be
as simple as a qualitative acceptance of our ignorance of parts of fishery systems or constraining our enthusiasm for overinterpreting or predicting dynamics of fisheries based upon
limited information. Since the goal of complete knowledge is unobtainable, we must at least
explicitly account for its incomplete character.
What happens if we do not take complexities into account?
A failure to take complexities into account in fisheries has manifested itself in many
ways, ranging from problems arising from single-objective thinking, neglect of multi-species,
multi-stock dynamics, failure to appreciate the role played by coastal communities, and the
links between fisheries and the coastal zone. A selection of these various themes is addressed
here.
First, consider the complex mix of objectives pursued by the various players in fisheries. These goals range from "economic efficiency" to social and community stability. If the
overall benefits to society are maximized through policies that balance a variety of socioeconomic objectives, then the best policies will be ones that achieve such a balance while
also ensuring ecological sustainability. However, it is common for fishery policies to focus
excessively on just one objective (such as short-term economic efficiency), which tends to
produce fishery policy lacking a suitable balance. Furthermore, if substantial numbers of
stakeholders have objectives different from those pursued by managers, decision makers
may well fail to achieve anyone's objective adequately. Thus, it is crucial for managers to
understand, not merely to assume, the objectives being pursued by fishermen. For example,
the frequent but simplistic assumption that fishermen are profit maximizers is not necessarily true. It is common for decisions by individual fishermen to be made not with profitmaximizing formulas, but rather using ad hoc rules of thumb; for example, investment decisions may be based on such rules as "one quarter of gross revenues go to the boat."
Second, immense advances in trawler technology in the Atlantic Canadian groundfish
fishery have had a major impact on that fishery, in part because these were not taken fully
into account in fishery management. While attention focused on monitoring one part of the
system, biomass levels and catches, too little effort was placed on understanding and monitoring the complex behavior of the fish harvesting activity itself, in particular, how fishing
efficiency was increasing over time. There also are interactions among these components.
The setting of quotas requires a knowledge of the fish biomass, one index of which (in some
stocks) is the "catch rate," the rate at which fleets catch fish (per unit of fishing effort). By
failing to understand and monitor how effective effort was changing over time, use of the
latter catch rates for Atlantic groundfish proved misleading. Partly through technological
improvements in catching efficiency, fishermen were able to maintain catch rates even as
stocks declined. High catch rates gave the illusion of strong stocks, so that excessive quotas
were set and overfishing resulted.
Third, a focus on single-species management has meant that complex interactions between species have received little attention. For example, even though capelin, herring, and
other sources of food for groundfish are caught commercially, there is little knowledge of
the impact of such harvests on the abundance of depleted groundfish stocks. Furthermore,
within a species-specific approach, relatively little attention has been paid to the quality of
fish habitat and in particular the impacts of fishing activity on fish habitat. Many fishermen
believe that such failures to account for ecosystem complexities contributed substantially to
groundfish collapses, although the lack of research attention in these areas means that such
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concerns are difficult to test.
Fourth, a failure to consider stock structure has created problems for fisheries on both
Canada's Pacific and Atlantic coasts. The multistock nature of Pacific salmon stocks is wellknown, but excessive attention to the most productive of these stocks has led, over the
years, to a loss of genetic diversity as less productive stocks disappeared, almost unnoticed.
On the Atlantic coast, the northe rn cod stock was typically treated as a single entity, despite
evidence that it may have included several very different substocks. The evidence for stock
structure is still difficult to obtain, particularly for migrating stocks that cover large geographic areas, but some fisheries managers have been overly eager to apply simple models
of stocks rather than work towards a more ecologically realistic management model. Such
models may be difficult, indeed they may be beyond our present grasp, but we should still
advance as far as possible the analysis of multiple stocks.
Fifth, Canadian fishery management over the past 25 years has been based on administrative units of management that, while dealing daily with the complexities of gear types,
fleets and harvests, do not sufficiently consider the nature of fishing communities. As a result, the statistics produced from these administrative units hide a good part of the social diversity of fisheries systems. In particular, as a practical consequence, more emphasis tends
to be placed on capital in fisheries ("fleet management") than on the differing strategies and
behaviors of human beings (the people behind "labor"). There has also been a lack of understanding of how community institutions can assist in improving the effectiveness of fisheries management. Overall, the complex structure of fisheries systems, and notably of fishing
communities, is not taken into account in addressing matters of access, management, monitoring, and research.
Finally, many coastal fisheries, in Canada and globally, face a trio of fundamental
problems: overexploited resources, overextended fleets, and a lack of employment options
outside of fishing-related jobs. Unfortunately, fisheries policy tends to say little about the
latter problem, having been developed and implemented without understanding the dynamics of coastal economies. Just as any given fish population interacts with others in the ecosystem, so too does fishing interact with other components of coastal economies. As
analyzed in Chapter 2, efforts to deal with excess capacity in fisheries that try to remove
"surplus" fishermen typically fail because they do not deal with the lack of alternative local
employment opportunities; there is no alternative employment for people displaced from
these fisheries and displaced effort is typically redirected at other fisheries.
Nevertheless, many current problems of fisheries management in Canada require an appreciation of the complexities inherent in fishery systems and as such can be approached
only through appropriate interdisciplinary research that includes anthropology/sociology and
political science, as well as the more traditional topics of economics, and biological and
physical sciences. Understanding of the relations among fishermen, scientists, and managers
is crucial for improving management options and represents a key issue for the future of
fisheries. Recent fishery collapses have revealed that the specialized analyses of the past do
not provide the range of concrete solutions necessary to reestablish or maintain an equilibrium between preservation of the environment and the needs of the harvesters.

Principle 2. Incorporate into decision-making an analysis of
change, uncertainty, and risk in all fishery activities
As noted in previous chapters, there is great uncertainty in components of fishery
systems: fish stock status, ecosystem structure and function, human behavior, and the
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potential effects of alternative management strategies on fisheries resources. These uncertainties create risks — ecological risks (e.g., loss of stocks), economic risks (e.g., loss in
economic yield from harvests), and social risks (e.g., social dislocation in fishing-dependent
coastal communities).
Principle 2. Incorporate into decision making an analysis of change, uncertainty, and risk in
fishery activities. To be effective, analyses, planning, decisions, and tictions hyeyeryonc
irivolv'ed inlisheries must recognize and take into account the diverse sources of Uncertainty
and their reSulting risks. This is true for decision making- by fishermen and others in the fishing industry, as well as by fishing-dependent communities and by fishery management agen-

cies.
Justification

The basic rationale for taking uncertainties into account is that a failure to do so is
likely to lead (and has led in the past) to inappropriate management institutions or improper
decision making. In particular, the risks noted above are o ft en not properly or commonly
considered by decision makers. Here we identify two principal means for taking uncertainty
in fishery systems into account: adoption of a precautionary approach and appropriate design of institutions and frameworks for participatory decision making. We first discuss the
precautionary approach, which emphasizes fisheries operations and management that reflect
the variability, uncertainties, and risks discussed in Chapters 3 and 4.
The concept of a precautionary approach to marine resources has been under development for many years, especially in Europe, and has recently been formalized and expanded
upon by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO 1995c, 1995d).
"The precautionary approach involves the application of prudent foresight. Taking account
of the uncertainties in fisheries systems and the need to take action with incomplete knowledge, it requires, [among other things] a consideration of the needs of future generations and
avoidance of changes that are not potentially reversible" (FAO 1995e, p. 4). We emphasize
six characteristics of a precautionary approach as follows. (1) Unavoidable uncertainties
(from natural variability and measurement error) should be recognized and considered explicitly when management agencies seek appropriate regulatory policies and when members
of the fishing industry make investment decisions. (2) Management agencies and the fishing
industry should act to reduce the magnitude of uncertainties. (3) To maintain benefits from
fishing over the long term, "... where the likely impact of resource use is uncertain, priority
should be given [by management agencies and industry] to conserving the productive capacity of the resource" (FAO 1995c, p. 4). (4) Steps should be taken to preserve and maintain
the health of critical habitat. (5) The precautionary approach also requires that "harvesting
and processing capacity should be commensurate with estimated sustainable levels of the resource, and that increases in capacity should be further constrained when resource productivity is highly uncertain" (FAO 1995c, p. 4). (6) Undesirable outcomes of management
actions should be identified prior to the onset of fishing, and agencies must ensure that ...
"any necessary corrective [regulatory] measures are initiated without delay and that they
should achieve their purpose promptly" (FAO 1995c, p. 4).
Other features of the precautionary approach that have been recognized internationally
are included elsewhere in this chapter under Principle 3 (enhancing biological, social, and
economic diversity), and 4 (ensuring adequate collection, analysis, and distribution of data).
It is important to differentiate between the precautionary approach and the precautionary
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principle. In fisheries-related discussions (e.g., Garcia and Newton 1997), the precautionary
principle refers to a situation where an extremely restrictive action is taken, such as completely shutting down a fishery, as a safeguard measure, based on an assumption that the fish
stock cannot withstand any disturbance — even when that assumption is based on wealc evidence. In contrast, the precautionary approach involves some estimation of potential impacts
of each harvest rate before determining which rate is appropriate. Many different rates (only
one of which would shut down a fishery) would be considered possible and their outcomes
would depend on the magnitude and nature of the uncertainties, among other things (FAO
1995c. In extreme circumstances (such as occurred for Atlantic Canadian groundfish in
1993), the need for rapid action may call for application of measures referred to under the
precautionary principle but the discussion here focuses on the precautionary approach.
[Some other documents, such as Agenda 21, use "precautionary principle" in the more general sense referred to here (and in much of the rest of the literature) as the "precautionary
approach."]
The other important element of Principle 2 is to properly design the framework for interactions among all "players" in fisheries. For instance, in order for fishermen and processing companies to appropriately take into account uncertainties and risks associated with
environmental variation, stock dynamics, international markets, and other such factors, they
need full information on the uncertainties and risks. In particular, they need to understand in
detail the long term, as well as short-term, implications of their various actions, for example, discarding fish, purchasing electronic equipment to increase their search efficiency, or
investing in new processing plants. Catching more fish may seem wise in the short term for
fishermen, but in the long term, the negative consequences could appear if a stock is
overharvested. Likewise, managers who must make tradeoffs when choosing among alternative regulations must also clearly understand the implications of their choices.
In all instances, clear communication of the inherent risks is essential to permit people
to make appropriate decisions. As suggested in Chapter 4, the technical capability to estimate risks usually resides mostly in stock assessment units of fishery management agencies.
But even within these institutions, there is often a communication gap, such that the information emerging from risk assessments is frequently not clearly understood by those who
need to use that information. This means that considerable effort should be expended by risk
assessors to ensure that information on risks is produced in forms that are understandable
even to non-technical experts (Covello et al. 1986; Morgan et al. 1992; Rowan et al. 1994).
There is excellent research emerging from cognitive psychologists about dealing with such
communication problems.
Finally, knowledge about risks (economic, social, as well as biological) is also obtainable from fishermen and others with local knowledge. This information needs to be integrated into analyses by everyone, including government decision makers. Through an
iterative participatory process of analysis and evaluation of options, all participants in fisheries should be able to make more appropriate decisions with more complete understanding
of the consequences of their actions in terms of the risks. This will help to achieve the overall objectives of having productive aquatic ecosystems, economically viable fisheries
through sustainable harvests, and socially stable fishing-dependent human communities.
Some of these ideas about information are elaborated further under Principle 4 in the
broader context of the general need for better collection, analysis, and communication of information in fishery systems.
There are important interactions between the precautionary approach and better design
of institutions and communication mechanisms. For instance, change, variability, and
-
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uncertainty exacerbate the problems of overcapacity and a short-term focus, in part by
obscuring the risks of harvesting or other human activities. This contributes to the lack of
understanding of the risks, or expected losses, that may result in the long run from inappropriate decisions. However, an underlying tenet of the precautionary approach deals with this
lack of consideration of long-term risks in favor of short-term gains by emphasizing prudent
foresight, consideration of the needs of future generations as well as the present one, and
avoiding changes that are potentially irreversible. This can be done by explicit consideration
of forecasts of long-term risks before decisions are made by management agencies, the fishing industry, or fishing-dependent communities. For example, management agencies should
set harvest rates by explicitly considering relevant uncertainties and the resulting risks to
stocks. This will bias actions toward minimizing risks and maintaining populations in a productive state over the long term. As well, industry and communities should realistically
evaluate proposed capital investments in the context of the known variability in fish stocks
and their habitat and the uncertainty in estimates of status of stocks. If these views are used
as guidelines by all people involved in fishery systems, this will improve prospects for longterm sustainable fisheries.
Harvesting of many long-lived fishes needs to be especially precautionary (e.g., less
size-selective and at a reduced harvest rate) because in such cases the age structure can be
changed radically from the unfished state so that there are fewer large, old fish, as described
in Chapter 3. Such large fish produce a disproportionately large number of offspring per
parent (Trippel 1995) and the scarcity of such spawners both reduces the reproductive output of the stock and increases the chance that a population will not be able to persist
through a lengthy period of detrimental environmental disturbance. Because such environmental variation is common (Chapter 3), harvesting schemes should recognize the need to
preserve the productive "capital" in the stock by imposing size limits and stopping fishing
in spawning or nursery areas. Fu rt hermore, for stocks that are just recovering from depletion, if priority is not placed on preserving strong year-classes for future reproduction
(rather than current harvest), large future economic and social benefits could be foregone.
What happens if we do not take into account change, uncertainty,
and risk?

The need for recognizing and taking into account change, uncertainty, and risk has become increasingly evident in the wake of significant declines in several important global
fishery resources (FAO 1995a; Gordon and Munro 1996). Among the factors contributing to
widespread overexploitation of marine fishery resources has been the tendency by fishermen, industry, and government managers to adopt risk-prone decisions in the face of uncertainty, for reasons noted above. Application of the precautionary approach represents an
important corrective force, reversing the traditional burden of proof so that it is placed not
on scientists and managers but on users of the resource. A common outcome of applying a
precautionary approach to fishery management is that the greater the uncertainty, the greater
the need for caution. The legacy of decimated fishery resources on a global basis points unequivocally to the disastrous implications of ignoring uncertainty and the consequent need
to adopt a precautionary approach.
Unless a precautionary approach is taken, which includes taking uncertainties explicitly
into account, the resulting choice of harvest levels may increase the probability of serious
and perhaps irreversible depletion of stocks. As noted in Chapter 3, biological as well as
physical environmental variation can cause fish growth and survival rates to change rapidly
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and in some cases by large amounts. Similarly, technological advances usually lead to
increasing efficiency of each boat-day of fishing effort. There has been too little effort on
the part of management agencies to monitor and take into account such changes and more
generally the changes resulting from human responses to fishing regulations. Thus, we have
a situation in which uncertainty is increased, since imperfect information prevents management agencies from reliably detecting such changes. Furthermore, there is imperfect control
over the human component of fisheries systems. Thus, these factors of change and uncertainty combine to create substantial uncertainty about appropriate harvest rates and this
needs to be taken into account when setting regulations.
There are many cases where these and other undesirable outcomes have occurred, at
least in part because a precautionary approach was not taken. For instance, the fish stock
that once generated the world's largest annual tonnage of catch, the Peruvian anchovetta,
collapsed in 1972 due to a combination of several factors: (1) failure to restrict large capital
investment in fishing and processing capacity, (2) failure to keep young (even
prereproductive) fish from being harvested at high rates, and (3) failure to close the fishery
early when environmental conditions became unfavorable for the fish (an ENSO event — El
Nino — Southern Oscillation). The northern cod population in eastern Canada also diminished rapidly after several years in which harvest rates were higher than the target, when the
age structure became narrower, and when environmental factors became unfavorable
(Hutchings and Myers 1994). Murphy (1977) and Saetersdal (1980) also review case histories of collapses of several important herring, sardine, and anchovy fisheries in Europe,
Asia, Africa, and North America. In many cases, insufficient action was taken to restrict disturbance and harvesting of spawning populations or to prevent harvesting of fish prior to
their first age at maturity. As well, many of those collapses were accompanied by environmental change. Although there are different hypotheses about the ultimate cause of the reductions in abundance (e.g., environment vs. fishing), both mechanisms contributed to some
degree (Murphy 1977); without the effect of fishing, some of the stocks may not have collapsed when they did or at all, and similarly, without unfavorable environmental conditions,
other stocks may not have collapsed when they did or at all. These and other well-known
examples illustrate the potential risks associated with not taking precautionary measures.
Finally, stocks and human livelihoods are at risk unless appropriate measures are taken
to recognize uncertainty and risks involved with excess harvesting capacity. There is now
little margin for error in manipulating harvest rates (Rosenberg et al. 1993). Furthermore,
chronically undersatisfied fleets and processors may have aggravated a tendency towards
excessively liberal total allowable catches and exacerbated the problems of monitoring, control, and surveillance. Characteristic 5 of the precautionary approach described above addresses this overcapacity issue by requiring that "harvesting and processing capacity should
be commensurate with estimated sustainable levels of the resource ..." This will reduce
pressure by industry on managers to luuwest at levels above what they should be, which is
particularly important given natural variability and lack of complete understanding of the
fishery in question.
Of course, reduction in harvest capacity has proven very difficult in practice. Thus,
pending the achievement of this elusive goal, it is crucial that harvest rate (the realization of
that capacity) be properly controlled. A reliance on quota (harvest quantity) controls by
government agencies, as has been the case in many fisheries, is insufficient to ensure
sustainability, since it increases the probability of accidental overexploitation and
encourages anticonservationist practices, such as dumping and discarding (Copes 1997;
Charles 1995, 1998).
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Principle 3. Promote and conserve biological, economic, and
social diversity
At the simplest level, biological diversity (biodiversity) is defined as the degree of variation in the numbers and kinds of species and ecosystems within or among regions at a
given time (Savard et al. 1994). More precisely, biodiversity has been expressed as the collection of genomes, species, and ecosystems occurring in a geographically defined region
(NRC 1995 cited in Boehlert 1996) or "the sum and interaction of the variation that exists
among populations, species, communities, and ecosystems" (Philipp et al. 1995). In an analogous manner, human (social and economic) diversity can be viewed as the degree of variation, or "richness," in economic and social entities within a region. This might be reflected
in the existence of diverse livelihood/employment opportunities, diverse coastal communities (each with its own special characteristics), or diverse management approaches for conserving and exploiting natural resources. (Note that here, human diversity is viewed from a
fishery perspective, reflecting a variety of potentially conflicting as well as common interests, rather than in terms of genetic differences among humans.)
Principle 3. Promote and conserve biological, economic, and social diversity. Conserving

and (or) enhancing biological, economic, and social diversity within fishery systems provides
an important hedge against uncertainty. Measures that maintain biodiversity are also inherently important to maintaining long-term economic viability and flexibility, as well as social
adaptability and stability. It is therefore important to adopt options, policies, and incentives
that are compatible with maintaining biological diversity (at the levels of fish populations,
species, and ecological communities) and socio-economic diversity (at the levels of human
communities, and local and regional economies).

Justification

In the pursuit of sustainable fisheries, it is crucial to maintain both biological integrity
(reflected by the actual dynamic functioning of the biological system) and biodiversity
(Winter and Hughes 1997). We focus here on the second of these (which in fact is simply an
indirect index of the functioning of biological systems, since it reflects a structural attribute,
rather than a functional one generating their dynamics).
Research on ecological systems has shown that although there is not a clear, uniformly
applicable increase in stability with increasing diversity, certain ecological systems do show
increased persistence and integrity of functioning with increasing diversity. However, wellcontrolled experiments are not possible with real systems, so ecologists err on the side of
caution when suggesting that biological diversity be maintained or at least not allowed to
deteriorate severely. Natural systems, including marine systems, have been subjected to natural fluctuations for millennia and the systems that we now harvest have, by definition,
evolved mechanisms to adapt to those variations. Their resilience to disturbances is in part
due to the structural and dynamic complexity described previously. However, a precondition
for structural complexity is that the systems be diverse at several levels: genetic, species,
and community level. That is, a population with a wide range of genetic information among
individuals is more likely to adapt successfully to changing environmental conditions than is
a population with greatly reduced genetic diversity due to strong selection. Witness the
numerous examples of single-variety agricultural crops suffering from massive outbreaks of
diseases. Similarly, a community composed of many species, some of which can fulfill the
functional role of other species, is more likely to persist through periods of considerable
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environmental change.
Because we do not know the adaptive value of particular genetic or species attributes,
actions that lead to decreased diversity within populations or among species may lead to
their decreased resilience when faced with ecological change. The populations and species
represent the only reserves of genetic variation that have allowed their persistence and thus
there is no real alternative to conserving that diversity (Ryman 1991). The value of conservation of diversity lies in its ability to preserve future options not only for species, but also
for those who exploit them.
These ideas are the basis for the current widespread concern for losses in biodiversity,
which are being driven by the continuing increase in the size of the human population and
the per capita consumption of resources — both occurring at rates that preclude long-term
resource sustainability. It is feared that biological systems will lose their ability to adapt to
variations caused either by natural or human induced changes and that those systems will
therefore not persist in their cuffent productive state. In the case of marine ecosystems, this
could mean that fisheries and the economic and social benefits of them could be jeopardized
by significant losses in biodiversity.
Discussion of this principle focuses separately on biodiversity (particularly genetic diversity) and on human (social and economic) diversity.
Biodiversity

The most important ways by which genetic diversity within a species or among its
stock or population components is threatened include (Ryman et al. 1995; Philipp et al
1995): (1) local population extinction that results from excess exploitation, habitat loss, disease introduction, and species displacement; and (2) intentional or unintentional selection
pressure coincident with a reduction in population size. Thus, overfishing, habitat degradation, and hatchery programmes, especially in conjunction with one another, lead to the loss
of genetic diversity (Winter and Hughes 1997).
At the community level, selection directly or indirectly imposed by fisheries on assemblages of species are very similar to those that act on the life-history characteristics of specific populations (Chapter 3) but operate at the species level, as opposed to the individual
and population level. In general, selective fishing will favor species that have certain characteristics such as small maximum or terminal size, early size and (or) age of maturity, high
fecundity, and high growth rate. Such characteristics generally describe the smaller pelagic
species. For example, intense fishing pressure on Georges Bank has resulted in a relative
shift from the dominance by groundfish species.
What happens if we do not conserve and enhance biological
diversity?

Thorpe et al. (1995) have summarized the genetic processes associated with human activities related to wild fish harvesting and aquaculture, many of which create high to extreme risk. Clearly, environmental change in concert with selective harvesting and (or)
overharvesting adds to that risk.
Modern fishing practices have a direct effect on species composition and interactions
among species by the removal of target and non-target (through by-catch) fish as well as
through the physical disturbance of habitat (reviewed in Boehlert 1996). There are additional indirect and complex interactions that alter predator—prey and trophic relationships.
Thus, severe depletion of marine species or stocks may change the function of the ecosys-
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tem and the flux of energy and materials within it. Furthermore, fishing-related and other
stressors (eutrophication, species introductions, habitat degradation, and contamination) tend
to drive aquatic ecosystems to simpler, less resilient states (Ryder and Scott 1994). Thus,
overall ecosystem productivity, energetics, nutrient cycling, and community structure may
be altered (Upton 1992; Ryder and Scott 1994; Boehlert 1996). Loss of habitat implies the
loss of the part of the genetic diversity of a stock that would have used that habitat (Thorpe
et al. 1995). It also follows that the more limited the species diversity constituting an ecosystem or region, the more limited that ecosystem will be in sustaining itself in the face of
change. Thus, as biodiversity is reduced, our current and future socio-economic options
(short- and long-term) become more limited.
Social and economic diversity

The conduct of Canada's fisheries and the well-being of its 1200 fishing communities
rely on maintaining both biodiversity and socio-economic diversity; these lie at the heart of
fishery dynamics and development. Just as biodiversity reflects the degree of variation in
the numbers and kinds of species and ecosystems, socio-economic diversity is a measure of
similar variation on the human side of fishery systems. This includes economic diversity
(such as the extent of types of fisheries and employment alternatives) and social diversity
(e.g., the range of coastal communities in a region), as well as diversity in fishery objectives
and in management approaches.
Emphasis here is placed on economic and social diversity, but we first provide a comment on diversity in fishery objectives and in management approaches. Recognizing diversity
in fishery objectives prevents an excessive focus on single-objective policies, such as complete privatization or short-term profit maximization, which may be imposed at the expense of
other more resilient strategies (e.g., note the widespread expansion of aquaculture, despite its
increased ecological and social costs.) The need for diversity in management approaches is
clear in that it provides robustness against the possible failure of any one approach and allows
appropriate adaptability of management to specific regional or local requirements.
What happens if we do not conserve and enhance economic and
social diversity?

What are the consequences of low economic diversity (a lack of employment opportunities)? If this occurs in conjunction with serious depletion of the relevant fish stocks, so that
fishermen are unable to continue harvesting, the economic and social consequences frequently
lead to increased government responsibility and intervention, or, where government does not
intervene, to socio-economic instability for fishermen and their communities. On the other
hand, if fishermen are still able to obtain a profit from fisheries, they tend, due to limited options, to keep their effort at the same level even though they are uncertain of the future conditions of the resource they exploit. Thus they face a significantly increased risk to investment
and income in the medium and long term. If this situation prevails where licensing and quota
programs have increased inequality among various groups of fishermen, the difficulty of establishing consensus on necessary management measures will be highly destabilizing.
What are the consequences of failing to recognize social and economic diversity in
fisheries? A failure to incorporate the socio-cultural importance of fishing to local
communities and to involve those communities in management results in a dysfunctional
working relationship between the community and others involved in fishery management,
be they scientists, administrators, or politicians. There is a lack of positive incentives.
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Energy is put into conflict resolution rather than into rational planning of fishery systems.
A loss of economic diversity can arise from the drastic decrease of small-scale fishing
units operating from rural coastal communities, a trend on the west coast. Research indicates that since rural fishermen are more likely to live close to the resources (and habitats)
they exploit, they are likely to have a relatively greater knowledge of and identification with
the resource, as well as greater incentives to invest in monitoring, restoration, and enhancement. Unfortunately, some communities with old fishing traditions or rights, such as aboriginal communities on the upper Fraser River, have been deprived of an allocation of fish for
so long that a generation has grown up with no experience or (in some cases) interest in
fishing. The latter group has been alienated from fishing while many urban fishermen may
have become alienated from the basic productive conditions (the habitat). If such wellplaced "guardians of the habitat" are not given roles in management and rights to protect
habitat, they will have little incentive not to use the habitat for other income-generating purposes. A loss of economic diversity can thus contribute to the loss of fish habitat.
A loss of social diversity (through a decline in the welfare of key coastal communities)
can have major impacts on biological diversity. For example, in British Columbia salmon
fisheries, the greatest economic benefits accrue from a few major stocks and fisheries of the
Fraser and Skeena rivers, which in turn capture the majority of management attention. Most
other stocks are managed passively and in some cases not monitored at all. As a result,
nearly half of the more than 9000 salmon stocks in B.C. and the Yukon are of unknown status (Slaney et al. 1996). It is virtually certain that many of these stocks and the biodiversity
they represent will be lost without greater attention to monitoring their status (DFO 1988).
As government agencies cannot cope with such monitoring, there are significant opportunities for involvement of communities that are strategically located to exercise stewardship, to
monitor the stocks, their habitat, and related area fisheries. Thus the continuation of an economically viable capture fishery may itself be dependent on maintaining social diversity, by
keeping coastal communities in many isolated regions of B.C. economically viable. (It is
through such interest in capture fisheries that many community-based salmon enhancement
programs have been able to secure volunteer labor from some 8000 volunteers in B.C. cornmunities.)
The loss of the social diversity of coastal communities (if these were to be eliminated)
may possibly affect the future diversity of wild salmon stocks because of the role some
communities now play in attempting to conserve smaller local stocks by opposing the placement of salmon farms in their local areas in B.C. The major processors are proposing largescale expansion of their salmon farming operations. Their "two rivers strategy" (production
of major wild sockeye salmon on the two large rivers, the Fraser and the Skeena, and fish
farms everywhere else) is opposed by the fishing-dependent communities in isolated parts
of the coast, on the grounds that salmon farms pose unacceptable risk to wild stocks
(through spread of disease and loss of habitat). Besides environmental groups, coastal communities are the main constitutency opposing this expansion, through their wish to protect
the diverse wild stocks in hundreds of small systems in local areas. Of course, coastal cornmunities at risk are not completely immune to promises of wealth held out by salmon farmers, but they are also aware of the high level of risk and the irreversability of losses of wild
stocks.
At the same time, a loss of diversity in fish harvests can affect economic and social
diversity. In particular, the cod and other groundfish moratoria on the Atlantic coast and restrictions on salmon fishing on the Pacific coast illustrate well the severe consequences for
coastal communities of failing to protect biodiversity. For example, currently in Atlantic
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Canada, traditional groundfish species have lost their past importance in many areas, where
economic well-being is more and more dependent on a small number of species, notably
crustaceans such as shrimp, crab, and lobster. Such restricted alternatives in fishery production make it all the more important for all interested parties in fishery systems to work more
closely in establishing policies that use diversity to their advantage.
In the past, government has made efforts to explicitly protect social diversity, through
development and enhancement of rural coastal communities. For example, fishing licenses
were given out earlier in the century as a means to encourage settlement of the northern
B.C. coast. Over a period of fifty years, federal policy and funding facilitated the entry of
isolated First Nations communities into the commercial fishery. Rural development has been
supported by other federal policies as a hedge against economic shocks, and to support Canadians who prefer rural lifestyles, and (or) who are better off both economically and socially in small towns or rural regions (Sinclair and Felt 1993). Indeed, a diversity of
approaches to fishery management (and habitat restoration, protection, and enhancement)
also supports social diversity.
However, it appears that fleet rationalization policies have operated contrary to other
policy goals, often having the opposite effect. For example, on the Pacific coast, the result
is a continuing shrinkage of the number of small gear licenses in the salmon fleet which
has a disproportionate effect on rural coastal communities. Most recently, formerly diversified small gear rural fleets are shrinking in most areas because they were reclassified as
single-gear that have to purchase other licenses just to maintain their former diversity. In
other words, fleet rationalization policies do not necessarily reward small-scale diversified
efficiency but reward access to capital. Those who have made large profits in any fishery
or other operation have a tax incentive to reinvest in licenses. Meanwhile, on the Atlantic
coast, beneficial policies of "multi-species licensing," to encourage diversification of fishermen's activity to a variety of species, have not been consistently promoted by government. Furthermore, diversification by fishermen into non-fishery employment has been
actively discouraged by government, through measures that discriminate against part-time
fishermen.

Principle 4. Collect, analyze, and openly communicate data and
information
Principle 4. Collect, analyze, and openly communicate data and information. Proper man-

agement and planning requireztimely and adequate data. This is particularly the case within
a changing and uncertain natural and human environment.' If the best decisiems are to be
made by fisheries, management agencies and other co-inanagers, data are required for all
components of the system: the fish stocks, the physical and biological parts of the ecosystem, the fishermen, the fishing communities, the fishing companies and markets, and the
global economy. The collection of adequate data requires appropriate institutional support
'for such efforts but also appropriate coordinated planning ,in thezdevelopmeht of experimental designs for observational programs. Furthermore, in the past, too little emphasis has
been 'given to the ,full richness of the'required data. Until now, much of the data collected
has been guarded jealously, with too little open communication; free and open flow of information is crucial.
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Justification

Obtaining adequate information is clearly the first step in the decision making process.
There are several steps in the flow of information: design of an observation program, acquisition of the data, analysis, and communication. Sometimes simple observations are easily
interpreted on their own, e.g., the presence or absence of fish, but at other times sophisticated analysis may be required to make use of raw observations. To date the DFO has been
the primary agency responsible for the collection and interpretation of most fisheries data.
As a result they have also held primary responsibility for determining what data to collect.
Under the Oceans Act and the revised Fisheries Act, DFO appears likely to maintain this
primary mandate. As argued throughout this report, there is, however, a clear need to
broaden our view of the fisheries to move beyond the fish and the environment and to encompass the social and economic components of the fisheries. As well, more players need to
be included as participants.
Complete information is not possible for a system as complex and diverse as fishery
systems. Thus even with much greater financial support for its monitoring and study, it is
unreasonable to expect perfect information. Relative to the scale of the problem, we collect
only a tiny amount of data. Our interpretive analysis must adapt to this constraint; however,
the constraint points to the pressing need to maximize the efficiency and efficacy of our efforts. The situation is exacerbated by the present limitations on funding and the likelihood
that funding is unlikely to increase dramatically in the foreseeable future. Indeed, over the
past several decades we have lost a number of monitoring programs, e.g., the oceanographic
sampling at the weather stations off the east and west coasts. The few remaining long-time
series in place are often overused because they provide such powerful information about the
long period changes of the fisheries. Their importance highlights the need for coherent sampling over many years versus the more common sporadic and uneven sampling of fisheries
systems. Such losses highlight the precarious position in which we presently find ourselves,
with a shrinking pool of available information.
In light of these limitations, it is clear that we should make use of all available data.
We need to move beyond the natural sciences. Thus data must be collected on the social and
economic systems in addition to the fish and their environment. Collecting information on
the social and economic system would help us understand the fishermen and the environment in which they work and live. We also need to consider the local knowledge which various players in the system can provide. In the past such information has been ignored,
because of its anecdotal nature, making it difficult to quantify. This information needs careful, integrated collection and analysis, but then so too do all the other types of data to which
we refer.
The diversity of fisheries is another reason for the need for transparency because of the
biases that each actor brings with them. Thus, government agencies, community groups,
fishing companies, university researchers, and non-governmental organizations all bring
with them some world view that colours their use of data. Transparency and openness of
communication will help to balance these different viewpoints so that collectively we gather
the most appropriate data and maximize our use of it. Open communication of information
also leads to the development of consensus as the data are shared and interpreted collectively. Without such a process, any incentive scheme to encourage compliance with regulations, no matter how sophisticated, is unlikely to succeed, because distrust will almost
inevitably develop, as we have seen, for example, in the early 1990s following the collapse
of the northern cod stock.
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What happens if there is not appropriate acquisition and flow of
information?

Data collection requires careful planning and thoughtful analysis. The end use of the
data must be considered before data collection begins or most of the data is likely to be irrelevant. Raw data, poorly documented, and collected in a haphazard fashion without some
clear hypothesis or use in mind is unlikely to ever be of any value. Environmental data collection is replete with examples of such time series, collected with the best of intentions. It
has often been the case that different data collection programs were blissfully unaware of
each other. Thus different teams responsible for different fish species in the same area
would not share data with each other, leading to lost opportunities for the discovery of related patterns and trends (Hutchings et al. 1997) . Thus, some of the effort in the collection
of data has been ineffective because of inadequate planning and coordination.
In addition to uncoordinated collection problems, the failure to share data has meant
that opportunities for interpretation have been lost. Without integrated data analysis, alternative views of complicated systems may not emerge. In the absence of transparency, a characteristic of open information flow, crucial information be lost or be unavailable to a group
that could provide useful input to the analysis and decision making.
Data that are held back too tightly may also lose their value in the long term because,
over time, important characteristics of the data are forgotten. Both fishing companies and
government agencies are guilty of hiding information under the guise of economic or political exigency. University researchers can be guilty too, holding back data that they want to
use in research and for publication. At times it may be reasonable to withhold data, but
there must be some timetable for its release to ensure that it is not lost and to let all those
involved know that the data will eventually be available for open scrutiny.
An unwillingness to share data openly naturally leads to distrust, not only among different researchers, but also between government and fishermen. In the past, the setting of
fishery quotas has been a backroom operation with little of the data released openly. Misinformation, or misperceptions, passed on to the industry can lead to serious investment errors
and the creation of overcapacity. This process may be changing, but there remains residual
distrust based upon this secretive approach to public information. New programs such as the
sentinel fishery on the east coast, in which fishermen collect oceanographic data and fish,
point to new directions in the joint collection and interpretation of fishery data.
Limits on the types of data collected are also a problem, e.g., the previously mentioned
lack of social and economic data on fisheries. The current model for fishery management is
to collect data on the fish and the environment and then develop management strategies to
preserve the stock and maximize economic benefit. The European Social Sciences Fisheries
Network has a more integrated approach and recently called for the development of a social
sciences database for fisheries, similar to those that have been developed for the biological
and physical data. Such a strategy could be developed and applied here in Canada but needs
to be coordinated with other aspects of the information management scheme.

Principle 5: Estimate, document, and incorporate into decisionmaking the social and ecological consequences of decisions
and actions
it is important to explicitly account for the full social and ecological costs of decisions
and actions in fisheries. For example, a fishery management decision that is likely to be
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detrimental to fish habitat will have a long-term ecological cost. Action that affects the
well-being of coastal communities implies a social cost. Both of these costs may have been
missed in traditional calculations used in past decision malcing, but must be incorporated in
the future.
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Justification

Fish in the sea represent a public resource owned by all Canadians, present and future.
The wise use of these fish can be directed toward meeting a range of current social and economic goals, while protecting the resource and the ocean ecosystem for use in the future. To
determine what constitutes wise use of fishery resources requires full accounting for the social and ecological effects of present-day exploitation patterns, including both the harvest
level and the harvesting methods.
For example, a harvest that is too large this year is likely to have a negative impact on
the ability to achieve reasonable catches in the future; this represents a social cost, imposed
on the future. Alte rn atively, an apparently "reasonable" harvest taken in a damaging manner,
perhaps by focusing on juveniles, or by disturbing the ocean bottom, imposes an ecological
cost. A management decision to favor capital-intensive fishing, for example by allocating
half of the Atlantic groundfish harvest to offshore vessels, would have a social cost through
detrimental impacts on hundreds of inshore fishing communities and thereby on the coastal
economy. Pursuit of fleet rationalization (reduction) through license stacking or transferable
quotas imposes similar social costs, through unplanned concentration of licenses among a
few owners and increased unemployment.
Why have ecological and social costs not been taken properly into account in the past?
There appear to be several key reasons. The first is fundamental human attitudes. Oceans
were treated for years as the last frontier for unbridled exploitation and the entreprenuerial
spirit. Ecological and social costs were not high on the agenda. In some ways, these unfortunate attitudes persist into the present (Charles 1995).
Second, the lack of an interdisciplinary, integrated view of fisheries has led to the dual
tendencies of managers and policy-makers to (a) ignore the contributions of (noneconomics) social science to fisheries thinking, thereby failing to appreciate the social costs
of their actions, and (b) lack a vision of fishery systems as a whole and the complex interactions among its components, thereby failing to understand the ecological effects of management actions.
Third, in Canada's present mixed market economy, there is a great reliance on the price
system in decision making by individuals. For example, price signals are meant to
communicate to individual decision makers the societal cost and societal value of resources
used in different ways. High prices supposedly signal scarcity, and provide the basis for decisions on current resource allocations such as the mix of inputs going into fishing effort.
More general accounting and reporting mechanisms are also widely used, but in many cases
need much further development.
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Supposedly, prices are meant to guide decisions about the acquisition of both consumer
goods (to be consumed relatively quickly) and assets (real property or investment goods, to
be used over a relatively long time period). However, a central structural problem in fisheries management is the fact that there are prices to signal the value of fish as consumer
goods, but there are no corresponding prices for valuing wild fish as assets capable of yielding future earnings (as breeding stock generating a future flow of fish to market). Hence
conservation decisions cannot be made directly on the basis of a comparison of the value of
fish as harvest versus the value of the fish in the sea. There is also no value placed in the
price system on maintaining the integrity of coastal communities as a source of future productive capacity and component of social capital.
Another failure of the conventional price system lies in how it values the future relative
to the present. A particular price of special interest in decisions involving reallocations over
time is the "price of money" — the interest rate — which signals the productivity of investments, or the return which can currently be earned by foregoing current consumption or harvest. Market-based interest rates provide signals to investors as to the rate at which future
returns should be discounted in market calculations in order to compare future returns with
present costs and thus signal the expected return on investment (i.e., a retu rn in excess of
safe, low-interest instruments like bank accounts). However, the market-determined interest
rate is usually thought to be significantly higher than the appropriate social discount rates by
which society trades off future and present retu rn s. In other words, the 'price of money' determined in the market for capital investments does not reflect society's preferences about
the timing of consumption. Decisions based on this "price" will not properly incorporate social or ecological costs.
On the accounting side, similar problems exist. Environmental accounting and other
adjustments of records of asset values are essential in business decisions, or more broadly,
in social appraisals of resource management. A key gap in current management and social
decisions is the failure to account for stocks of natural capital such as the value of a fish
stock as an asset that can yield a future stream of scarce food. More generally, reporting on
progress toward sustainability, taking into account all facets of human activities within fisheries, is essential in any assessment of broad social policy and social orientation.
As just noted, then, both market principles and informed social decision making demand that the consequences of a decision be fully evaluated in the sense that the value of resources consumed or given up be balanced against the benefits produced. Decisions will be
distorted in cases where valuable stocks of fish are unpriced and hence ignored in decisions.
Similar distortions will result where the value of alternative uses of resources consumed are
overlooked, or where impacts on others (whether these impacts are injurious or beneficial)
flowing from a decision are unpriced or unmarketed and as a result go unnoticed in the decision process. In an ecosystem perspective, many ecological services that have so far not
been recognized as having commercial value and that therefore have not commanded any
market price in trading, must be recognized as an element of valuable natural capital playing
an essential role in ecosystem dynamics. Similarly, an important point throughout this report
has been the observation that unpriced and unrecorded social capital, including human institutions and coastal communities, represents an asset which is crucial to productive use of
physical and human capital, and profitable use of financial capital, but which is not traded
or priced.
These various failures to account for social and ecological consequences of fishery decisions arise in the course of both societal and individual decision making. At the societal
level, this may be accidental (for example, if fishery managers lack a comprehensive,
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integrated perspective on fishery systems) or it may be purposeful (if for example industry

is deliberately pursuing narrow economic goals without regard for ecological or social consequences).
At the individual level, such failures are due in many cases to the absence of guiding
prices on ecological and social flows and stocks. This can lead to decisions on harvesting
levels and technologies which, though perhaps characterized as "efficient" in terms of market prices, are fundamentally distorted and wasteful because they presume zero value for
crucial social and natural resources. (One attempt to estimate the scale of ecological services
and stocks, priced or not, which can be identified as important to human activity can be
found in Costanza et al. 1997.)
There is an urgent need to develop improved mechanisms to take into account social
and ecological consequences of fishing and fishery management measures. Initiatives in
this direction have occurred both at the market level and at the societal decision-making
level. With respect to the former, a large number of studies, beginning with classic work
by the welfare economist A.C. Pigou (1920), have now argued the need to improve market
mechanisms by providing some estimates for unpriced services or impacts (see Hawken
1993; von Weizsacker 1994; Pearce et al. 1989). Some analysts (e.g., Knetsch 1996) have
argued that, even in the absence of any methodology to assign plausible prices, decisions
would be improved by forcing consideration of such unpriced flows through the assignment of arbitrary threshold values in place of the implicit price of zero. Indeed, in an ecosystem context, with the record of technological progress leading to the successive
commercialization of species treated previously as waste, no component of the ecosystem
is likely to warrant a value of zero. Waste of any such as yet non-commercial species or
component is likely to prove in hindsight to be an unforgivable cost imposed on future
generations. Similarly, the loss of traditional human institutions or the decay of coastal
communities surely represent very real costs. No such institution or community deserves a
value of zero, yet that is precisely the implicit value placed on these in much past decision
making.
Turning to the level of societal decision making, proper social assessment of decisions
demands adequate accounting for ecological and social services and assets. Since conventional accounting principles evolved for purposes of reporting on the affairs of commercial
corporations, they are largely confined to the reporting of the value of marketable assets.
When it is recognized that unpriced and non-marketed social and natural capital are key assets, then difficult adjustments to corporate and national accounts will be essential to reveal
properly the true social impacts of individual, corporate, or social decisions. Again a vast
literature has developed to address this question of environmental accounting (e.g., Repetto
et al. 1989; Daly and Townsend 1993; van Dieren 1995) and social accounting (Waring
1988).
What happens if we do not take social and ecological consequences
into account?

Failing to take all such ecological and social costs into account will typically lead to
less desirable decisions. Indeed, many past actions (harvest levels, boat-building subsidies,
reliance on quota controls, etc.) would probably have been quite different had social and
ecological costs been properly considered.
A well-known example of the problem of not taking into account the full cost of fishing activities is the enormous worldwide loss associated with by-catch or discards of
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unwanted fish. Alverson et al.'s (1994) FAO report showed that in many fisheries, discarded
fish were equal to half or more of the tonnage of fish landed. If the social and ecological
costs of such wastage had been taken into account, fisheries regulations and evaluations of
their success might have been different.
When social and ecological consequences are not taken fully into account in private
and public decisions, we see exactly the fundamental distortions and errors in decisions that
we currently are experiencing in fisheries systems: individual decisions are made without
due attention to unpriced impacts on other participants in a given fishery (or often outside
it); aggregate harvesting plans do not assign sufficient value to the resources wasted through
by-catch and discards; and technological choices are made on the basis of "efficiency" calculations which assign no value to the resources wasted through by-catch or potential habitat destruction.
When the prices do not exist, or the accounting is not done, "externalities" (unrecorded
costs) are not taken into account, the appraisal of potential investments is incomplete, the
loss of natural capital is not reflected in estimates of economic growth, which consequently
is overestimated, and the social costs of private economic returns are not examined.
More generally, if an adequate public assessment of government and social performance is to be possible, reporting should be structured to offer a balanced perspective on
community progress toward sustainability in all dimensions of the natural and human systems. This entails going beyond simply economic, social, or environmental accounting to
the construction of an integrated analysis assessing the well-being of both the natural and
human systems in a balanced manner.

Principle 6. Clearly define roles, rights, and responsibilities of
all fishery participants to align their interests with overall
objectives of sustainability
Principle 6. Clearly define ivies, rights, and responsibilities of all fishery participants ta
interests with overall objectives of sustainability. We need to create institutions alignther
and incentive structures so that users of fish stocks are induced to maintain the resource in
the long term and more generally so that individual behavior is compatible with the societal
objective of sustainability. All stakeholders must be accountable first for the maintenance of
viable marine and aquatic ecosystems and subsystems and consequently for the health of the
fishing communities and enterprises that depend on the resource. Ultimately, a stewardship
ethic must be fostered where it has the best chance of flourishing.

Justification

We have not yet sufficiently discussed the context and institutional setting within
which decisions are made by people in fishery systems. Chapters 2, 3, and 4 emphasized the
challenges of managing human activity in the complex natural and human structures which
make up fishery systems. As well, the previous five principles have suggested ways in
which management decisions in all components of these systems, public or private, might
better take into account the variable, changing, and complex structure of the systems, and
the risks and consequences associated with uncertain outcomes. We have emphasized an
overall precautionary approach, methods for risk assessment, effective risk communication,
and risk management, enhancing diversity throughout the system, developing more
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complete ongoing monitoring and information systems, and more accurately representing
social and ecological consequences in individual and collective decision malçing. However,
it is also necessary to examine the institutional context within which such decisions are
made.
Specifically, previous chapters have emphasized the importance of collective action (to
manage public resources in the public interest) and the importance of the incentive systems
(to shape individual decisions and action in the direction of meeting societal goals). We
noted in particular the ways in which inadequate or inappropriate regulation of access to
common pool fishery resources may lead to problems of overinvestment in harvesting capacity, underinvestment in the well-being of coastal communities, and underinvestment in
the future of fish stocks. This can lead to suboptimal social and economic benefits through
dissipation of the potential economic return to the public owner (as a result of inefficiencies
in harvesting and processing) or risks of virtual extinction of stocks or species as a commercial resource (as a result of overexploitation and habitat damage).
The fundamental issue here is that of designing (or recreating) institutions that help to
create a consensus among participants and that avoid the problem of inappropriate or "perverse incentives." The latter problem is created when the rational decisions of individuals
pursuing their own interests lead inexorably to outcomes that cannot be in the interests of all
collectively. Such decisions are certainly not in the interests of the public owner of a resource that ought in principle to be renewable in perpetuity.
There is now a vast literature that addresses this problem of institutional arrangements
and incentive systems that serve to align individual self-interest with an overall public or social interest (March and Olsen 1989; Ostrom 1990; Ayres and Braithwaite 1992; Lichbach
1996). One such mechanism is the "invisible hand" of market mechanisms described by
Adam Smith (1776). However, before we leap to the solutions it offers, we need to be conscious of the problems of individual and collective actions associated with common pool resources, the requirements of a public owner determined to assure the sustainability of a
heritage of a complex multispecies network of natural capital, and the concerns of a society
that wishes to assure goals of social stability and equity in income and wealth distribution,
which are of no interest to the "invisible hand." We also need to be aware of the extensive
array of alternatives to the invisible hand mechanism which have been well-documented by
social scientists in the last 15 years, although they are still largely unknown to policymakers (e.g., NRC 1986; Ostrom 1990; Jentoft and McCay 1995; Pinkerton and Weinstein
1995; Hanna and Munasinghe 1995). Worldwide case studies of contemporary non-market
institutional arrangements for the management of common pool resources, including fisheries, have been rapidly accumulating and now include a substantial body of literature being
catalogued at Indiana University (Hess 1996, 1998) and analyzed by scholars worldwide,
especially through the conferences of the International Association for the study of Common Property.
Conclusions from this growing literature, in addition to an established public policy literature, are that we can and should design institutional arrangements that can effectively
pursue society's objectives by limiting access to fisheries resources and harnessing individual motives of self- or public-interest. We need to do this in a manner that assures the following:
(a) ecological sustainability, based on primacy for conservation efforts, (through adequate constraints on harvesting efforts) and maintaining the health of future
stocks, (through adequate continuing "investment" in spawning stocks, habitat
preservation, and enhancement);
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activities, that avoid adverse impacts on fisheries, on other species, or on common
habitat (unless compensated for in an ecologically acceptable manner);
(e) benefits to the public owner, in the form of whatever societal objectives are being
pursued (profits, employment, equity, healthy coastal communities, etc.);
(d) competitive markets and social stability, through reasonable limits on concentration
in industrial structure, wealth, and income distribution, and attention to the wellbeing of coastal communities;
(e) individual commitment to overall system goals through the exercise of individual
discretion in changing and unpredictable individual circumstances, and through
allegiance to agreed-upon rules and codes of conduct.
Chapter 6 outlines particular strategies for institutional designs to achieve these goals.
They emphasize structures that encourage collective action (e.g., community-based approaches) as well as individual discretionary action consistent with overall design intentions
and objectives (what we will call "compliance" for short) in the face of unexpected shocks
and surprises in changing circumstances.
Of course, in order to make Principle 6 work, the "...overall objectives of sustainability" must be very well-defined. Throughout this report, we have generally stated these in
terms of ecological sustainability, economic viability, and social stability. But clearly, in order to ensure that the incentives discussed here are properly "aligned," it is necessary to be
much clearer about objectives. We do not propose specific details here, but rather briefly
mention the process by which such objectives should be defined and communicated.
The type of participatory discussions that we have described previously can serve to
enlighten all actors in fisheries about detailed objectives held by fishermen, coastal communities, processors, and government managers, for example. There will undoubtedly be a subset of objectives on which everyone can agree (e.g., need for long-term productivity of the
fish populations on which economic and social benefits depend). The communication process will also make everyone aware of the objectives of other groups, so that while they
might not agree with them, at least they will understand them. This could create greater
compliance with regulations, for instance, if fishermen understand very explicitly that a certain regulation is not arbitrary but rather is designed to meet some conservation goal of reducing the probability of a stock collapse. Finally, to ensure that discussions about
objectives are sufficiently clear, objectives should be documented in terms that are very specific, measurable (to know how close they are to reaching them), acceptable, realistic, and
time-bounded (i.e., the goal should be reachable within a certain period).
Institutions are, however, a means to achieving good management, not an end in themselves. Many fisheries analysts have pointed to the fact that we need nothing less than fundamental change in human attitudes as well as social structures (Lawson 1993; Alverson
and Larkin 1993). The seemingly perfect institutional design is just another structure if it
does not in fact cause people to develop attitudes and values of stewardship toward the
resource. Values of stewardship are not based solely or even principally on individual incentives. They are based on a conception of the social good being inextricably linked to the
health of the resource. Among aboriginal peoples, this is, or was, usually expressed as spiritual belief. It is for this reason that we have some optimism about the potential of local-level
institutions that are built upon, and that in turn foster, attitudes of stewardship toward local
resources through a sense of basic connectedness. The environmental awareness and values
of society in general also have a role to play, as explored in Chapter 6.
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What happens if we fail to create institutions in which incentive
structures align individual interests with social objectives of
sustainability?

Most fisheries have the problem that, due to inappropriate incentive structures, individuals take actions in their own interests in ways that do not necessarily mesh with broader
objectives of sustainability (ecological, economic, or social). Numerous symptoms of this
illness exist. We see misreporting of catches, excessive discards and by-catch, development
of excess capacity, and speculation in the sale of licenses, etc.
But the existence of perverse incentives is not restricted to the fishing sector. For example, past managers may have faced a perverse incentive to focus their attention on the
fishing industry, which may have contributed to fishery management not taking adequate account of the linkages between regulatory measures taken in a fishery and the well-being of
coastal communities. Broadly, we see examples of overexploitation, policy failure, inappropriate regulations given the risks, and reduced abundance and productivity of many fish
stocks.
These phenomena have led in turn to reduced employment and social decay in many
coastal communities. Governments have responded with continuing subsidies (albeit to a declining industry). Without appropriate incentives, these symptoms will continue. With appropriate incentives, the symptoms won't disappear, but at least we should see them less
often.

Chapter 6. Implementing Principles for Sustainable
Fisheries
Introduction
In this chapter we bring the discussion down to specific strategies and institutional innovations. These strategies offer concrete possibilities for action to move toward the goal of
sustainable fisheries by implementing the six-fold package of general principles set out in
Chapter 5. For each strategy, we give specific examples where elements of the strategy have
been employed. We also identify some outstanding questions demanding further work.
Strategy 1 suggests action to develop a working precautionary approach to recognizing
and taking into account structural and dynamic complexities, and the resulting uncertainties,
in decision-making in fisheries systems (Principles 1 and 2). Because the precautionary approach may itself be viewed as an overarching strategy reflecting an evolution in ethical
perspectives on the conduct of human activities in complex systems (Macdonald 1995;
O'Riordan and Cameron 1994), some of these recommendations for action could easily be
redistributed to one of the other strategies detailed below. However, given the extensive
work already undertaken by many researchers and reported by the FAO on this subject
(FAO 1995b, 1995c) and the central role the precautionary approach plays in the 1995 UN
Agreement on Conservation and Management of Straddling Fish Stocks and Highly Migratory Fish Stocks (UN 1995), we considered it useful to gather in one place in our document
the key elements of this work related to our particular topic. A further review of some key
elements of the precautionary approach is provided in Richards and Maguire (1998).
Strategy 2 recommends much more extensive use of methods of risk assessment and
risk management to take into account uncertainties and risks arising from the complex character of fisheries systems (Principle 2). These methods hold the promise of providing summary interpretations of a vast array of relevant empirical evidence and scientific analysis.
However, such interpretations inevitably leave a dilemma (indeed the central dilemma underlying attempts to apply the precautionary approach in practice), namely a difficult social
tradeoff between a reduction in estimated current returns (distributed over many interested
individuals and groups) on one hand and dimly understood risks to fisheries systems, ecosystem integrity, and people in the future, on the other. Strategy 2 offers some examples of
innovations toward more explicit analysis and open, participatory processes where social
and political judgements about the resolution of these dilemmas may be developed in closer
association with processes of information gathering and scientific interpretation, in light of
traditional knowledge wherever appropriate.
Principle 3, which emphasizes the need to conserve and enhance biological, economic,
and social diversity, translates concretely into Strategy 3, calling for action to implement integrated "systems" thinking in fisheries and in particular to implement a comprehensive
ecosystem approach to fisheries management. A critical feature of this effort is assurance of
adequate provision for the collection and communication of information relevant to fisheries
systems as a whole (Principle 4) and this principle is carried forward into proposed concrete
measures (Strategy 4) for the commitment of resources to particular initiatives to build the
necessary capacity for monitoring and information management.
However, it is not just within fisheries systems that information is needed. To assess
the performance of all those involved in activities affecting marine resources and to appraise
the overall social significance of developments in fisheries systems, it is essential that the
social and ecological consequences of decisions and actions be taken into account as fully
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as possible (Principle 5). Strategy 5 spells out some of the measures that are essential in order to respect this principle and offers some examples where the need for such significant
departures from conventional practice has been recognized and some initial steps have been
taken. Nowhere, however, is there sufficient attention yet paid to this pressing need for
more adequate social reporting on progress toward sustainability (including ecological and
social aspects) rather than the continuing reliance on the limited financial and economic statistics and (partial) stock data more routinely reported.
Finally, while steps toward a more appropriate focus on risk-averse policy and on an
adaptive, ecosystem-based management approach more generally, are important and essential in the pursuit of sustainable fisheries, it is crucial that action not stop there. Fundamental to any hope of sustainability in fisheries systems is change in social attitudes toward use
of natural and social capital and reform of the institutions governing decisions about access
to and management of the resources of the global commons. Clarification of rights, roles,
and responsibilities of all those involved is essential (Principle 6). Reform of the institutions
of governance in fisheries systems at all levels, from local to global, is critical to ensure that
institutional structures create appropriate incentives for individuals to pursue sustainable
practices. The task is to align individual interests with the overarching objective of sustainable fisheries so that fisheries management policies and individual decisions all promote
that social goal. Strategy 6 emphasizes features of such institutional arrangements and provides several concrete examples. Experience with some of these institutional innovations is
recent and limited, however, and interpretations of the evidence differ. Conclusions as to
which institutional forms will prove most effective in which circumstances are therefore
contested and we do not put forward any single model as universally appropriate. What we
do urge is attention to the issue and clarity in its resolution.
We believe that a key advance, and an important contribution of this report, is the
growing recognition that it is essential to nest ideas about improved on-going current policy-making within a more general framework of adaptive management and open, adaptable,
participatory management institutions and all of that within the yet more general frame of
ethical evolution and institutional reform to get the incentives right by clarifying individual
roles, rights, and responsibilities within more devolved, partnership-oriented institutions of
governance promoting stewardship of marine resources and fisheries systems.
In particular, we develop later in this report the idea that the guidelines for the application of precautionary reference points laid out in the 1995 UN Agreement on Straddling
Stocks and Highly Migratory Stocks (UN 1995 Annex II) may provide a basis on which ongoing management responsibilities can be effectively delegated within overall conservation
limits established by government on the basis of scientific advice. With respect to management institutions, we see critical examination of a whole spectrum of possible arrangements
spanning the range from market to politics as an important advance in debate about acceptable means to share and ration access to a resource that cannot be responsibly or sustainably
managed as an open access commons. Examination of this range of options focuses attention in particular on the implications (merits, costs, and inherent risks) of transferability and
trading of access or management rights (individual or collective) in fisheries systems. In the
following sections we spell out these strategies in more detail.

Strategies
1. Implementing a precautionary approach

Principle 1 in Chapter 5 highlighted the need to recognize, in all decisions shaping
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activity in fisheries, the underlying complexity of the systems involved. Principle 2
emphasized the need to take into account pervasive changes, uncertainties, and resulting
risks. It is important that these principles be respected by everyone involved in fishery systems, i.e., people in industry and coastal communities, as well as those in management
agencies.
The most appropriate way to build these two principles into our ongoing actions is to
implement a precautionary approach. Such an approach aims to maintain productive fish
stocks over the long term and ultimately to improve the social and economic benefits of
fishing. It may, but will not necessarily, include actions such as reducing harvest rates, harvesting fewer non-target fish (reducing by-catch), or establishing areas that are closed to
fishing (marine protected areas). While these actions may reduce economic returns in the
short term compared to current amounts, these actions should be viewed as wise investments that will help ensure substantial, sustainable harvests in the long run. Such a longterm focus is particularly important given that some changes, such as loss of stocks and
coastal communities, are irreversible, or only slowly reversible on a human time scale.
Many strategies are available for implementing a precautionary approach, but they are
not mutually exclusive; a mix of strategies should be applied, depending on the particular
situation. Several measures recommended below are either drawn directly from, or modified
from, two important recent documents from FAO, the "Precautionary Approach to Fisheries,
Part 1" (FAO 1995c) and "The Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries" (FAO 1995d).
Many have been incorporated into the 1995 UN Agreement already cited (UN 1995).
Recommended strategies for implementing a precautionary approach are organized below under the six general characteristics of the approach, as described in Chapter 5. After
making these recommendations, we provide evidence from international case examples to
show that they can be helpful.

human

Characteristic I. Unavoidable uncertainties (arising from natural variability and measure-

ment error) should be recognized and explicitly considered when governments and management agencies evaluate regulatory policy options and when the fishing industry makes
investment or other decisions. Greater caution should be exercised when information is uncertain, unreliable, or inadequate (UN 1995).
Recommendation 1.1. Although management agencies should use the most comprehensive scientific evidence available to make decisions, "the absence of adequate scientific
information should not be used as a reason for postponing or failing to take measures to
conserve target species, associated or dependent species, and non-target species and their
environment" (Article 7.5.1 of FAO 1995d). The reason for this recommendation is that failure to take some restrictive action early because of uncertainty about its effect has often led
to maintenance of the status quo. If that status quo happened to entail too high a harvest
rate, then both the stock abundance and harvests subsequently decreased significantly
(Saetersdal 1980).
Recommendation 1.2. The fishing industry and fish-dependent communities should
make investment decisions taking full account of the uncertainty inherent in forecasts of the
future status of stocks, as well as in effects of management regulations. They should not expect constant economic benefits from even the best-managed fish stocks, at the very least
because stocks are naturally variable. Neither should the industry or communities base their
expectations and investments in new harvesting and processing equipment on the best or
even the average catch in the last five years (or some other period) because these may or
may not be repeatable. Rather, they should be prepared to respond to changes in availability
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of fish at the spatial and temporal scale exhibited by the fish, even if those changes are at
locations or times that do not fit ideally with human economic and social goals. Such biological variation is an unavoidable reality.
Recommendation 1.3. In the presence of climatic, economic, or technological change,
it is particularly important that management agencies frequently re-estimate characteristics
of fish stocks and fishing fleets, re-evaluate the appropriateness of current regulatory measures, and change those measures as necessary.
Recommendation 1.4. Fishery management agencies should design harvesting and
other strategies to be robust, i.e., still likely to meet objectives even if the cunrent understanding of the fisheries systems on which management decisions are based turns out to be
incorrect, and (or) the capability to control fishing activity proves imperfect. While this robustness is not easy to achieve, some fundamental approaches help to move in this direction. First, robust management measures minimize reliance on the most uncertain or
unobservable variables in fisheries. For example, where stock biomass is highly uncertain
and setting of quotas is therefore difficult, harvesting during only a short period limits the
possible fishing mortality without needing to know the stock abundance precisely. This is a
common approach to in-season Pacific salmon management. Similarly, habitat protection,
closed spawning and juvenile areas, and marine protected areas can help maintain food supplies, improve the age structure, and maintain the reproductive potential of the resources
(Fisheries Resource Conservation Council (FRCC) 1997).
Harvest plans should aim at maintaining, to the extent possible, a typical proportional
age distribution of the harvested fish stock to retain its ability to respond adequately to unfavorable environmental conditions; this may require minimal harvesting of prereproductive
fish, or other size-selectivity of fishing gear, and a proportional harvest rate.
Management agencies should use a portfolio of management measures because no single harvesting or management method is likely to be perfectly robust. There will always be
some situation in which any given method will fail to ensure sustainability. For example, the
existence of a marine protected area (MPA) implies concentration of harvesting in other areas. Suppose an extreme case in which 50% of the fishing grounds are completely closed to
harvesting. This might seem to guarantee protection for much of the fish stock. However, if
the stock structure is uncertain, it is possible that such an arrangement, by concentrating
harvesting pressure in the remaining open area, could wipe out substocks that happened to
be located in that area. Thus MPAs should be used in conjunction with overall effort and
harvest controls, as well as the spreading or rotation of fishing among areas.
Decision processes should emphasize adaptive management. Adaptive management involves a continuous monitoring of the fish resource and evaluation of past management actions, combined with a capability and willingness to make appropriate adjustments to those
actions in-season and between years to ensure conservation. It is a fundamental tool for robust management. While many fisheries, such as those based on quotas, rarely see in-season
adjustments, some others are managed on a frequently updated basis. In salmon fisheries,
for example, abundance estimates are updated as the season progresses, with fishing times
adjusted accordingly within the season. There is also some potential in combining quota
controls with effort controls in marine fisheries, to provide a double-check that conservation
measures are not thwarted. For example, if the overall effort limit is reached before the
quota is caught, this may indicate that the quota had been set excessively high, thereby triggering a temporary closure of the fishery as a precautionary move.
Characteristic 2. Management agencies and the fishing industry should act to reduce the
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magnitude of uncertainties in the estimates on which decisions are based.
Recommendation 1.5. Management agencies should continue to improve methods of
stock assessment, which produce estimates of stock abundance and productivity. As well,
mechanisms for tracking changes in technological efficiency of fishing gear should be established. These will help improve forecasts of the effects of proposed regulations.
Recommendation 1.6. Due to confounding caused by simultaneous changes in the
environment, management regulations, fishing gear, and fishing effort, agencies should
implement management actions in an experimentally designed manner to permit a clearer
indication of the effectiveness of particular regulations (McAllister and Peterman 1992;
Sainsbury et al. 1997) and to maximize the lea rn ing opportunities from alternative courses
of action.
Recommendation 1.7. As emphasized also in the discussion of Strategy 4, members of
communities and the fishing industry should play a full role in helping managers obtain accurate statistics. Without these, estimates of abundance will be biased and a stock's productivity could be overestimated or underestimated, further increasing the uncertainties about
the true status of a stock and its productivity and possibly increasing the chance of overharvesting, with consequent reductions in future revenue. Therefore, it is in the interest of
the fishing industry to provide accurate data. To the extent that uncertainties are increased
by industry's behavior or misreporting of catch statistics, management agencies may have
little choice but to become even more precautionary in their regulations.
Characteristic 3. To maintain benefits from fishing over the long term, "where the likely
impact of resource use is uncertain, priority should be given by everyone [particularly by
management agencies and industry] to conserving the productive capacity of the resource"
(FAO 1995c, p. 4).
Recommendation 1.8. "When there is a good year-class, give priority to using the recruits to rebuild the [spawning] stock rather than increasing the allowable harvest." (Article
48d of FAO 1995c). In other words, where harvests have been reduced or eliminated to allow a stock to rebuild, strong restrictions on harvests should be maintained for some time
even after early increases in abundance are estimated. Among other things, this will increase
the number of age-classes present in the fish population, thereby providing a buffer against
unfavorable environmental variation (Chapter 3). This will help encourage the permanent
recovery of the stock. If instead, successful cohorts from a depleted population are harvested too heavily too soon, this may prevent recovery to a high abundance, as was seen in
many sardine and herring stocks in the 1960s and 1970s. The debate over the reopening of
cod fisheries on the east coast of Canada must be evaluated in the context of this recommendation, i.e., do the potential benefits of economic revenue and improved information on the
distribution and abundance of the stock outweigh the possibility that the stock could be prevented from recovering as a result of the openings? The issue is not straightforward. Recent
(1998) evidence from catch rates, sentinel fisheries, acoustic results, and casual anecdotal
observation suggests strong abundance inshore; however, the research vessel survey differs,
suggesting a low overall stock abundance, with still depleted stocks offshore. Under the circumstances, what is a reasonable precautionary posture in the face of pressures from fishing
communities, which may be giving unduly heavy weight to in-shore observations?
Recommendation 1.9. Despite apparent adverse direct impacts on current revenues, industry should support stringent restrictions on gear types or mesh sizes to reduce the detrimental effect of harvesting on the survival rate of juveniles and to minimize the shift in the
age structure of the fish population that normally accompanies fishing. A diverse multiple-
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age structure of fish populations is important for maintaining the productive capacity of a
fish population because it helps to compensate for spatial and temporal variability in environmental and human-induced factors that detrimentally affect fish stocks (the bet-hedging
life history strategy referred to earlier in Chapter 3). Especially when uncertainties or natural variability are large, restrictive harvesting actions or limits to habitat disturbance will occasionally be necessary to leave sufficient spawning or rearing capacity so that fish stocks
can successfully endure adverse environmental conditions and remain in a productive state
over the long term. Such action is clearly in the long-term interest of those in industry and
communities.
Characteristk 4. Steps should be taken to preserve and maintain the health of critical habitat.
Recommendation 1.10. Fisheries management agencies "should ensure that assess-

ments of the implications of habitat disturbance are carried out prior to the introduction on a
commercial scale of new fishing gear, methods and operations to an area." (Article 8.4.7 of
FAO 1995d). Similarly, "In a precautionary approach to managing fishery technology, a designated lead authority should have the mandate to evaluate and decide on the acceptability
of a proposed new technology, or changes to existing technology, and oversee the impact
evaluation procedure." (Article 97 of FAO 1995c). This mandate should also apply to
changes in the mix of technologies used, such as moving from mainly traps to mainly bottom trawls. Indeed, the impacts on habitat associated with all technologies in current use
should be critically assessed.
Recommendation 1.11. "All critical fisheries habitats in marine and fresh water ecosystems, such as wetlands, mangroves, reefs, lagoons, nursery and spawning areas, should be
protected and rehabilitated as far as possible and where necessary. Particular effort should
be made to protect such habitats from destruction, degradation, pollution and other significant impacts resulting from human activities that threaten the health and viability of the
fishery resources." (Article 6.8 of FAO 1995d).
Recommendation 1.12. Canada and relevant provinces "should ensure that their fisheries interests, including the need for conservation of the resources, are taken into account in
the multiple uses of the coastal zone and are integrated into coastal area management, planning and development." (Article 6.9 of FAO 1995d). Such advice applies to all portions of
watersheds in the case of Pacific salmon, not just the coastal zone, because of the importance of freshwater habitat for salmon.
The precautionary approach also requires that "harvesting and processing capacity should be commensurate with estimated sustainable levels of the resource, and
that increases in capacity should be further constrained when resource productivity is highly
uncertain." (FAO 1995c). While regulations to control the actual fishing effort during openings are key to an effective precautionary approach, reductions or at least constraints on the
development of harvesting and processing capacity are also crucial because if that capacity
were smaller, there might be less pressure on managers to open fisheries when biological information suggests that they should be closed (Botsford et al. 1997).
Although the pursuit of robustness is usually considered in the context of fishery harvesting plans (as in Recommendation 1.4), there are also fundamental policy measures that
contribute to the above goal. Given that a highly uncertain resource must be harvested at
lower mortality rates than would otherwise be the case and given that management controls
are always imperfect, it is important to do whatever is possible to avoid the pressure that often arises from industry or among fishermen for increased harvests. Thus, robustness may
be enhanced by some or all of the following:
Characteristic 5.
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• ensuring that catching power is compatible with the available harvest;
• ensuring that the benefits to society per fish caught are as great as possible, within
the constraints of an integrated global marketplace, so that income levels are
maintained while killing fewer fish;
• ensuring that the flow of information is as rapid and complete as possible, through
local decision-making by those most familiar with, and most attached to, the fish
resources and their environment; and
• ensuring that measures are taken to develop livelihood alternatives outside the fishery and to encourage fishermen to have outside employment, avoiding total reliance on fishing (thereby making a precautionary approach more acceptable to
implement).
Recommendation 1.13. In all fisheries, regardless of whether they are new or existing,
the default option should be that harvesting capacity and harvest rate should not be allowed
to increase until quantitative analyses in a management plan (see Recommendation 1.16 below) show that the resource can adequately handle such increases. Agencies should be particularly careful to focus on limiting harvesting capacity, not just easily measured units such
as numbers of fishing licenses. Harvesting capacity is determined not only by numbers of
vessels, but also the gear used, the size of their holds, the volume of water searched and
fished per unit time (which includes the effect of increasingly sophisticated electronic
searching gear), and time spent emptying and preparing fishing gear for another episode of
fishing.
Recommendation 1.14. Management regulations should use appropriate safety margins
(reductions in harvest rates) that reflect uncertainties and risk. In the absence of a full
analysis, these may be chosen arbitrarily (e.g., a 20% reduction in harvest rate) as a rough
rule of thumb to take uncertainties into account. Preferably they should be determined by
situation-specific quantitative analyses of risks and tradeoffs as outlined in the discussion of
Strategy 2, "Extending risk-assessment and risk-management procedures."
Recommendation 1.15. Canada "should cooperate [with other fishing nations] to develop and apply technologies, materials and operational methods that minimize the loss of
fishing gear and the ghost fishing effects of lost or abandoned fishing gear." (Article 8.4.6
of FAO 1995d).
Characteristic 6. Management plans should evaluate management options using the most
comprehensive available methods and data, prior to the onset of fishing. Undesirable outcomes of management actions should be identified at that time, along with appropriate indicators, so that "any necessary corrective [regulatory] measures are initiated without delay,
and ... should achieve their purpose promptly" (FAO 1995c). These concepts apply to existing fisheries, newly proposed fisheries, and planned reopenings of fisheries that have been
closed.
Recommendation 1.16. Management plans should include (a) specific management
objectives, (b) consideration of a wide range of management options, (c) consideration of a
long time frame (two to three decades), (d) explicit consideration of uncertainty when evaluating management options, (e) precautionary elements as defined in this section, (f) preagreed decision rules that specify in advance appropriate regulations for each of several
potential circumstances so that action can be taken with minimum delay or debate,
(g) mechanisms to monitor and control harvesting capacity and harvest taken, (h) input from
industry, conservation groups, and communities, and (i) coordination with integrated
coastal-area management plans (FAO 1995c). Management plans are particularly important
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for new fisheries and for cases where closed fisheries are being considered for re-opening.
In both cases, the default regulation should be "no fishing" until a properly evaluated and
designed management plan is approved.
Recommendation 1.17. "All fishing activities must have prior management authorization and be subject to periodic review" (FAO 1995c). Such authorization would potentially
result from a management plan for a particular fishery. This option prevents the introduction
of new harvesting strategies or fishing gear without full analysis of relevant information. As
noted above in Recommendation 1.1, complete certainty about the effects of such changes is
never feasible. Nevertheless, the best possible analysis that takes the available information
into account, including its uncertainties, should be a prerequisite to new activities.
Recommendation 1.18. Management plans should specify predetermined reference
points (as described in Box 4.2 in Chapter 4) in stock abundance or other variables to determine whether increases or decreases in harvest rates should be implemented. For instance, if
current abundance estimates are below some predefined minimum amount, no harvests
should be permitted.
Recommendation 1.19. "If a natural phenomenon [such as a climate-driven factor] has
a significant adverse impact on the status of living aquatic resources, [fishing nations]
should adopt conservation and management measures on an emergency basis to ensure that
fishing activity does not exacerbate such adverse impact. [Fishing nations] should also
adopt such measures on an emergency basis where fishing activity presents a serious threat
to the sustainability of such resources. Measures taken on an emergency basis should be
temporary and should be based on the best scientific evidence available." (Article 7.5.5 of
FAO 1995d). Thus, closing a fishery is one of several options in an emergency.
Recommendation 1.20. For all fisheries there should be "an established legal and institutional framework for fishery management within which management plans that implement
the [characteristics of the precautionary approach] are instituted for each fishery" (FAO
1995c).
Recommendation 1.21. Where feasible, management plans should be developed through
consultations including management agencies, industry, coastal communities, and other relevant stalceholders. This will increase the chances that regulations will be followed and that
they will achieve their purpose.
Examples of implementing the precautionary approach

It is time to take seriously a precautionary approach in Canada. Its importance and feasibility have been demonstrated worldwide by widely diverse management agencies, researchers, non-governmental organizations (NG0s), some fishing industry groups, and local
fish-dependent communities (e.g., FAO 1995c, 1995d; Mangel et al. 1996; Gordon and
Munro 1996; Canada 1995b, response to the Fraser report's recommendations, which called
for risk-averse management; and FRCC 1997, "A Groundfish Conservation Framework for
Atlantic Canada," in which the precautionary approach is advocated as an essential element
of groundfish management). Several fisheries in various parts of the world have moved toward becoming sustainable in part by taking at least some of the measures outlined above.
Below are examples where one or more elements of the precautionary approach have been
applied.
Atlantic striped bass (NOAA 1993). This example illustrates placing a priority on
protecting spawning biomass while a stock recovers from depletion. Commercial landings
and abundance of juvenile Atlantic striped bass declined steadily through the 1980s after
pealcing in the mid-1970s. In response, U.S. state and federal authorities cooperated in
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implementing a comprehensive rebuilding plan for this species. A dominant feature of the
plan was an intensive monitoring program with a minimum required precision to understand
the reasons for the decline of the stock and to monitor the progress of its recovery. Regulatory measures included size limits and closure of major spawning areas to fishing to protect
juveniles and spawners from fishing mortality. Specific regulations were introduced to prohibit fishing a strong year-class in 1982. As a result of these actions, juvenile abundances
began to increase in the late 1980s. However, to permit the stock to rebuild, the stringent
regulations were relaxed only slightly. Future relaxations were contingent on continued increases in various measures of stock status. This strategy succeeded and the Atlantic striped
bass population was declared "fully restored" in 1995.
Snow crab in Gulf of St. Lawrence (Hare and Dunn 1993; Loch et al. 1995). The
example of the Gulf of St. Lawrence stock of snow crab illustrates possibilities for reducing
uncertainty through collection of better information and setting cautious quotas as part of a
precautionary approach. This stock was on the verge of collapse in the late 1980s after years
of ineffective regulation and enforcement. In 1990, several new measures were introduced
to allow the stock to rebuild, including closure of molting areas to fishing and adoption of
quotas below the most conservative estimates of annual recruitment. Industry and management have cooperated closely to improve data collection and enforcement systems. The result was an apparent recovery of the spawning stock, increased understanding of the biology
of snow crab, and improved stock assessments. However, current stock estimates have
raised concerns that perhaps even these cautious quotas will prove insufficient to prevent senous risk of reductions in future abundance.
Norwegian spring-spawning herring (ICES 1993). The case of post-1983 Norwegian
spring-spawning herring demonstrates the use of a comprehensive management plan. Norwegian authorities stopped all harvesting on this stock after it collapsed in 1970, with no future
harvest to be permitted until a "substantial" increase in spawning stock biomass (SSB) and recruitment was observed. Harvesting was resumed in 1984 but at a very low rate (about 5% of
SSB) after the SSB had increased to 500 000 tonnes from its low of 100 000 tonnes. This was
only after a management plan was developed that suggested that this low fishing mortality
rate would have minor impact on the stock. The stock continued to rebuild and the 1992 recruitment was the largest recorded since the collapse of the stock in 1970. Although SSB was
anticipated to be close to 2.5 million tonnes in 1994, authorities recommended that the low
harvest rates continue. Current plans call for the harvest rate to increase gradually until SSB
reaches its estimated maximum sustainable yield level of 6 million tonnes.
Spiny and slipper lobster in the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands (NOAA 1996).

These lobster stocks exemplify use of management measures that place priority on protecting spawning biomass. Lobster fishing began in 1977 but by the early 1990s the catch per
unit effort (CPUE) in the commercial fishery had decreased dramatically. The Fisheries
Management Plan was amended in 1992 to limit further entry into the fishery, impose a 6month seasonal closure to protect spawning biomass, and establish a flexible quota that
could be increased, reduced, or eliminated entirely depending on pre-season and in-season
abundance estimates. CPUE data since 1991 suggest that these species are recovering.
King, Tanner, and snow crabs in the Bering Sea (NOAA 1996). Reduced harvesting
of these crab species illustrates how a comprehensive management plan that incorporates effects on the rest of the ecosystem can modify regulations. In addition to being the target of
an intensive trap fishery, these crab species are also subjected to significant bycatch and discarding by Bering Sea groundfish fisheries. To reduce the amount of bycatch and discard,
Alaskan management agencies have set a restrictive quota on total groundfish catches and
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have imposed a bycatch limit on groundfish fisheries. The result is that catches of many
groundfish species are curtailed before their quota is reached because their bycatch limit has
been exceeded and many groundfish species in the Bering Sea are therefore considered to be
"underutilized." This is an example where a precautionary approach forces the fishing industry to forego short-term benefits from increased groundfish quotas in favor of maintaining biodiversity and abundance of other species in the Bering Sea ecosystem.
Research priorities
These strategies for implementing the precautionary approach go a considerable way
toward ensuring the viability of fish stocks and fish-dependent communities. However, there
is a continuing need for further research on several topics. (a) To reduce the confounding
among environmental changes, changes in management regulations, and variations in fishing gear and effort, agencies should put more effort into designing management actions in
an experimental framework (Walters 1986). While a statistically ideal experimental design
is rarely achievable, there are still many opportunities for improving the design of management actions to increase the chance of attributing a cause to an observed effect (McAllister
and Peterman 1992). (b) Researchers should continue to develop empirically based models
to evaluate management options. (c) Agencies should put considerable effort into improving
methods of stock assessment to reduce uncertainties about cuirent parameter values. At minimum, agencies should continually monitor and update parameters of productivity to identify appropriate management actions in the presence of changes driven by environmental
mechanisms or human activities. (d) "Research on the environmental and social impacts of
fishing gear and, in particular, on the impact of such gear on biodiversity and coastal fishing
communities should be promoted." (Article 8.4.8 of FAO 1995d).
2. Extending risk-assessment and risk-management procedures

In addition to implementing the aspects of a precautionary approach outlined above, planners and decision-makers in fisheries management agencies, the industry, and coastal communities should also put in place procedures for canying out risk assessments and using the resulting
information routinely in their decision-making. This is the remaining key component of Principle 2 in Chapter 5, "Recognize and take into account changes, uncertainties, and risks."
As noted earlier, many fisheries exist within a physical, biological, economic, and social environment that is inherently variable and uncertain. Ignoring the risks created by this
extensive and pervasive variability and uncertainty will inevitably lead to poor decisions
that generate ecological and economic losses. It is therefore crucial that risks be explicitly
considered by everyone involved in fishery systems.
We strongly suspect that information on biological, economic, and social risks resulting
from natural variability and uncertainties has either not been conveyed sufficiently clearly
by scientists to fishery managers or industry, or that managers, industry, and communities
have not responded appropriately to that information because the associated risks were not
well-understood. In either case, it is essential that scientists put considerable effort into
communicating information on variability and uncertainties and their associated risks to the
fishing industry, fish-dependent communities, and fisheries managers to facilitate appropriate planning (see Strategy 4). It is also incumbent upon the industry and communities, as
key players in a precautionary approach, to act upon that information in an economically
and socially responsible manner, to maintain the productivity of the biological resource on
which economic and social benefits are based.
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Recommendation 2.1. Planners and decision-makers in fisheries management agencies,
the industry, and coastal communities should implement explicit procedures for assessing
(estimating) the risks associated with particular management strategies or actions. Specifically, risks can be estimated when developing a management plan and evaluating options, using quantitative methods such as simulation modeling.
Measures of risk involve a combination of the probability of some event occurring
and the magnitude of its effect, if it does occur. For instance, there may be a low probability of collapse of a herring stock if only 20 more purse seines than planned are allowed to
fish the stock during a short opening; however, large loss in future catches if a collapse
occurs might mean that the risk is unacceptably large. Applying risk assessment to fishery
management has become increasingly common (see Shepherd 1991; Smith et al. 1993;
and Rosenberg and Restrepo 1994). Use of simulation models that incorporate random
processes provides probabilistic assessments of age- or size-specific population levels, determination of targets and limits to exploitation (and the uncertainty in each), and evaluations of the probability that these reference points or management objectives will be met
by particular actions.
Both the harvesting and processing sectors of the fishing industry frequently make decisions that involve evaluations of risks (e.g., those caused by fluctuations in market price,
availability of fish or markets for selling fish, or social disruptions due to changes in fishery
regulations). It should therefore be a simple step for them also to take into account other
risks normally only considered by the management agencies, such as biological variation in
survival and growth rates, spatial distribution, etc. It is as important for industry to do this
as for the management agencies because, in the long run, failure to do so will lead to greater
risks from overharvesting. For instance, industry should treat the change in fish abundance
and productivity caused by environmental variability, fishing, and other human activities
that affect habitat as another component of uncertainty in development of their business
plans. This would be similar to the way in which uncertainty about future prices per tonne
of fish is often considered.
Decisions are also made by individual fishermen taking risks into account. For instance, rates of discarding by-catch or relatively low-value smaller-sized fish (high-grading)
reflect explicit decisions by vessel operators to leave room in the hold for handling highervalued fish that might possibly be caught on a given trip (Gillis et al. 1995a, 1995b). In the
Pacific salmon fleet of British Columbia, individuals who wish to spread their risks across
space in case stocks or catches are reduced in any one area can do so, but now they must
buy licenses to fish in more than one region (i.e., engage in license "stacking"). In Pacific
herring fisheries in B.C., some boat owners have agreements at the start of an opening to
share profits among themselves as a hedge against catching little or nothing.
This incorporation of variability into the planning "mind set" is consistent with the
suggestion (Holling and Meffé 1996) that for ecological, economic, and social systems to
maintain their resilience (ability to absorb disturbance or change), we must accept the presence and valuable role of natural ecological variability, which generates mechanisms to cope
with changes in all parts of fishery systems, natural and human.
Recommendation 2.2. Formal procedures for risk management must also be implemented to ensure that results from formal risk assessments will be explicitly and quantitatively taken into account during the decision-making process and not in some arbitrary
manner. In this way, the degree of uncertainty and the resulting estimated risks will influence the choice of management strategies, thereby providing a link between risks and
precautionary strategies (see Chapter 4).
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Methods of decision analysis, coupled with simulation modeling, are ideally suited to
this task (e.g., Keeney 1982; Morgan and Henrion 1990; Walters 1981; Frederick and
Peterman 1995). Decision analysis has been used by decision-makers in the business sector
for decades and is a well-accepted way of explicitly considering risks when making decisions. Applying such methods in fishery systems requires an explicit consideration of a wide
range of alternative hypotheses (not just the single best hypothesis) about the biological,
physical, or economic processes that can affect the outcome of particular management actions. Consequently, decisions made using these quantitative techniques are more robust in
the presence of uncertainties (von Winterfeldt and Edwards 1986) than the traditional approach of assuming that the scientists' best estimate, or most likely hypothesis, is correct.
Many resource agencies in North America, Europe, New Zealand, and Australia have
already adopted this approach of quantitatively taking risks into account in decision-making
(Rosenberg et al. 1993). As well, international bodies (e.g., Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, the International Council for Exploration of the Sea, the North
Atlantic Fisheries Organization) provide a logical focal point for adoption of this strategy.
Recommendation 2.3. Members of the industry, coastal fish-dependent communities,
and fisheries management agencies should work cooperatively in project teams to estimate
risks, using common sets of data and methods. Such teams should also explore via decision
analysis the expected performance of various proposed actions (e.g., quotas, investments in
different types of fishing gear) by all of those sectors.
Institutional links must be designed so that processes for collecting, analysing and interpreting data, and using the resulting information in an integrated manner for decision purposes, are well-coordinated and provide for participation of a wide range of interests as well
as differing scientific perspectives. (Recall Box 4.4, which introduced the concept of "civic
science.") Scientific work and policy judgements within government management agencies
could be supplemented more regularly both by independent scientific advice and the perspectives of participants in fisheries systems. Scientific information might include more extensive linkage with the academic community as well as advice grounded in basic and
applied research such as was offered by the former Fisheries Research Board of Canada and
now by regional Conservation Councils such as the Fisheries Resource Conservation Council (FRCC) on the East Coast, and perhaps the new Pacific Fisheries Resource Conservation
Council, or the proposed Fisheries and Seafood Diversification Board in B.C.
Views of various participants in fisheries systems should include those based on local
and traditional ecological knowledge and ideas grounded in community-based consultative
processes as envisaged in the proposed joint federal—provincial Fisheries Renewal Advisory
Board in B.C. (The design of institutional structures to best serve this process of carrying
science effectively into the policy process is a difficult question that has been addressed to
some extent in recent debate (Hutchings et al. 1997; Doubleday 1997). As discussed below,
some members of this panel see real promise in the concept of precautionary reference
points embodied in the recent UN Agreement (UN 1995) in which conservation, or limit,
reference points are established by governments on the basis of independent scientific advice, while the development of management, or target, reference points is delegated to participatory management agencies, stakeholder groups, or co-management structures.
Recommendation 2.4. The application of the precautionary approach requires that the
burden of proof be removed from scientists and managers, so that risk-neutral or risk-averse
policies can replace the clearly demonstrated risk-prone strategies of the past. If this change
is not effected, it is unlikely that the advantages of the combination of risk assessment with
the precautionary approach will be achieved (Peterman 1990; Dayton 1998).
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This recommendation results from the observation that the principal difficulty in implementing an approach that couples risk assessment with a precautionary approach is the issue
of the burden of proof. A long-standing problem in national and international management
has been an implied burden of proof resting with scientists and managers to demonstrate adverse impacts of harvesting on marine populations and ecosystems. This tradition represents
a significant obstacle to responsible decisions. It has been extremely common to see the recognition of high levels of uncertainty used as a rationale not for appropriate caution, but
rather for continued high levels of exploitation, i.e., as an excuse not to reduce fishing activity. This practice is not tenable.
Examples of applying risk assessment and risk management
Bergh and Butterworth (1987) describe how evaluators of management options for the
South African anchovy considered risks by simulating the effects of recruitment variability
and imprecision in estimates of abundance. Managers adopted a different fishing strategy
than what would have been used had those risks been ignored.
Other examples are given in Kirkwood and Smith (1996), including references to recent International Whaling Commission (IWC) work on investigating management strategies for whaling that took uncertainties explicitly into account, as well as to the adoption by
the Council for the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources (CCAMLR) of various aspects of the precautionary approach. Use of risk analysis by the FRCC in determining
desirable TAC levels for Georges Bank cod and haddock fisheries may also be cited (FRCC
1997). This work focused on setting quotas to ensure a high probability of stock rebuilding.
Huppert (1996) also provides some useful examples (see also Chapter 4).
Research priorities
The central research issues in the development of approaches to risk assessment involve the development of methods of quantifying uncertainty, particularly that associated
with rare events, and in assessing possible responses to extreme events. There has been substantial interest in the development of Bayesian statistical approaches to provide probabilistic assessments of key population parameters and state variables in fisheries, although there
is still controversy about the application of these methods. Further development and evaluation of this approach and recommendations for robust approaches for development of prior
distributions would be extremely useful in a fishery risk-assessment context. Many riskassessment approaches depend extensively on resampling techniques such as the bootstrap
method to compute probability distributions of parameters and state variables (Smith et al.
1993). There are four general approaches to bootstrapping; the performance of each deserves comprehensive evaluation in this context.
Within the social science arena, there is need for more research on economic and particularly social risks of various actions. For instance, investigation into the response by fishermen to risk and their perception of risk would be extremely helpful. This would include
finding ways to bridge the commonly observed gap between estimates of risks by analysts
and perception of risks by others (Slovic 1987). As has been noted in other contexts (e.g.,
Moffet 1996; NAPA 1995), this task may entail extensive consultative processes and public
participation exercises aimed at encouraging social learning about risks. In addition, current
research in cognitive psychology shows that traditional scientific means of communicating
information about uncertainty and risks are not necessarily the best for assuring understanding or comprehension by target audiences. Research into better methods should be encouraged and the scientists, analysts, and managers who should be using this research should be
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exposed to it (Morgan and Henrion 1990). Finally, a substantial element of implementation
error (see Chapter 4) would be reduced if we could understand ahead of time the probable
response of fishermen to changes in regulations. Increasing interest in institutional design
and incentive structures as concerns for public administration, particularly in the field of implementation, is leading to relevant material in this area (see, for example, March and Olsen
1989). In this respect, work to improve methods used to communicate uncertainties and
their implications to managers, users, the public, and scientists would be valuable in improving awareness of risk-management problems and in promoting compliance.
3. Promoting diversity

Principle 3 sets out the general argument for measures to promote and conserve diversity as a key feature of ecological health and as a hedge against uncertainty and risk in fisheries systems. A number of strategies offer opportunities to pursue this principle, including
the adoption of an ecosystem-based, adaptive, and precautionary approach in decisions by
all those involved in fisheries management, broadly interpreted to include government and
non-government organizations, industry, and people.
Recommendation 3.1. Pursue an ecosystem approach. In the 1996 statement of goals
and objectives for the Ecological Monitoring and Assessment Network (EMAN) in Canada,
the ecosystem approach is defined as "a comprehensive and holistic assessment of the environment [which] recognizes the complexity of ecosystems, emphasizes that people are indeed part of ecosystems, and adopts ecozones as spatial reporting units. Such an approach
examines the interconnections within and among component parts." (EMAN 1996).

Box 6.1. What,is an ecosystent approach?

Among the inost widely known illustrations of nn ecosysterri'' 'approach is the
work of the International Joint Commission to implement the 1978 Great Lakes
Water Quality Agreement. SloCombe' (1993) ggests'that "Ns applied in .the Great
Lakes 'Basin, the ecosYstem approaCh is holistic, interdisCipAinary, goal-Oriented,
participatory, and aimed at getting people to recognize that they are part of the ,
èdosystem not ,separate' frein it '..•" Drawine on a yvider set Of exainpies, SIoçorribe
identifies a set of core characteristics of ecosystem approaches as follows:
(a) describing parts, systeins, erivironments, and their 'interactions;
(b) holistic, comprehensive, transdisciplinary; (c) including people and their activities in the ecosystem;
(d)'describing system dynamics, e.g., with concepts of homeostasis, feedbacks',
cause-and-effect relationships, self-organization, etc.;
(e) defining the ecosystem naturally, e.g., bioregionally, instead, of arbitrarily;
0,) looking at diffeient levels or scales of system structure, process, and function;
(g) recognizing goals and taking an active management orientation;
(h) including actor—system dynamics and institutional factors in the analysis;
(i) using an anticipatory, flexible research and planning process;
(j) entailing an implicit or explicit ethics of quality, well-being, and integrity; and
(k) recognizing systemic limits to action, defining and seeking sustainability.
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In a review of what he terms ecosystem management, Grumbine (1994, p. 31) identified
ten dominant themes, which led him to a worlcing definition: "Ecosystem management integrates scientific knowledge -of ecolOgical relationshiPs within a cornplex socib-political and
values framework toward the general goal of protecting native ecosystem integrity over the
long term.",

Here we emphasize, as in the previous discussion, the need for a multispecies approach
to fisheries systems, with full recognition of the spatial and temporal heterogeneity of the
component parts, including the human activities and institutions involved. Integrated assessment and planning processes that include terrestrial, coastal, and ocean processes, and integrated procedures for land use and marine resource use are essential as part of this broad
ecosystem-based approach to management.
Such an approach will emphasize, in particular, the importance of interdependence in
ecological networks and food webs (Arrow et al. 1995; Pauly et al. 1998).
Recommendation 3.2. Avoid impacts on the ocean habitat. (See also Recommendations
1.10-1.12). In many fisheries, concerns are expressed over the effect of harvesting technologies on the habitat and on fishery conservation in general. However, without complete
knowledge of the ocean, the impact of such harvesting on both the fish and the habitat will
always be uncertain. In particular, uncertainties in ocean ecology ensure that it will be difficult to prove (or disprove) negative impacts on the food chain and on ocean productivity. In
this situation, harvesting is more robust (and more precautionary) if carried out using technologies with the least potential impact. For example, in seeking to be cautious in the 1997
reopening of fisheries for two Atlantic cod stocks (in the northern Gulf of St. Lawrence and
southern Newfoundland, Areas 3Ps and 4RS3Pn), fishermen agreed that no trawlers would
be used.
Recommendation 3.3. Promote marine protected areas. (See also Recommendations 1.4
and 1.11). One timely specific initiative is to create a network of marine protected areas to
preserve spawning populations, nursery areas for juveniles, feeding grounds for certain life
stages, and the integrity of the ecosystem in general (DFO 1997b). There are many reasons
to prohibit consumptive human activity in certain parts of the ocean and to coordinate economic activities with conservation measures in others. If one is focusing on a particular fish
stock, then designating spawning or nursery grounds as "closed areas" may make sense.
More broadly, an ecosystem approach to fishery management implies that human impacts
on all species, and on the ocean habitat more generally, must be taken into account.
Marine protected areas (MPAs, also referred to more or less synonymously as marine
reserves or marine conservation areas) are areas of the ocean in which exploitation is prohibited or clearly limited. This is done to protect critical habitats, endangered species, or
commercially harvested species that need "sanctuaries" within which they can grow and reproduce in the absence of harvesting pressure. Such protected areas create "buffers" that
help a population persist in the face of environmental or human-induced variation (Gubbay
1995). In some species it may be possible to significantly reduce harvesting on entire
subpopulations that may be genetically unique. These subpopulations can be held in reserve
in case the main harvested population collapses. Such reserves thus constitute a bet-hedging
strategy, similar to what is used by financial managers with diversified investment portfolios
(Gordon and Munro 1996) and by long-lived fish species to help them survive variations in
conditions over time and space.
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Different designs are possible. Seasonal sanctuaries or refuges may be designated, for
example, to protect spawning activities at certain times of the year. MPAs may be "zoned"
for multiple use (to allow harvesting or other activities such as tourism in certain subsections of the MPA) or they may be fully protected "no take" areas (in which all exploitation
is prohibited). The latter approach provides an important hedge against uncertainty: by leaving part of the ocean ecosystem untouched, it is possible that at least a segment of various
populations at risk may be preserved. In this fashion the MPA may recreate the natural refuges that contributed to the sustainability of some stocks that successfully resisted heavy
fishing pressure until recent technological developments rendered these sanctuaries accessible and open to exploitation.
MPAs are presently receiving a great deal of attention among researchers, as noted in
the discussion of Recommendation 1.4. The excellent DFO discussion paper (DFO 1997b)
outlines its proposed approach to the establishment and management of MPAs under the
1997 Oceans Act, extending and complementing the existing marine conservation programs
of Canadian Heritage (National Marine Conservation Areas) and Environment Canada (for
habitat and wildlife, especially migratory birds). That initiative deserves high priority.
Recommendation 3.4. Adopt an integrated approach to ocean and coastal management.
Many coastal fisheries in Canada and globally face a trio of fundamental problems:
overexploited resources, overextended fleets, and a lack of non-fishing alternatives. Addressing them requires integrating fishery management efforts and coastal economic diversification. Generating employment alternatives is crucial to effective resource conservation
(Smith 1981). To this end, fishery planning can be combined with community-based diversification. For example, in combination with efforts to reduce fishing capacity, emphasis can
be placed on creating employment alternatives that build economic strength within the community, taking advantage of local comparative advantages in ocean-related activity (such as
development of alternative fisheries, fish farming, coastal tourism, etc.). There is a growing
literature on this approach, referred to as "Integrated Coastal Development" (e.g., Arrizaga
et al. 1989) or "integrated coastal zone management" (Wells and Ricketts 1994).
It is often argued that public policy has social as well as economic dimensions and
these may call for investment in sustaining coastal communities even in the face of apparently conflicting economic pressures. What is less well-recognized is that this need not be
an argument for creating or perpetuating economic inefficiency and social dependency, but
simply acceptance of a broader notion of economic efficiency, which takes into account the
value of unpriced social, cultural, and natural capital. For reasons of lifestyle and independence, people are often willing to exploit their own labor and human capital for incomes they
find unacceptable as paid wages. At these lower income levels, which may be acceptable in
small communities with substantial family and social networks, selective harvesting and
habitat maintenance activities, which would otherwise not be commercially viable, become
feasible. These activities, viable on a continuing basis in coastal communities, contribute
unpriced social and ecological services, which may offset (more than fully) perceived subsidies or regulatory burdens required to ensure the survival of the communities. The appropriate social balancing of such policies can only be undertaken in the context of the integrated
analysis just mentioned.

Examples
As noted above, perhaps the outstanding example of implementing an ecosystem approach lies in the work of the International Joint Commission (IJC) in the Great Lakes Basin. This work is oriented toward participation and coordination of decisions and activities
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of many institutions in the region and emphasizes the need for all to see clearly the role that
they can play in decision processes. As in Chapter 4, the IJC underlines the need to deal explicitly both with uncertainties related to understanding a decision problem and uncertainties
arising from the possibilities of error in policy decisions and in implementation of them. In
the later risk-management phases of the work, the importance of broad participation and
"civic science" (Box 4.4), along with a precautionary approach, is emphasized (IJC 1995).
Another example of a promising attempt to pursue a comprehensive ecosystem-based
approach is found in the work of the Central Region Board in British Columbia to develop
an integrated approach to terrestrial and marine resource use on the West Coast of Vancouver Island, building on the conceptual foundations provided by the Clayoquot Sound Scientific Panel (CSSP 1995). There is now widespread community and industry support for an
application by Canada for designation of this region as a UNESCO Biosphere Reserve, possibly including important marine protected areas.
Lobster fishermen on the Eastport Peninsula of Newfoundland themselves closed two
traditional lobster fishing grounds for conservation reasons starting in 1997. Examples of
more formal efforts to create marine protected areas can be found in several places, including recent federal and British Columbia initiatives. (Indeed, the popularity of the idea is
such that at least three pieces of recent legislation, i.e., the Oceans Act, the proposed new
Fisheries Act, and provisions under the proposed Endangered Species Act, as well as federal
and provincial legislation on parks, provide authority for such action.) DFO, through development of its "oceans strategy" (Department of Fisheries and Oceans Canada 1998a) aspires
to ensure the necessary coordination of such initiatives.

Priorities for research and further work
The need for integrated systems research on fisheries and oceans matters has been
highlighted in the United Nation's Agenda 21 document. In Canada, the FRCC recently emphasized the need for integrated fishery analysis (FRCC 1994), recommending that "a
multidisciplinary team approach be implemented in addressing fishery research questions,
both in the laboratory and in the field" and that "a real move be made towards an ecosystem
approach to fisheries management." The FRCC also suggested that: "scientists study fishing
scientifically as a system and strive to better understand the relationship between fish (resource) and fishing (fishing practices, gear technology, capacity analysis, etc.). This must reflect the recognition that fishery science involves more than the natural sciences and that
scientific research is a part of the development, implementation and evaluation of fishery
management measures and economic policy tools." (FRCC 1994, p. 118).
Such a research approach supplements rather than replaces disciplinary lines of research. Several relatively new multidisciplinary areas of research show promise for moving
in this direction. These are described briefly below.
(a) Ecological economics

Ecological economics is a new field of study that attempts to integrate economic and
ecological thinking, in order to put some analytical and conceptual flesh on the idea of "sustainable development." It recognizes the key roles of economic forces, of ecological constraints, and of societal objectives. Indeed, these components were highlighted in a recent
overview of ecological economics, in which three major problem areas for study were
noted: (1) assessing and insuring that the scale of human activities is ecologically sustainable; (2) distributing resources and property rights fairly, both within the current generation
of humans and between this and future generations, and between humans and other species;
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and (3) efficiently allocating resources as constrained and defined by 1 and 2 above, and including both marketed and non-marketed resources (Folke et al. 1994).
Ecological economics is systems-oriented and emphasizes the importance of natural
capital (including fish, natural habitats, the oceans, etc.) and the ecological services (or ecological life-support) provided by nature. These ideas are nothing new in fisheries. For
example, fish stock conservation is a matter of "maintaining natural capital," the marine
ecosystem provides ecological services, and fishery management is a matter of balancing
conservation (an investment in natural capital) with harvesting (conversion of natural capital
into consumption flows). Concrete applications in fisheries policy remain to be pursued.
(b) Sustainability assessment

While discussions of "sustainable development" (the balancing act between presentday benefits and future rewards) have become commonplace over the past decade; only recently have widespread research efforts focused on measuring and evaluating the
sustainability of human activities. Interestingly, however, such challenges have been at the
forefront of fishery research for decades (Schaefer 1954; Beverton and Holt 1957; Gulland
1977; Ricker 1975). In the past, this fisheries research focused principally on achieving particular goals related to "sustainable yield" if not the maximum, then some value less than
that based on other criteria such as aversion to risk. Measures of sustainability now need to
consider effects of human activities on fisheries systems more broadly. In this spirit, the
challenge can be envisioned as achieving simultaneously acceptable performance in the ecological, social, and economic components of fisheries systems. This will necessarily involve
tradeoffs among these components and a proposed fishing activity or management regulation would be considered unacceptable if its impact on any one component would be excessively detrimental. Many possible combinations of conditions of these biological and human
components might be sustainable in the long run; however, some combinations would be
less acceptable than others, depending on the relative values and ethical weights assigned to
the various ecosystem components. In many circumstances management efforts may also
pursue restoration or enhancement of the ecosystem, rather than sustainability alone.
Examples of assessing and reporting on progress toward sustainability in this general
sense are noted briefly in discussion of Strategy 5 below.
(c) Integrated fishery modeling
Integrated fishery modeling focuses on the need to understand the intenelationships
among components of fisheries systems through multidisciplinary means. Efforts to develop
integrated analyses are generally seen to date from the 1950s, progressing further into dynamic analysis in the late 1960s, notably with the predator—prey style models by Smith
(1968) of fish—fishermen interactions. The fundamental ingredient of such models is a
multidisciplinary combination of components of fisheries systems.
A major focus of integrated modeling has been in development of bio-economic models, combining fish population dynamics with economic dynamics and objectives (e.g.,
Clark 1985). Bio-economic modeling has enabled researchers to address the dynamics of
both fish and fleets, while also providing a language that can help bridge the gap between
biologists and economists working on common projects. There is considerable potential to
utilize the approach on case studies using simulation modeling (e.g., with FAO's BEAM IV
software). There have also been efforts to incorporate multiple objectives, as well as social
and behavioral aspects, through "bio-socio-economic" approaches (Sivasubramaniam 1993).
It should be noted that these more integrated approaches highlight the full range of data
needed in fisheries, such as time series of labor forces, labor force participation rates, and
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fishing community populations, as well as the more usual data on fish stock dynamics and
economic parameters.
Key goals of integrated fishery modeling include (a) an understanding of how fishing
fleets, fishing effort, and labor change over time, (b) the ability to predict the responses of
fishermen to regulations (such as the experience of the Atlantic groundfishery, in which restrictions on vessel length designed to limit capacity expansion, were met with construction
of wider vessels, so that capacity expanded nonetheless), and (c) an understanding of the decision-making inherent in illegal fishing behavior and the consequent effectiveness of enforcement. Of course, until modeling efforts are better able to represent the multispecies,
joint production (interdependent) network character of the ecosystem itself and the mechanisms generating ecological services, the potential for fully integrated modeling will be limited. Further research must be directed toward such representation.
4. Ensuring adequate collection and communication of information

Information is a key element in shaping human activity. Principle 4 in Chapter 5 emphasized the importance of measures to ensure a comprehensive continuing flow of information. Integrated fisheries modeling and a coherent ecosystem approach to management
depend on it. An appropriate plan for its collection and dissemination is important in any
endeavor but particularly so in fisheries, of which we have so little fundamental understanding. In the absence of a clear model, such as that which meteorologists use to make predictions for the atmosphere, it is very difficult to organize and understand the observations that
we do have. It is, therefore, primarily through the observations of fish in their environment
that we understand their status, and similarly for the fishermen and other stakeholders in
their social environment. It is crucial that we devise a scheme for the integrated sampling of
fisheries because of the strong positive and negative feedback between different components
of these complex systems.
Presently, there are signs that the DFO has opened up the information flow and substantially improved communication within stock assessment procedures and further increases in transparency are proposed. For example, the steps now being taken to follow up
the federal—provincial Memoranda of Understanding on setting up a Pacific Fisheries Resources Conservation Council and a Fisheries and Seafood Diversification Board in B.C. include extensive public consultation on structures, policies, and procedures. The advice
offered to Ministers by both bodies is to be contained in reports that will be available to the
public.
In addition the importance of timely and relevant information built into a precautionary
approach to the development of new and emerging fisheries is recognized in the discussion
draft Policy and Guidelines for the Development of New Fisheries in B.C. (Department of
Fisheries and Oceans Canada 1998b). These draft policies follow the staged approach outlined in the Pacific Stock Assessment Review Committee (PSARC) Working Paper 196-06
(Perry et al. 1999) designed to assure an adequate information base to support decisions on
commercialization of new fisheries or harvesting methods. The effective integration of traditional ecological knowledge for these purposes evidently will be a key concern as will be
the application of effective methods to assess the impact of such developments on marine
food webs and to force the necessary selectivity in harvesting technologies (Pauly et al.
1998).
Such changes should be encouraged. However, the information flow in this process is
still restricted relative to the much broader approach that we recommend. Focus on the
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marine ecosystem, fish, and the environment, fails to take other sources of information fully
into account. One possible first step in the process could be the establishment of an open,
integrated, and freely accessible database. All departments, agencies, companies, and university reseal-chers could contribute information for inclusion into the database. Such a collation would make it possible to carry out the integrative analysis required to understand
some of the complexity of fisheries systems.
It is particularly important that social and economic streams be more fully and systematically added to the information flow. The benefit of their addition should be obvious to
managers who have actually worked to implement a management plan. With appropriate
awareness and understanding of the social and economic environment, a management strategy and plan can be crafted that maximizes the chances for acceptance and effectiveness.
In particular, we make the following specific recommendations:
Recommendation 4.1. hnpleinent an integrated, balanced, and transparent informationflow strategy.
Recommendation 4.2. Involve fishermen and other groups in the collection of information.
Recommendation 4.3. Make better use of existing information resources including traditional knowledge and knowledge of local fishermen.
Recommendation 4.4. Involve those who collect information in the decision-making
process.
Recommendation 4.5. hnprove information flow so that it is open and accessible to
everyone involved in fisheries systems.

Examples
On the Atlantic coast, the FRCC was established to provide the Minister of Fisheries
and Oceans with advice for groundfish and other fish stocks. Among the achievements of
the council are a more open and participatory communication process and more extensive
and rapid information flow. On the other hand, the Council has operated under constraints,
e.g., it has been largely restricted to dealing with groundfish, crab, and lobster, and with a
limited mandate reducing its potential effectiveness. There is need for a system and process
like this but on a scale broader in its geographic focus and in its coverage of species and
ecosystems. We must bring together all the various players, turning them into partners in the
search for understanding.
In the Atlantic groundfish fisheries, various measures have been instituted to develop a
participatory approach to enhancing information collection and availability. A notable example is the Fishermen and Scientist Research Society, an organization of fishermen and scientists in Nova Scotia, who jointly collect and analyze biological, oceanographic, and catch
data that would not be collected without their efforts. A similar participatory approach is
used in the range of sentinel fisheries that take place in closed or newly reopened
groundfish fisheries; these involve a combination of structured research surveys together
with low-level harvesting to provide catch rate indices. All the activity is carried out by
fishermen, under the scientific direction of DFO scientists. A third example is a survey carried out by trawler fishermen in Southwest Nova Scotia (NAFO Area 4X) that provides an
independent stock status indicator, one which covers more inshore areas than is possible
with DFO's offshore research vessel survey.
We argue that this participatory approach should be common to all fisheries. It should
be seen as an ongoing monitoring requirement, not simply as a means to save money or provide support to unemployed fishermen.
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On the Pacific Coast, agreement has been reached on the main features of the Pacific
Fisheries Resource Conservation Council (PFRCC) to be implemented as a joint federalprovincial initiative. This body will have a Chair and six members appointed by the Council
of Fisheries Ministers to offer advice on matters of conservation and long-term sustainable
use. Regrettably however, it appears that the terms of reference will confine the PFRCC, at
least initially, to salmon fisheries alone. It will not include representation of sectoral interests and will not deal with issues of allocation or in-season management. Rather, it will be
expected to receive scientific information from the PSARC and more generally from other
bodies, including First Nations, in order to offer strategic advice on habitat and stock conservation and enhancement in a more open, inclusive, public process than PSARC itself follows. The PFRCC will have an explicit obligation to achieve an integration of traditional
ecological knowledge where possible and to assure data are publicly available and accessible. In particular, it is expected to make its recommendations available simultaneously to the
Council of Fisheries Ministers and the public in January of each year. Thus the scientific advice from the existing PSARC process is to be brought into a more general process in which
integrated strategic advice may bridge troublesome federal—provincial jurisdictional conflicts in responsibilities for management, habitat, and land-based activities more effectively.
Again on the Pacific coast, the West Coast Trollers Association, including about
300 members, was formed in 1996 from the trollers who selected Area G, the west coast of
Vancouver Island, as the area in which they would exercise their trolling license privilege
under the "Mifflin Plan" for reducing the west coast salmon fleet. This Association quickly
identified the need to improve management through accurate and timely catch monitoring
in-season, and after exploring the best available information on how to achieve this, they
designed a project that they were willing to pay for out of their catch allocation (sale of fish
"off the top"). The monitoring project would involve about 10% of the trollers, who would
use on-board low-cost, purpose-designed data keyboards linked to a Geographic Positioning
System (GPS) and satellite communications hardware. Observers would also be placed on a
subsample of the vessels. The position of each boat would be recorded and linked to their
call-in (four times daily) of catch and by-catch. Catch, CPUE, and catch location would be
plotted daily on computer-generated maps at the Fisheries Centre at the University of British Columbia, enabling an analysis of the best selective fishing strategies (i.e., in what location can the fleet maximize the harvest of targeted species while minimizing by-catch). This
information would be relayed to the West Coast Sustainability Association (the communitybased association of West Coast trollers), to DFO, and the public about a week later, with
vessel identification stripped from the public-access version. The West Coast Trollers Association aspires to be the first fleet in Canada to receive Marine Stewardship Council certification for a sustainably pursued fishery and continues to pursue this proposal as a way of
testing different selective fishing strategies. At the time of writing, however, an implementation agreement had not yet been finalized with DFO. There are, however, joint data collection activities occurring among DFO and users in some invertebrate fisheries.
Although the use of traditional ecological knowledge is required under the new Canadian Environmental Assessment Act and a number of promising initiatives have been undertaken, we can point to only a few examples where the use of such knowledge is effectively
integrated with conventional information flows in ongoing fisheries management. Arctic
fisheries are now managed under co-management agreements with DFO that place high
priority on the use of traditional knowledge. For example, this feature is built into the structure of the Nunavut Wildlife Management Board and the Fisheries Co-management Board
created under the Inuvialuit Final Agreement. In Nova Scotia, scientist members of the
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Fishermen and Scientist Research Society mentioned above regularly refer to local knowledge gained from their interactions with fishermen.
Research priorities
The ocean is such a vastly undersampled system that research is crucial to improve the
understanding that can be gleaned from the little data that we are able to collect. Interdisciplinary research is beginning to blossom within the field of ocean ecology, witness the
development of programs such as the Global Ocean Ecosystem Dynamics Program
(GLOBEC), the Joint Global Ocean Flux Study (JGOFS), as well as the World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE) and the Land-Ocean Interactions in the Coastal Zone
(LOICZ). All have something to offer fisheries, although relatively few broad programs exist that are focused on fisheries as we have defined them here. Such programs, including social and natural scientists, are difficult to develop but are useful to explore aspects of
fisheries systems generally. Further disciplinary work is required also, for everything from
building ocean circulation models to testing how incentive schemes work within fisheries.
Research into the design of data collection systems is also needed. The optimum design of a
fisheries monitoring program and how it should adapt in response to changes in regulatory
regimes is an important issue.
Other research topics should examine what institutional and other changes are needed
to ensure greater recognition within governments and industry of the importance of adaptive
management approaches and adequate information systems open to public involvement.
Some of the consultative mechanisms envisaged within the recent B.C. Strategies for Sustainable Fisheries (despite its overemphasis on the salmon resource alone) may be noted
here. More generally, the partnerships envisaged in the amendments to the Fisheries Act tabled in 1996 (but not passed before the 1997 federal election) and a range of other new
institutional arrangements offer opportunities for continuous adaptation of organizational
structures in response to better information on continuously changing circumstances, although the nature of the necessary accountability mechanisms and institutional measures remains an open question.
5. Informing social decisions through accurate pricing, accounting,
reporting, and charging

Principle 5 of Chapter 5 suggests that social and ecological consequences of decisions
must be taken into account fully when those decisions are being made. More particularly, it
suggests the need to adopt practices of full-cost (ecological) pricing, environmental accounting, and reporting on progress toward sustainability, and to move where appropriate to systems in which the social and ecological costs of resource use and depletion of natural capital
are recovered from those causing the impacts (cost recovery). To implement this prescription, a number of steps are essential, as set out below. It must be recognized that these recommendations constitute in some sense a counsel of perfection, unlikely ever to be fully
realized. Despite the obvious conceptual, empirical, and logistical difficulties, however, continued effort to move in the directions outlined below is essential if we are to end the ludicrous situation of making decisions on the basis of what can be measured readily using
generally accepted accounting conventions rather than what is crucial to the ecosystem. In
particular, we must contest the continued error of ignoring the value of natural and social
capital in our information and reporting systems, simply because conventional practice has
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not found ways to assign appropriate numbers to represent that value. The following recommendations suggest alternatives.
Recommendation 5.1. Make markets and price systems work properly to guide decisions in fisheries systems. Prices of goods and services should reflect as far as possible the

full opportunity cost of all the resources consumed in their production and use (and the full
value of all benefits generated as a result), including social and ecological resources, which
may be unpriced or unrecognized, and including all impacts on third parties whether unpriced or not. This recommendation, sometimes expressed as the requirement that "all externalities be internalized" is designed to ensure that price signals work properly to guide
production levels and resource use to the point of balance where the value of resources consumed is matched by the value of products or services produced. In other words, for markets
to work properly as guides to resource allocation, there must be a complete set of prices
properly determined. With our present failure to assign prices to ecological services, natural
capital, or social infrastructure, we are far from such a condition.
This "full-cost pricing" argument can be extended to advocacy of "ecological tax reform" designed to ensure that prices are adjusted toward this ideal, precisely because the
most dramatic missing pieces in market mechanisms are now recognized to be associated
with the failure to price ecological services and natural capital. The magnitude of this omission is suggested by research (Costanza et al. 1997), which estimates the value of unpriced
ecological services alone at two to three times the size of reported world gross product.
Growing recognition of the importance of social cohesion and cultural solidarity is also
leading to an emphasis on attempts to bring into calculations for decision purposes full consideration of social capital and cultural capital, and for that matter human and intellectual
capital as well, which are in principle somewhat more amenable to conventional market calculation (Hawken 1993; von Weizsacker 1994).
Recommendation 5.2. Ensure that national accounting and national income measures
reflect depletion of marine resources. Price mechanisms provide information as inputs into

individual decisions. To report properly, for an enterprise or a society, the consequences of
the aggregate of these decisions over a given period, it is necessary to undertake a full accounting of the gains and losses and the resulting balance of assets and liabilities for that organizational unit (United Nations 1993). An organization deludes itself if it counts all
current revenue inflow as income without taking into account the resources used up in
achieving that inflow. However, this is what organizations and governments in fisheries systems have done traditionally, i.e., treat harvesting as generating income rather than as a
transfer of natural capital into financial returns. It is not important when the resources are
vast and the current harvests small by contrast such that current decisions can do little to
compromise the underlying value of the resource (natural capital). However, now, when the
scale of activity is so great and the capacity to harvest so lethal relative to the resource stock
itself that a small margin of error could lead to collapse, then counting as income what is really the consumption of the stock (the natural capital) is a potentially fatal error of accounting. With the easing of fiscal constraints in government spending, it is important that the
resources, which have been withdrawn from work on environmental satellite accounts and
environmental indicators more generally, be reinstated and increased to the point where
there is reasonable confidence that Canadians have accurate reporting of the state of the national economy and the Canadian environment insofar as ecological services and natural
capital (and marine resources in particular) are concerned. In this respect, the recent important advances in the Canadian System of Environmental and Resource Accounts (Statistics
Canada 1997b) and continuing work on Canada's National Environmental Indicator Series
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(Environment Canada 1997) are encouraging. In collaboration with DFO, a priority task
(backed by increased resources if necessary) should be the acceleration of this work to include the information on marine ecosystems for which their conceptual frameworks make
provision in principle, but are not yet there.
Recommendation 5.3. Introduce mandatory reporting on progress toward sustainability
in fisheries systems. Social reporting should reflect developments in fisheries systems, ocean

and coastal marine resources, and coastal communities. While the arguments for ecological
pricing and environmental accounting have now been well-developed (though the necessary
measures are as yet little implemented), there is less general recognition of the need for a
broader mode of reporting on progress toward sustainability as the natural evolution of the
recognized need for social accounting. Nevertheless, the case has been fully developed by
the National Roundtable on Environment and Economy in its Report to the Prime Minister
on Reporting on Progress Toward Sustainability (Hodge et al. 1995), which also urged the
need for additional resources for Statistics Canada to assume additional coordinating responsibilities for the purpose.
Recommendation 5.4. Where feasible and appropriate, improve incentives for conservation of marine resources and the social infrastructure (social capital) in coastal communities through user-pay or cost-recover), mechanisms. As noted above, price signals and other

data provide information as inputs into decisions of individuals, corporations or communities, and other bodies. To alter incentives, however, or create motivation to act on the basis
of the abstract signals provided by these information flows, it may be necessary to reflect
this information in charges actually paid or revenues actually received on the basis of the
prices quoted. For this reason, the case for full-cost (or ecological) pricing set out in Recommendation 5.1 may be extended to an argument for (full or partial) cost-recovery or userpay arrangements. When the calculated full-cost price is actually charged (through a costrecovery system, for example), the users of a natural resource (or of government management services) must consider whether the good or service is truly of sufficient value to them
to warrant the costs involved. On the other hand, when the cost charged for use of natural
resources does not reflect all the social and ecological costs incurred and the non-use or
existence value of the resource to the public owner, then resource exploitation will be excessive and the resources whose services are unpriced in its production are themselves overused. Such ideas have been extensively discussed since at least 1973, when the OECD
announced its then-revolutionary "polluter-pay principle," and the justification has been
fully articulated in the economics literature for decades. Unfortunately, social practice has
not yet caught up with these precepts.
Thus, forcing payment for goods and services on a full-cost basis forces accurate balancing of the value of those goods or services against the true value of the resources used up
in generating them. When we are dealing with resources only recently recognized to be
scarce and valuable, such as fall under the heading of natural and social capital, but are not
yet properly priced or valued, the significance of these measures becomes clear. Without
them, we risk making exactly the kinds of ultimately inexcusable mistakes, with serious and
possibly irreversible consequences, in the management of these public resources as have resulted in our history of decisions decimating fish stocks and destroying fish habitat.
Examples
Steps toward environmental accounting at the industry and national level are illustrated
by the growing popularity of corporate annual environmental reports as supplements to the
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usual annual reports and by Statistics Canada's promising work on Econnections (Statistics
Canada1997a), respectively.
Examples which begin to move from environmental accounting to more inclusive reporting on ecosystem health are still in the early stages. Environment Canada's State of Environment Directorate has articulated a comprehensive framework; however, the pace of the
work has suffered dramatically in a climate of short-sighted fiscal restraint and there is
nothing as yet on marine ecosystems in the "Ecological Life Support Systems" category of
the Environmental Indicators Series. A draft report by B.C.'s Commission on Resources and
Environment (now disbanded), which was given limited circulation by the Ministry of Environment Lands and Parks in B.C. (Hodge 1997), offers an example of still more general social reporting on progress toward sustainability. Together with the path-breaking Annual
Reports of the Provincial Officer of Health in B.C., it illustrates the potential value of such
information on long-term social and ecological developments as one basis for assessment of
government performance. Again the resources for such work are limited at both federal and
provincial levels.
In principle, Multiple Accounts Analysis creates a framework assuring that the social
and ecological consequences of proposed action will at least be brought explicitly, if not
quantitatively, into decision-making processes. An example of this approach is the multipleaccounts system used by DFO since the late-1970s to evaluate various options for projects
in their Salmonid Enhancement Program (SEP). In the early 1990s, this SEP Program
changed to a nine-account system (from the five-account system in use since the 1970s) for
evaluating potential enhancement projects (activities designed to increase abundance of Pacific salmon, such as habitat restoration, spawning channels, etc.). Each proposed project is
now evaluated with respect to potential (a) economic benefits, (b) employment, (c) benefits
to First Nations, (d) regional development, (e) fish manageability, (f) fish harvest, (g) environment and conservation, (h) public involvement, and (i) efficiency and effectiveness. In
practice, however, some of these accounts (e.g., fish manageability, or the ability to harvest
enhanced stocks separately from wild) were given significantly less weight than others,
which led to problems in evaluation; debates over the effectiveness of the SEP program
have not been eliminated.
Priorities for research and further work
One specific strategy would be a coordinated government initiative to rebuild the monitoring, information, and reporting systems seriously run down or dismantled through the recent period of fiscal restraint. It is interesting to note that in a recent annual report of the
Clerk of the Privy Council on the Public Service of Canada, one core role identified for the
federal government was the maintenance of national institutions such as Statistics Canada,
the Canadian Hydrographie Service, Atmospheric Environment Service, and others, which
provide a knowledge base for the entire country. Maintenance of this responsibility demands
much greater social investment in efforts to achieve an integrated monitoring of ecosystem
integrity and well-being. The example of Statistics Canada coordination of federal and provincial information activities in the fields of population health or justice may suggest models by which federal—provincial cooperation might proceed under the auspices of councils of
environment, forests, fisheries, or energy ministers acting jointly for this purpose.
Another strategy would be to upgrade support for research and networking, especially
for scientists and managers working on new and emerging fisheries or unanticipated
problems possibly over the horizon. In such work, it will be necessary to recognize more
fully the value of sustained research and traditional ecological knowledge and to support
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more integrated work in reporting on progress toward sustainability. For example, see the
recently issued Bellagio principles for assessing progress toward sustainability, which suggest the basis for a long-term work program for integrating international reporting efforts
(Hardy and Zdan 1997).
6. Implementing institutional reform and promoting commitment to
sustainable fisheries
Principle 6 in Chapter 5 suggested that the core task in the renewal of institutions in
fisheries systems is to ensure that individual and group roles, rights, and responsibilities are
clarified and clearly understood. Institutions and incentive systems must be structured so
that personal interests and motivations are aligned as far as possible with group or public
interests, especially in sustainability, stewardship, equity, economic efficiency (broadly understood). The discussion there suggested that many different institutional designs might be
considered for this purpose, with varying emphasis on market mechanisms, state regulation,
or community participation. The strategy we advocate to implement this principle is to assign (or reassign) rights and responsibilities more clearly to reshape incentive systems and
get individual incentives right. This approach does not require us as a group to express
views about the use of specific management tools or governing instruments, or to try to prescribe which assignment of rights might be appropriate in particular circumstances. However, it does require recognition of the broad spectrum of market, community, and interinstitutional options available.
Below we illustrate some underlying ideas by sketching three apparently successful examples of this strategy in action. The first example is a non-market limited-entry system administered by a joint co-management committee including representatives of government
and fishermen; the second is a market-based individual transferable quota (ITQ) system
with the Total Allowable Catch (TAC) and seasonal closures administered directly by DFO;
and the third is a community quota system managed by community boards. These are only a
sample of the rich body of well-documented models embodying various design options
(Ostrom 1990; Mitchell 1997; OECD 1997). Our purpose here is simply to illustrate something of the range of options produced by different mixtures and to suggest some areas of
agreement on the risks and advantages of various options.
In all three cases, we argue that apparent success lies in the fact that, within an overall
allowable catch established by the federal government to assure the primacy of the conservation objective, the assignment of rights and duties effectively decentralizes responsibility
for the management and monitoring of detailed harvest and investment plans and decisions.
Fishermen, and in some cases coastal communities collectively, all with direct experience
and a direct stake in the outcomes, carry the responsibility, individually or as part of a
group, to make the necessary judgments, formulate plans, and monitor the results in a
changing environment. Thus, each of these schemes, confronted with resource systems displaying different characteristics, emphasizes the link between decisions on the harvesting of
uncertain stocks and the consequences for the future availability of fish, and thus moves towards getting the individual incentives right for purposes of sustainability.
It is perhaps useful to emphasize the distinction between management instruments and
institutional designs. The Expert Group organized by the OECD Fisheries Committee has
reviewed (1997) a range of instruments in use for fisheries management around the world,
which it has classified as input controls (licensing, effort limits, etc.), output controls (TAC,
individual quotas, community quotas, etc.), or technical instruments (limits on gear, time, or
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area closures, etc.). Their study predicts the consequences likely to follow from the use of
each and attempts to confront these predictions with empirical evidence from observed fisheries. It concludes that the well-known problems associated with open access mean that using TAC as an instrument alone will lead to mismanagement and unsustainable harvesting.
From the economic perspective of the OECD Expert Group, the preferred direction of reform is clear: "The results suggest that in order to alleviate these problems [associated with
traditional management systems] it would be necessary to introduce right based systems
(e.g., transferable individual licenses, individual quotas, and exclusive area use rights)."
(OECD 1997, p. 20).
Our work, however, has suggested that to be meaningful one has to take this discussion
further, examining who exercises what rights, i.e., who must make which decisions, within
the complex nested systems governing human activities in fisheries.
The range of rights and responsibilities involved in managing fisheries and the range of
design options possible as these powers are assigned to different participants are illustrated
in Table 6.1.
Bundles of rights can be assembled in various ways from this array of component
parts. Negotiating public—private partnerships or co-management arrangements will entail
coming to agreement on who will exercise which rights and responsibilities and how disputes are to be resolved in the face of continuing change.
It is important to recognize that such bundles of rights are socially constructed (Barzel
1997; Bromley 1991; Sened 1997). Indeed, in all cases, socially enforceable individual
rights of access, participation in management, and claims to harvest must be clearly defined
and the accompanying codes of conduct must be clearly understood and broadly accepted.
The nature of the continuing social constraints on such rights, and the fact that they cannot
be absolute or irreversible, must be fully understood. Rules for sharing access to the resource and for sharing the consequences of surprise and shocks in either the natural system
or the harvesting and distribution system must be clear. The risks of such unforeseeable
change in an indeterminate world should not be considered as fully insured by the taxpayer
or as a basis for claims for compensation (Knetsch 1983; Cohen and Radnoff 1998).
In particular, we make the following specific recommendations:
Recommendation 6.1. Clarify the roles, rights, and responsibilities of individuals and
groups.
Recommendation 6.2. Design institutions and incentive systems that align individual
interests with the goals of biological sustainability, social stability, and economic viability.
Recommendation 6.3. Enhance sense of ownership and secure claim to the resourcemarket approach and (or) enchance participation by users in decisions on the management
and stewardship of the resource-participatory approach.

Examples of alternative institutional arrangements using different
instruments
Limited mac in the South Australian abalone fishery. To reduce excess capacity, limited entry was introduced in the South Australian abalone fishery in 1968, when the 200 divers engaged in the industry were granted limited-term licenses of 11-years duration. Sale of
licenses was not permitted, on the reasoning that, once sale is permitted, licenses can only be
removed through government buy-back. Twelve years after this program was introduced, over
half the divers had left the industry voluntarily and their licenses had been retired.
The details of implementation were developed out of intense govemment—industry
debate in the early 1970s and reflected the willingness of government to work with the
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Table 6.1. Types of rights held by individuals (I), communities (C), and governments (G) in three

management systems.

Institutional arrangement
Limited entry
Rights and
Responsibilities

Non-

Transfer-

transferable

able

ITQ

Comanagement

Community
quota

1. Access (to fishing

I

I

I

C

C

I

I

I

I

C

G/C

I

I

C*

C*

C/G

G

G

C/G

C/G

G
G
G
G

G
G
G
G

I
I

C/G

C/G

C/G

C

G

C

C

I

C/G

C/G

G

G
C (contract)
nia
(Minor)
G (license I (partial)
fee)
G
G
G
G

C/G

C (contract)

C

C

TIC

I/C

C/G

C/G

C/G

C/G

G

C/G

C/G

grounds)

2. Withdrawal
general
specific
3. Alienate access of
withdrawal rights
4. Limit membership (or
quotas or licenses)
5. Plan harvest
where
when
how
6. Enforce harvest plan
7. Monitor others' harvest
formal (dockside)
informal
8. Cover management
costs
9. Protect/restore habitat
10. Enforce habitat
protection
11. Set policy goals

Implement policy
12. Research/data

collection or analysis
13. Coordinate uses/
multiple commons
14. Allocate access and

n/a

G (license
fee)
G
G
G
G/C

G
G
G

G
G/C

C

C

C/G
C/G

C/G
C/G

G

G (or C by
contract)
G

C/G

C/G

G

G

C/G

C/G

TAC
Note: Specific rights or duties associated with participation in the systems are identified down the left-hand
margin. Five different illustrative institutional arrangements are identified across the top. Entries in the cells of
the table identify which generic participant (individuals, I; communities, C; governments, G) would hold the
right or duty (indicated in the row) under the specified institutional arrangement (indicated in the column).
* No external sale; internal reallocation only.
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fishermen in a committee where both were equally represented, to find a system that was biologically sustainable, socially equitable, and obtained optimum economic returns to labor
and capital. In working out the new system, government and industry "both now see and understand far more of each other's problems and point of view than ever before. The advent
of the Committee has not changed the nature of the problems but has turned them into total
industry problems and not just managers' problems." (Stanistreet 1982, p. 142). The committee decided to look at the fishery on a zone-by-zone basis and to work slowly, in order to
observe the effects of changes created by new stocks coming on the market and changes
created by each phase of the program. Eventually the committee worked out what it considered the optimum number of fishermen for each zone, criteria for interzone transfer of licenses, and a point system for ranking potential new entrants into the fishery, based on
residence, years in the fishery, kinship ties to active fishermen, and time on the waiting list.
However, because fishermen's recruitment and retirement were slow and fishermen's effort
varied, the committee knew that younger entrants would likely increase effort. Therefore,
they continued to feel that the number of licenses should not be fixed or transferable
through market sales, allowing the committee to respond to new developments in the situation at each point. Through committee decisions, the level of fishing effort could be kept
fairly close to maximum sustainable yield without undue risk of stock depletion. The committee could decrease what it considered the optimum number of licenses if newer entrants
changed this balance. Although it might have been simpler for government (or the committee) to set the right number of licenses and allow them to be transferable, this would have
created additional problems later on. As it is, the degree of effort can be adjusted to new
conditions in the market or in the productive capacity of the resource, while achieving the
goals of sustainable harvest, social stability, and economic viability. (Note that this system
focused on a single species only.)
The committee system for monitoring the situation constituted a limited type of comanagement at the regional level. Fishermen on the committee had informal rights, shared
with government, to limit membership (set the number of entrants in a particular time period), to regulate the transfer of membership (both overall and by area), and to interpret and
find appropriate means to implement reforms. In order for the committee to function effectively, a high-level educational process was initially required, involving an up-front investment by government. A significant benefit of that investment was the procurement of
informal management rights by fishermen, accompanied by the incurring of responsibilities
by fishermen to share with government the burden of explaining and legitimizing the importance of measures being taken. Because this made government's job easier (and perhaps
cheaper) in the long run, it was also a benefit to government. The second major benefit of
the co-management of licensing was that mutual accountability was established, involving
transparent accounting, reporting, and information flow. Thus, both the rights of individual
fishermen and the responsibilities of committee members were structured so that pursuit of
optimum individual benefits did not prevent the system from achieving the collective (social) objective of appropriate levels of fishing effort.
This limited-entry system, in which the number of licenses and the transferability of licenses were mediated by a co-management committee, displayed several key characteristics
that made it work. First, it was adaptive and risk averse in the face of change: the number of
licenses was reversible (could be lowered or raised) in the face of new information on resource condition. Second, it was accountable to both government and fishermen through the
transparency of standards and rules for conservation established by the co-management
committee and by reporting to the fishing community at large. Third, standards and rules for
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license transfer were based on clearly articulated principles of equity as well as conservation, so that, whether or not fishermen agreed with the policy, they clearly understood why
and how it was being implemented and could see that the point system of qualification for
licenses was being fairly applied to all.
Halibut ITQs in British Columbia. The halibut ITQ system has been widely praised
as the most highly successful example of ITQs in Canada, particularly for the greater profitability it has conferred on the first generation of quota-holders. In B.C., the directed
longline fishery for halibut became limited entry in 1979. At that time, a halibut license was
separated from a salmon license and the "generalists," fishermen who had not fished halibut
in the qualifying years (the late 1970s when they directed their effort at the prosperous
salmon fishery), were removed from the fishery. In the 1980s, salmon and hening prices
collapsed; halibut license prices then escalated; many licenses changed hands; the fishery
became increasingly costly and competitive; and every licensee had to fish hard every year
to pay costs. The old system of spreading fishing effort over time was abandoned. Competitive conditions worsened in the fishery until finally DFO was successful in introducing an
ITQ system in 1991, following two industry rejections of ITQs in the 1980s.
Under this ITQ system, the TAC and seasonal conservation closures are still set by
government but shares of the TAC were allocated to all 435 limited-entry license-holders.
Although not all halibut skippers adopted the same strategies, crew size was reduced on average and the total number of trips was spread out over a longer season instead of being
compressed into 2-4 trips, the norm before 1991. This change permitted more immediate response to markets and an increase in the quality of the product delivered.
By 1997, only half of the original 435 boats were actively fishing, because fishermen
were allowed to transfer 50% of the quota to other fishermen or quota-holders. This means
that on average twice the amount of halibut is being landed per boat, resulting in operational
economies of scale for the remaining skippers.
Fishermen now pay a set fee per pound landed ($.075 in 1997), mainly to cover the
cost of hiring a dockside monitoring company, hiring four additional halibut fishery officers
to enforce the program because the fishery is now open longer, and covering all of DFO's
direct management expenses for halibut. Fishermen notify the monitors of their intent to fish
(hail out) and probable landing date (hail in) at one of 33 specified ports; they must hail in
24 h in advance. Fish are weighed, tagged, and recorded in a central data bank on delivery,
and holds are inspected to insure that all fish have been delivered. This fee also pays for at
least three meetings per year of the Halibut Advisory Board, made up of fishermen who design the operational rules of the fishery, including landing locations, monitoring, and transfer. Where biological indicators of success are concerned, the evidence suggests that the
TAC is being realized and the fishery is being sustainably exploited.
Co-management in the inshore fixed-gear groundfishery of the Scotian Shelf and the
Bay of Fundy. The co-management system for fixed-gear fishermen in the Scotia-Fundy
region of Atlantic Canada arose originally as a way of avoiding something perceived as
worse, namely, the problems associated with transferable individual quotas. ITQs were introduced in the Bay of Fundy herring purse seine fishery in 1982 and in the Nova Scotia
crab, shrimp, and midshore groundfish dragger fleet by 1991. By the mid-1990s, the limited-entry fixed-gear inshore groundfishermen, who took cod, haddock, and pollock on set
long line and set gillnets, and who had to deal with overcapacity, feared their fishery was
headed in the same direction, as government withdrew more and more from former micromanagement roles. These fears led to the establishment of seven regional community-based
management boards in 1996.
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The establishment of these boards followed a successful pilot community-based management plan in 1995 for one region. Regional plans in five more areas for the 1996 season
were developed after region-wide protests in March 1996 over the perceived movement towards ITQs, a substantial increase in licensing fees, and restrictive "core" licensing criteria
(which, by itself, would have differentially disadvantaged small-boat fishermen, eventually
eliminating 35% of small-boat operators in the Scotia-Fundy fisheries). In October 1996, the
program was expanded to seven regional boards on a three-year trial basis.
Each management board fishing in the 4X statistical region has been allocated a share
of the total area 4X quotas for cod, haddock, and pollock. Allocations were based on the
historical catch of fishermen from each region during the years 1986-1993. For equity considerations, 3% of the quotas from all regions was taken to redistribute to less-advantaged
boards to ensure their viability. Thus, the TAC is divided among the seven boards before the
season, and according to the management plan of each board, fishermen can fish the entire
area, subject to seasons, gear restrictions, weekly trip limits, and by-catch limitations. Adjustments to the local management plans, in response to real-time developments in the fishery, can be made quickly by the board and communicated effectively to participants through
a mandatory hail-out/hail-in system. The underlying philosophy of these boards is that the
allocations belong to all license-holders in the region and decisions concerning the use of
the allocations should be made by a democratic process involving all these license-holders.
The worlcings of the boards permit the development of management plans that are consistent
with local fishing patterns, the traditional distribution of catches among gear-types, local
ecological conditions, and community needs. Some of the boards are already becoming involved as well in localizing licensing rules, scientific research priorities, and measures for
dealing with fleet overcapacity where it exists.
In 1996 management boards also started trading fish with each other. If one board was
running out of quota for one species but had an excess of another species, it would make a
within-year trade with a board that had an opposite lack/excess of the species in question.
Boards are now lobbying DFO to allow uncaught quota to be carried over into the next year,
arguing that this would create an incentive to leave fish in the water to grow, rather than
forcing the sale or trade of excess quota every year.
At present, these boards have no formal legislative capacity to enforce their management plans. Enforcement has been accomplished instead through contract law, with each
board requiring fishermen to sign a contract to follow the management plan and accept penalties for violating the plan as decided by an "infractions committee." The committee can,
for example, revoke the dockside monitoring privileges of a fisherman who violates the plan
and instruct the monitoring company (hired by the board) to stop monitoring that individual.
Because DFO requires monitoring as a condition of licensing, the board's committee can
thus essentially revoke or suspend a license. Fishermen refusing to sign a contract or whose
license is suspended by a regional board have the option to fish a "generic" management
plan as developed by DFO consisting simply of a fishery opening, a limit on the number
and the length of fishing trips, and a closing when the overall quota is caught. The fact that
the vast majority of fishermen have signed contracts with the management boards attests to
their belief that this is their best alternative.
Monitoring and enforcement by the board (through a private monitoring company) is
paid for by a $0.01 per pound levy on the catch. DFO enforces the conditions of license,
mainly conservation and monitoring requirements, and can impose administrative sanctions
for violations. DFO also ensures the integrity of the monitoring programme (accuracy of
data, arms-length procedures, and compliance, etc.) and issues daily quota reports from their
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database to the regional management boards.
The regional boards thus possess five types of informal management rights: (a) limitedentry access rights through the collective licenses and catch histories of their members,
(b) the internal allocation of quota among gear types; (c) setting of time, area, and quantity
limitations pre-season and in-season; (d) restricting of gear in time and space; and (e) monitoring and enforcement of in-season regulations. Some boards are already discussing the linportance of powers to protect critical habitat and spawning aggregations in their region
through measures such as protected areas or time and area closures. DFO is sympathetic to
these moves, as evidenced by recent initiatives of their Habitat Division in support of the
boards' efforts in this regard. If such measures become institutionalized, the regional boards
seem likely to orient themselves toward the management of multispecies and ecosystem
linkages.
It is important to note that these rights are restricted by DFO oversight and that the
transfer of private access rights (licenses) is somewhat constrained. Although a fisherman
may freely sell his limited-entry licenses within his board's territory, if he wishes to sell to a
party outside this territory, the sale must be negotiated between the two boards.
In summary, the first example above illustrates regulation of access rights through
limited-entry licensing. This approach is broadly regulatory and could be employed in
conjunction with other instruments. In general, it has involved issuing a limited number of
fishing permits to those who have the longest and most substantial history in the fishery in
question. While many limited-entry systems allow the unencumbered transfer of permits
through sale after first issue, this is not necessarily desirable. Here we examined a comanagement program based on continually adjusting the number of limited-entry permits
and the conditions of transfer (through a joint fishermen—government planning committee).
This program has the advantage of increasing economic efficiency (by reducing the number
of fishermen) at no increased cost to the remaining fishermen or to government; however, it
is not clear how broadly applicable the model may be.
The second example (ITQs) illustrates the use of market-based instruments. It allocates
clear access, withdrawal, and alienation rights (rights to enter a particular fishery, rights to
take a fixed percentage or quota of the harvest, and rights to transfer those rights) to those
fishermen who inherit (usually based on catch history) or can acquire (depending on their
ability to pay) quota shares. These quasi-property rights provide a secure claim to a share of
the resource, and therefore, to a stream of future income. The primary purpose of this instrument is to improve economic performance; by assuring access to a share of the harvest, it
reduces the race for fish and the consequent pressures for overcapitalization. It may also
create incentives for achieving economies of scale through quota combinations, thereby reducing the fleet and increasing economic efficiency (reducing the capital investment per
unit of fish harvested). (From a regional economic perspective, however, reductions in the
fleet achieved through such mechanisms may have serious negative impacts on the coastal
economy and broader measures of economic performance.) Some observers also argue that
secure ownership fosters stewardship by creating incentives to conserve and maximize the
value of the resource (McClurg 1997); however, the effectiveness with which it may do so
depends on the particular situation and the character of the resource system involved. It has
been suggested that ITQ arrangements may increase pressures for dumping and high grading (OECD 1997) and decrease the flexibility of management to utilize in-season adjustments as recommended above. There may be particular concerns attached to the market
transferability (alienation) of rights, which introduces speculative motives emphasizing
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paper gains divorced from the fishery itself, rather than the more fundamental interests of
the owner—operator, oriented toward sustainability. Despite these qualifications, the OECD
study just cited finds ITO systems promising instruments in many fisheries. They may also
be employed in combination with community-based organizational arrangements,
The third example, based on democratic traditions rather than the market, is community-based co-management (also involving an overall quota, but in this case allocated collectively to a community board). This option allocates access, withdrawal, and management
rights and responsibilities to a community board, which designs an optimal harvest plan and
accompanying regulations that must meet government standards and be open to governmental oversight. Its primary purpose is to improve the design of, and increase compliance with,
effective regulations, by having the fishermen (through their representatives on the board)
design the plan and regulations. Because fishermen do not have secure individual claims in
this case, their well-being depends on the quality of management provided by their own regulations, administered by their own peer group. Stewardship may be enhanced by this position, but whether community commitments can be well-developed and maintained depends
on situational factors.
In all three of these examples, the TAC is currently set by the government, although
proponents of both market-based and community-based approaches argue that secure
ownership or clear understanding of quota rights could lead ultimately to a situation where
fisheries management by the effective communities of interest extends to decisions on conservation and investment in future stocks and the enhancement of habitat. However, they
differ somewhat in their primary objectives and in their response to the inherent risk in the
system and the diversity of individual interests. The market-based ITQ approach leans toward specialization and concentration in the harvesting of a single commercial species. This
offers high returns, but, from a stewardship perspective, may be insufficiently risk averse
and perhaps not robust in the face of shocks. The community approach is more diversified,
spreads the risks over more activities, but may forego, at least in the short term, some margin of the potential current return seen as essential to competitiveness, in favor of resilience
in the face of surprise. Also, market-oriented approaches (ITQ systems) do not directly conce rn themselves with ecological goals, or with social objectives having to do with the distribution of income, the concentration of wealth, or the sustainability of particular
communities. Indeed, they also rely on government intervention to limit industrial concentration sufficiently to prevent undue barriers to the entry or survival of new or small competitors in the industry, as well as to assure appropriate redistribution through the capture of
resource rents (profits in excess of a normal return on investment) and the taxation of speculative gains achieved through trading of quota.

Research priorities
One research issue of a somewhat instrumental nature is to learn which institutional
arrangements can best improve data collection and analysis in both stock and habitat
asssessment. For each one, what are the most effective ways for communities or groups of
fishermen and governments to work together to ensure a reliable and consistent quality of
data, to tap local knowledge of fishermen and communities, and to build more comprehensive regional data bases? What degree of increase in data quality and reliability is possible
under conditions where trust and procedures are well-established?
Important research questions to be addressed in the matter of institutional design include effectiveness, reporting, accountability, and financing mechanisms arising in assessing
which institutional designs best match the features of particular ecosystems for purposes of
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aligning individual incentives with social objectives. These questions include the determination of the scale of resource rents that government can collect and the use of these rents.
They also include the determination of the balance between public benefits, which ought to
be taxpayer-financed as opposed to private benefits, which could legitimately be subject to
cost-recovery provisions. As well, the technical problems of accounting for the use of revenues from such cost recovery (to finance fisheries management activities) must be addressed. There is, in addition, the challenge of sharing responsibility and accountability
between the Minister, officials, and stakeholders in a "user-pay/user-say" or co-management
situation. Such issues of reporting, accountability, power-sharing, and financing obviously
must be addressed in detail in assessing alternative institutional designs. For purposes of
this report, perhaps the central open question on which work continues to be essential is the
extent to which community accountability structures may promote overall goals of
sustainability more effectively than market mechanisms involving individual rights. In
particular, the effect of limiting or extending transferability, whether of individual or
community-held quota, is crucial.
The defining characteristic of an ecosystem approach lies in recognition of the central
importance of diversity and complexity. Emphasis is on an interconnected web, networks of
nested complex systems, in which the structure as a whole generates many flows and services, not just a single product or species to harvest. In such a multispecies, multiservices
setting, defining interests or tenures in harvest of a single species, seem likely to distort
incentives and lead to unsustainable behavior jeopardizing the integrity of the system as a
whole. The value of the many services not commercially marketed, or of resources not the
subject of transferable claims in commercial trade, seems likely to be ignored. It is for this
reason that multispecies fisheries are widely recognized to pose problems for ITQ systems.
On the other hand, while community-based co-management systems may succeed in integrating many elements of interconnected ecosystems on a local or regional basis, they face
major difficulties in defining the relevant group of stakeholders broadly enough to reflect all
legitimate interests at various spatial and temporal scales. Thus, the two outstanding research questions are (a) under what conditions individual rights can be responsibly defined
in an ecosystem context and (b) whether community decisions in ecosystem-based management can be effectively linked to objectives reflecting the interests of all Canadians, who
collectively hold the right to authorize access to marine resources in Canadian waters and
seek the maximum return from exercising that right.

Conclusion
This chapter has suggested a number of concrete strategies and analytical methods for
implementing a precautionary, ecosystem-based approach to decisions in fisheries systems.
It has reviewed strategies for improving the information systems on which fisheries management decisions depend. It has addressed the need for major reform of the more general
pricing, accounting, and reporting systems, which inform the individual and societal decisions about human harvesting and investment activities on which the sustainability of ecosystems hinges. Finally, the chapter has highlighted the need for conscious design and
reform of the social institutions which shape those decisions.
A key theme emerging from the work of this panel, as earlier emphasized, is the necessity to ensure that roles, rights, and responsibilities of all those involved in a complex,
changing, and inherently uncertain fishery are clear and clearly understood and that they
serve to align private interests with the overall social goal of sustainability. These rights
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must be interpreted against the difficulties of understanding relationships and anticipating
outcomes in this context of continuing change. The commitment to sustainable use of resources may demand changing constraints on the exercise of rights. The commitment to equitable sharing of returns may demand adjustment of roles. In a changing and uncertain
world, no one can reasonably claim the right to a guaranteed future revenue stream. All
rights, including those termed property, use, or management rights relating to natural capital, are in some sense attenuated, subject to overall social responsibilities for stewardship.
Adjustment of such rights must be expected in response to surprises in the system and such
adjustments do not create a case for financial compensation. What may be claimed is the
right to a fair procedure for adjustment of returns or amendment of constraints on the exercise of rights. If certainty of outcome is not possible, then confidence that fair procedures
will prevail in sharing the consequences of unanticipated outcomes is essential.
The array of strategies described in this chapter entails fundamental change in management processes, economic mechanisms, and institutional structures. Above all, it rests on
profound change in social attitudes and belief systems. The completion of such a transformation can only be seen as a long-term objective. However, important concrete steps can be
taken now. Indeed, a start down these roads must be made now if there is to be any hope
that the goal of sustainable fisheries is not to vanish altogether in the near future.

Chapter 7. Summary and Conclusion
1. Scope of this report
The purpose of this chapter is to reiterate briefly the central points of our analysis and
highlight what we see as key orientations for action needed now.
This report will not solve all the problems of fisheries management in Canada. Indeed,
our work is not directed particularly to the concrete tasks of fisheries management as such.
Rather our terms of reference directed us to look more generally at the impacts of human
activities on marine resources in the context of continuing change: physical, biological, economic, and social.
Given the uncertainties and risks involved in human activities and the potential for
irreversible impacts on interdependent marine resources, we were led to a broad ecosystem
approach which includes not only the technical processes of fisheries management, but the
political processes and social institutions within which the objectives and frameworks for
such management are developed.
In earlier chapters, we reviewed the present state of Canadian fisheries. In later chapters, principles and options were proposed for achieving the three key objectives of biological, social, and economic sustainability in fisheries systems, as components of overall
ecosystem integrity. A common theme linking these interconnected objectives is conservation of the marine resource for sustainable use. Integrating these three stated objectives requires seeing beyond the short-term needs of any one component of the system, i.e., natural,
economic, or social, to the longer-term needs of fisheries systems as a whole. Ensuring this
long-term productive exploitation of living marine resources (fish and other aquatic species)
implies a stewardship role, a responsibility for the maintenance of these natural resources
into the future.
The marine ecosystems discussed here include humans and their institutional structures. A complex web of dependency now exists as a result of the extensive and growing
human exploitation of marine resources. Coastal communities in Canada, indeed worldwide,
depend heavily on the marine environment. Our use of ocean resources is now so extensive
that the viability of the natural components of the marine ecosystem hinges crucially on successful measures to limit human harvesting activities and habitat destruction.
The emphasis in this report has been on three fundamental characteristics of fisheries
systems, i.e., change, complexity, and uncertainty, and on three basic features of human response to them, i.e., conservation, cooperation, and compliance. Our aim was to document
and analyze fisheries from a broad, integrated perspective and develop some key principles
for guiding those involved in fisheries systems (fishermen, fish processors, residents of fishdependent communities, scientists, fishery managers, and politicians) as they each attempt
to respond to the profound uncertainties surrounding continuing change. Following from
these principles are some strategic approaches leading to suggestions for action. We have argued for a positive program of institutional reform reflecting a dramatically altered view of
ecosystems and their limits, one that takes into account ongoing change and unavoidable uncertainty. More particularly, we argued for precautionary, ecosystem, integrated, and participatory approaches. The need now is not only to change fisheries management but also to
adapt the broader institutions governing fisheries systems in Canada, to respond adequately
to ongoing processes of change and to the demands of the resulting social transitions.
This report has illustrated a range of possible institutional designs, in which individuals
and economic agents may be led by market forces, cultural traditions, social commitments
(implicit or contractual), or negotiated regulations to pursue the goals of biological
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sustainability, social stability, and economic viability. Strategies for information systems
and social structures which support such activities in a general social context were outlined.
We also identified more specific strategies or methodologies to guide the decisions of all
participants in fisheries systems themselves.
The primary motivation for this report is concern about the present and future state of
the fisheries, both in Canada and globally. For ever fewer fisheries is it likely that global
catch can be increased substantially on any sustainable basis. However, there is growing demand and growing capacity to catch fish. Within Canada, we have experienced the collapse
of the Atlantic groundfisheries, with consequent deep social and economic effects. On both
the Pacific and Atlantic coasts and in the Arctic, we have recognized that our fisheries cannot be viewed in isolation or through ideological blinkers. Many fish migrate across national
borders and out into the open ocean. Living marine resources are vulnerable to long-range
physical and chemical transport systems as well as local discharges and habitat disturbances.
Communities that depend on these fish and other marine resources must adopt a broad,
pragmatic, and adaptive perspective.

2. Summary: change, complexity, and uncertainty as
fundamental characteristics of fisheries systems
Fishery systems are not static. Both fish and humans are affected by constantly changing physical, economic, socio-political, and biological processes. In this report, we have
provided examples showing how changes in oceanographic conditions can drive variability
in growth and survival rates for fish, cause changes in the distribution of fish, and lead to
changes in abundance. Socio-political processes can cause variability in prices and changes
in the cost of fishing, the distribution of fishing vessels, and in concepts of property or stewardship and lead to new perspectives on management in an inter-institutional setting.
Linkages within fishery systems illustrate this inherent complexity. Fish depend upon
their natural environment; fishing depends upon social and economic conditions as well as
the natural environment. Given the complexity and change inherent in this system, it is unreasonable to expect the economic and social yield from fishing effort to be constant. Combined with continuing change, this complexity leads to unavoidable uncertainty. There are
linkages between components of fisheries that transmit change and uncertainty. Uncertainty
arises from several sources, including climate change, the inherent variability and complexity of fishery systems, imperfect information, errors in observation, errors in implementation, and incomplete compliance with regulations. Therefore, uncertainty about potential
effects of climate change on water temperature and currents or survival rates of fish stocks
necessarily results in uncertainty in forecasted trends in abundance and productivity of fish
populations. No amount of analysis or improved natural and social science will remove such
uncertainty, although they may reduce it. Since uncertainty is present and will strongly influence our evaluation of options, this uncertainty must be explicitly included as a component of the information base on which decisions in fisheries will be made.
Given change, complexity, and uncertainty, risk is inevitable for those involved in fisheries. For fish there are risks associated with overexploitation and low abundance. Consequent economic and social risks have become painfully evident in Canada through recent
experiences with Atlantic groundfish and Pacific salmon. Uncertainty and risk are always
present; both features of fisheries need to be more widely understood and taken into account
explicitly by those who make decisions. The present scale of human intervention amplifies
the potential risks, with possibly irreversible consequences.
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A goal of "conservation leading to sustainable use" integrates the three objectives for
Canadian marine fisheries: biological, social, and economic sustainability. The first step in
the process for the Canadian public and policy-makers must be development of a conservation ethic to be adopted by those involved in the fisheries. The first half of this report
(Chapters 2-4) should provide sufficient information about ongoing processes of change to
convince readers of the need for and value of such a conservation ethic. Further, there must
be principles and strategies to carry that ethic forward into action and lead to sustainable resource use. Proposed approaches have been discussed in Chapters 5 and 6 and the key ideas
are summarized later in this chapter.
It is up to readers of this document to implement these proposed strategies by seeking
consensus on measures that might redirect human activities to achieve fisheries that will
generate substantial sustainable benefits in the face of ongoing variability, change, and uncertainty.
The conservation ethic we envisage is not merely a set of abstract overarching principles to be spelled out in national and international covenants or codes. As emphasized in
Chapter 4, errors in fisheries management creep in at all stages of the process, from estimating the character and state of the system to misjudging the consequences of policy decisions
or management action. Ecosystem and precautionary approaches can help in assuring that
policy decisions emphasize caution and sustainability in the face of uncertainty in our understanding and knowledge of the system. However, even within a broad ethical framework
or general code of conduct, only individual moral codes and commitment to the responsibilities of stewardship can assure that the actions taken from day to day, at sea and ashore, will
lean toward sustainable fisheries in the face of uncertainty and unavoidable risk.
Such individual commitment is likely to flow only in a social structure that is seen as
legitimate, with management institutions that command confidence. Assurances of voice
and participation in overall governing structures must be part of that contract. We are reminded in the summary of section 3 that many of the recommendations contained in this report are directed towards the identification of institutional arrangements and management
processes that will command the confidence and promote the mutual respect essential to
sustained cooperative management leading to cohesive and sustainable fisheries systems.

3. Summary: conservation, cooperation, and compliance as a
basis for managing human activities in fisheries systems
The six core principles set out in Chapter 5 suggest ways in which the goal of sustainable fisheries elaborated in Chapter 1 might be pursued even in the face of the difficult systemic problems identified in Chapters 2-4. These principles, which in Chapter 6 are
translated into more concrete strategies, are as follows.
(a) Incorporate into decision-making an analysis of structural and dynamic complexities of fishery systems.
(b) Incorporate into decision-making an analysis of change, uncertainty, and risk in all
fishery activities.
(c) Promote and conserve biological, economic, and social diversity.
(d) Collect, analyze, and openly communicate essential data and information.
(e) Estimate, document, and incorporate into decision-making the social and ecological
consequences of decisions and actions.
w Clearly define roles, rights, and responsibilities of all fishery participants to align
their interests with overall objectives of sustainability.
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The first two of these principles relate directly to decision processes of individuals and
institutions directly involved in fisheries systems in light of the inherent complexity, variability, change, and uncertainty of such systems. Our message is that all participants in management decisions and operational activities must come to recognize that the system and
environment in which they work are unavoidably changing and inherently uncertain. Management, investment, harvesting, career, and location decisions cannot be based on an expectation that the future will be like the past or that stocks, which appear to be robust and
productive on the basis of recent experience, will remain so in the future. A consciously and
indeed aggressively precautionary approach (Strategy 1) is essential, with recognition that
preservation of stocks and biological productivity (and hence employment, incomes, and
community survival) in the future will depend on exploitation strategies not pressing too
heavily against harvest limits in the present. For this purpose, explicit processes of risk assessment, risk management, and risk communication (Strategy 2) may often be essential and
balanced decision processes incorporating the knowledge and perceptions of all participants
in fishery systems will always be central.
Surprises in fishery systems are inevitable. In the face of uncertainty and surprise, a
broad, comprehensive, and continuous flow of information among participants (Principle 4
and Strategy 4) is critical. This information must include announcements or instruction

from government managers to fishermen and others in the system as well as the reciprocal
flow of fine-grained local knowledge and current monitoring or awareness that comes
with intimate involvement in local or traditional activities over years and generations.
Also critical is an integrated approach (Principle 3 and Strategy 3) to the utilization of
such information, adaptively, on an ecosystem basis. This integrated approach views the
interdependent system as a whole, on spatial and temporal scales appropriate to the multiple stocks and ecological services involved, and with provision for coordination across
different jurisdictions involved within the ecosystem as a whole. Principles 3 and 4 and
their associated implementation strategies thus emphasize the need to promote diversity
as a hedge against uncertainty and to work within the framework of an integrated ecosystem-based management process.
More balanced and integrated precautionary decision-making within fisheries systems
demands that ecological consequences of proposed actions be identified and assessed before
action is taken. Also, to deal more broadly with cross-cutting and cross-sectoral issues, it is
necessary to assure that decisions within fisheries systems themselves are integrated within
a wider context, including the coastal zone and regional economy as well as the crosssectoral and cross-departmental "horizontal issues" presently concerning all governments.
These larger issues influence the survival of enterprises and communities and call for much
more comprehensive and effective procedures for taking into account both social and ecological consequences of management decisions. In the absence of such procedures, serious
unintended impacts will be generated. For example, decisions to adopt particular harvesting
or processing technologies may lead to excessive but unrecognized costs of by-catch and
waste, as well as social dislocation. Indeed, as emphasized in Chapter 6, we consider these
questions of by-catch and waste, along with unanticipated or unintended social consequences, to be among the most fundamental challenges in fisheries management.
Methods to achieve better assessment of presently unpriced and unrecognized consequences were emphasized in the discussion of Principle 5 and Strategy 5. Similarly, the social consequences for coastal communities and fish-dependent groups, although they may be
impossible to price formally, must be taken into account in some fashion in decision processes at all levels in the system. Some of this balancing of concerns undoubtedly occurs
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now informally in both government and enterprise decisions. Mechanisms to ensure greater
integration and coherence of administrative measures in responding to policy dilemmas arising in fisheries is a priority for further research and action.
Several points were made on the questions of incentives, institutional design, enforcement, compliance, and accountability addressed in the discussion of Principle 6 and
Strategy 6. First, it is worth highlighting that at some level there must be government involvement to represent the interest of the Canadian public in the stewardship of fisheries resources. This gove rn ment involvement may be simply in establishing general ground rules
or more actively in initiating community-based management partnerships, establishing harvest limits, or more specifically, regulating entry, openings, technologies, and practice.
However these options are adopted or combined, ultimately there is a need for the general
social purpose to be reflected and carried out in fishing effort by individuals exercising their
personal discretion, on the basis of socially recognized rights to do so.
In new institutional arrangements, there are many options. The linkage from general
strategies and principles to personal conduct might be achieved through contracting by govern ment institutions with agencies ultimately authorizing efforts by individuals or small
groups, formal or informal (as envisioned with the provision for "partnerships" in Bill C-62,
the new Fisheries Act proposed in 1996). Also, it might occur by delegation to market
mechanisms through ITQs to be exercised by individuals who may then group themselves
into virtual communities or corporations for purposes of managing the resource more effectively in their collective interest (within the constraints of socially acceptable exercise of
these rights). Alte rn atively, government might allocate quota in a more aggregate form to
communities, large or small, formal or informal, that may then choose to organize the involvement of individuals in management plans and harvesting through allocation of individual use rights or through some other mechanisms of community or cooperative (as opposed
to corporate) governance.
Experience with some of these institutional arrangements in the contemporary context
of a high-technology global economy has not yet led to any final judgments about their relative merits. It is not clear which mechanism mobilizes individual commitment and compliance most effectively, given the ambitious social goals we must pursue in the context of
substantial uncertainty about the state of the resource and therefore about fishery systems
themselves. From a large and growing literature, no consensus is emerging on even basic
questions, such as which approach is more likely to achieve the goal of biological
sustainability. There is, however, general agreement that different institutional arrangements
are likely to be appropriate in different settings, given the characteristics of particular resource systems. The pragmatic and adaptive approach to institutional innovation mentioned
in Strategy 6 seems the appropriate response under the circumstances.
The initial definition and distribution of access or management rights are crucial and
will inevitably be controversial. We have noted earlier that in principle such rights might be
auctioned, "grandfathered," or allocated by some other social mechanisms. Also, we see the
particular issue of the transferability of rights and the mobility of rights holders (the different impacts and relative merits of non-transferable versus transferable quotas, whether in
community or individual form) as a crucial question requiring further research and debate.
Because the exercise of rights and subsequent transfers (if permitted) will likely generate
excess returns or speculative gains, these should be appropriately taxed. Canadian society,
with its collective responsibility for stewardship of the resource, should receive its share of
the benefits, while ensuring that appropriate compensation (at market rates) is paid to labor
and capital invested in harvesting, processing, and marketing.
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Perhaps the most difficult issue is the basic question of who will be excluded and by
what means. Who can get past the barriers to entry inevitably created by rationing of access
to the common resource and whether this rationing is accomplished by purchasing power,
administrative fiat, markets, governments, or communities, remain sensitive questions.
In summary, a number of specific strategies are suggested in Chapter 6 . For implementation of the first two principles, methods to deal with complexity, uncertainty, and surprise
were sketched. With respect to the second two principles, the need for integrated ecosystem
approaches was emphasized. In dealing with the last two principles, the need for broader consideration of social and ecological consequences, along with more conventional economic and
financial concerns to be reflected both in information flows and in institutional arrangements
and incentive systems, was stressed. A number of examples were outlined, suggesting that
some progress is being made toward implementing these strategies, although few recommendations are being widely applied. We have reviewed these examples (Table 7.1) illustrating
the extent to which our recommendations have already been implemented.
Diffusion and adoption of innovative ideas and implementation of corresponding action
are slow processes, a fact underlined in Table 7.1. Although many of the ideas behind our
six principles are becoming widely accepted and endorsed, action to implement them appears fragmented at best. Some have yet to be accepted as practical and workable. Even
where action has been initiated, attainment of the desired outcomes (which reflects the adequacy of the policy design or strategy as well as the extent of implementation effort and the
degree of compliance) lies well in the future.
Although much has improved, even in the time since the panel began this report (January 1996), there is still a long way to go before we can claim that the conservation goals enshrined in declarations and the precautionary approaches embedded in policies are truly in
place where it counts, in fisheries throughout Canada. Efforts to extend information flow
and methods of ecosystem-based management have had only limited success to date, for a
variety of reasons including financial constraints and institutional barriers, as well as major
conceptual and methodological problems in particular settings. Also, institutional changes to
resolve resource conflicts and temper the struggle for shares are still only a dream. Likewise, some of our other of recommendations need further implementation efforts.
We conclude that further action must be taken by all participants in fisheries systems.
We must recognize that the long-run synergy and complementarity among the three objectives of sustainable fisheries, linked through the conservation imperative, can be fatally
compromised if a focus on short-term goals, i.e., employment, income and revenue generation, or other social or economic factors, press harvesting efforts to levels that leave the biological system critically vulnerable to shocks and surprises that cannot be forecast but are
certain to occur.

4. Conclusion
In this report, we argue for an ecosystem approach, risk averse policy, adaptive management, and resilient institutions. Current policy priorities and the policy stance within organizations in fishery systems do seem (as far as statements of intent are to be believed) to
be moving toward an appropriate emphasis on the conservation and stewardship goals we
espouse. However, as noted, practical progress has been slow and there have been some discouraging steps in the wrong direction.
With some recent measures, DFO and the federal government appear to be embracing
the more open, participatory approach that we advocate. (For example, see the new Oceans
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Act passed in 1997, the DFO Sustainable Development Strategy discussion paper issued in
December 1997, and Richards and Maguire 1998). The search (expressed within the
amended Fisheries Act proposed in 1996 as well as in other statements of the Gove rn ment
of Canada) for new institutional arrangements based on devolution of responsibilities and
partnership arrangements agrees fully with the clarification of responsibilities within cornmunity-based co-management, self-governing structures, or market mechanisms urged here.
Furthermore, as noted above, there are promising signs that some members of the Canadian
fishing industry are already pursuing some of the principles and strategies outlined here.
The test now is in implementation and in the realization of these ideas and intentions.
The challenge will be to create a changed corporate culture and new institutional approaches
entrenched in the working structures of government and non-government components of
fishery systems. There is a very skeptical audience to be convinced of the reality of the actual commitment to conservation, stewardship, a precautionary approach, meaningful participation, effective co-management, and above all to building and earning trust. This is true
from the perspective of both government and industry and there are signs that the war is not
won yet. Budget cuts for science and monitoring (both within DFO and Statistics Canada, as
well as other agencies and governments) seem extraordinarily shortsighted and in many
cases industry and community pressures for maintaining or increasing harvests continue.
As discussed above, we see an opportunity for the federal government, the Department
of Fisheries and Oceans, and the fishing industry to move toward more effective partnerships among all who make up the fisheries systems and its institutions (fishermen, cooperatives and corporations, community groups, local and provincial governments, university researchers, and non-government organizations).
In particular, it will be crucial to work out a new role for the federal government and
DFO in such a system. The panel notes the need for the Government of Canada to play a
clear role in representing the interests of the Canadian public. Also, the core functions for
DFO are likely to be more strictly defined than in the past. Perhaps within this redefined
role, DFO will serve as guarantor of a more decentralized co-managed system in which the
roles, rights, and responsibilities of the individual players are clear and understood, so that
they may exercise necessary discretionary operational authority according to their own perceptions and judgments. At the same time, DFO must be open to new approaches and new
ideas, responsive to the changing nature of fisheries systems.
Working out the details of such an adjustment to the appropriate core role for DFO
would take us beyond the scope of this report. One example of implementing such changes
could be in using the concept of precautionary reference points introduced in the 1995 UN
Agreement on Straddling Fish Stocks and Highly Migratory Fish Stocks as a conceptual
foundation for an appropriate delegation of responsibilities within a broad management network. These reference points specify the overall conservation constraints set by government
in the public interest. Given these constraints, responsibilities for adaptive management and
the ongoing adjustment of harvest plans in light of changing circumstances and the continuing flow of monitoring information and new knowledge might be carried more fully by the
communities and co-management structures closest to the resource and most immediately
concerned with the health of the ecosystem. If ongoing monitoring suggests an emerging
risk that limit reference points will be violated, pre-agreed measures to counter that risk
must come into play to assure that the primacy of the conservation objective is respected.
In pursuing such an approach, early action to meet Canada's long-delayed commitment
to ratify UNCLOS and the 1995 Agreement on implementation of its provisions with
respect to straddling stocks and migratory stocks obviously is desirable.
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Table 7.1. Implementation of strategies proposed in Chapter 6.
Degree of
Examples of progress in
implementation
implementation
Strategy 1. Implement a precautionary strategy
Partial
Snow crab in the Gulf of
1.1. Incorporate analysis of unce rt ainties into decision-making in
St. Lawrence
management agencies and fishing industries

Recommendation

1.2. Act to reduce uncertainties

Partial

Atlantic striped bass

1.3. Give priority to maintaining pro-

Partial

Northwestern Hawaiian Islands
lobster

1.4. Maintain critical fish habitat

Partial

Salmon habitat protection in
B.C. and marine protected
areas

1.5. Keep harvesting capacity

Partial

Limited entty schemes; effort
control in the East Coast
lobster fisheries;
individual quotas in

ductive capacity of fish

below levels sustainable by
fish productivity and institute
effort controls if capacity exceeds sustainable levels
1.6. Require comprehensive manage-

groundfisheries

Partial

ment plans before onset of
fishing

Post-1983 Norwegian springspawning herring
King, Tanner, and snow
crabs in the Bering Sea

Strategy 2. Implement risk-assessment and risk-management procedures
2.1. Implement formal procedures for

Partial

estimating risks

International Whaling Commission (Kirkwood and Smith
1996)

2.2. Implement formal procedures for

Partial

South African anchovy fishery
Setting TACs for cod and
haddock stocks on Georges
Bank
Profit-sharing among B.C.
herring boats

Partial

Fisheries Resource Conservation Council (FRCC)
B.C.—Canada MOU for West
Coast fishery

Partial

Convention on the Conservation of Antarctic
Marine Living Resources

risk management that
explicitily take into account the
results from formal risk assessments
2.3. Work cooperatively in project

teams to estimate risks

2.4. Reverse the burden of proof to

allow scientists and managers
to use risk-neutral or riskaverse policies consistent with
the precautionary approach

(CCAMLR)
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Table 7.1 (continuea').

Degree of
implementation
Strategy 3. Promote diversity
3.1. Recognize the spatial and temporal
Partial
heterogeneity of fishery systems
by adopting an ecosystem-based
approach

Examples of progress in
implementation

3.3. Create marine protected areas as
refugia for exploited species

Recent federal and B.C.
initiatives
Recent legal provisions:
Oceans Act, new Fisheries
Act, Endangered Species Act

Recommendation

Partial

Central Region Board's (West
Coast of Vancouver Island)
integrated approach to terrestrial and marine resorce use

Strategy 4. Collect, analyze, and openly communicate essential data and information
4.1. Implement an integrated, balanced,

Partial

and transparent information-flow
strategy
4.2. Involve fishermen and other groups

(EMAN)

Partial

Sentinel Surveys Program on
the east coast

Partial

Global Ocean Ecosystem Program (GLOBEC)
Joint management boards
under Nunavut and
Inuvialuit Final Agreements

Partial

Fisheries Resource Conservation Council (FRCC)

Partial

FRCC and PFRCC proposal

in the collection of information
4.3. Make better use of existing

information resources including
traditional knowledge and knowledge of local fishermen
4.4. Involve those who collect informa-

tion in the decision-making
process
4.5. Improve information flow so that it

Ecological Monitoring and
Assessment Network

is open and accessible to everyone
involved in fishery systems
Strategy 5. Assure informed social decision through pricing, accounting, costing, and reporting
5.1. Implement full-cost pricing of

None

goods and services to reflect the
full cost of all the resources
(social and ecological) consumed
in their production
5.2. Ensure full accounting of the bene-

fits and costs of fishery systems

Partial

Multiple Accounts Analysis in
B.C.
Salmonid Enhancement
Program's (DFO) multiple
account system
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Table 7.1 (concluded).

Recommendation

Degree of

Examples of progress in

implementation

implementation

Strategy 5 (concluded).

5.3. Use a broader mode of reporting
on progress toward sustainability

None

5.4. Move toward fee structures and

Partial

BC Commission on Resources
and Environment Report
NRTEE Report to the Prime
Minister

cost recovery provisions that
reflect resource usage
Strategy 6. Implement institutional reform and promoting compliance

6.1. Clarify roles, rights, and responsibilities of individuals and groups

Partial

6.2. Design institutions and incentive

Partial

systems that align individual interests with the goals of biological sustainability, social stability,
and economic viability
6.3. "Traditional" market approaches:

Partial

enhance sense of ownership and
secure claim to the resource
Two subclasses:
(a) quota allocated by government
(top-down)

(a) Halibut ITQ's in British
Columbia

(b) quota arrangements proposed
by fishermen's groups
(bottom-up)

(b) Geoduck clam fishery in

Participatory approaches: enhance
participation by users in decisions on the management and
stewardship of the resource

British Columbia
Partial

Two subclasses:
(c) participation through existing
regulatory structures

(c) Landed entry in the South
Australian abalone fishery

(d) participation through alternative institutional structures

(d) Co-management in the inshore fixed gear ScotiaFundy 4X groundfishery

Note: Under "degree of implementation," the categories represent the degree to which the recommendation
is being implemented in various fisheries in Canada. "None" means no cases; "partial" means some cases exist where the recommendation is being followed; and "extensive" means that the recommendation is widely
used. It should be noted that the degree of implementation may have several dimensions: long duration, substantial spatial extent, or perceived degree of success. Of course, most examples are so recent that no significant evaluation of effectiveness is yet possible; therefore, the illustrations cited are largely evidence of
intention or feasibility rather than outcome.
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The fundamental problem could be viewed essentially as one of equitably regulating
access and guiding the allocation of increasingly scarce and valuable common resources,
whether at the level of the human species in competition with other species for food and
habitat or at the level of the individual fisherman bound by social pressures and personal
moral codes. Whether viewed locally or globally, it is interesting to note that this view
brings the task back to the basic biological problem outlined in Chapter 2, to manage the
competition for fisheries resources to meet social and economic goals while ensuring that
the current harvest does not exceed the biological productivity of the stock itself.
In this interpretation, fisheries institutions must mediate between the uncertainty of
complex natural systems characterized by ceaseless change and the unpredictability of complex human systems characterized by conflicting interests and distributional concerns. The
management of human activities impinging on marine ecosystems will never be exact or
perfect, never be purely an economic concern, and never be a matter simply of calculated
intervention in a situation fully understood. We do not have human resources sufficient to
manage fisheries precisely nor can we control the outcomes or impacts on the resources following from our individual and collective decisions. However, there is some limited power,
the power of information, power to exercise authority (when it is accepted as legitimate) and
to shape ideas and intervene in processes of decision to influence human activity and the resulting consequences.
The strategies outlined in this document are intended to suggest ways for those involved in fisheries (governments, industry, individuals, and communities) to respond to the
need to make important decisions about human intervention in complex systems with only
partial information about uncertain developments and dramatically different perceptions of
risks held by many people with conflicting interests in the decision processes and their consequences. Not all the counsel in this document can be put into practice easily, nor will all
our recommendations be achieved or necessarily endorsed. Indeed, as already emphasized,
there is no single institutional solution to be found (and certainly no single policy stance) to
offer the best possible structure for all circumstances or all time. However, the effort must
be made to develop adaptive processes and structures more consistent with sustainability.
There is a pressing need for continuing progress in the directions outlined above. We
must now work collectively towards the application of the identified strategies. A priceless
natural and human heritage is at stake.
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